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NOTES

Every research has its unique aspects and writing about “China” is no simple task.
As I discuss later in this dissertation, “China” is not a simple geopolitical term. Whenever
one discusses and writes about this subject-topic, one needs to engage with a set of cultural
politics involving “China” and “Chineseness.” There is no such thing as a simple and
standardized linguistic practice when writing about China. This has in many ways
complicated the whole process of writing up this dissertation and it is no longer a simple
matter of following “the house rule” of an academic style. Here, I am obliged to draw your
attention to the following aspects, some related more directly to the questions of
“Chineseness,” others more general issues.
I begin with some of the general aspects. Most of the quotations from my corpus
and interviews are originally in Chinese unless otherwise stated, and I have translated all of
them into English unless otherwise specified. Moreover, the transcriptions of interviews
with Chinese interviewees are not always grammatically correct. This is done with an aim to
give some brief ideas about the ways these interviewees expressed themselves, especially in
the case study of the taxi drivers. I am well aware of the constraints, the debates, and the
impossibilities of presenting the “original” and the “authentic” voices. This said, I need to
restate that my purpose is not to present something “authentic”; the rationale behind this
lies in a “simple” wish to communicate — to bring together the original-native to the
foreign-local setting so that they can infect each other and a certain degree of linguistic flux
could be made possible (de Kloet, 2005: 121).
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What follows are aspects related to the linguistic practices in different Chinesespeaking localities. Hanyu Pinyin (汉语拼音) is the official system of transliterating
Mandarin in the romanized format in the People’s Republic of China (PRC). In academic
practice, this is also the system commonly used nowadays to represent and write about
China. In this dissertation, pinyin is generally used when referring to Chinese names and
terms but in occasional situations such as when some proper nouns are long familiar in
other forms like the Wade-Giles, their established spellings will be used. Some examples are
cheongsam and Kuomintang.
Chinese communities such as Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan1 have used different
romanization systems. When Chinese names from these places are quoted, both pinyin and
other romanization systems are used. In some instances, English name is included when
the person referred to is commonly known or officially addressed by that name. Taking, for
example, Jackie Chan is 成龍’s English name, I do not change his name into pinyin —
Cheng Long.
The principle I follow is to enter the Chinese names and their English names as
they are found, or what the authors themselves generally use. This speaks especially for the
reference list. Confusion is often created because of the diverging practices in name order.
Some Chinese people choose to present their names according to Chinese custom: family
name first; others have adopted the Western custom of placing the family after the first
name. And, in other cases, some choose to put their English name before their Chinese
first name. For example, 陳巧文’s name: Christina (English name) + Hau Man (Chinese
first name) + Chan (family name); others put their Chinese first name first, then followed
by English name and the family name, for example, Jinhua (Chinese first name) + Emma
(English name) + Teng (family name). In uncertain cases, I can only rely on my best
judgment.
The diverse romanization practices would mean that pinyin transliteration cannot be
used or read as the “standard” language for everyone. As such, I choose to use Chinese
characters next to the English translations when Chinese phrases and special terms are
involved. For example, when referring to “The Road to Rejuvenation,” I put down (复兴
For a long time, Taiwan had used various romanization systems such as Wade-Giles and it was only in 2008
that Hanyu Pinyin was officially adopted as the romanization system in Taiwan. It is quite common to come
across romanized words derived from other systems such as Wade-Giles or Tongyong pinyin (通用拼音).
1
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之路) instead of “fuxingzhilu.” Yet, when the pinyin transliteration of a Chinese phrase is
widely used and quoted in writing such as suzhi (素质), I provide its English translation,
pinyin, and Chinese characters in its first appearance and the pinyin transliteration is used
throughout the dissertation.
Simplified Chinese characters (简体字) are officially used in the PRC, whereas
traditional Chinese characters (繁體字) are used in Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, and some
Chinese overseas communities. In this dissertation, I use simplified Chinese to refer to
concepts, ideas, and people related to mainland China. However, out of respect to the
diverse practices in different Chinese communities, I retain the use of traditional Chinese
characters (繁體字) when referring to programs, names, and titles used in Hong Kong.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

POSITIONING THIS RESEARCH
On July 13, 2001, I was watching the late night news reports at home in Hong
Kong. The news about China winning the right to host the 2008 Olympics electrified the
people in China. I could vividly recall the images of many Chinese in Beijing running on
the streets and screaming “We got it! We got it!” (成功了! 成功了!). The atmosphere was
intoxicating. According to a poll conducted by the International Olympic Committee
(hereafter IOC), Beijing, among all the bidding cities, had the highest support rate from its
citizens in bidding for the event: 95 percent of the city’s population.2 The images of
Chinese people celebrating this successful bid at Tiananmen Square were broadcast all over
the world repeatedly over the years. I had seen these images so often that they have
become my Olympic memory too.
About a year before the Games kicked off, this research started. My interests in the
Beijing Olympics intensified and this paralleled with the growing media attention on the
Games: Various global media agencies and the media in the Netherlands, where I have
been living since 2005, had made various special features and reports about China and the
Olympics. The discourse of “a rising China,” coupled with the spectacle effect generated by
the modern Olympics, had made China an eye-catching media subject. I recall a special
news report on Nederland 13 in the early summer of 2007 about Beijingers learning English
The Chinese bid committee reported that 95 percent of the Beijing population supported the bid for the
Games, whereas according to the IOC evaluation report, 96 percent of the Beijing population supported
China hosting the Olympics. International Olympic Committee Evaluation Commission. 2001. Report of the
IOC Evaluation Commission for the Games of the XXIX Olympiad in 2008.
http://www.olympic.org/Documents/Reports/EN/en_report_299.pdf (accessed on Jul 20, 2008).
3 Nederland 1 is the Netherlands’ first national television station. According to SKO (Stichting
KijkOnderzoek) Annual Report in 2008, Nederland 1 was the most viewed channel in the country.
2
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to welcome the foreign visitors in the Olympic year. The report ended with the Dutch
reporter asking an old lady in Tiananmen Square to say something in English. She hesitated
and appeared to be a bit shy, but she said “Welcome to Beijing!” anyway. Then, she burst
into a spontaneous and bright laughter. Learning a foreign language at her age was not an
easy task and yet, she appeared to do it with great pleasure and joyfulness. I was impressed
by the lightness and cheerfulness of this report, and it did — for a moment — set me
thinking that the Beijing Olympics would be a carnival-like cosmopolitan event. The reason
I remember this episode so well has to a large extent to do with the rarity of this kind of
happy report outside China; whereas in China, ironically, reports related to the population’s
views toward the Games were exclusively happy and positive.
When I went to Beijing in autumn 2007, the Beijing in front of me was a place
loaded with expectations and excitement, ready for China’s first Olympics. All the
preparations were proceeding apace. The attention-drawing National Stadium (aka Bird’s
Nest) was under construction but it was not a securitized area — no fence was built to
prevent the public from accessing the site. I could easily approach some migrant workers
who were working on site at that time. They told me where they came from, what they did
before coming to Beijing, and how much they got paid: if I recall correctly, RMB 10 for
paving a square feet of stone on the ground.
Yet, during my fieldwork in 2008, Beijing was entirely different from the joyous
aura that radiated in the 2001 or the 2007 in my memory. Sequences of globally mediated
events in early 2008 had replaced the previous casualness with an increasingly securitized and
tense atmosphere in Beijing and in China. What draws my research curiosity was the sharp
contrast between the seemingly overwhelming support of the Games in China4 and the
global contestations of China. Not that there was no contestation within mainland China
but there was a relative lack of domestic protests (Teets, Rosen, and Gries 2010) — at least,
not as visible or audible as the contestations outside China — and the majority of the
population, drawing on my observations during the fieldwork, seemed to be keen
supporters of the Games. Many of them believed that the Games — despite the amount of
resources they cost — would advance China’s status in the global arena, and that the

The Tibetan uprisings and the Xinjiang terrorist attacks that happened in 2008 were not against the
Olympics per se, those were attempts to seize the Olympics to make their voices heard.

4
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Chinese Communist Party (hereafter CCP)5 and its current leaders were doing their jobs to
make China a strong and respectable nation-state in the world. Academic works related to
the Beijing Games have also pointed out this overwhelming support of the Games from
the Chinese population (see, for example, Brady 2009a; Teets, Rosen, and Gries 2010;
J. Dong 2010; Dong and Mangan 2008a; Nyiri, Zhang, and Varrall 2010). Then, how could
we explain the Chinese population’s support to the Beijing Olympics and the government?
What motivates an individual to become the active subject of the state?
This public support of the Games seems to challenge the prevailing view of seeing
the Chinese government as an oppressive government and the people as the oppressed
victims of the state, living in scornful conditions.6 It also contradicts what some scholars
like Anne-Marie Brady (2009a) seem to believe as the successful application of a top-down
approach: The CCP’s propaganda has successfully indoctrinated the masses with pro-PRC
(the People’s Republic of China) nationalism. Following this line of thinking, power is
possessed by the government to repress the powerless people. Propaganda is a negative
instrument that brainwashes the masses. I find this view far too totalizing and simplistic. If
all the CCP does is to repress and force its will on its people, then how could one explain
this consistency of pro-PRC nationalism? And if all the governing body does is to make the
people feel deprived, wouldn’t the people feel discontented and rise up to overthrow the
regime? As Foucault writes:

The notion of repression is quite inadequate for capturing what is precisely the
productive aspect of power. In defining the effects of power as repression, one
adopts a purely juridical conception of such power, one identifies power with a law
which says no, power is taken above all as carrying the force of a prohibition. Now
I believe that this is a wholly negative, narrow, skeletal conception of power, one
I use the Chinese state, the party-state, the Chinese government, the CCP, the governing body, and the
ruling authority interchangeably to refer to the governing body of PRC. I do not, however, suggest that it is a
monolithic entity. As Bruce J. Dickson points out, “The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is monolithic
neither in its relationship with society nor in its attitude toward adaptation. Instead, it has forged multidimensional relationships, depending on the sector of the society, how it fits into the party’s modernization
strategy, and the nature of its claims” (2010: 36). In chapter 7, I use “the state” to refer to the sovereign
authority of the PRC; whereas to refer to the government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, I
use either the Hong Kong government or the HKSAR government.
6 One example of such a representation is: “The awarding of the Olympic Games to Beijing is no light thing.
People could die from it — or be tortured or banished to a dungeon or camp” (Editors, NR. 2001). For more
examples, see Mobley 2008; Kindred 2001.
5
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which has been curiously widespread. If power were never anything but repressive,
if it never did anything but to say no, do you really think one would be brought to
obey it? What makes power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact
that it doesn’t only weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and
produces things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourses. It
needs to be considered as a productive network which runs through the whole
social body, much more than as a negative instance whose function is repression.
(1980a: 119)

Based on what I experienced and observed during the fieldwork, I find the
strategies and tactics deployed by the ruling authorities more productive than an imposing
negative form of power would be. This study of the Beijing Olympics moves beyond the
narrowly construed idea of coercive or oppressive power to look at the broader ruling
strategies that shape the behavior of individuals. The multifaceted strategies, tactics, and
discourses deployed by the ruling authorities sustain an order of things and values in such a
way that drive individuals to commit themselves actively to the goals of the party-state.
This dissertation sets out to examine how this process of subjectification is achieved. In
other words, I examine the processes under which individuals become self-directed
subjects of their own and whereby they internalize state-defined norms/ideals in their
belief to embrace the nation’s dream. In such processes of subjectification, the media plays
a key role, as a number of studies have highlighted the instrumentality of the media for the
party-state (Landsberger 2009; Brady 2009a, 2006; Latham 2010) as well as the centrality of
new and old media to the Chinese population (Latham 2009). In addition, through
engaging with Foucaultian concepts and analyses, I also seek to reflect upon the questions
of what China means for Foucault, what Foucault means for China, and what this
interrogation adds to knowledge-production in China studies.
This chapter unfolds in four parts. The first section discusses Foucaultian “analytics
of power” (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982: 184, 188), disciplinarity, biopower, and
governmentality. The second section illustrates the strategies and tactics used by the
government to garner the people’s support to the Beijing Games and ultimately to the
support of the CCP. I begin this section with a discussion on the discourse of China’s great
rejuvenation, a discourse that intertwines with the discourse of national humiliation and the
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discourse of pride and glory. I will illustrate visually with a diagram (figure 1.1) the ways in
which the CCP constructs China’s past, present, and future. Then, I will discuss how the
discourse of China’s great rejuvenation has allowed the CCP to position itself as the
rightful and legitimate leader of the nation.7 This is followed by a discussion of two other
sets of governmental strategies and tactics: the use of media and technology, and the use of
soft power, culture, and Chineseness. These mobilizing strategies, tactics and discourse are
visually elaborated in figure 1.2. In the third section, the academic context of this research
is briefly discussed. Finally, I conclude this introduction with a preview of the thesis
content.

A MOBILIZATION STATE: TURNING THE OBJECTS OF GOVERNANCE
INTO ACTIVE SUBJECTS

The legitimacy of the Chinese party-state relies on much more
than the negative power of censorship and control; rather than see
the PRC as a police state, it is better to understand China as a
mobilization state that both encourages and feeds off of the
positive productive power of popular feelings and mass action.
(Callahan 2010: 25)

China as a single-party state, coupled with the negative news around its use of
negative power like media censorship and the prosecution of dissent and dissidents, could
easily lead one to assume that CCP’s source of domination is derived from its deployment
of force and ideology. On reading Foucault’s works on the disciplinary power, and later on
biopower and governmentality, Jeffery T. Nealon (2008) suggests that Foucault never
excludes the existence of negative forms of power — the sovereign power — that control
and repress. Various theorists have also argued that negative power coexists with what
Foucault terms the productive forms of power (read, for example, Lemke 2000; Sigley
2004; Dean 2002; Hindess 2001). The former, as Foucault argues, is too easy to spot and

This claim of Chinese nation is a Han-centric notion that demands the other fifty-five ethnic minorities to
be subsumed in the larger notion of Chinese nation.

7
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therefore is a less effective and more costly way of domination. Also, in adherence to
Foucault’s notions of power and governmentality, which I elaborate in details below and
throughout this dissertation, the negative power like censorship and control could be
deployed as tactics of governance. In Foucault’s words, “even though consensus and
violence are the instruments or the results, they do not constitute the principle or the basic
nature of power” (1982: 220). What energizes the CCP’s rule in China is its tactical and
strategic ways of deploying various means of governance.
The Chinese government initiated various promotion activities and programs like
the volunteering services, civilized behavior campaigns, patriotic education, etc. It did not
force these campaigns upon the citizens by law or by force. What one could witness —
demonstrated through my case studies — were the ways in which a large number of
individuals willingly submitted themselves to these practices. As Peter H. Gries writes,
“nations do not act; individuals act” (2005: 257). Power should not be understood as
something that is possessed solely by the sovereign state to impose on its people. In
Foucault’s words:

Power must by [be] analyzed as something which circulates, or rather as something
which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never localized here or there,
never in anybody’s hands, never appropriated as a commodity or piece of wealth.
Power is employed and exercised through a net-like organization. And not only do
individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the position of
simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. They are not only its inert or
consenting target; they are always also the elements of its articulation. In other
words, individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application. (1980a:
98)

Think, for instance, of the 1.7 million volunteers who served in the Olympics (the
largest number in Olympic history), the majority of whom did not receive any financial
remuneration. Furthermore, according to my interviews and observations, most of them
had enjoyed their volunteering experiences, as discussed in greater details in chapter 4.
Financial expenses in hosting such a mega-event were huge and the state managed to
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mobilize its human resources at the minimal cost. This example, along with the other
examples shown in this dissertation, demonstrates that: “the exercise of power is not a
violence that sometimes hides, or an implicitly renewed consent. It operates on the field of
possibilities in which the behavior of active subjects is able to inscribe itself” (Foucault
2002b: 341). The power exercised by the government to attain support and maintain its
leadership within the PRC should be understood as the productive forms of power that
function to achieve, not to oppress or to destroy. In a word, this power is much more
intense and effective in dissemination, and gets things done at the most economical way. It is
“much more efficient and much less wasteful (less costly economically, less risky in their
results, less open to loopholes and resistances)” (Foucault 1980a: 119).
Foucault’s analysis of power-relations should not be read as a theory that makes
universal claim about power-relations. To Foucault, as Dreyfus and Rabinow (1982)
elaborate, power is “not meant as a context-free, ahistorical, objective description. Nor
does it apply as a generalization to all of history” (1982: 184). What Foucault formulates is
“an analytics of power” (ibid.), in Gutting’s words, “the general mode of thinking
(episteme)” that makes analysis of power-relations possible across a wide array of beliefs
and practices, and in various places and time (2005: 57). One central thread running
through this dissertation is the ways in which Foucault’s analytics of power help examine
the processes whereby individuals became active and autonomous subjects helping the
state to achieve its desired results in the context of the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

Disciplinary Power, Biopower, and Governmentality
The disciplinary power works on what the body does and will do, that is, the
capability of shaping possible actions: “not only what they do, but also on what they are,
will be, may be” (Foucault 1995: 18). Foucault elaborates at great length in Discipline and
Punish on the transformation of sovereign power — symbolized by the spectacle of
punishment and targeting on individual criminal body — to the new technique of
disciplinary power that operates on the larger social body “to everyday life in the factory,
the home, the school, the army, the hospital” (ibid.: 82). Disciplinarity works through
ubiquity. It is a mode of power that “produces subjected and practiced bodies, ‘docile’
bodies. Discipline increases the forces of the body (in economic terms of utility) and
diminishes these same forces (in political terms of obedience)” (ibid.: 138). In disciplinarity,
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one sees an increasing intensity and efficiency of power in contrast to the sovereign power
that is costly and limited in effectiveness. In Foucault’s words, the disciplinary power is
“not to punish less but to punish better” (ibid.: 82). The ways in which the Chinese
subjects were guided to behave in a “civilized” manner in the period around the Olympics
(often conforming to the Western definition of proper behavior) display the working of
this form of power.
Biopower carries the disciplinary power to a greater intensity and in an ever more
abstract and ubiquitous sense. Disciplinary power requires specific sites and specific bodies
to generate the potential acts — for example, Chinese athletes embodied the nation’s
dream to train hard in the training camps and to perform well in the competitions, the
Olympic volunteers behaved properly and served people selflessly at the volunteer stations,
and Beijing taxi drivers took on the driving civility requirements. Biopower works inside
and outside of these specific sites and specific bodies. Biopower is, according to Foucault:

A new technology of power, but this time it is not disciplinary. This technology of
power does not exclude the former, does not exclude disciplinary technology, but it
does dovetail into it, integrate it, modify it to some extent, and above all, use it by
sort of infiltrating it, embedding itself in existing disciplinary techniques. This new
technique does not simply do away with the disciplinary technique, because it exists
on another level, on a different scale, and because it has a different bearing area,
and makes use of very different instruments. Unlike discipline, which is addressed
to bodies, the new nondisciplinary power is applied not to man-as-body but to the
living man, to man-as-living-being. (2003a: 242–43).

Biopower targets the living man, that is, the population as a whole. It is a mode of
power that manages, administrates, and regulates life. Its goal is to make a better future for
the entire population. It works through regularizing and setting social norms: “It effects
distributions around the norm” (Foucault 1984b: 266). The CCP’s promotion of model
citizens since its establishment in 1949 is one such practice. Lei Feng (雷锋), the model
citizen promoted by Mao Zedong in the 1960s, is a representative example. Mao praised
Lei, a solider of the People’s Liberation Army, for his selfless character and he urged the
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population to follow in Lei’s footsteps to “dedicate one’s limited life to the unlimited
service for the people” (把有限的生命投入到无限的为人民服务之中去). Lei and his
model behavior — “serve the people” (为人民服务) — set the norms for the population.
This example displays how biopower invests in managing “the living in the domain of value
and utility” (ibid.: 266), not by coercion. Even after almost five decades, his name and his
model character are still frequently brought up in the campaigns that promote ideal
citizenry behavior, such as the Olympic Volunteer program elucidated in chapter 4. This is
the same form of power that inscribes the feminine and masculine ideals onto the bodies of
Chinese athletes, as discussed in chapter 3. Biopower invests in arranging life around
norms. As Foucault puts it, an individual’s subjectivity “must be specified in terms not so
much of the law as of the norm” (1995: 253). All these underline the importance of looking
at how biopower, through the processes and the discourses of making a better life and a
better future for the nation, has made Chinese subjects act out the responsibilities to
display the best images of China so as to make China look good, unified, and strong.
The concept of governmentality sees how disciplinary power works along with
biopower. Foucault coins the term governmentality to examine the art and rationalities of
government with a focus to study the link between the practices of governing and the
practices of the self. It is a critical analytical tool to examine the continuity between the
government of a state and the governed (Foucault 1991: 91).
The word “government,” Foucault elucidates, not only refers to the administration
of a state, it also means managing, guiding, and regulating the self, family, children, and the
like (Foucault 1991: 87).

The practices of government are, on the one hand, multifarious and concern many
kinds of people: the head of a family, the superior of a convent, the teacher or tutor
of a child or pupil; so that there are several forms of government among which the
prince’s relation to his state is only one particular mode; while on the other hand, all
these other kinds of government are internal to the state or society. It is within the
state that the father will rule the family the superior the convent, etc. Thus we find
at once a plurality of forms of government and their immanence to the state; the
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multiplicity and immanence of these activities distinguishes them radically from the
transcendent singularity of Machiavelli’s prince. (Foucault 1991: 91)

Government should be understood as “the conduct of conduct.” The editor of The
Foucault Effect Colin Gordon elaborates it as “a form of activity aiming to shape, guide or
affect the conduct of some person or persons” (Gordon 1991: 2). The art of government is
the art of guiding people to govern the self and the others that shapes the possible actions
(Foucault 1991: 91). That is to say, it aims “at once to ‘totalize’ and to ‘individualize’” its
effects (Gordon 1991: 3). Power of the state should therefore be examined by how it has
constructed an array of relations that make the system work. “[W]ith government it is a
question not of imposing law on men, but of disposing things: that is to say, of employing
tactics rather than laws, and even of using laws themselves as tactics — to arrange things in
such a way that, through a certain number of means, such and such ends may be achieved”
(Foucault 1991: 95). With the emergence of governmentality, one witnesses the most
sophisticated and effective ways of power mechanism. In Nealon’s words, “power
increasingly comes to target the economic relations among bodies, rather than the bodies
‘themselves’” (2008: 53). Governmental power is the most virtual yet the most intensified,
economical, and efficient in achieving the governing targets and objectives. It exemplifies
the interplay of the technologies of domination and the technologies of the self — how the
individuals come to act toward the desired ends of the state. In the following section, I
discuss the array of strategies and tactics, and discourses that were mobilized by the
government to guide the processes of subjectification of its people during China’s Olympic
project.
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NARRATING CHINA’S GREAT REJUVENATION: FROM THE AGE OF
HUMILIATION TO THE AGE OF PRIDE AND GLORY
In the period leading up to the Beijing Games and the sixtieth anniversary of the
PRC in 2009, numerous productions had been produced under the title “The Road to
Rejuvenation” (复兴之路) — exhibitions, media productions,8 a large-scale “song and
dance epic,”9 and books. The media also ceaselessly mentioned that China was on its way
to a great rejuvenation. In the exhibition “The Road to Rejuvenation” at the Museum of
the Chinese People’s Revolutionary Army,10 a quote from the Chinese leader Hu Jintao was
highlighted:

Today, the development of the Chinese nation faces a rare historical opportunity,
and the bright future of our nation’s great rejuvenation is laid out before our eyes.
All the sons and daughters of China, including the people of the Chinese mainland,
Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, as well as overseas Chinese, should feel
incomparably proud of being Chinese, take their share of the responsibility of
bringing about this great rejuvenation and continue to write new chapters in the
glorious annals of the history of the nation’s development with their hard work. Let
us unite even more closely and continue to strive to build a moderately prosperous
society in all aspects and achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.11

Two TV series used the same title: The first one, The Road of Rejuvenation [复兴之路], is a 6-episode political
commentary series (政论片), broadcast on CCTV1, the state television broadcaster in China, from Oct 10 to
Oct 15, 2007 and it is accessible on CCTV.com http://finance.cctv.com/special/C19478/01/ (accessed on
Jan 31, 2011); the second one, entitled The Road of Rejuvenation: A Record of 30 Years’ Reform [复兴之路 — 改
革开放30年大事纪] is a 30-episode news documentary. On the cover, it says that the documentary was
shown on CCTV but no exact time could be found. One could also buy a collection version, see
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_5d8de2430100cug0.html (accessed on Jan 31, 2011); or,
http://www.lpsave.com/list/368.html (accessed on Jan 31, 2011).
9 The song and dance epic performance of the same title was one of the shows that celebrated the sixtieth
anniversary of the PRC in 2009. According to Baidu Baike (百度百科), a Chinese language collaborative Webbased encyclopedia, the performance was believed to be one of the most important productions of our times,
comparable to “The East is Red” and “The Song of Chinese Revolution.”
10 I visited this exhibition in May 2008. According to the museum information, this exhibition started in
October 8, 2007. As for the duration of this exhibition, it is grouped as one of the theme exhibition in its
website and the latest press release of it was on Dec 26, 2009. For more details, visit “News Material for the
Exhibition of ‘The Road to Rejuvenation’ [‘复兴之路’ 大型主题展览新闻素材].” The Museum of the
Chinese People’s Revolutionary Army [中国人民革命軍事博物馆].
http://www.jb.mil.cn/zl/dxzl/fxzl/1163.shtml (accessed on Mar 3, 2012).
11 This is the official English translation in the exhibition.
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The narration of China’s great rejuvenation is a discourse that echoes the globally
circulated discourse of “a rising China.”12 The latter is often presented with a combination
of dangers/threats and opportunities (Callahan 2005) or surprise and concern (Luo and
Richeri 2010). Sometimes, threats prevail as the “Yellow Peril” Chinaphobes reveal
(Caffrey 2008); whereas the discourse of China’s great rejuvenation — generated and
circulated largely within the PRC — is a discourse that diverts the population to the present
and a foreseeable future that is sowed with hope and promises. It serves to boost the
population’s confidence toward China and its current leaders. As sinologist Vivienne Shue
points out, “the present government, as we have all had occasion to note, associated itself
most vigorously with the vision of a newly ‘rising China,’ a China that will no longer
tolerate the bullying or the disdain of other nations, a China that will one day definitely
outstrip the accomplishments of all other competitors” (2010: 51).
In Chinese, 复 means to return, to restore, and to repeat; whereas兴 means to rise,
to flourish, to be popular, and to be prosperous and strong. The combination of both
characters means revival, a revival that is based upon China’s glorious past, the Sinic
civilization. 复兴 is translated into rejuvenation (to make something lively and young again)
in English. Yet, the Chinese characters are often used to refer to the Renaissance in Europe
(文艺复兴). It is unknown whether it was a deliberate choice in using “rejuvenation” to
avoid the overly confident connotation of a “Chinese Renaissance,” which may
compromise China’s constant emphasis on “peaceful rise” (中国和平崛起) to the world.
The discourse of China’s great rejuvenation, as made evident by the contents of the
exhibition and the media productions of the same title, obtains its power from the
historical Chineseness and hints that this rejuvenation would parallel that of the past. China
will flourish internally and then it will exert its influence across the globe. For example, the
6-episode political commentary series The Road of Rejuvenation (hereafter Rejuvenation) begins
with the following narration:

In the Eastern part of the world, there exists a nation where its history and culture
survive all the changes — China. Over the past few thousand years, the industrious
Almost all academic articles on the Beijing Olympics — in varying degrees of significance — mentioned
China’s spectacular economic growth, echoing the “rising China” discourse.
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and courageous Zhonghua minzu [people of China] have created a splendid culture
that has contributed a lasting role in the development of human civilization. In the
year 1661, when Kangxi — the third emperor of the Qing Dynasty — succeeded to
the throne, it marked the last Golden Age of the dynastic empire of China . . .
Chinese who lived in the golden eras of Kangxi and Qianlong had no clue that they
were facing a serious crisis. The Western colonialism that was hunting for resources
and domination were spreading to the East. The drastic changes that China has
never encountered for the past 3000 years were to arrive, Zhonghua minzu’s [Chinese
people’s] century-long difficult yet splendid journey of rejuvenation was about to
start. (Episode 1)

The glorious past of the Chinese nation marks the beginning of this discourse. In
bringing up the past glory of the Chinese civilization, the narration validates the existence
of a great civilization — a historical Chineseness that is backed up by three thousand years
of history (supported by the images of the Great Wall, Terracotta Army, and the Forbidden
City in Rejuvenation), constituting a solid base for today’s great rejuvenation.

Figure 1.1: Discourse of China’s great rejuvenation.
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Figure 1.1 illustrates this discourse of China’s great rejuvenation. The beginning
point here is 1661, as Rejuvenation suggested. This golden age could also be stretched to the
Ming dynasty (Zheng He’s seven voyages are said to have spread the Sinic civilization
around the globe),13 the Tang, or the Han dynasties.14 From this point (1661) onward,
China began a period of depletion. The Opium War (1840–1842) and the Treaty of
Nanking (1842) are two significant markers as they are “usually seen as the beginning of the
century of national humiliation” (Callahan 2006: 180). The Revolution of 1911 (when the
Qing dynasty was overthrown) was mentioned only to highlight that the governing bodies
between 1911 and 1949 were incapable of saving China from the turmoil. The
establishment of the new China in 1949 is often marked as the end of the century of
national humiliation (Callahan 2006, 2007; C. Hughes 2006a), and where the national
salvation began. It was also at this point that China started to regain its strength and began
its journey of rejuvenation. The CCP was therefore presented as the only rightful leader that
could bring China a better future as China’s scale of influence started to reach out further
to the Sinic world and the globe. The “reform and opening” (改革开放) policy initiated by
Deng Xiaoping between 1978–1979 connected China back to the world, a point where
China began to interact with, and be exposed to, other global factors such as the changes in
global political economy (e.g. inter-city competition, financial crises), differences in political
systems (e.g. differences between a democratic system and an one-party political system),
and contestations of Chineseness (e.g. politics of identity and politics of representation).
Here, we witness how China’s political, economic, and cultural impacts have expanded
prominently. The returns of Hong Kong (1997) and Macau (1999) allowed the CCP to
discursively claim its place in cleansing the humiliating and shameful past, which serves as
yet another proof of China being a step closer to great rejuvenation. Illustrated here in
figure 1.1, the 2008 Beijing Olympics was discursively produced as the largest hallmark
signifying China’s ascendency and it was expected to amplify China’s influence within
China, the Sinic world (which includes all the Chinese overseas communities), and across
the globe. Episode 6 of Rejuvenation said:
The Ming dynasty ruled between 1368 and 1644.
The Tang Dynasty ruled between 618 and 907. It was taken as one of China’s golden eras. The Silk Road
and the maritime trade both brought prosperity to China and spread its cultural influence across the region.
Today’s Chinatowns are literally translated as “The street of Tang people.” The Han Dynasty ruled between
206 B.C. and 220 C.E; it was China’s second imperial dynasty. The word “Han” remains in use to describe
the majority of Chinese people — the Han ethnic. All these dynasties are generally referred to as China’s
golden ages.
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The 2008 Beijing Olympic Games are approaching. For this long-awaited moment,
China has already done a lot of preparations; in order to welcome this grand
Olympics, China has already opened its arms to embrace the world. A completely
open China is a step closer to the nation’s dream of great rejuvenation.

The Beijing Games was the first event that allowed the Chinese government to
shine and promote itself on the global stage. The spectacular effects generated by the
Beijing Olympics were seen as a base upon which a promising future would be built. This
discursive vision about a bright, stable, and prosperous China was irresistible; it lured,
influenced, and guided Chinese subjects to embrace the Olympic project and the related
policies. Just as Foucault reminds us, “power is strong this is because, as we are beginning
to realize, it produces effects at the level of desire” (1980a: 59). The discourse of China’s
great rejuvenation intertwines with two other discourses: the discourse of national
humiliation and the discourse of pride and glory. These discourses are put in motion
through acts of memory. Together, these discourses garner support for the discourse of the
CCP as the rightful and legitimate leader for the nation. In figure 1.2, I visually elaborate
how these three discourses, coupled with the strategic and tactical uses of media and
technology as well as Chineseness and soft power, helped the state gain the population’s
support for the 2008 Olympics, specified by the core “2008 BOG.” The arrow-shape
endorsed in each of these elements indicates their interconnectedness, and how they
worked to strengthen each other.
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Figure 1.2: Mobilizing strategies, tactics, and discourses.

1. The Discourse of National Humiliation
Collective memory binds a people to an imagined community (B. Anderson 1983;
Kong 1999; Bardenstein 1999). It is a set of “facts” and “truth” produced to strengthen a
community’s own uniqueness vis-à-vis its alterity. Memory is more powerful than history.
“History is not only a science but also a form of memory. What science has fixed, memory
can modify; memory can work in such a way that the unconcluded is brought to a
conclusion” (Buci-Glucksmann, quoted in Bal and Vanderburgh 1999: 5). Memory of the
past is about the formation of a particular truth regime of the past, the present, and the
future. It exemplifies the mechanism of power/knowledge: “Knowledge and power are
integrated with one another, and there is no point in dreaming of a time when knowledge
will cease to depend on power…. It is not possible for power to be exercised without
knowledge, it is impossible for knowledge not to engender power” (Foucault 1980a: 52). In
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producing the history and the memory of China’s humiliating past, the ruling authority
guides the emotions and affects of its subjects; and in so doing, the government manages
its relationship with those governed.
The symbolic value of the Olympics to China has been amplified by the discourse
of national humiliation (Z. Luo 1993; Callahan 2004, 2006; Gries 2004; Cohen 2002), a
discourse that often goes concomitantly with the insulting title “the sick man of Asia” (东
亚病夫). In the state-sanctioned narration of China’s contemporary history, it always
begins with China’s traumatic past. Episode 1 of Rejuvenation devoted a sizable narration to
this national trauma:

Quote 1: The two years that followed the Opium War, the Qing government lost
again and again. In the end, it was forced to sign a peace treaty. Historians called
this war the Opium War. The ancient China began its contemporary history this
way.
Quote 2: The Opium War was a turning point in Chinese history. The Qing
government ceded Hong Kong Island, paid twenty-one million silver dollars, etc.,
those were some of the harsh terms included in the Treaty of Nanking, a treaty that
showed how the Chinese nation had fallen under the military threat posed by the
Western colonialists; and how it was shamed and humiliated, felt lost and confused
by all these sudden changes. From then on, the Chinese society had gradually
deteriorated to become a semi-colony and semi-feudal society.

The discourse of national humiliation defines the worst historical moment in
Chinese civilization, when China became a “semi-colony” and “on the verge of being
subjugated” (Episode 2, Rejuvenation). A sequence of other events such as the Second
Opium War (1856–60), the sacking of the Old Summer Palace (1860), the Sino-French War
(1884–85), and the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–95) were mentioned to give a dark
description of this traumatic past. This past — as the word humiliation suggests —
imposes a collective affect on all Chinese. The narration of the attack of the Eight-nation
Alliance (八国联军) in 1900 demonstrates such effects:
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Each country’s military force seized a district to station; they required all Chinese
families residing in their district to hang the occupying nations’ national flags. At
that point, eight foreign countries’ flags were flying in the heart of the Chinese
nation. No country in the contemporary history of mankind has experienced this
kind of humiliation; the whole of China was like being torn apart. (Episode 1,
Rejuvenation)

The discourse of national humiliation is not new. This painful encounter with the
foreign powers has allowed the nationalists, the ruling authorities of the Republic of China
(ROC) then, and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) today to mobilize national
sentiments via the binary construction of the West and “us.” The West serves as the
hegemonic signifier in which “peoples in the so-called non-West have to refer to and rely
on … so as to construct their own cultural and historical identity” (Naoki Sakai quoted in
R. Chow 1998b: 4).15 The West stands for China’s alterity: It is the progressive, modern,
and desirable, but also threatening Other that China loves and hates at the same time. This
discursively generated struggle with the West exemplifies the government’s management of
identity practices that helps direct and divert sentiments, and channel actions. As such, the
discourse of national humiliation is bound with patriotism and nationalism16 (Callahan
2006; Zhao 2004; Z. Luo 1993; Lemke 2000; Cohen 2002, 2003).17 To quote Dai Jinhua,
“the so-called surge of nationalistic sentiments was linked to China’s ongoing complex with
the ‘world/West/America’” (2001: 169).
The discourse’s reappearance was first spotted in the 1990s as a governing strategy
to channel internal discontents to the external enemies (Brady 2009a; Callahan 2006,
The West or the Western does not refer to a monolithic entity. The ways I am using these terms in this
dissertation adhere to this discursive symbolic struggle.
16 Gregory P. Fairbrother, in writing about political education in mainland China and Hong Kong, has
provided a lucid explanation on both terms: Patriotism refers to “those attitudes toward the nation without
reference to other nations (an emotional attachment to the nation, a sense of duty toward the nation, a
positive impression of the Chinese people, and a belief that the nation’s interests should come before
individual or regional interests)”; nationalism refers to “those attitudes relating China to other nations (a
belief in Chinese superiority, a desire for China to be more powerful, and a belief in the importance of
patriotism over internationalism)” (2008: 390). If one looks in both terms’ Chinese translations, patriotism 爱
国主义 literally means a love for the motherland; nationalism is translated into 国家主义 and 民族主义, the
former is translated as the idea for one’s home-country and the latter refers to the idea for a nation. The idea
of relating one’s country to the others is implied rather than explicitly articulated.
17 See also Leibold, Jim. 2008. “Duelling Dreams at the 2008 Beijing Olympics.”
http://thechinabeat.blogspot.com/2008/07/duelling-dreams-at-2008-beijing.html (accessed on Aug 10,
2008).
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2007).18 As Callahan suggests, it was brought “to positively distract students from criticizing
China’s domestic corruption, and thus refocus their critical energies on foreigners as
enemies” (2006: 201). The discourse sought to shape the conduct of Chinese subjects; it
molded the ways in which individuals bear and exercise their subjectivity as Chinese. The
Olympics was upheld as a moment of redemption for China to acquire prestige and
recognition. This national humiliation discourse served as a painful reminder that justified
China’s quest for pride and glory, and was considered a necessary step for China’s great
rejuvenation. This discourse was strategically positioned to motivate, validate, and complete
the narration of China’s great rejuvenation.

2. Pride and Glory — The Olympics as a Highly Prestigious International Event
In the lead-up to the Beijing Games, a few Olympics-related “facts” had been
frequently brought up to stress the remarkable value of the Olympics to China. Of the
twenty-nine Olympics in history, only a small number were not hosted in the U.S. or in
Europe; and only two (the 1964 Tokyo Olympics and the 1988 Seoul Olympics) took place
in Asia. China is the third Asian country in the Olympic history. This rarity was translated
into uniqueness and prestige, mirrored by the fact that the Olympics were for a long time
— politically, economically, technologically, and culturally — dominated by the powerful
West. As Close, Askew, and Xu write, the modern Olympics is a “Western-based club
which runs the Games and will conform to a set of basic Western values, conventions and
standards which underpin both the Games and Western social life in general” (2007: 121).
The Tokyo Olympics and the Seoul Olympics were offered as concrete examples of both
countries’ political ascendency to the world stage because of hosting the event. The
government not only borrowed but also enhanced a prevailing “Asian discourse on the
Olympics that emphasized the economic agendas, aims and advantages of the Games”
(ibid.: 127).
Besides, the large number of interested cities and the vast amount of investment
required for hosting the Games helped stress once again that the Olympics were of high
symbolic value — only countries with substantial economic and political power would be
See also Hughes, Christopher R. 2006b. “Chinese Nationalism in the Global Era.” Open Democracy, April 17.
http://www.opendemocracy.net/democracy-china/nationalism_3456.jsp (accessed on Nov 24, 2009).
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assigned the right to host the Games. The frequent references to the potential political and
economic gains by bringing up, for example, the economic gains of the 1984 Los Angeles
Games and the 1992 Barcelona Games, the amount of money commercial sectors would
pay for being Olympic sponsors, and gains from tourism made hosting the Olympics
sound like a sure-win situation for China and the co-host city Hong Kong.
The scientific technology and organizational skills needed for hosting the Games, as
emphasized in the slogan “High-tech Olympics” (科技奥运) and “Green Olympics” (绿色
奥运),19 and manifested in various high-tech and environment-friendly construction
projects such as the building of the National Stadium and the expansion of the Beijing
Subway, translated the Olympic project into progress whereby China would be regarded as
a modernized country. This strategic use of scientific knowledge, which Vivienne Shue
(2010) calls scientific rationalism and pragmatic empiricism, was one of the three crucial
elements (which I will elaborate later in the coming section) that the government mobilized
to acquire legitimacy. Shue writes: “Scientific knowledge and technological know-how are
presented by the state not only as exhibiting and belonging to a universal set of established,
non-falsifiable truths; they are figured also as morally sound and good because, through
science and technology, modernization will be achieved” (50). Visions, plans, and maps, as
I unveil in chapter 6, enabled the population to imagine a promising China. It was a
governmental tactic that guided the people’s gaze toward newness, progress, and
development of a Chinese nation. This strategic employment of truth — both scientific
and technologically sounding norms — was used not only to demonstrate the CCP’s
competence in making a wise decision for the nation; but also to enhance the belief that
China would be leaping toward a future filled with hope and joy — a future worth
investing into. What we see were the ways in which the CCP managed to facilitate
conditions and measures that made a pluralization of forms of government possible.

According to the website of the Beijing Organizing Committee of the Olympic Games, a “High-tech
Olympics” stressed scientific innovation and high-tech achievements in the Games and also their popular use
in daily life; a “Green Olympics” emphasized the use of environmentally friendly technologies and measures
to design and construct Olympic facilities and the promotion of environmental awareness to the general
public. The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. 2008. August 8–24.
http://en.beijing2008.cn/bocog/concepts/ (accessed on Aug 10, 2008).
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3. The CCP as the Legitimate Leader for the Chinese Nation
China hosting the Olympics was presented as a remarkable political and economic
achievement, exhibiting the CCP’s capability of bringing glory and pride to the nation. An
explicit and recurrent theme in Rejuvenation reads: China leaps forward to its great
rejuvenation; it is only made possible by the good leadership of the CCP. The opening
sequence of Rejuvenation deployed two sets of images: The first set were images denoting
darkness, pessimism, and hopelessness (e.g. fire, people screaming and fighting, heavy
thunderstorms, snowstorms, and dark skies surrounding the Forbidden City); and the
second set were images denoting brightness, optimism, and hope (e.g. clear skies, pigeons
flying over the Monument to the People’s Heroes [人民英雄纪念碑] in Tiananmen
Square, the portrait of Mao Zedong, the newly refurbished Forbidden City, and the bright
national flag of the PRC). The juxtaposition of these two sets of images, together with the
voice-over narration, suggested that it was the present government that put an end to the
century-long suffering of the people and that it was this legitimate leader that made China
flourish again and spread China’s influence to different corners of the world.
Previous mis-governance that had brought shame and humiliation to the nation —
as manifested in the discourse of national humiliation — was critically assessed. In
Rejuvenation, we hear harsh comments like “decadence brings stupidity, stupidity breeds
decadence” and “as [China] was excluded from the world system, it was left alone and
deserted. As such, it allowed itself to self-fantasize, to fool itself [that it was a great empire],
this kind of empire would in the end be destroyed in a battle” (Episode 1). This critical
evaluation of the past suggests that the current government not only is concerned gravely
with the well-being of the nation, the population, and their future; but also has the
knowledge and capability of leading the country as it can tell the right from the wrong, not
letting history repeat itself.
These image-making practices of the CCP in presenting itself as the rightful and
legitimate leader, coupled with the discourses connected with the larger discourse of
China’s great rejuvenation, demonstrate one key point that I argue throughout my
dissertation: The government rules with multifaceted strategies and tactics, not simply by
coercion, as many foreign commentators on the subjects (such as journalists, human rights
activists, academics) argue. Similarly, the CCP’s claims to legitimacy, contrary to popular
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belief,20 do not lie solely and merely on spectacular economic achievements or instigating
nationalistic sentiments alone.21 As Shue posits, “The maintenance of the conditions in which the
economy does develop and the people do enjoy more prosperity — this, I believe, comes much closer
to capturing the actual core of the contemporary Chinese state’s claims to rule legitimately”
(2010: 46; emphasis in the original). The core of the CCP’s legitimacy claim is on the
maintenance of social stability and order, in which China can thrive economically and rise
in the arena of international relations. Consider also, most protest and contestations that
have taken place in the PRC in the recent years, as Teets, Rosen, and Gries (2010: 13) point
out, have been largely motivated by the desire for effecting policy change, not regime
change.
Shue (2004, 2010) argues that the CCP’s claim to legitimacy in mainland China is
adherent to the logic of legitimation that could be traced back to the imperial times, which
I suggest is tightly connected to the governing ideas preached by Confucianism. This logic
of legitimation is equivalent to good government and it is achieved through practicing three
governing ideals — Glory, Truth, and Benevolence, as Shue elaborates:

Good government — legitimate rule that was based on true knowledge of the
universe and characterized by humane benevolence was, furthermore, itself taken to
be the embodiment and the exemplification of the very superiority and glory of the
Sinic culture. The best rulers and officials, those who governed in accord with
universal truths and manifested the proper benevolence toward their subjects,
might hope and expect to preside over a stable and harmonious order, and the very
florescence of economy, the arts, and of philosophy that would emanate from such
an enviable order would, in turn, engender awe on the part of all those who beheld
it, and would thereby further glorify the Sinic civilization and all the lands and
peoples under the sway of the empire. Thus, three of the key components in the
logic of legitimation and the pursuit of harmony and stability were Truth,
Benevolence, and Glory. (2010: 47)

20 See,

for example, Pei 2006.
Anne-Marie Brady suggests that the CCP “base(s) its legitimacy on both economic growth and a renewed
emphasis on propaganda and political thought work” (2009a: 3); Peter Hays Gries (2004) argues that “with
the slow death of communist ideology, the Communist Party foments nationalism to legitimate its rule” (136).
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Despite a change of time, Shue argues that this historical and cultural concept of
good governance still plays a key role in today’s political systems, yet with modifications to
meet today’s needs. Glory refers to “wealth and power” (ibid.: 49) and is largely associated
with the discourse of China’s great rejuvenation. Benevolence requires the government and
the CCP officials to provide social support to those in need (ibid.: 51); just as in every
natural disaster, senior CCP officials would visit the affected area to promise the people
support from the central government. As for truth, I have discussed it earlier under pride
and glory. This logic of legitimation strikes a chord with Foucault’s governmentality:

A person who wishes to govern the state must first learn how to govern himself, his
goods and his patrimony, after which he will be successful in governing the state.
… On the other hand, we also have a downward continuity in which sense that,
when a state is well run, the head of the family will know how to look after his
family, his goods and his patrimony, which means that individuals will, in turn,
behave as they should. (Foucault 1991: 91–92)

As exemplified in Shue’s quote and the Confucian idea that those who rule must be
morally upright (Bell 2008), those who rule and govern (the prince in Foucault’s writing,
and the CCP officials and leaders here) are obliged to display their self-government by
demonstrating good conducts and showing that they are equipped with the right
knowledge of governance.22 A good government parallels what Foucault calls the “art of
government”; it is to manage a continuity in relationship, that is, “in both an upwards and a
downwards direction” (Foucault 1991: 91).

The recent downfall of the Communist Party chief of the Chongqing municipality (重庆市), Bo Xilai (薄熙
来), is an indicative example of this idea of governance. Bo’s wife, Gu Kailai (谷开来), was under
investigation in the murder case of a British businessman, Neil Heywood. This murder case has sparked
sequences of accusations about CCP officials’ abuse of power and corruptions, etc. These accusations have
led to Bo’s suspension of his public position and rumors have said that he would not have any political future
in the CCP or China.
22
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4. Media and Technology
Although Foucault did not write specifically about the role of media and technology
in his works, the role of media and technology in the governing strategies and tactics
cannot be undermined; nor should we ignore how media and technology accelerate the
process of subjectification in ever-more efficient and cost-effective manners.
For a long time, the ways in which political organizations try to produce and
disseminate information to influence people’s thoughts and actions have been classified
disapprovingly as the word propaganda and the notion of ideology suggest. Chinese
propaganda is used to describe how the authoritarian government indoctrinates its people
what to think and what to do. The easy description “state-controlled” propaganda is too
one-sided and negative. In addition, it fails to illuminate and explain a vast and complex
society. This reminds us once again of Foucault’s critique on the repressive hypothesis of
power: “Power would be a fragile thing if its only function were to repress, if it worked
only through the mode of censorship, exclusion, blockage and repression, in the manner of
a great Superego, exercising itself only in a negative way” (1980a: 59). Kevin Latham, a
media specialist on China, has also pinpointed the unproductive and over-simplistic way of
understanding the government’s internal communication strategies:

The transformation of the Chinese authorities’ ability to dictate and shape news
agendas, the complex array of old, new, more, less and not at all sophisticated
strategies and practices they adopt to deal with this shift in the mobilisability of
power and the complex configurations of innovation, challenge and complicity that
characterize contemporary journalistic practices. Consequently the narrow focus on
political control and ideology in understandings of Chinese media starts to appear
inadequate and anachronistic. Chinese lives are heavily mediated in diverse and
complex ways. (2010: 808)

The negative connotation associated with Chinese propaganda could easily lead one to
overlook the multifaceted strategies and tactics used by the government to shape the
conduct of people. Drawing on Markus Stauff’s argument in “The Governmentality of
Media” (2010), I propose to look at media and technology as what Foucault calls
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“governmental technologies” (1997), that is, techniques and procedures that offer strategic
and tactical ways of shaping the population’s conduct so as to bring about the most
desirable ends. Yet, these governmental technologies also place them in interwoven
relationships with other social practices and institutions. This in turn subjects them to
guidance and regulation on the one hand, and to become specific subject area with specific
regularities and rationalities on the other. Stauff proposes to look at them as
“governmentality of media” (2010: 266) and he posits that “the constitution of media as
technologies of government therefore cannot be separated from a concept of media as selftechnologies” (ibid.: 267). In a word, media and technology are technologies of government
as long as they identify with and justify the “nature” of these governing tactics (ibid.: 263).
This would also mean that different localities (with different discourses and practices of
governing) will bring about differences in the ways media and technology operate. In what
follows, a few governmental strategies and tactics related to the promotion of the Olympics
are presented to demonstrate how media and technology function as governmental
instruments.
This begins with the ways in which the Chinese government seized a global media
spectacle (Tomlinson 1996) and one of the most known “media events” (Dayan and Katz
1992) — the Olympics — to disseminate its power/knowledge to the internal population
and to the world. The Opening ceremony is said to have cost USD 300 million,23 more
than twice the cost of the 2004 Athens Games.24 The spectacular opening itself made use
of a wide range of multimedia methods and technology, and thanks to media technology,
this extravaganza reached the largest number of worldwide audiences in Olympic history.25
Secondly, it was about the government’s swift, ad hoc, and tactical ways of using
media and technology to turn crises into opportunities. In the period immediately prior to
the Olympics, China encountered waves of global media contestations after the Tibet
uprisings and the global Torch Relay. When China was severely criticized by the Western
media like CNN and BBC, the state media agencies — followed by the regional media and
Ebert, Roger. 2008. “Zhang Yimou’s Gold Medal.” Roger Ebert’s Journal (blog), Chicago Sun-Times, August 9.
http://blogs.suntimes.com/ebert/2008/08/zhang_yimous_gold_medal.html (accessed on 26 Aug 2011).
24 Weeks, Linton, and Uri Berliner. 2008. “Summer Olympics Open with a Bang in Beijing.” NPR, August 8.
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=93410618 (accessed on Aug 26, 2011).
25 Fixmer, Andy. 2008. “Beijing Olympics Attracted Most Viewers, Nielsen Says (Update 2).” Bloomberg,
September 5.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=conewsstory&refer=conews&tkr=62553Q:US&sid=aT3QhO
OTmtmQ (accessed on Aug 26, 2011).
23
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internet portals — put forward numerous productions to counter the West’s inaccurate and
misleading reports. During the 5.12 Sichuan Earthquakes, the state seized the catastrophe
to show its good governance to the people and the world. The state media CCTV gave
24/7 reports on the rescue efforts in the affected area and detailed reports on senior
officials’ visits. The government also welcomed global media and outside rescue efforts to
China. Its openness in dealing with this catastrophe posed a sharp contrast to the ways the
Burmese government dealt with the catastrophic Cyclone Nargis disaster.26
These events indicate once again the ways in which the multiple and interlocking
discourses and strategies were at work with each other and that individuals were agents of
power-relations, as shown in figure 1.2. The pitched media battle with the Western media
aroused the population’s patriotic sentiments, sentiments that were inseparable from the
discourse of national humiliation and the desire to attain glory and pride. These events in
turn magnified and amplified the processes of subjectification whereby individuals
advocated the state’s project as if those were their own. These events vividly show the art of
Chinese government: how it managed to capture “a field of events” (Dayan 2008: 396) to
manage its relation with those it governed, and with the countries it interacted.
The third involves the relatively long-term media strategies of the CCP. The
Olympics should be looked at together with the constantly evolving promotion strategies
and tactics of the Chinese state. Looking at the promotion strategies of the Beijing
Olympics (and many before and thereafter), one could easily figure out that the CCP has
been highly absorptive and adaptive in its communication with the public and externally to
the world. Various specialists in China studies have shown how the CCP has adopted “new
practices and systems from the outside world, especially Western democratic countries”
(Brady 2009a: 2), combining techniques from commercial advertising (Landsberger 2009).
Often, these new changes have striking similarities to “PR [public relations] promotion for
a new product” (Brady 2009a: 5). To be specific, some of these changes in the CCP’s
communication strategies are (1) increasing its sensitivity to language-usage, such as
adopting new terminology to replace stigmatized words: yundong (运动) was replaced with

Cyclone Nargis (May 2, 2008) caused catastrophic destruction in Burma. The Burmese government —
because of political reasons — deterred foreign rescue efforts to the country. See “Burma Death Toll Jumps
to 78, 000.” 2008. BBC, May 16. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7405260.stm (accessed on Aug 26,
2011).
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huodong (活动),27 and avoiding word propaganda in foreign-language publications (ibid.: 3);
(2) adopting more effective media like television-based “public service advertising”
(Landsberger 2009); (3) heightening sensitivity toward its national image shown by the
example of avoiding the symbol of the dragon in Olympic materials as it was often seen as
a “sign of aggression” (Caffrey 2008: 809); (4) starting what Latham calls “new practices of
(strategic) engagement” with foreign media, instead of excluding them (Caffrey 2010: 801);
(5) incorporating commercial sectors28 in its media campaigns (Landsberger 2009; Latham
2010); (6) making use of new media technology in its promoting strategies (Latham 2010)29;
(7) adopting the popular aesthetics of Japan’s cute culture; for example, police figures in
Olympic security posters had big eyes and cute faces that helped soften and popularize the
message the government promoted (Chong, de Kloet and Zeng 2012, forthcoming); and
many others.
Altogether they point to the increasingly diffuse ways of understanding the
government’s communication strategies, which, as I argue persistently in this dissertation,
cannot be simply brushed away and bracketed “Chinese propaganda that brainwashes its
people.” However, to bring back Stauff’s argument, media and technology could only
function effectively as governmental technologies if they work along with the rationalities that
guide the operation of media and technology. When the latter does not recognize or
account for the governing tactics, media and technology may become a “problem” instead
of “the instrument of government” (2010: 265, 266). The Hong Kong case in chapter 7
illustrates how localized media practices mediatized tactics of governance, and how these
might contribute to as well as problematize governing tactics.

27 According to Brady (2009a), the term yundong has been widely associated with political power struggles for
the period between the late 1920s and the late 1970s. It has become a negative term in official usage (3).
28 Abundant examples can be found: China Mobile, China Telecom, Adidas, Nike, Yili, etc.
29 Some examples of these new media are: CCTV offering online coverage of the Olympics, and hosts’
interactive responses to incoming text messages (SMS) and emails, digital mobile television, mobile phones,
and bulletin boards (BBS).
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5. Soft Power, Culture, and Chineseness
China’s recent and frequent articulation of soft power (软实力)30 demonstrates
China’s deliberate and conscious use of culture to appeal and attract in order to attain
support within China and across the globe. China’s eclectic way of reading soft power and
equating it to Chinese culture — despite its vagueness — has turned it into a discourse and
one of the governing tactics that makes the population internalize the values of Chinese
culture and believe that such tactics can bring China a great rejuvenation. In Hu’s words,
“The great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation will definitely be accompanied by the
thriving of Chinese culture.”31 Soft power, which emphasizes making people “want what
you want” (Nye 2004: 31) without coercion or payment,32 dovetails with that of
governmentality.
The idea of a historical and cultural China occupies an important place in the
concept of Chineseness. China as an old civilization that has millenniums of history
becomes a normalized belief that is assigned with the status of truth. Truth and power, as
Foucault reminds us, always go concurrently: “Truth isn’t outside power, or lacking in
power . . . Each society has its regime of truth, its ‘general politics’ of truth: that is, the
types of discourse which it accepts and makes function as true . . .” (Foucault 1984c: 72–
73). This regime of truth is also to a large extent produced and sustained by the Western
imagination and expectation of what China and Chineseness should be. As Ien Ang (1993)
says:

This historically rooted Chinese ethnocentrism is complemented and reinforced by
the prominent place of ‘China’ in the global imagination. The West’s fascination
with China as a great, Other civilization began with Marco Polo and remains to this
day. . . . There is, in other words, an excess of meaningfulness accorded to ‘China’;
30 At the 17th Communist Party Congress held in 2007, Hu explicitly articulated the importance of soft power
in China. See “Hu Jintao Calls for Enhancing ‘Soft Power’ of Chinese Culture.” 2007. Xinhuanet.com, Oct 15.
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2007-10/15/content_6883748.htm (accessed on Jun 20, 2010); and
“MingPao: The Beijing Olympics Demonstrates ‘Soft Power’ [明报：北京奥运展現的‘ 软实力’].” 2008.
Chinanews [中国新闻网], August 28. http://www.chinanews.com/olympic/news/2008/0828/1363191.shtml (accessed on Jun 20, 2010). Other Chinese officials have on different occasions mentioned
the importance of using “soft power” to spread positive words of China to the world.
31 Ibid.
32 “Global Power Shifts: Joseph Nye on TED.com.” 2010. TED.com, October 26.
http://blog.ted.com/2010/10/26/global-power-shifts-joseph-nye-on-ted-com/ (accessed on Aug 20, 2010).
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China has often been useful for western thinkers as a symbol, negative or positive,
for that which the West was not.

This is reminiscent of Edward Said’s argument in Orientalism (1978): In dominating
the representation of the Orient, the West is in control of defining what it is and what its
Other should be like. The West’s imagination of who China is and what China should be
has lent power and authority for mainland China to make claim about a proper
Chineseness. Often, in defining China and Chineseness, self-orientalized and reductionistic
strategies and tactics are employed. China describes itself and its culture as fundamentally
different from the West through essentializing features like Chinese value family, respect
the elderly, treasure harmony and peace, value the collective “us,” and so on.
The mobilization of this historical and cultural Chineseness displays the state’s
management of identity practices. This proper Chineseness asserts the discursive cultural
values and norms attached to the Chinese subjects. On the one hand, Chineseness functions
as a cultural asset and heritage of the self; on the other hand, it works to discipline and
control the ways in which a person should act and behave, that is, the disciplinary of the
self by the self. Shown in the contestations over the meanings of patriotism between
mainland Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese, as discussed in chapter 7, one could see how
this discursive Chineseness is regulated and inscribed on a person. In articulating “who is
China” and “what is China,” a person claims a subject position to define and speak for the
subject of contestation. In every articulation, power is performed by the speaking subjects
that enforce a set of relations revolving around the idea of proper Chineseness. Against the
presumption on the power being possessed by the powerful government, the government
need not coerce its citizens to perform this China “proper”; individuals perform it of their
own free will. Besides, these Chinese subjects would scrutinize and discipline those who do
not bear this proper Chineseness. Through managing a subject’s relation to his
Chineseness, it manages the relation between self and self, between self and others,
between self and other social institutions and, between self and the polity. This is an
exceptionally efficient and economical way of managing and arranging relations to achieve
the best possible results.
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The West’s imaginations of China, along with mainland China’s geopolitical
position, have enabled China to make claim of its proper Chineseness in relation to the
West, and to the other Chinesenesses outside China. It allows the state to use Chineseness
as a symbolic capital; if managed well, it can bring in streams of political and economic
values as China’s articulation of soft power suggests. Meanwhile, this sino-centric
Chineseness displays a technique of domination over the other forms of Chineseness.
Various literary and cultural critics have questioned and challenged the politics of identity
and the politics of cultural representations of this truth-like Chineseness (Ang 1993, 1994,
1998, 2001; R. Chow 1998b; Chun 1996; Lim 2007), just like the media battle generated
during the Torch Relay, which was interested primarily in mainland China and ignored by
far (and so far) the other China’s and their Chineseness.
What seems to be a strategic and tactical use of Western imagination of Chinese is a
double-edged sword as it also strengthens the power-relations of the Orientalist discourse.
For example, as discussed in chapter 3, the muscular and manly Caucasian male body was
brought to contrast with the frail effeminate Chinese male body in order to shape Chinese
masculinity. Power is productive; it may impel Chinese men to work toward the image of
Western masculinity. However, in doing so, it also strengthens the masculine ideals
dominated by the West. Another example is related to the preservation project of Qianmen
(前门). In remaking a shopping street with Chinese characteristics, generic symbols of
Chineseness (e.g., the pailou/paifang 牌坊,33 dragons, lanterns) that are produced and
circulated in popular media productions like those of Hollywood films are placed on site.
The result is that it enhances a stereotypical way of representing Chineseness to the extent
that the site becomes a simulacrum, a surreal China — Chinatown in China! It becomes a
theme park that attracts mostly indigenous Chinese tourists.
The Beijing Olympics and the events revolving around them demonstrate that the
government had succeeded in deploying a multifarious set of strategies and tactics that
regulated, managed, and guided the minds and souls of its citizens to internalize the values
and to act toward the government’s objectives. One should be reminded that this
productive power is not equivalent to a celebratory reading of power, as Foucault writes:
“We evolve in a world of perpetual strategic relations. All power relations are not bad in

33

Pailou or Paifang refers to a Chinese arch-like gating architecture.
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and of themselves, but it is a fact that they always entail certain risks . . . this [power]
relationship being in itself neither good nor bad but dangerous” (Foucault 2002a: 372–73).
Persistent to his approach to the concept of truth and his critique on universal humanistic
values such as freedom and justice, Foucault has avoided any normative judgments in his
works. The problem is, as many critics have pointed out, that his analytics of power
becomes “descriptive” and a neutral concept that power merely leads and directs behavior,
without any normative evaluation such as bad, damaging, or oppressive (read, for example,
S. Hall 1996; Teurlings 2004; Patton 1998; Habermas 1987). In following this line of
thinking, then, as Foucault himself points out, power is indeed dangerous as one cannot
stand outside of power-relations and simply judge it as something good or bad. Also,
despite being critical, his analysis of the governmental power (the rationality of
government) studies the world from the victor’s point of view (Hartsock 1990; Teurlings
2004). It therefore makes it hard to imagine an alternative world, and brings us to the
question of resistance: How is resistance possible? I will discuss these relevant questions in
greater details in the epilogue.

PREVIEW OF THE THESIS CONTENT
This research takes the Beijing Olympics as a case study, and I am well aware of the
danger of essentializing the 2008 Games. Politics had saturated the Beijing Olympics but
China is by no means the only or the first nation-state using the Games to promote its
political agenda. Various studies have shown how host countries used the Olympics to
promote a political agen da, to raise international profile through national image-making, to
instigate national belongings, and to reconcile racial differences (Close, Askew, and Xu
2007; Essex and Chalkley 1998; Haugen 2003; Hogan 2003; Byrne 1987; Gottwald and
Duggan 2008; Tagsold 2009; Black and Bezanson 2004; Nauright 2004; Elder, Pratt, and
Ellis 2006). One should in fact question in what ways the rules and organization structure
set up by the IOC have made these possible. To this, I hope to discuss more in the
epilogue.
The politico-economic impacts of hosting the Olympics are other recurrent themes
of investigation for Olympic studies, especially in urban geography, tourism, and
management studies. On the macro-level, the Games is one of the key sites to examine the
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relationship between changes in global political economy,34 and is an area of ever-growing
interest in place-marketing and inter-urban competition (C. Hall 1987, 2006; Hiller 2000;
Owen 2002; Roche 1994; Waitt 1999; Harvey 1989a, 1989b; Kearns and Philo 1993; A.
Smith 2005). On the micro-level, the economic impacts of hosting the Olympics are linked
to the urban (economic) development like urban planning, urban regeneration, and tourism
markets (Essex and Chalkley 1998; Ren 2009; R. Ong 2004; H. Hughes 1993; Pyo, Cook,
and Howell 1988; Bhada, Backman, and Ciahan 1993; Garcia 2004), and also to noninfrastructural aspects like impacts on local communities (community’s images, social
cohesion, social problems, inflation, tax increases) and environment (Minnaert 2011; Waitt
1999; A. M. Smith 2009; Gursoy et al. 2011; Garcia 2001). Research areas pertaining to the
modern Olympic Games are very broad, it is beyond my research scope to compare and
contrast the present Games to the previous ones or the forthcoming ones in this regard.
A wealth of literature specifically related to the 2008 Olympics already exists.
Popular approaches of the subject place the research focus on the political dimension
(Mangan 2008; Cha 2009, 2010; Dong and Mangan 2008a; J. Dong 2010; Black and
Bezanson 2004; de Kloet, Chong, and Liu 2008; Caffrey 2009a; Haugen 2003, 2005),
political economy (Close, Askew, and Xu 2007; Gottwald and Duggan 2008; R. Ong 2004;
X. Xu 2006), socio-economic dimension (Broudehoux 2007; Caffrey 2008; Lovell 2008),
historical analysis (Caffrey 2009a, 2009b; G. Xu 2008a; Brownell 2008),35 and the
ideological meanings of the Olympics (J. Luo 2010; Chen 2010; Liang 2010; Brady 2009a;
Barmé 2009).
While recognizing the larger macro-effects generated by the Olympic spectacle and
the importance of the event (such as the analysis of the opening and closing ceremonies in
J. Luo 2010; Barmé 2009), I notice a significant lack of research — valid not only for the
Beijing Games but also for other Olympics — in investigating the ways in which the micropowers have been put to work at the scale of everyday lives. Except for a few articles

34 David Harvey suggests that, since the early 1970s, there has been a predominantly similar shift from urban
managerialism to urban entrepreneurialism in the North America and Western Europe (1989a, 1989b). This
transformation in urban governance has been largely caused by deindustrialization, widespread structural
unemployment, and fiscal austerity at both national and local levels (1989a: 5). The entrepreneurial approach
emphasizes market rationality and privatization, and one of its characteristics is increasing the importance of
the political economy of place.
35 See also Xu Guoqi. 2008b. “The Body Beautiful: Jonathan Spence’s Final Reith Lecture.”
http://thechinabeat.blogspot.com/2008/07/body-beautiful-jonathan-spences-final.html (accessed on Aug
10, 2008).
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focusing on the “domestic sphere” (Davies 2009; Ha and Caffrey 2009) and a quantitative
analysis on Beijing residents’ perception of the Games (Gursoy et al. 2011), scant attention
has been given to the everyday social lives of the very people who lived in the Olympic
cities and none illustrating how such a mega sports event could be used as a crucial and
interesting occasion to examine how disciplinary power, biopower, and governmental
power were put into practice.
This research hopes to provide a useful addition to the overlooked aspects of
Olympics studies and media studies on Olympics-linked topics. Within the field of China
studies, this dissertation hopes to add on to the studies regarding the CCP’s governing
strategies and promotion campaigns as the Olympics belongs to part of the continuous and
ceaseless efforts in which the Chinese government tries to claim its superlative
achievement, just like the Great Leap Forward in the late 1950s or, more recently, the
manned space program, the celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of the reform and
opening policy, the celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of the PRC, and the 2010
Shanghai Expo, which it claimed to have the highest number of visitors.
This dissertation tries to develop the Foucaultian concept of productive power
through examining the ways in which the Chinese government tried to mobilize the
population to embrace its Olympic project through deploying various sets of strategies and
tactics. My aim here is to examine the exercise of “microphysics of power.” The ultimate
target of these mobilization strategies and tactics is the whole Chinese population, as the
circle China in figure 1.2 specifies; yet, specific strategies had also been deployed on
particular groups. In order to examine these strategies and tactics, I zoom in on specific
groups of the population in Beijing: athletes, volunteers, taxi drivers, the Beijing citizens
and the larger Chinese population that place-making projects targeted at, and lastly, the
Hong Kong population. The inner circle in figure 1.2 indicates these population segments
under my study; the circle Hong Kong, being half-way to the larger circle China, indicates
its in-between position being officially part of China and yet not entirely integrated. As a
great deal of my corpus is related to media materials, I will also examine the role of media
in the formation of subjects — to unfold the state-initiated promotion strategies and to
study the processes and mechanisms whereby individuals had been guided to become the
subjects of governance.
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In chapter 2, I elaborate in details the research methods, the method of analysis,
and the corpus used for each case study. This chapter is concluded with a reflexive enquiry,
in which I discuss my position in conducting this research. My first case study in chapter 3
studies the construction of gender roles pertaining to the Chinese athletes in the period
leading up to the 2008 Olympics. History and politics intersect with gender norms. I look
at the ways in which gender ideals were inscribed onto the athletes’ bodies that helped
exemplify China’s nation-building project and its pursuit of modernity. I analyze the
representations of three sets of male and female athletes of three different periods: the
revolutionary China, the post-opening up China, and the global China. In analyzing both
male and female athletes, I address the lack in “Chinese men studies.” Closely related to
Foucault’s discussion on the discursive production of sex and sexuality and his inquiry on
subjectivity and biopower, Judith Butler’s notion of performativity (1993) demonstrates
that what appears to be normal or ideal masculinity and femininity is made “natural” through
repetitions and ritualized practices. Performativity, though originally aimed to problematize
heterosexual-normativity, helps tease out the ways in which gender ideals as a set of norms
are consolidated onto the body and corporeal expressions. This concept is also useful in
analyzing how these ideals are subjected to change as the surrounding discourses about
these norms change. I argue that manliness and femaleness are cultural as well as political
products produced according to the needs of the nation and the state at different historical
moments; and, both men and women carry their share of national burden.
Chapter 4 examines the Beijing Olympic volunteer program and its close
relationship with the production of model citizens. The visible images of the Beijing
Olympics that the government sought to present to the world were predominantly positive
— happiness, joyfulness, harmony-seeking, hospitality, and the like. The Beijing Olympic
volunteers, with their enthusiasm and tireless bright smile, played a central role in
constituting this positive image. Drawing on Foucault’s governmentality, I show how
promotional strategies and training materials pertaining to the volunteer program acted as
governing strategies and tactics that invoked and produced specific power relationships
through which the state governed its citizens. I argue that these positive images drew its
power from the less visible strategies and tactics. Three discourses are traced: First, the
discourse of dream and glory that drew its power from a history of national humiliation;
second, the discourse of hosting a great Olympics that was motivated by a desire for face;
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and, third, the discourse of not to lose face that induced a sense of shame to teach citizens
how to embody a civilized image of China. These discourses shaped citizens’ everyday
lives; they guided volunteers to internalize and embody the ideal of a model citizen and as
such they became part of the organized practices through which subjects were governed.
A large part of this dissertation examines the governing strategies, tactics, and
discourses through looking at the production and representation of official materials.
Chapter 5 adopts a different angle of analysis to focus on the subjects’ own experiences
and narration so as to study the ways in which individuals lived and interacted with the
governmental power and the discourses surrounding their everyday lives. Drawing on
Walter Benjamin’s concept of the flâneur (1969) — an urban ethnographer who experiences
and narrates the city while in motion, I focus my lens on the Beijing taxi drivers to see how
they made sense of their everyday urban lives in a fast-changing Olympic city. My
interviews with taxi drivers unveil that discourses circulating in the period around the
Olympics were not one-dimensional and static but were processes that were constantly
produced, dynamic, and ever-changing. For instance, with regard to urban changes, the taxi
drivers saw new architecture and high-rise buildings as signs of progress and positive
development for the city and for China. Yet, they also realized that this progress came at a
cost — unaffordable housing prices and the gradual disappearing of the Beijing they felt
once familiar with. In relations to China hosting the Olympics, they found the governmentinitiated driving civility campaigns strict and demanding; yet, the pitched media battle
between China and the West in 2008 had changed their attitudes toward these trainings and
the larger campaigns on improving people’s behavior and manners in order to gain
international recognition.
Chapter 6 examines how the state seized the Olympic moment to imagine and
represent a Beijing that shaped our views about the city, China, and Chineseness. “New
Beijing, New Olympics” was not simply an official catchphrase, but a key moment of
memory and identity formation. Memory formation in place-representation — comparable
to an act of storytelling — is crucial in shaping identity, be it place-identity or national
identity. This displays a governmental power, a conscious attempt that influences the ways
people understand their identities, and influences the ways they interact with the world.
What is to be remembered is presented as visible — to be “on the map”; what is to be
forgotten is forsaken and therefore rendered invisible — to be “off the map.” The making
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of a “New Beijing” did not imply that everything in Beijing was built from scratch. Rather,
this project was one that utilized the past in conjunction with the new and (ultra)modern.
Theoretical insights from Abbas’ analysis of (post)colonial Hong Kong and Shanghai in the
1990s offer a way of re-thinking the notions of disappearance and reappearance in the
politics of memory production in place-making (1997). Particularly useful here is Abbas’
notion of disappearance, which we should see as a form of misrecognition — not seeing
what is there — and not simply as a matter of nonpresence or absence. It is important to
note that this notion of disappearance, just like Foucault’s notion of power as productive
forces, is not simply a threat that takes away things but also something productive that
generates actions. My analysis is structured according to three temporalities: the past, the
present, and the future. Through the preservation project of Qianmen, I examine how the
past appeared, and reappeared in the making of a “New Beijing.” Then I zoom in on the
Olympic Green to show how the Olympic city, in keeping with Abbas, was built on
disappearance. Last, by looking at representation materials, I study how the future of
Beijing and China was being imagined.
The last case study in chapter 7 looks at Hong Kong’s only government-funded
public service broadcaster Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) to examine how the
Olympic programs that RTHK co-produced with the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (hereafter, HKSAR) government mediated the resinification process and how
RTHK’s own current-affair program mediated reports related to the Olympics in Hong
Kong. The historical context of Hong Kong has given the territory a set of beliefs and
practices that subsequently forms and sustains a subjectivity marking its difference from
the China “proper.” I argue that this Hong Kong subjectivity is produced and sustained by
the local media practices, and this in turn guides and shapes the self-technologies (a
concept linked to Stauff’s discussion in “The Governmentality of Media” [2010] I
mentioned above) of how media operate in the territory. These self-technologies are
exemplified in RTHK’s insistence on the ideals of impartiality and maintaining editorial
independence in its recent struggle with the HKSAR government and in its various
program statements. My analysis draws on two sets of corpus. The first focuses on
RTHK’s Olympic programs, I examine what kinds of “Chineseness” were mobilized and
how they were mediated in these programs. The second part studies how its highlyacclaimed program Hong Kong Connection (鏗鏘集) mediated reports related to the Olympics
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and in what ways these mediations might problematize or contribute to the governing
practices. I argue that the mediation tactics deployed produced ambivalent results: They
could be read as tactics of resistance (to the dominant appearance of the China “proper”)
as well as tactics that helped disseminate the governmental practices. This case study helps
challenge the perception that the Chinese state rules Hong Kong with coercion and
ideology and that it possesses this dominating power over Hong Kong. I argue that the
state’s limits are also made discernible in RTHK’s mediation of Olympics-related reports.
The programs I analyze have discursively maintained differences between Hong Kong and
China and therefore the discursive idea of a Hong Kong subjectivity.
In the epilogue, I want to address several key questions and debates related to this
dissertation. The first set of questions is related to the use of Foucault in this research. The
cultural politics involved in bringing Foucault in the context of China studies is discussed; I
will also make an attempt to respond to what China means to Foucault and what Foucault
means for China. The second section discusses the lingering question related to (the power
of) the state. This then brings my discussion to the critiques of Foucaultian approaches and
will be followed by an attempt to address these critiques in concert with the lingering
question on resistance. The ever-growing significance of international or transnational
organizations such as the IOC forces one to think beyond the framework of nation-state.
In the last section, I discuss the role of IOC (its rules and regulations) and the discourses
invoked around Olympism, Olympic ideals, and the Olympic spectacle; and how these have
fueled nationalism and allowed the nation-state to seize the Olympics to achieve its
objectives.

II

METHODOLOGY
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CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY

When this research started in the autumn of 2007, the Olympics were less than a
year away. At that time, an academic commented that “we all know that China is using the
Games to promote itself, it’s a known fact.” I could only agree partially with this. What
troubled me was this casual articulation of “fact.” This kind of articulations seems to
suggest that it is a truth we all know; why bother studying something we all know? At stake
are two issues: (1) the truth-like fact that seems to be so commonsensical; and (2) the
authority of articulating this fact — to what extent could one draw a conclusion from afar
without actually studying the research area? This methodology section is to challenge this
truth-like fact and to show how this multi-method qualitative research has enabled me to
look into new topics, questions, and problems.
Academic disciplines in both social sciences and the humanities seek to understand
social life and the human condition, and yet they diverge in the methods of approaching
the topics of investigation. In my research I aim to avoid the danger of theoreticism that
haunts some research in the humanities as well as the danger of empiricism that haunts
some research in the social sciences (Gilbert 2001; Rorty 2000). Instead, my project
navigates between both; it is informed by theorists ranging from Walter Benjamin and
Judith Butler to Michel Foucault and Ackbar Abbas. Meanwhile, my analysis is drawn upon
ample empirical data I collected during my extensive fieldwork.
The main focus of this research is on the micro aspects of everyday life. To address
the problems mentioned above, I choose to combine various qualitative research methods
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(which are situated within the interpretativist tradition36 that explore the individuals’ and
the groups’ perception of the research subject) in the research process. Media materials are
crucial “objects” of my study. All the case studies and some articles I work on involve —
to a varying degree of significance — analyses on media materials, supplemented by
ethnographic observations and semi-structured interviews in many instances. Altogether I
have carried out four fieldwork trips to China and Hong Kong: The first fieldwork was
conducted in November 2007 for a month in Beijing and Hong Kong; the second lasted
for seven months, during which I was mostly stationed in Beijing but also managed to
travel to Hong Kong for corpus collection in July and November 2008; the third fieldwork
was during the World Exposition 2010 when I spent a week in Shanghai; and the fourth
fieldwork to Beijing was in April 2011.
In what follows, I will first give a brief description of the research methods I use. This
will be followed by an elaboration of the methods of analysis. The third section will specify
the research methods and corpus I have used for each case study. In various places, I touch
upon how my position as a researcher and an analyst influences this research, a detailed
discussion of which is included in the last section — reflexive enquiry.

RESEARCH METHODS

1. Media Materials
Media materials are means of representation that mark their imprints in people’s
everyday lives. Accumulated bits and pieces in our everyday lives shape the way we see the
world (Massey, 1995: 22–23). I have collected ample media materials including photos of
posters, banners, and advertisements throughout Beijing; advertisements; (tourist-)
brochures; maps; guidebooks; news reports; information found on various news websites;
etc. These materials are used for visual and discourse analysis, which I will elaborate in
greater detail in the next section. I could not use them all in this dissertation; some of them

As opposed to the positivist idea of a single and objective truth out there to be studied and captured, the
interpretativist-based qualitative research methods operate on the assumption that truth is a evasive and shifty
concept, and there are multiple and subjective realities (Cooper 2001: 33).

36
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were then used in other academic articles, book chapters, and conference papers.37 Because
of the significance of the Olympics in China, there was an ocean of materials that could be
collected, the challenge was how to make selection — what to include and what to exclude.
Television materials constitute an important part of my corpus. Television is a
powerful and popular medium in China. Sinologist Stefan R. Landsberger (2009) points out
that the national television has already reached ninety-eight percent of the population,
approximately 1.17 billion people in 2005. I made daily recordings of Chinese television
channels between April and November 2008. With the prime interest in the official
promotion, I focused mainly on China Central Television (CCTV) — the state television
broadcaster — amidst the numerous television channels available in China. Yet, to have
some ideas about the contents of television programs in Beijing, I would often zap through
other channels and make recordings of selective programs and advertisements from them
as well.
The selection criteria are based on the relevance of the programs, first, to the
Beijing Olympics; second, to events that were related to the Games; third, to the current
affairs in China at that period. For the first criterion, some examples are news
documentaries and documentary programs about China’s Olympic history, sports programs
about athletes, as well as reports about the preparation of the Games (e.g. venues, security,
and information about the volunteers). For the second criterion, these are reports related
to, for instance, the 100-day Olympic count-down activities. Examples for the third
criterion are programs about the Tibetan uprisings and how the foreign media had given
incorrect reports about China. Given the prominence of the Olympics in China, a lot of the
programs then were directly and indirectly related to the Olympics. A large quantity of TV
programs was recorded: approximately 450 hours. There were twelve programs I recorded
on a regular basis. These were Who’s Who (对手), Olympiad & China (我们的奥林匹克),
Preparation for the Beijing Olympic Games(北京之路), Daily Reports about the Torch Relay (与圣火

同行), Olympic ABC (奥运ABC), Special Sports Programs — Olympic Stories (体育人间特别节

“Catastrophe Came to Rescue” was about how the Chinese government seized the disastrous Sichuan
Earthquakes to divert global media attention from China bashing externally and internally to present itself as
a capable and benevolent leader. It was presented at two occasions: European Summer School in Cultural
Studies, Copenhagen, 2009 and ECREA Conference — Media, Communication and the Spectacle,
Rotterdam, 2009 (Chong 2009a, 2009b). Three co-authored publications are: (1) de Kloet, Chong and Liu
(2008); (2) de Kloet, Chong, and Landsberger (2011); (3) Chong, de Kloet, and Zeng (2012b, forthcoming).
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目 — 奥运故事会), The Sports World (体育人间), Living in the Olympic Year (体坛快讯 —
人在奥运年), Sports News(体育新闻), Technology and Olympics (科技与奥运), Daily News (新
闻联播), and Olympics Approaching (奥运來了). A coding scheme was designed to organize
them systematically, classifying the programs by (1) disc number, (2) program title, (3) date
of recording, (4) duration, (5) channel, (6) genres, (7) host(s), (8) main guests, (9) locality,
(10) brief description, and (11) remarks for the recorded program.
In some case studies (e.g. chapter 3 and chapter 7), media materials are the main
corpus for analysis. The limitation is that it runs the risk of media essentialism and the
media would be taken as a totalizing reality. I try to address these limitations by including in
the overall discussion not only the “text” (the media materials), but also the context (where
these materials were shown, say, for example, images found in subway stations, in
neighborhoods) and the social practices involved (when and how they were shown to the
public; for instance, the images were meant for passengers who took the subway or the
residents who lived in the neighborhoods). Other relevant questions — for example, how
different media forms (e.g. films and Olympic documentaries shown on TV, commercials)
were related to or differed from each other; and how official and non-official media
corporations operated to co-produce or to oppose each other — deserve detailed studies
on their own.

2. Ethnographic Observations
Ethnography is a “method of discovery” (Fielding 2001: 146) and “a process of
learning through exposure” (Schensul, Schensul, and LeCompte 1999: 91). As Goffman
writes, “any group of persons — prisoners, primitives, pilots or patients — develop a life
of their own that becomes meaningful, reasonable and normal once you get close to it, and
. . . a good way to learn about any of these worlds is to submit oneself in the company of
the members to the daily round of petty contingencies to which they are subject” (quoted
in Fielding 2001: 147). In order to understand those being studied, I entered the “natural
settings,” that is, the ongoing daily lives of my research subjects (Fielding 2001: 147). I
participated in a wide array of activities ranging from walking in the city to attending
various social functions and events. Not all of these activities were directly related to the
Olympics; and yet everything in Beijing in 2008 seemed to be related to the Olympics,
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some remotely, other implicitly, and most of them explicitly. After attending an event, I
would write detailed notes on the setting, the topics of conversation, and the behavioral
characteristics of the people I met. As Fielding calls it, the fieldnotes are “the observer’s
Raison d'être” (2001: 152). I also relied a lot on my camera. Beijing is a vast city; things and
people come and go quickly. It was not always possible to write notes, and sometimes it
would simply be impossible to stop and perform analysis on, for example, a poster I saw in
the subway station. The images I took serve not only as records of what I saw and
experienced, they also become an important part of my corpus.
Through being in the “natural setting,” I engaged with the research field in ways
that I had not thought of. This method helps me understand more about the fabrics of the
city as well as the dwellers’ view on Beijing, China, and China hosting the Olympics. It also
probes me to constantly think, interpret, and interrogate my own position and my research
direction. The reality is much more complex and complicated: My background and various
identities (thinking of variables like age, class, gender, ethnicity, personal experiences, and
the like) always intersected with my research subjects and these subjects in turn would
often bring new and unexpected ideas to me. It was during the fieldwork that I fine-tuned
my research focus, research questions, and developed the frameworks and the five case
studies for this dissertation. I would not have acquired this invaluable information just by
sitting behind my desk reading theories.

3. Semi-structured Interviews
This research is derived from an interest in the interplay between the promotion
strategies of the Chinese government and the perceptions of the people living in the
Olympic cities. I had carried out semi-structured interviews with designers of Olympicsrelated materials, officials of the Beijing Organizing Committee for the Games of the
XXIX Olympia (hereafter BOCOG), Olympic volunteers in Beijing and Hong Kong, taxi
drivers in Beijing, film directors, and teachers in Hong Kong. I pre-formulated a list of
questions and topics in ways that they could be enhanced by probes and expanded for
broader discussion (Schensul, Schensul, and LeCompte 1999). I would only record them if
interviewees agreed. Then, verbatim transcriptions of all interviews were conducted. All the
interviews that took place in Beijing were conducted in Mandarin and those in Hong Kong
were in Cantonese. I have translated all the quoted interview contents from Chinese to
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English. I use pseudonyms throughout this dissertation as the majority of my interviewees
prefer to remain anonymous.
There are multiple and subjective perceptions of the social world, people may
choose to perform other facts or beliefs than they usually say or believe. In interviews with
BOCOG officials, many of whom were government officials, they would sometimes give
very standard bureaucratic responses (guan qiang官腔/guan hua官话).38 On the other hand,
Beijing taxi drivers were known for being very good at chatting (很会侃); and because of
their social- and class-position, their words were often seen less creditable than, for
example, a university lecturer. The interview settings also mattered. Whenever possible, I
would choose to conduct the interview in a casual and relaxing setting like in restaurants,
with food and beverages. The purpose of doing these interviews is not to seek the truth
from the interviewees but to try to understand their perspectives, and to observe how they
articulated and performed their views. As alluded to above, truth is an evasive and shifty
concept. People construct their own social world and there is no single objective reality out
there to be captured (Clarke 2001: 33). The interviews cannot be taken for analysis in
isolation; they should be examined together with other elements such as the settings, the
socio-political contexts, the context of our interaction, and the power-relations between me
and my interviewees.
For example, in the interviews with taxi drivers, I often found it a good opening
line to talk about urban changes and traffic jam: “Beijing has changed a lot in the past few years”
or “Would there be traffic jam?” These topics were of direct relevance to their everyday lives,
something natural, ongoing, and inevitable; and not seen as “heavily politicized” topics
such as the minorities’ issues or complaints about the party leaders. Similarly, the nature of
taxi operation — being in the taxi, driving through the city and having different passengers
on board — provided a special context for my interviews. A driver told me: “We have
passengers in our taxis. We drive around the city every day, if no one talks, if we don’t talk to any
passenger for the whole day, that’s very monotonous.” It is important to combine other qualitative
research methods with interviews. As Foucault warns against placing too much emphasis

Guan qiang can represent two things: 1) a bureaucratic way of responding to questions/requests and 2) an
official intonation; whereas, guan hua literally means what the officials say, but used generally in a negative
sense, with traces of distrust. Both terms can be used interchangeably.

38
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on the authority of the “author,”39 discourse analysis shows that “the author” is only an
element of a larger discourse out there (Foucault 1984a).

METHODS OF ANALYSIS
I have divided my research into five case studies. For each case study, I would first
look through the entire corpus I have collected to select and delimit the specific set of
corpus I intended to use. Then, I would read or watch the chosen set of corpus at least two
times to identify some regular images, features, and elements. For film or television
materials, I would make screen shots of important images for analysis. This would be
followed by a few times of re-readings in which I would try to connect the key themes with
the theories used for the case study. Throughout this dissertation, I have performed
discourse analysis together with visual analysis. The following is a detailed elaboration of
these two methods.

1. Discourse Analysis
There are many strains of discourse analysis, for example those practiced in
linguistics. The discourse analysis I refer to here does not only examine the linguistic
utterance, but also the interplay between the utterance and the sites (e.g., the material
reality, institutions, and social practices). What is being articulated is always a product of
specific socio-historical conditions.
In this whole dissertation, I use Michel Foucault’s notion of discursive analysis as
the analytical framework. In the Archaeology of Knowledge (1989 [1969]), Foucault has in
various instances elaborated on what he refers to as “discourse.” Below are two of them
that I find useful:

1. the general domain of all statements, sometimes as an individualizable group of
statements, and sometimes as a regulated practice that accounts for a number of
statements (ibid.: 90).
The “author” in Foucault’s discussion refers to an individual who creates works of art or literature but I
relate it to my interviewees to stress that what they said should be understood as something belonging to a
larger discourse.

39
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2. whenever one can describe, between a number of statements, such a system of
dispersion, whenever between objects, types of statement, concepts, or thematic
choices, one can define a regularity (an order, correlations, positions and
functioning, transformations)(ibid.: 41–42).

The key phrases are “regularity” and “regulated practice.” “Regularity” and
“regulated” do not refer to a set of formal and written rules. What Foucault wants to
highlight are the unwritten rules and structures that produce these regulated and regular
statements. Yet, meanwhile, it is important to note that what Foucault and his analysis
attempt to do is not to show the formation of a totally cohesive truth. In fact, he warns
against the elimination of contradictions in the production of “the history of ideas”:

The history of ideas usually credits the discourse that it analyses with coherence. If
it happens to notice an irregularity in the use of words, several incompatible
propositions, a set of meanings that do not adjust to one another, concepts that
cannot be systematized together, then it regards it as its duty to find, at a deeper
level, a principle of cohesion that organizes the discourse and restores to its hidden
unity. This law of coherence is a heuristic rule, a procedural obligation, almost a
moral constraint of research: not to multiply contradictions uselessly; not to be
taken in by small differences; not to find too much weight to changes, disavowals,
returns to the past, and polemics; not to suppose that men’s discourse is perpetually
undermined from within by the contradiction of their desires, the influences that
they have been subjected to, or the conditions in which they live; but to admit that
if they speak, and if they speak among themselves, it is rather to overcome these
contradictions, and to find the point from which they will be able to mastered.”
(Foucault 1989 [1969]: 115)

Contradictions and conflicting statements exist in all kinds of discourse. Discourse
is not a cohesive totality, nor is it atemporal. Lynn Spigel, in her discursive analysis of the
role of television in postwar America writes that the coexistence of conflicting discourses is
not “a matter of either/or but rather both at once” (1992: 37). Let me illustrate this point
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with an example: the discourse of the West or the Western Other. One could say that
instead of one discourse, there exist numerous discourses about the West and the Western
Other. One could easily detect sets of statements, which present various descriptions of
this subject. For instance, the West is the aggressor, which forcefully entered China and
made China sign up all kinds of unequal treaties; in another instance, the West is the
modern and progressive Other and China has been motivating itself to be like this
equivalent Other. These statements may seem to deliver conflicting ideas about the West,
and they are most likely deployed with different cultural and political purposes and
therefore have in turn generated different effects. They, however, epitomize one key
discourse about self/Other, a discourse that asserts the essential binaries of China/the
Chinese and the West/the Western Other. Similarities could also be shown in my taxi case
study. My analysis shows that the seemingly contradictory discourses — for example, the
discourse of positive Olympics-led development and the discourse of “progress” — were
always met by dystopian discourses of deteriorating urban living conditions and of a
vanishing old Beijing. These discourses may change or evolve in different directions with
new developments in time period. To paraphrase Foucault (1989 [1969]), discourse is not
static but is subjected to constant changes.
In connection with the main focus of this research on examining the subject of
governance, Foucault’s discursive analysis allows me to tease out the power-relations that
give rise to sets of regular and regulated statements, and discourses. It shows the ways in
which one should go further than seeing governing strategies, like the promotion materials,
as merely another evidence of “ideology” (ideas imposed by institutions to influence
individuals) or brushing them away as yet another example of propaganda.

2. Visual Analysis
Visual analysis should, as Lister and Wells quote Rogoff, be seen as a field that
crosses disciplines: “Images do not stay within discrete disciplinary fields such as
‘documentary film’ or ‘Renaissance painting’, since neither the eye nor the psyche operates
along or recognizes such divisions” (quoted in Lister and Wells, 2001: 63). Mieke Bal
(2003), based on her method of doing cultural analysis, proposes an analytical approach
that emphasizes the interrelationship between the object (visual materials), theory, and the
analyst. She explains that what defines the domain of visual culture studies is not the
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materiality of the object — the visual materials — but what she emphasizes as “the act of
looking” (ibid.: 9) and “the possibility of performing acts of seeing” (ibid.: 11). What she
highlights here is the role of the analysts: It is through bringing in the analyst’s profile that
completes the analytical procedure. The objective of performing visual cultural analysis is
to unfold the power-relations, in the Foucaultian sense. Bal writes,

Knowledge directs and colours the gaze, thereby making visible those aspects of
objects that otherwise remain invisible, but also the other way around: far from
being a feature of the object seen, visibility is also a practice, even a strategy, of
selection that determines what other aspects or even objects remain invisible.
(ibid.: 11)

What appears to be a “neutral” image, a map of Beijing as shown in chapter 6, for
instance, is hardly natural. Rather, the materialization of such and such an image like a map
is already a product of power/knowledge that subjects viewers to a regime of truth.
Visual analysis involves practical steps. In addition to the analytical approach
proposed by Bal, I have made use of methods proposed by Lister and Wells (2001). In the
following, I will elaborate my analytical approach according to three aspects: (a) contexts of
viewing, (b) contexts of production, and (c) form and meaning (2001: 63).

a) Contexts of viewing
The first set of questions I deal with in analyzing visual materials is to start with the
question of “where.” As Lister and Wells suggest, “the context influences how we look at
the image through constructing certain expectations” (ibid.: 65). This is then followed by
the question of “why”: Why were the viewers (e.g. I as a researcher) drawn to look at the
images? How I came across these images/visual materials reveals a set of questions on how
they were intended to be consumed — Were they displayed in the public or private sphere?
Were they located in a place with heavy traffic? In a mall, on the roadside, etc.?
These questions are all relevant to the discussion above: The analyst is inseparable
from the analytical process. To quote Lister and Wells, “the experience of the encounter is
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inter-discursive in the sense that situation, contemporary references and resonances inform
our experience, whether we merely glance at the image or study it more intently” (2001:
68). In collecting and then analyzing these visual materials, I exercise the power of selection
and the power of making claims. I choose materials that suit my research interests and
discard those images that are considered irrelevant. In doing so, I make a claim of “truth”
that might not be shared by others. Just as the images I took in the subway, they “spoke”
to me as meaningful materials; yet, passers-by might not pay attention to these images at all,
and therefore the images would not mean so much to them. This analytical process
requires me to interrogate my own position as a researcher, to address the questions on the
reasons for choosing the images, and to explain my research interests in the images I have
chosen.

b) Contexts of production
The contexts of production set forth a series of questions related to production and
distribution. These are, for instance, the purposes of producing some of the visual
materials, the institutional factors, social contexts (for example, what is socially perceived as
an attractive feminine face, smiling or looking slightly quiet and shy?), and the constraints.
Advertisements are good examples: Advertisements are not, as commonly believed,
imposing ideas on the consumers. An advertisement that appeals to the public has to
follow certain discursive rules circulating in the wider social world (Spigel, 1992: 7). This
links us to Foucault’s argument on the “author” position mentioned earlier. The author is
only an element of a larger discourse out there (Foucault 1984a). Back to China, experts in
China studies have shown how the government has evolved in its communication skills,
adopting commercial and marketing strategies (Landsberger 2009; Barmé 1999; Fung
2008). In recent years, one could witness a growing cooperation between commercial
sectors and government agencies. A telling example is that “public service advertising”
(PSA) produced by the government would look like commercial advertising (Landsberger
2009). All these aspects would need to be attended to when carrying out analysis.
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c) Form and meaning
Central to this method of analysis are the questions of meaning — what the visual
materials mean and how the meaning is delivered to the viewer. In analyzing TV materials,
I pay attention to the temporal and spatial sequence, and also the pictorial representation ,
as I would do for a poster found in a subway station. During the analysis, I would look at
the key elements in the three analytical methods proposed by Lister and Wells (2001):
semiotics and codes, photographic conventions, and social conventions. The concept of
conventions is central. Conventions are understood as “socially agreed way[s] of doing
something” (Lister and Wells, 2001: 71), they explain the basic ways and manners of how
one reads images and how images are produced. Like in photography, it usually deploys
conventional signifiers or stereotypical signs in its composition. The idea of conventions
would need to be contextualized; there is no one universal, conventional way of reading
and deciphering an image.
Semiotics refers to the use of the signifiers (the physical symbols or objects) to
suggest what they are used to signify (the meaning). Usually, the signifiers may have aspects
that resemble the signified. Yet, this connection can also be arbitrary in the sense that the
symbols may not bear inherent qualities to what they signify. For example, the color pink
(signifier) is generally read as a color/sign of “femininity,” “femaleness,” “girliness.” Pink
bears no resemblance to the material subject of “female”; yet because it is so widely
identified as such, it becomes a convention. A large number of visual, pictorial, material
signs that are so widely and commonly used that they become a convention and “code,” in
Lister and Wells’ words, “an extended system of signs which operates like a language (itself
a code of uttered sounds or printed marks)” (2001: 73).
Lister and Wells also suggest that when reading an image, one should bear in mind
the photographic conventions of elements like framing, gaze, lighting, context, and camera
position (2001: 77). Sometimes, the image can be analyzed through taking into account
social conventions, that is, practices commonly found in one’s everyday life. Apart from
these points, the background of the analyst would play a role in reading an image;
sometimes, the analyst’s cultural and historical background can shed light on visual analysis.
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Figure 2.1: A promotion poster I found in the subway in Beijing.

I demonstrate this technique with an example, figure 2.1. The Temple of Heaven
and the Bird’s Nest were used as iconic signs — the signifier — that signified China’s
historical and cultural past, and the hypermodern present respectively. The photographic
conventions — framing, gaze, lighting, camera position — positioned two elements in such
ways that the viewers would look at the Temple of Heaven from a lower angle up as this
would convey the image that the historical past was something grand high up there
deserving our respect. Whereas the Bird’s Nest was captured from a high angle, thus
exuding a sense of closeness, something we could get hold of. The use of the color “red”
— a social convention in China that signifies joy and happiness — could very well suggest
how the historical, cultural past could go hand in hand with the new and modern present.
As red is also the traditional Chinese color for weddings, one could also interpret it as a
wedding between two different architectural styles, old and new, historical and
hypermodern.
It is important to note that most of the producers of visual materials may not even
know consciously that they are deploying certain photographic or social conventions, as
they can very well apply these conventions as techniques that are acquired through working
“on the job” (ibid.: 74). It is however possible that my reading deviates from other people;
that is to say, there is a multivocality of interpretation. There is no standard and correct
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reading of images: Different viewers could read the visual materials differently. This is why
some analysts emphasize “the plural, messy, contested and even creative nature of our
discourse with the visual and with images, the manner in which this is a site of a struggle
over what something means” (Lister & Wells 2001: 73). In a similar vein, it is equally
challenging to try to see beyond what is visible in the materials and what seems visible to
the research (but may have different implications in other contexts). To emphasize again, I
am not claiming what I read is the single truth. At best I could do is to explain my analysis
and combine it with discourse analysis.

CASE STUDIES: METHODS OF CORPUS COLLECTION
Each case study has its own research focus, research questions, and as such, its
set(s) of corpus. Below is a brief description of what kind of corpus is used for each
particular case study.

Case Study 1: Chinese Bodies that Matter — The Search for Masculinity and
Femininity
I have chosen three sets of male and female athletes who represent three different
moments in Chinese history for my analysis. The first historical moment was in the 1930s,
a time when the Republican China tried to modernize itself so as to be recognized in the
international arena. Liu Changchun (刘长春) and Yang Xiuqiong (杨秀琼) are selected for
their associated links to the Chinese Olympic history mentioned by the Chinese media. The
second period was in the 1980s, after China reopened to connect to the world. Li Ning (李
宁) and Lang Ping (郎平) are chosen for their popularity in the 1980s and also their recent
reappearance in the 2008 Games. The third period was the most recent past, the time
around the 2008 Beijing Games. Liu Xiang (刘翔) and Guo Jingjing (郭晶晶) are chosen
for their huge popularity during the 2008 Games — in terms of media attention and the
amount of advertising endorsements. My analysis is structured according to two aspects:
clothing and corporeal expressions (including facial expressions).
The corpus I use includes TV recordings, weekly and monthly magazine articles
published in 2008, interviews I conducted in 2008, and my own observations. From the
large amount of TV recordings, I have selected the Olympic programs produced by CCTV
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and advertisements shown on both CCTV and Beijing Television (BTV) that used athletes
as spokespersons. The CCTV Olympic programs include Sports News (体育新闻), CCTV9
Daily News Report, Olympics Approaching (奥运来了), The Road to Glory — Sprint (光榮之路
— 短跑), and Olympiad & China (我们的奥林匹克), a 10-episode documentary program
broadcast in July 2008; hereafter Olympiad). The two films I use are The One Man Olympics (

一个人的奥林匹克) and Dream Weaver (筑梦). I attended the premiere of The One Man
Olympics (hereafter The One) on May 17, 2008 at the Chinese People’s Political Consultative
Conference Auditorium — an official venue of the government.40 Although The One was
largely funded by the government,41 it was not promoted as the official Olympic film.
Dream Weaver was the official Olympic documentary film; its production was supported by
the BOCOG. The weekly and monthly magazine articles published in 2008 I have chosen
include Lifeweek (三联生活周刊), China Newsweek (中国新闻周刊),42 Bazaar (時尚芭莎

男士), and Executive (经营者)43. I have also included in my analysis interviews I conducted
with the directors of both films mentioned above, Hou Yong (侯勇) and Gu Jun (顾筠),
and with Olympic volunteers.

Case Study 2: More Than a Smile, Gaining “Face” (Un)doing Shame: The Beijing
Olympic Volunteers as the New Model Citizens
This case study examines the multifaceted promotion strategies pertaining to the
Beijing Olympic volunteer program (hereafter the Olympic Volunteer program). The
Olympic Volunteer program was some of the key promotion campaigns that had been
promoted actively by the BOCOG and the state organizations. The programs aimed to
reach all Chinese citizens, urging them to embrace the Beijing Olympic Games selflessly
The premiere began with a minute of silence for the dead and injured of the Sichuan Earthquakes on May
12, 2008; and it ended with a long session of discussions with many senior official figures.
41 The production was largely financed by the Beijing Forbidden City Film Company (北京紫禁城公司), and
partially by CCTV6 (the film channel) and a Hong Kong company. In our interview, the director told me that
the funding provided by the Beijing Forbidden City Film Company was from the Beijing government.
42 Both Lifeweek and China Newsweek are weekly magazines. I read them regularly during my fieldwork in 2008
and paid special attention in the period around the Olympics.
43 Some examples of readings in these magazines include “Li Ning: Beyond Our Century-Old Dreams [李宁:
跨越世纪的梦想 Beyond Our Century Dreams].” 2008. Style and Olympic: The Development for China’s
Olympic Sports Industry [奥运中国体育产业的梦想征途], Bazaar [時尚芭莎男士] 276 (Jul): 88–99；
“Guo Jingjing: The Fatigue-looking Advertising Queen [郭晶晶: 审美疲劳的广告天后Aesthetic Fatigue].”
2008. Special Report: The Secrets of Olympic Stars’ Wealth [奥运明星的财富密码], Executive [经营者], 15–
16 (August 15): 61.
40
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and whole-heartedly. Their significance could be revealed by their omnipresent coverage in
the media and in the streets of Beijing.
I did discourse analysis, based on (1) The Manual for Beijing Olympic Volunteers
(hereafter Volunteers Manual), (2) posters promoting the Olympic Volunteer program that I
came across when walking in the city, and (3) volunteers’ training materials found on the
official website of the BOCOG.44 Apart from these promotion materials, I conducted
altogether twenty-four in-depth interviews with Games, Paralympic Games, and BOCOG
Pre-Games volunteers (twenty-one in Beijing and three in Hong Kong), and various talks
with city volunteers and society volunteers in the period around the Olympics in Beijing.
Due to the focus of this chapter, I use these interviews as supplementary information and
not the focus of discourse analysis.

Case Study 3: Driving (in) the City — Taxi Drivers as the Modern Flâneur
Three sets of corpus are used here: The first is official materials — The Beijing
Olympic Games Guidebook for People in the Service Sector (北京奥运会窗口行业员工读本,
hereafter Guidebook), The Olympic Palm Book for Beijing Taxi (奥运会北京的士掌中宝,
hereafter Palm Book), Operational Safety for Taxi driver (的士运营安全, hereafter Operational
Safety); the second set of corpus is a monthly magazine called Taxi (百姓, hereafter Taxi)
that could be found inside the taxis; the third set is ethnographic observations and the
ninety-nine open-ended interviews (eighteen recorded and seventy-eight with handwritten
notes) I did during my 7-month fieldwork in Beijing from April to October 2008. Although
I had prepared a few topics for these interviews, 2008 turned out to be an unexpectedly
eventful year: intensifying oppositional forces like “Dream for Darfur,” the high-pitched
withdrawal of Steven Spielberg as an artistic adviser to the Games in February, the Tibet
uprisings in March, worldwide anti-China and pro-China media contestations in April, and
the disastrous Sichuan Earthquakes in May. These events, to various extents, left their
traces on my interviews.
All interviews were conducted when I boarded a taxi as a passenger, sometimes
with traveling companions. The length of our conversations depended on the traveling
The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. 2008. August 8–24.
http://en.beijing2008.cn/bocog/concepts/ (accessed on Aug 10, 2008).

44
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distance and the traffic condition. I always started my interviews by telling taxi drivers
about my research in Beijing and that I would be interested in talking with them about their
lives. Before I asked if I could record our interviews, I would often make opening lines to
see if the drivers were approachable for recorded interviews. Among the ninety-nine
interviews I had conducted, six taxi drivers refused to talk to me entirely (by, for example,
switching on the radio in high volume); and fifteen refused recording but were willing to
converse with me. When drivers refused to be recorded, I always asked for the reasons.
Here are some of their responses: “That is not necessary . . . Because I don’t know what you would
use it for . . . I don’t know you,” “what do you want?” “I am only a taxi driver, I know nothing,” “I just
don’t like it,” “I won’t feel comfortable, don’t know what to say,” etc. Requesting to record often
had impacts on the “flow” of interviews (interviewees would usually become more
conscious, and were cautious about what they said). Under circumstances like this, I would
at times choose not to ask for recording and simply write down the key points during or
after the taxi-rides. In addition, if the taxi-ride was not long, I also would choose not to
make the recording request.

Case Study 4: Claiming the Past, Presenting the Present, Selling the Future:
Imagining a New Beijing, Great Olympics
My analysis in this case study draws on two sets of corpus and my ethnographic
observations. The first set consists of official representation tools published and sponsored
by the Beijing Foreign Cultural Exchanges Association, the Information Office of Beijing
Municipal Government, and the Beijing Tourism Administration. It includes three books,
Beijing Official Guide (北京指南), Olympic City (奥运之城), and Get By in Beijing (走遍北

京); an investment guide Beijing Investment Guide 2008–2009 (北京投资指南 2008–
2009); and two maps, Map of Beijing: Beijing Welcomes You (北京地图 : 北京欢迎您你),
and Map of Beijing (北京地图) (a three-dimensional map), both of which could be found
online.45 The second set of corpus consists of four film clips about the city of Beijing
produced by the Beijing Planning Exhibition Hall, entitled The City of Eternity (不朽之城),
Today’s Beijing (今日北京), 2008 Beijing Olympics (北京2008), and New Beijing (新北京).
Case Study 5: Learning to be Patriotic Citizens — A Case Study of Hong Kong
45

Beijing This Month Publications. http://www.btmbeijing.com (accessed on Aug 10, 2008).
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This case study looks at how programs produced by Radio Television Hong Kong
(RTHK), mediated the resinification processes during the 2008 Olympic Games and
reports about the Olympics. My analysis is based chiefly on four Olympics-related
television programs and a weekly documentary program on current affairs.46 The first
program is an eight-episode series, Glamour of Sport (體育的風采), that was shown every
Tuesday at 19.00, between December 26, 2006 and February 13, 2007, on the Cantonese
channel of the Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB Jade, 無綫電視翡翠台).47 The second
series is a ten-episode series, Glamour of Sport — Events Capital (體育的風采 — 盛事之都),
shown every Saturday at 19.00 between Jan 12, 2008 and March 15, 2008 on TVB Jade.48
The third series is a six-episode series, Glamour of Sport — Chinese Heritage (體育的風采 —

體薈中華) broadcast every Saturday at 19.30, between July 5, 2008 and August 9.49 It was
tagged as a “national education” program on RTHK’s website. This series heavily
emphasized topics related to China, Chinese cultural heritage, sports history, and China’s
contemporary development. It had the following themes: (1) Chinese sports philosophy
and history; (2) China is no longer “the sick man of Asia”; (3) ethnic minorities, sports, and
harmony; (4) horse-riding in China and its recent development; (5) unusual spirit —
athletes with physical disabilities; and (6) the first in China (Olympic history in China).
These three programs were co-produced with a government organization — the Major
Sports Events Committee (MSEC, 大型體育活動事務委員會).50 The fourth program,
entitled Olympic Highlights (奧運回望), was a two-episode series about the Beijing Olympics,
Olympics-related cultural activities, urban transformation, and life in Beijing. It was co-

RTHK has a special Olympic webpage The Olympic Glamour (奥運風采). Considering that the website is a
different form of media and a vast amount of corpus has already been derived from RTHK’s television
programs, I have decided not to focus on this website. For more information, see “The Glamour of the
Olympics, RTHK: We are Ready [奥運風采香港電台: We are Ready].” RTHK.
http://www.rthk.org.hk/special/beijingolympics/ (accessed on Jul 1, 2008).
47 TVB is the second commercial television channel and one of the free-to-air television broadcasters in Hong
Kong. It has been broadcasting in Hong Kong since 1967.
48 “Glamour of Sport —- The Event Capital [體育的風采: 盛事之都].” RTHK.
http://www.rthk.org.hk/special/beijingolympics/sports2008/ (accessed on Oct 16, 2009).
49 “Glamour of Sport —- Chinese Heritage [體育的風采: 體薈中華].” RTHK.
http://programme.rthk.org.hk/rthk/tv/programme.php?name=tv/glamourofsports3&p=4210 (accessed on
Oct 16, 2009).
50 The Major Sports Events Committee (大型體育活動事務委員會, MSEC) is under the Sports
Commission of the HKSAR government. Its task is to advise the government on the hosting policy and
resource allocation for major sports events. http://www.mevents.org.hk/en/about_introduction.php
(accessed on Mar 25, 2010).
46
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produced with the HKSAR Home Affairs Bureau (香港特區政府民政事務局).51 The two
episodes were broadcast at prime time (19:00–20:00) on October 5, 2008 and October 12,
2008, on the Cantonese channel of Asia Television Limited (ATV Home, 亞洲電視本港
台).52
The fifth program is a 34-year-old (as to 2012) weekly documentary series Hong
Kong Connection (鏗鏘集, hereafter HKC), this program discusses a variety of local and
international issues. There were forty-two episodes in 2008. I have chosen nineteen
relevant episodes for my analysis. Two of the episodes — “One World One Dream” (“同
一世界同一夢想”, hereafter “One World”) and “Beijing under the Influence of the
Olympics” (“奧運下的北京”, hereafter “Olympic Beijing”) — were directly related to the
Olympic Games. Discourses surrounding the Olympics were not separated from topics
related to China and Hong Kong-China relations. The series was shown weekly on Sunday
at 19:30 and 22:00, on TVB Jade and Cable TV in 2008 respectively. This series also has an
English version and is shown on Pearl, the English channel of TVB (無綫電視明珠台).
All the programs were in Cantonese.
I have also included in this case study ethnographic observations in 2007 and 2008
(of which my readings of TVB’s recording in August 2008 and the newspaper Ming Pao [
明報] were included),53 personal conversations with RTHK employees, and interviews with
teachers and volunteers in Hong Kong to complement and elaborate on certain points I
make.

REFLEXIVE ENQUIRY
51 The first episode was “Olympic Highlights — Sharing the Honor (奥運回望— 榮譽共享)”, broadcast on
October 5, 2008; the second one was “Olympic Highlights — The Glamour of the People” (奥運回望—人
民的風采)”, broadcast on October 12, 2008.
http://programme.rthk.org.hk/rthk/tv/programme.php?name=olympichighlights&p=4296&m=archive&pa
ge=1&item=100 (accessed on Oct 16, 2009).
52 ATV is one of the two free-to-air television broadcasters in Hong Kong.
53 While I include my readings of these two media for discussion and comparison in issues related to RTHK’s
programs, my focus is still on RTHK.
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The history which bears and determines us has the form of a
war rather than that of a language: relations of power, not
relations of meaning.
(Foucault 1980a: 114)

Once in a conference presentation, I was asked by a British academic about my
position in this research. He said that all of his Chinese students in Britain appeared to be
very nationalistic. The students organized various pro-China activities, and they felt that
they were attacked when China was severely criticized by the Western media in the spring
of 2008. What he implied was that how I — as a Chinese — positioned myself; and
whether my personal involvement would cloud my objectivity in this research. I felt the
difficulty of speaking out loud my ambivalence; ambivalent because he, like many others,
seemed to categorize all Chinese into an unquestionable identity. At that moment, I gave an
academically correct response saying that I tried to remain “neutral” and take a critical stand in
my research. Then, I continued to elucidate a little more, I added that my multiple identities
— either imposed or self-identified — had not only allowed me but also forced me to
engage in the complex and dynamic identity politics in various contexts; but how complex
and dynamic? This did not seem to interest him and no more questions followed. This
ambivalence is not only a momentary thought but something that has some significance in
shaping the ways I approach this research. It played an indispensable part in my
interactions with those I studied during my fieldwork. These identities are not confined to
my national affiliation but I will begin with the question of my Chineseness.
In On not speaking Chinese, Ien Ang writes about the politics of identity: “if I am
inescapably Chinese by descent, I am only sometimes Chinese by consent. When and how
is a matter of politics” (Ang 2001: 36). I could recognize Ien Ang’s ambivalence toward her
Chineseness when she writes about her own experiences in living between Asia and the
West. Related to the questions mentioned above, I did want to defend China when the
Western media held prejudice toward China (though I could not agree with much of the
pro-China behavior); and, when many people claimed the position of moral defenders to
speak for the Chinese and yet did not know or were not even interested in China. This was
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not because I felt primordially Chinese. Rather, it was an intellectual and emotional
response derived from being in the West, to be precise, in the Netherlands.
Like many aliens, I am by law classified as a “non-Western” person; and in terms of
physical appearance; I could not escape the fact that I look Asian, or Chinese to be precise.
Being categorized and fixed as such means a lot of things, but it often points toward one
direction: cultural differences. As Etienne Balibar reminds us, “culture can also function
like a nature, and it can in particular function as a way of locking individuals and groups a
priori into a genealogy, into a determination that is immutable and intangible in origin”
(1991: 21–22). These cultural differences are often reduced to something fundamental and
therefore impossible to understand, which then lends its discursive power for the speakers
to stop being curious and most importantly, to stop questioning their positions vis-à-vis the
Other (thinking of questions such as in what sense are we different? Why are we different?
Based on what grounds could one make this claim of difference? etc.). And, yet, when it
comes to some hot topics like human rights, freedom of speech, and democracy, many in
the West would feel electrified to speak for the underprivileged Other. When some
scholars and journalists in the West take the moral high-ground to reveal the “ugly” and
“covered-up” truth about China and claim their moral supremacy of helping and speaking
out for the underprivileged, I find the power-relations involved in the politics of
representation and the lack of self-enquiry highly problematic. In this context, this
inescapable Chineseness has compelled me to engage with various questions related to
China and the politics of representation between the West and the rest.
These relations of power play out differently in another context, namely between
the China proper and the China margins, which include diasporic Chinese, as well as
Chinese from Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan. Beijing and mainland China are taken as
the cultural and geopolitical centers of the sinic world, or what Tu Wei-Ming refers to as
“Cultural China” (1994): The Chineseness they embody is not only authentic but also the
proper one that all other forms of Chinesenesses are rendered inauthentic and of less
importance. Once in a summer school, a white PhD student trained in Sinology told me in
a self-proclaimed commonsensical manner that “Hong Kong is such a commercial city,
without culture and depth! What’s there to be studied?” Academic practices and the
popular imaginations of the West have helped fuel the advocacy for this proper
Chineseness. During my fieldwork, Western journalists I met would selectively choose to
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interview mainland Chinese because they represented “the original” voices the audiences
expected to hear; while the other Chinese-es would be seen as secondary and, in some
cases, lacking credibility. The alleged rise of China has strengthened this tilted interest: A
large amount of research focuses on mainland China whereas other places such as Macau,
Taiwan, or Hong Kong receive scant attention in the global academic world.
Being a self-identified Hong Kong person and speaking Cantonese as my first
language, not the standard Chinese recognized by the world, my Chineseness was often
called into question during my fieldwork. I often found myself trapped in situations where
I needed to prove my “ethnic authenticity” (R. Chow 1998b: 12). I was told, often in a
contemptuous manner, that Hong Kong people either spoke poor Mandarin or not at all,
and they knew nothing about China. This was particularly peculiar when a white person was
praised for speaking only a few words in Chinese. I was baffled. In displacing the other
Chineseness-es, the speaker not only claimed his/her authority in speaking for China but
also disciplined the other Chinese by marginalizing their ways of understanding China. This
is the other reason I feel ambivalent toward my Chineseness: being fixed as a Chinese
outside China and yet not being “pure” and “authentic” enough as a Chinese within the
proper China.
Reading Rey Chow (1997), I warn myself against falling into the comfort of
victimhood and remind myself of the need to interrogate my own position in relation to
others. Maybe Hong Kong loses in the global battle of Chineseness but Hong Kong people
still have a certain degree of dominance over the representation of their mainland
counterparts within the territorial context, as shown in my Hong Kong case study. In fact,
there are mutual prejudices between mainland Chinese and Hong Kong Chinese.
Anthropologist Anton Blok, drawing on Freud’s notion of “the narcissism of minor
differences,” seems to be right to pinpoint that “the fiercest struggles often take place
between individuals, groups, and communities that differ very little — or between which
the differences have greatly diminished” (1998: 33). This complexity in Chinese identity
politics has warned me against tilting to one side, I was very alert in the ways I positioned
myself in the fieldwork. On some occasions and social settings, I would choose to
downplay my HongKongness.
My fieldwork experiences show the complexities and dynamics of identity politics.
Chineseness may be a significant, and sometimes dominating, factor but it is not all.
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Identity is not only multiple but also situational and intersectional. Intersectional, as
proposed by Crenshaw (1989, 1991, 1995), is how a social relationship is played out by a
multiplicity of relationships based on various identities. Class, age, gender, professional
background, and the social setting intersect with national and regional identities. It also
needs to be contextualized. A case in point is how the worldwide media contestations in
the first quarter of 2008 marked their imprints on my research. Some interviewees such as
taxi drivers would be more distrustful toward foreigners, especially Western journalists as
the journalists were suspected of trying to get information to bad-mouth China. I was often
asked if I was a journalist because I asked many questions and my Mandarin accent
revealed that I was not an “authentic” Chinese. Being a female (gender aspect) student
(profession and social position) from Hong Kong sometimes helped ease suspicion and
helped create topics of conversation. Women are largely identified as softer, easier, and
more domestic. Many people would hold similar perception toward a female
researcher/student, seeing them as less threatening to the social orders. In other situations,
male interviewees would also talk more as they felt that they needed to “teach” or “guide”
their female counterparts.
In some cases, the idea that we were all Chinese seemed to lessen suspicion and to
give the impression that we all shared the same goal: “Of course, the Olympics Games is a matter
of national pride. You are also like us Chinese no?! We should be proud of our motherland,” or, “These
Olympic Games are not only important for China, but also for all overseas Chinese!” In other cases,
taxi drivers would ask questions about Hong Kong, or make comparisons between Hong
Kong and Beijing. At times, my foreignness — being a self-identified Hong Kong person
living in the Netherlands — would work in favor of my research. Interviewees and
Beijingers I talked to would often express interest in and curiosity about life in Hong Kong
and the Netherlands. At times, I was told that outsiders (foreigners) had higher suzhi (素质,
literally translated to English as human quality, a discourse I discuss in greater detail later in
chapter 5) than Chinese within the PRC — kinder, friendlier, and less hierarchical to
people. I was told that mainland Chinese, if without any background (背景) and
connection (关係), would encounter more challenges in conducting research in China.
These situational contexts reveal that knowledge produced in interviews is never complete,
and it is open to contestations and should be subjected to critical reflections.
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Ang writes, “the displayed self is a strategically fabricated performance, one which
stages a useful identity, and identity which can be put to work” (2001: 24). Identity could
also be understood as a performance of identities, sometimes conscious and sometimes
not. On various occasions during my fieldwork, I recognized that I needed to position my
identity according to the social interaction. It paralleled that of picking suitable clothes for
the right occasions but one that I would need to feel comfortable with. This, however, does
not mean that it is value-free because I need to question myself: “What is the identity being
put forward for?” (Ang, 2001: 24) When do I identify myself as a Chinese person? To what
extent could I claim my Chineseness? What defines my Chineseness? How do I articulate
my Chineseness? What defines my Hong Kong identity? Could I speak for the people I
studied? Could I speak for China? And, could I speak for Hong Kong?
Foucault’s works have shown how knowledge-production is never free of powerrelations. Even with the best intentions of claiming a neglected voice in the research area, I
would still need to be held accountable for speaking for the people I studied. This research
would become part of the larger corpus about China, information and knowledge that
could be collected and would contribute to the discourses about China and of China —
regardless of my position. Similarly, while I critique the tilted research interest on China
proper, I cannot ignore the fact that this research is one focusing on the mystic but
politically and economically powerful state — China. This research is made possible by this
tilted interest, that is, the critique I have posed here.

III

CHINESE BODIES THAT
MATTER
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CHAPTER 3 CHINESE BODIES THAT MATTER: THE SEARCH
FOR MASCULINITY AND FEMININITY

Me: Why do people cast such high expectations on Liu Xiang?
Interviewee 1: Because Chinese do not know much about track and field sports, Liu
Xiang as a Chinese performed so well in the track and field sports, then everyone
certainly expected much from him.
Interviewee 2: The pride of Chinese, he is the fastest.
Interviewee 1: Yes, we all shared the thought that the Bird’s Nest [the National
Stadium] was built for him, it cost RMB 38 billion, then he withdrew from the
competition . . . Track and field sports, Chinese don’t really understand them,
interests in track and field sports are chiefly because of Liu Xiang, that’s why
everyone was interested in track and field sports.
Me: Wasn’t there a female athlete, Wang Junxia [a former long-distance runner who won a gold
medal at the 1996 Atlanta Games], was it?
Interviewee 1: Yes, but that was in 1992, she broke the world record, or was it in
1991, then it was in the long-distance; short-distance, Asians are not good at that
. . . Chinese men are not performing so well in sports, for example, in this shortdistance track and field sports competition, China had never had good results.54

The rumor that the Bird’s Nest was built for Liu Xiang (刘翔) spoke for the hope
and expectations cast on a male athlete. Liu Xiang shot to fame overnight when he won an
54

Chinese Olympic volunteers whose serving point was at the Bird’s Nest.
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Olympic gold medal in the 110-meter hurdles in the 2004 Athens Games. This moment
was discursively produced as a significant historical moment for Chinese as it was believed
that Chinese were not good at track and field games, just as my interviewees suggested. Liu
might have been the first Chinese male who won a gold medal in track and field events but
he was not the first Chinese gold medalist in these games. In fact, the first Chinese track
and field Olympic gold medalist was Wang Junxia (王军霞), a female athlete specializing in
the long-distance track event in the 1996 Atlanta Games — not in 1991 or 1992 as my
interviewee said. Wang Junxia was not the only one; Wang Liping (王丽萍, a female race
walker) also won a gold medal in the 2000 Sydney Games. Wang Liping recalled that her
participation in the female 20-kilometer race walk was not an important game in the eyes of
Chinese: When she won the game, no Chinese journalists were around. It was later when
the journalists heard the news that they ran to the venue (Olympics Approaching [奥运来了],
shown on April 19, 2008). These female athletes never enjoyed popularity like Liu. This
prompts one to ask why the significance of a male athlete winning a gold medal
outweighed that of female athletes. Rather than suggesting it as yet more evidence of a
male-centered/-dominated discourse, I believe this could very well be a point where gender
intersects with Chineseness. The “Chineseness” I am referring to here is linked to China’s
historical background and its march to modernity.
The Olympic Games are never just about sports. How a nation-state performs in
sports competitions is associated with the strength of the nation: not only in terms of its
politico-economic strength but also the symbolic strength of the nation as a whole. As
sports historian J. A. Mangan writes, “Sport is a mirror in which nations, communities,
men and women now see themselves. The reflection is sometimes bright, sometimes dark,
sometimes distorted, sometimes magnified. The metaphorical mirror is a source of mass
exhilaration and depression, security and insecurity, pride and humiliation, bonding and
alienation”(2006: 1–2). In the hope of demonstrating a strong and modern China that is no
longer “the sick man of Asia,” Chinese athletes have embodied this dream of the nation to
perform well in international sports competitions. Athletes who win gold medals in the
Olympics are seen as heroes/heroines, often assigned with a star-like status. Much has been
written on the importance of sports for displaying national strength (see, for example, Dai
2001; J. Dong 2005; Brownell 1995, 2005; Close, Askew, and Xu 2007). Given the
popularity of many athletes in today’s China, research on the representation of both male
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and female Chinese athletes is rare, anthropologist Susan Brownell (2001, 1995, 1998, 2008)
being an exception. However, Brownell focuses largely on the body politics of female
athletes in the 1980s and the 1990s without much analysis of the male aspects.
Informed by Judith Butler’s (1993) idea of performativity, this chapter examines the
construction of gender roles pertaining to the Chinese athletes in the period leading up to
the 2008 Olympics. Three questions guide my analysis here: (1) What kind of masculine
ideals and feminine ideals were assigned to athletes of different time periods? (2) How did
these gender performances of athletes articulate specific versions of Chineseness? (3) How
did these performances change over time?
History and politics intersect with gender perception. Through the representation
of Chinese athletes of three different Olympic moments, I study the changing perceptions
on femininity and masculinity. The existing literature on athletes and sports in China
focuses mainly on the success of female athletes;55 little attention is paid to their male
counterparts (see for example, Brownell 2005, 2008). Similarly, gender studies in general
and Chinese gender studies in particular, tend to focus largely on women (Brownell and
Wasserstrom 2002; Y. Chow 2008; de Kloet 2008: 286; Teng 1996: 143; Hershatter 2004,
2007). In fact, studies focusing on Chinese women have grown extensively in the past three
decades (Hershatter 2004, 2007) and Chinese women studies has become an established
subfield in China studies (Teng 1996; Hershatter 2007). In recent years, researchers have
made attempts to address this lack of “Chinese men studies” (see, for example, Richard
Fung [1991] on Chinese gay men and queer sexuality; Kam Louie [2002]; Susan Brownell
and Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom’s edited book Chinese Femininities/Chinese Masculinities [2002];
Chris Berry and Mary Farquhar [2006] on how men should act in Chinese cinema; and
Yiufai Chow [2008] on Chinese diaspora in the Dutch context). Despite these efforts,
insufficient academic attention has been given to Chinese men in general and male athletes
in particular, especially in relation to national identity and nationalism. As Teng writes,
“while our knowledge of women in China has greatly expanded, we must examine issues of
masculinity as well as femininity if we wish to gain an informed understanding of gender in
China” (1996: 144).

Dong Jinxia and J. A. Mangan (2001) give a detailed description of China’s football history, in which more
attention is given to male football history. However, they mention nothing about the representation of male
athletes.
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Instead of reading gender as a fixed and predetermined category, and focusing
solely on the inequality between men and women, I study in this chapter the
constructedness of sex, gender norms, and the cultural and historical contexts that give rise
to masculine and feminine ideals. Researchers in women studies have found the sex/gender
distinction useful to avoid biological determinism implied in this approach. Sex usually
refers to biology (which is seen fixed at birth) while gender often refers to “the roles,
behaviors, and symbols attached to anatomical sex in a particular culture; it is said to be
learned and culturally variable” (Scott 1991; Brownell and Wasserstrom 2002: 24). Butler,
however, finds this sex/gender distinction inadequate and insufficient to explain the
existing categories. She asserts that sex (biological body) is not a taken-for-granted natural
fact. What seems to be natural is produced and constructed through repeated performative
utterances and discourses (Butler 1999 [1990]). The concept of performativity is central in
Butler’s argument. She elaborates that performativity does not simply refer to
“performance” or “theater”: One does not choose to perform a sex or gender role as this
would assume a priori existence of subjectivity (2004b, 1993). Rather, one is interpellated to
be “girled” or “boyed” (Butler 2004b: 140). In discussing how performativity should be
understood, Butler writes:

In the first instance, then, the performativity of gender revolves around this
metalepsis, the way in which the anticipation of a gendered essence produces that
which it posits as outside itself. Secondly, performativity is not a singular act, but a
repetition and a ritual, which achieves its effects through its naturalization in the
context of a body, understood, in part, as a culturally sustained temporal duration.
(1999 [1990]: XV)

Sex, gender, and body (the idea how sex and gender are ascribed onto the body)
preexisted the individuals; there is a whole body of discourses surrounding them and these
discourses have given them — sex, gender norms, and body — authority as truth and as
natural fact. Performativity as a concept shows the mechanism of how an unnatural “thing”
obtains its “naturalness” and becomes truth.
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The concept of performativity is a useful analytical tool to tease out the prescribed
gender roles assigned to male and female Chinese athletes. In the first instance, it
denaturalizes what appears as normal or ideal masculinity and femininity embodied by male
and female athletes. It enables one to question and to see in what ways gender norms are
discursively and linguistically produced and materialized onto the body; and to see how the
bodies are materialized as sexed and gendered. It also allows one to see the fluid and nonstatic aspects of gender roles, that is, how gender roles change over time. Repeated acts
consolidate gender norms but, at times, they also give room for changes (or, moments of
resistance) as in every performance (or repeated utterances), there exists difference(s) in
utterances.
The body is central in the construction and performance of gender roles. Informed
by Foucault, Butler asserts that a body is not a natural and uncontested fact, rather it is a
field on which sex and gender roles are ascribed. In Butler’s words, “The effect of gender is
produced through the stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as the
mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, and styles of various kinds constitute
the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (2004a: 114). My analysis demonstrates how
manliness and femaleness are cultural as well as political products produced according to
the needs of the nation and the state at different historical moments.
In the rest of the chapter, I begin with a discussion about the importance of sports
and bodily image in China’s nation-building project. Then, I present my analysis on the
representation of the three sets of male and female athletes: (1) Liu Changchun and Yang
Xiuqiong (representing the revolutionary China); (2) Li Ning and Lang Ping (representing
the post-opening up period); and (3) Liu Xiang and Guo Jingjing (representing a global
China). I conclude this chapter with a summary of my arguments and some questions for
future research.

SPORTS, BODY, AND NATION
“The sick man of Asia” has been discursively mobilized to shape Chinese attitudes
toward sports, body, and nationalism. The repetitive performances of the image is, in
recalling Butler’s words, “at once a reenactment and reexperiencing of a set of meanings
already socially established; and it is the mundane and ritualized form of their legitimation”
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(Butler 2004a: 114). In narrating China’s century-old Olympic dream, the links between
sports, fragile Chinese bodies, and China’s humiliating past are often drawn. The story
unfolds as follows: The dynastic empire under the Qing government56 was too weak to
defend itself against the invading Western imperialists. China’s incapability of defending
itself gave it an insulting title — “the sick man of Asia.” Images about the old China —
often depicting men in pigtails looking malnourished, tired, and slave-like in poverty-ridden
settings — were shown in Olympiad (figures 3.1–3.3). Their frail bodies, coupled with their
expressionless faces, gave the impression that they lacked both physical and emotional
strength. What contrasted sharply was the manliness embodied by the powerful imperialist
West: Western men were seen to wear short hair and fit-to-body clothes, an image of
fitness and neatness that they would be ready to take on any physical action (figure 3.3).
Chinese men’s pigtails and their loose clothes in the form of cheongsam (长衫), changpao (长
袍), or dagua (大褂) made them look clumsy and effeminate as only Western women would
wear long hair and dress-like clothes.
Masculinity is often constructed around men’s ability to protect their family and to
defend their country — a strong country needs strong men. Facing the imperialist West,
Chinese men became the impotent Other that lacked manly strength. To visually
manufacture a sense of collective pain, these images borrowed the reductionist and selforientalizing stereotypes about China and the West: the fragile and effeminate Chinese
versus the strong and masculine West. They selectively remembered the pain of certain
bodies and forgot the rest: Think, for instance, of the masculine bodies personified by the
martial arts masters in films like Fearless (霍元甲), Ip Man (叶问), etc. This reminds us of
Abbas’ words on the notion of forgetting: Forgetting should be understood as
“remembering something as something else” (2012, forthcoming). The representation of a
clear Chinese-Western divide, despite its attempt to manufacture a sense of shame and
nationalistic sentiments, enhances the Orientalist way of seeing the West and the Orient
(Said 1978). China is the West’s feminized Other. These archival images of Chinese men
show how the Orientals have orientalized themselves: how they come to understand
themselves through the eyes of the West and how they evaluate themselves through the
standard set by the West. Rey Chow points out that orientalism as a way of seeing “can be
The Qing Dynasty, from 1644 to 1911, was the last dynasty in Chinese history. It was overthrown after the
1911 Revolution and was succeeded by the Republic of China.
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used by natives and non-natives alike” (1993b: 7). The representation of these different
bodies reveals what Butler writes, “the body is not a ‘being,’ but a variable boundary, a
surface whose permeability is politically regulated, a signifying practice within a cultural
field of gender hierarchy and compulsory heterosexuality” (2004a: 113). Whereas Butler’s
concerns are mainly the heterosexual-normativity, I borrow her idea to apply on a
normativity derived from the Caucasian body. The repetitive performances of the Chinese
male bodies vis-à-vis the Western bodies shape one’s perception on what constitutes an
ideal manliness and what needs to be done to achieve this ideal.

Figures 3.1–3.3: Images of Chinese men shown in Olympiad.

Women’s bound feet is another bodily symbol of China’s feudal past (Duara 1998;
Brownell 2008; Ko 2005).57 The bound feet is a stand-in for the suffering of oppressed
Chinese women. In Hershatter’s (2007) elaboration on Ko’s (2005) viewpoint on
footbinding, it says “footbinding became the Other of modernity, a shameful remnant that
had to be overcome in order for a healthy nation to emerge.” (37) Unlike the repeated
performance and articulation of the sickly Chinese men, footbinding is rarely mentioned or
shown in these representations. A plausible explanation would be that women are not the
See also Xu Guoqi. 2008b. “The Body Beautiful: Jonathan Spence’s Final Reith Lecture.”
http://thechinabeat.blogspot.com/2008/07/body-beautiful-jonathan-spences-final.html (accessed on Aug
10, 2008).
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primary defenders of a country whereas men are often made to carry the burden of
defending the country physically. Just like the infamous “sick man” label, the primary focus
is the sick man, not woman.
This, however, does not mean that Chinese women are exempted from pressures to
change brought by the West. Many Chinese intellectuals and reformers in the early
twentieth century and during the May Fourth Era58 associated China’s backwardness with
the physical weakness of its women (Hershatter 2007; Brownell 2008; Teng 1996) and their
poor social status. They believed that Western women were physically stronger and more
mobile than Chinese women. For a long time, the proper place for Chinese women was the
“inner” realm — the family and the household (Rofel 1999; Hershatter 2007). It was said
that a virtuous woman should not leave her own household (三步不出闺门). Chinese
women at that time were living “in a condition of virtual servitude” (Brownell 2008: 98).
These intellectuals equated the condition of Chinese women to the strength of China as a
nation: China was weak because its women were weak, China is strong when its women are
liberated and strong (Brownell 2008: 98; Teng 1996; R. Chow 1991; Edwards 2000;
Greenhalgh 2001; Duara 1998). The question of how to liberate women from the
oppressive feudal society was, as such, a key concern for them (Duara 1998; Teng 1996).59
As Jinhua Emma Teng (1996) writes, “‘woman’ became a figure for the struggle between
tradition and modernity” (117). A strong China needed its women to be modernized.
Women were told to unbind their feet and to engage in physical activities (figure 3.4). All
these ideas, however, were proposed, initiated, and led mostly by Chinese men60 (see, for
example, figure 3.5). As Duara explains these male-led social reforms, “women were to be
liberated for and by the nation; they were to embody the nation, not to be active agents
shaping it” (1998: 370).

The May Fourth Era (around 1915–1921) refers to the period leading up to and after the May Fourth
Incident (五四运動) in Beijing on May 4, 1919 — a mass protest against the Chinese government’s intention to
sign the unequal treaty of Versailles that would give Shandong (山东) to Japan. The May Fourth Era refers to
the attempts to modernize China with the Western concepts of democracy and science. It is often associated
with the New Culture Movement (新文化运动). Some of the leading figures of the period were, for example,
Yan Fu (严复), Kang Youwei (康有为), Tan Sitong (谭嗣同), Lu Xun (鲁迅), Sun Yatsen (孫逸仙).
59 Yet, Teng also warns that equating “‘woman’ as a figure for the ‘nation,’ [male] reformist empathy for
‘woman’ could be linked to the awareness of China’s feminization vis-à-vis the Western imperialist powers
during this historical period when Chinese sovereignty was under threat” (1996: 117).
60 An exception is the famous revolutionary martyr Qiu Jin (秋瑾) — an anti-Qing empire revolutionary who
was executed after a failed uprising. There were numerous Chinese women who sought to change women’s
social positions; however, they were never as well-known as their male counterparts.
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Figure 3.4: Image of Chinese girl engaging in collective physical activities.
Figure 3.5: Male reformist Zhang Boling with his female students.

At the turn of the twentieth century, many Chinese elite — under the influence of
Social Darwinism — felt the urgency of transformation. They associated China’s weakness
with the physical weakness of its people (read, for example, Nyiri, Zhang, and Varrall
2010). They blamed the Confucian tradition as the cause of China’s weakness, a tradition
that placed strong emphasis on the mind (literacy) and undervalued the body (physical
strength).61 The ideal in social Darwinism, survival of the fittest, had convinced many that
“strong bodies” made a “strong nation” (Caffrey 2009a: 1010). To save the nation, the
bodies of men and women had to be emancipated.62 What this exemplifies is a biopolitical
discourse that links the development of subjects to the overall strength of a nation (Sigley
2004).

Mencius’ famous words “Those who work with their brains rule; those who work with their brawn are
ruled” vividly capture this deep-seated belief (Brownell, 2005; Xu Guoqi. 2008b. “The Body Beautiful:
Jonathan Spence’s Final Reith Lecture.” http://thechinabeat.blogspot.com/2008/07/body-beautifuljonathan-spences-final.html [accessed on Aug 10, 2008]). With the emphasis on memorization of the Classics,
the civil service examinations (the method of selecting government officials from the population) practiced
since the Song dynasty discouraged all physical activities in the society.
62 The elites at that time were mainly Han people and their nationalistic sentiments were largely Han-centric,
excluding the ethnic minorities living in China (Duara 1997).
61
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In unfolding China’s sports history, the life story of Zhang Boling (张伯苓) — the
founder of Nankai University (南开大学) and a pioneer in promoting physical education63
— is often mentioned. His story is one that exemplifies China’s pursuit of modernity and
the possibility of transformation.

Figures 3.6–3.8: Images of Zhang Boling shown in Olympiad.

Images of Zhang give a glimpse of these changes. Figure 3.6 is a portrait of Zhang
as a cadet officer in the Beiyang Fleet (北洋舰队). The Qing officer costume and his
emotionless face seem to suggest that he was just another powerless male officer in the
Qing court. When he adopted the Western way of manliness (as signified by his short hair,
bow tie, and suit), he radiated an aura of confidence — looking directly into the camera —
as shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8. To be a man was to be and to act like one’s Western
counterpart: wearing short hair, growing a moustache, wearing suits with a bow tie, and
being physically active. Driven by the desire to be like the modern West, Zhang, like many
members of the Chinese elite at that time, went through the process of self-transformation,
internalizing the masculine standard set by their Western counterparts. How one carries
oneself, in Butler’s words, is “never fully self-styled, for styles have a history and those
Nankai was first established as a high school in Tianjin in 1904 and became a university in 1919. Official
materials like the program Olympiad & China have linked Nankai University to China’s Olympic quest.
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histories condition and limit the possibilities. Consider gender, for instance, as a corporal
style, an ‘act,’ as it were [was], which is both intentional and performative, where
‘performative’ suggests a dramatic and contingent construction of meaning” (2004a: 113).
These changes in bodily image exemplify not simply a changing perception of manliness
but also the productive aspect of power, as Foucault suggests (1980a). The transformation
empowers people to connect with the outside and to be able to initiate changes. This,
however, does not change the fact that the very act of transformation enforces the
hierarchy of the West and the rest.
Modern sports and physical activities — a by-product of Western imperialist
expansion in the nineteenth century (see, for example, Close, Askew, and Xu 2007;
Brownell 2008)64 — were seen as the answers to save the country and the people. As
Brownell writes,

Western sports were a key symbol in the criticism of Chinese tradition because they
embodied so many of the attributes of the West that China did not have – or so it
was claimed. These included manliness, martial vigour, military strength, a penchant
for action, democracy, freedom and a whole host of other traits. Chinese people
took to heart the image of the ‘sick man of East Asia’ and it became a clarion call
for the development of sports in China. (2005: 1182)

Over the years, sports performance has come to symbolize the strength of China
and its people. Poor performances of Chinese delegations in international competitions like
the Olympics (e.g. the 1936 Berlin Games or the 1952 Helsinki Games) are translated as
failures of the people and the country. It brings back the whole history about China’s
humiliating past and the shameful “sick man” title. To do well in the Olympics is not
simply a quest but a necessity for the government and for the people. Brownell points out
how the Western sports tradition has been appropriated to meet China’s nation-building
project: “Sports were emptied of their muscular Christian moral content and replaced with
contents that suited the needs of the politics and tenor of the times in China. The muscular
Christian morality of fair play, citizenship, and democracy was replaced over time with
64

Some sports such as polo, football, and golf, are said to have originated in ancient China.
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Chinese discourses about national prestige and international competition” (1995: 12). This
nationalistic sentiment has existed since Republican China, and has persisted till today.
Sports and the athlete’s body have come to play a symbolic role in the development of a
new China and the rise of Chinese nationalism.

“I CAN COMPETE! (我能比呀!)” — LIU CHANGCHUN (刘长春) AND YANG
XIUQIONG (杨秀琼)
The modern Olympic Games, re-created after the Greek Olympic Games three
thousand years ago, symbolize the origins of Western civilization. Historian Xu Guoqi
writes, “Sports and the Olympics in particular, show well how nationalism and
internationalism come together in China: Chinese participation and interest in modern
sports are largely motivated by nationalism, but by importing sports from the West and
taking part in world competitions, China has also engaged the world community” (2008a:
3). The competitive spirit in modern sports is seen to represent the spirit of modernity, an
important element constituting Western civilization (Brownell 2005). Participating in the
Olympics signifies China’s ambition to pursue modernity and to catch up with the Western
others. This ambition was articulated in the first Chinese translation of Olympiad — 我能比

呀, (literally meaning “I can compete”), a term coined by Song Ruhai (宋如海), the first
official Chinese representative to the 1928 Amsterdam Games.65

65

Mentioned in episode 1 “I Can Compete” of Olympiad.
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Figures 3.9 and 3.10: Images of Liu Changchun (left) and Zhang Xueliang (right) shown in
Olympiad.
Liu Changchun is described as China’s first Olympic athlete.66 His life story and his
pursuit of the Olympic dream were brought up repeatedly in the Chinese media in the
period around the Beijing Games. A film The One Man Olympics (一个人的奥林匹克), a 24episode TV series Chasing Dream (追梦), and many documentary programs (e.g. Olympiad)
are some of the known examples. Liu was portrayed as a doomed national hero born in a
time of turmoil. Despite all the challenges surrounding him, Liu never gave up and he
managed to represent China in the 1932 Los Angeles Games. He embodied not only the
dream of China, but also the ideal Chineseness — patriotic, tough, and resilient. Among
the images shown in the documentaries, the archival news images of Liu before embarking
on the Olympic journey showed how he embodied this national dream. As Dyer (1997)
writes, “clothes are bearers of prestige, notably of wealth, status and class” (146). Liu’s
clothes — a cheongsam, unlike the others in suits — displayed his embodiment of the
nation’s ambition. And, yet, his stern face and his covered-up body seemed to suggest that

In reality, the first ethnic Chinese who participated in the Games was Chiu Teng Hiok (周廷旭), who
represented Britain in the 1924 Paris Games. See Marquand, Robert. 2008. “An Olympic Hero Airbrushed
from China’s History.” Christian Science Monitor, August 20. http://www.csmonitor.com/World/AsiaPacific/2008/0820/an-olympic-hero-airbrushed-from-china-s-history (accessed on Aug 28, 2008).
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he was burdened by the nation. In contrast, Zhang Xueliang (张学良)67 stood next to him
looking confident and relaxed; the nation did not weigh down on him as it did on Liu, as
shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10. His suit empowered his position, showing that he was a
modernized Chinese who could bridge China and the outside world (Zhang made China’s
Olympic dream possible by donating eight thousand yuan for Liu to go to the 1932 LA
Olympics). In the filmic representation The One Man Olympics (hereafter The One), Liu was
usually shown wearing Western-style clothing but when it came to moments emphasizing
his cultural and national identity — as a son to his father, as a husband to his newly-wed
wife, as a father to his soon-to-be-born child, as a compatriot to his Chinese counterparts,
and as a Chinese in front of Japanese invaders — he wore clothes that reminded the
audience of his Chineseness.

Figures 3.11–3.13: Archival images of Liu Changchun shown in Olympiad.

In many of the archival images, Liu was mostly seen wearing shorts and sleeveless
shirts. The display of his body empowered him, allowing him to show off his manliness just
like Western men. In his university days at Northeastern University (东北大学), Liu’s

Zhang Xueliang, known as the Little Marshal, was the son of Zhang Zuolin (张作霖), a warlord in
Dongbei (东北). The Xi’an incident (1936) — in which he kidnapped Chiang Kai-shek and forced him to
unite with the Communists to fight the Japanese invaders — turned him into a hero in mainland China.
67
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outstanding track record made him the center of attention. Liu at that time looked
confident (if not flamboyant), a confidence enabled by his athletic physique. As figures
3.11–3.13 show, he was posing: eyes looking straight at the camera, arms open leaning on
his hips, legs apart, chest out showing his torso. He was not only aware but also proud of
his figure (figures 3.11–3.12). Nevertheless, once he took on the mission to represent
China, his body became the vehicle for a nation’s dream. His flamboyance gave way to
modesty (figure 3.13). The nation seemed to rest heavily on his shoulders.
In The One, Liu’s manliness (played by Li Zhaolin [李兆霖]) was made visually
explicit through his tanned, trained muscular body — a built body — and a masculine body
image widely seen in the West (see figures 3.14–3.15). This bodily image showed that the
West still maintained a dominant position over the Oriental Other, not only on the political
and economic levels but also on the cultural and symbolic levels. This domination
manifested itself in a subtle way. In the premiere, Li Zhaolin looked more like the boy next
door instead of the Sparta-like warrior shown in the film. His skin color was fair and he did
not appear to be very muscular. The director Hou Yong (侯咏) said the following in our
interview:

I did not think of it as a Western body type, I think this physique materializes what
we understand as body beauty, it shows a contrasting image of what the West
thought of China, the “sick man of Asia.” Chinese people at that time, because of
malnourishment, they were rather skinny, not like now. I think it is a better image,
the Liu Changchun in our mind was a healthy and strong person, though it’s not
quite like this in real life. Chinese athletes in 100m and 200m sprints are not that
muscular, experts can tell that he [Li, the actor playing Liu Changchun] is not a
short-distance runner. Well, he used to run 100m and 200m, when he went to the
film academy he started bodybuilding. . . . I told him to get tanned, this would look
healthier, save some efforts on make-up, he also lost some weight for this role, this
helped change his muscular body, from a broader body built to a slender one.

The ideal manliness projected on the body of Liu (Li) was visually defined by a
muscular body, an archetype defined by Western standard (Dyer 1997). This built physique
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speaks to the need for an affirmation of Chinese manliness. A hard and contoured body
protects Chinese masculinity from being submerged into the image of the effeminate
Oriental. As Dyer (1997) writes, “bodybuilding in popular culture articulates white
masculinity” (148), which “invokes a US, and a fortiori California, life style, with a
characteristic emphasis on ideas of health, energy and naturalness” (149). It is a body
achieved through hours of training and agonies one has to go through to attain it; it
signifies “the most literal triumph of mind over matter, imagination over flesh” (ibid.: 151–
53). This built physique need not be a white body per se; yet, it is a globally appealing body
as it is shown in Hollywood films and embodied by celebrities (de Kloet 2008). What
appears to be a beautiful and healthy body type can never be taken for granted, as Butler
(1999 [1990]) reminds us, it has a group of discourses revolving around it. As Foucault
writes in the Archaeology of Knowledge (1989 [1969]), every discourse has a genealogy and the
discourse of a beautiful body is no exception. It is through repetitive reenactment of this
body image, that a body figure is masculinized and idealized.
Another point of reference is the tanned body. Tanning is something white people
usually do; a tanned body is usually identified as a symbol of wealth, leisure, and a healthy
life style (Dyer, 1997: 155).68 For a long time, a tanned Chinese body has been associated
with low social status as the skin color would suggest outdoor labor like farming or migrant
labor, whereas fair (white) skin color has been associated with wealth and high social status
as one does not need to work outdoors. Only in recent years has the tanned body become
popular for it suggests a healthy lifestyle. This paradoxical development is a good example
showing how the aesthetic body beauty is constructed and how it can be modified and
shaped if a particular form is performed more and valued higher. The body image
embraced in The One is taken from the globalized imageries of the West. This makes one
wonder what if China’s first Olympic athlete were a woman, how would she be
represented?

In recent years, the trend has experienced slight changes: too much tanning is a signifier of the working
class.

68
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Figures 3.14–3.15: The filmic representation of Liu (played by Li Zhaolin) in The One.

Much of the information related to China’s Olympic history in the early days was
on male athletes. Information about female athletes then was scanty. Thus far, only two
female athletes have been mentioned, they were Yang Xiuqiong (杨秀琼) and Li Sen (李森
). Li was a track sprinter — the first female track and field athlete to represent China in the
1936 Berlin Olympics. Her name and her life story were rarely heard of. Yang — a
swimmer — became first known by representing the British colony Hong Kong at the
Fifth National Games in China in 1933. It was said that her outstanding swimming
records69 gave her instant fame and the title of “the beautiful mermaid” (美人鱼). Yang
was presented in Olympiad as if she was the first and only female athlete; while Li was only
briefly mentioned in a sentence. The producer of Olympiad has chosen to define Yang
through her beauty first, then the fact that she was one of the athletes representing China
in the 1936 Games (see figure 3.16, the subtitle reads “Yang Xiuqiong, known as the
beautiful mermaid, had participated in the 1936 Berlin Games.”) Her beauty — often
linked to her modern-ness — was given the center of attention, as made evident by
portraits and interview clips of her (figures 3.16–3.18). Her short and slightly curly hair, her
gracious smile, her slender physique in swimsuit, and her confidence in speaking to the
public drew the audience’s attention to her beauty. She exemplified the archetype of a
69

She won all five medals in swimming at the National Games at the age of fifteen.
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modern feminine beauty in the 1930s. Her modern-ness was made visible by her swimsuits,
something that might look ordinary to most of us today but not in early twentieth-century
China. In the hope of emphasizing this point, the producers of Olympiad juxtaposed a clip
of Guo Jie (郭洁, a male discus thrower participating in the 1936 Games) in this section.
Guo said:

At that time sandals, plastic sandals were new. How could women wear that, the
toes would be exposed. Then when I arrived in Shanghai, as a guest to my friends’
home, then I saw women wearing sports shoes, those you could see the toes inside,
then I thought how strange, how could it be accepted? I was like this [conservative].

If exposing toes was considered unconventional, then a swimsuit would have been even
more controversial in the old China. The message that Yang embodied the quality of a modern
woman was strengthened by the fact that she was elected by the Young Companion (良友画报)70
as one of the ten model modern women in the 1930s, a fact highlighted by Olympiad.

Figure 3.16–3.18 Images of Yang Xiuqiong shown in Olympiad.

The Young Companion was said to be the most influential magazine that promoted progressive thinking in
early twentieth-century China. Many influential intellectuals such as Lu Xun (鲁迅) and Yu Dafu (郁达夫)
had written for the magazine. The Young Companion was also the first Chinese magazine that included
photographs, had celebrities on the cover, and was printed in color.
70
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According to the Young Companion, an ideal modern woman would be equipped with
one of the following criteria:

Virtuous and helpful to husband like Song Meiling; with artistic skills like He
Xiangning; well-known and famous like Hu Die; literally gifted like Ding Ling;
swimming so well like Yang Xiuqiong.
(有宋美龄之相夫肾德; 有何香凝之艺术手腕; 如胡蝶之名闻四海; 有丁玲之
文学天才; 如杨秀琼之入水能游)71 (quoted in Olympiad)

These women were praised for their distinguishing qualities — as a presentable wife
with diplomatic skills, an artist, an actress, a writer, and an athlete — all of them had
achieved something beyond their traditional roles as a daughter, a wife, or a mother. They
were not only talented but also well-known for their love for the nation.72 They stood out
as a contrasting image of the oppressed weak women with bound feet. Being emphasized
as a model modern woman,73 Yang helped constitute and perform a feminine ideal China
that sought to embrace at that time. By representing Yang as a modern woman and by
bringing in the discourse of model women, China’s dedication to embrace modernity was
reaffirmed and enunciated. It also showed that China was on the path of becoming a strong
modernized nation.
Despite the repeated emphasis on modern-ness, most of the criteria mentioned in
the model modern women still reflected the feminine ideals emphasized by the Confucius

71 Song Meiling was the wife of Chiang Kai-shek, the leader of the Kuomintang, therefore also known as the
First Lady of the Republic of China (ROC). He Xiangning was a female revolutionist and a famous painter in
the early twentieth century. Hu Die was a famous actress during the ROC. Ding Ling was a well-known
woman author and social activist supporting Communism. These women were well-known for their times,
yet, to me, Yang was the least heard of. If it was not for this documentary, I would not have known her and
her contribution to Chinese sports history. This shows how the past is selectively called into the present to
furnish a collective memory for the Chinese viewers.
72 Song was a very presentable first lady representing China in the international political arena. He Xiangning
was a revolutionist who fought alongside Dr. Sun Yatsen. Hu refused to act in a Japanese propaganda movie.
Ding was an activist aiming to bring a better future for China. Yang represented China to compete in an
international sports event.
73 According to Hershatter (2007), the modern new woman envisioned by the revolutionaries in the May
Fourth Movement “would be educated, employed, independent, concerned with public life, and attentive to
the plight of women more oppressed than she” (86).
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tradition: the four virtues (四德)74 of moral behavior (妇德), proper speech (妇言), good
manners (妇容), and diligence (妇功). A model modern woman was still by and large
defined by being a good and presentable wife who knew her place, acting and behaving
properly, as well as having artistic and social skills to please others. As Duara points out
insightfully, there was this “tension between the desire to modernize (the lives of women as
well) and to conserve the truth of their regime in the bodies of women” (1998: 299).
Despite the desire to modernize women and China, women were still largely seen as the
site, the body that preserved the authentic “unchanging essence and moral purity of that
nation” (ibid.: 296). Yang’s athletic skills appeared to have made her stand out as a new
modern woman of her time. However, her active public appearance and social life75 were
said to be the cause of her doomed destiny when she was forced to divorce her first
husband to marry a warlord, Fan Shaozeng (范绍增),76 and become the eighteenth
concubine of him. Her athletic life also stopped from that moment onward, as Olympiad
unfolded her life story. Implicitly, this seemed to suggest that Yang was punished for her
unconventional role, as Butler reminds readers that “we regularly punish those who fail to
do their gender right” (Butler 2004a: 114; Butler 2004b).

CHINA EMERGING — LI NING (李宁) AND LANG PING (郎平)

Sport itself is not about winning or losing, the spirit promoted
by Olympism is not only about gold medals, but people’s
enthusiasm about gold medals has clouded their judgment,
[they] have lost their rational thinking.
(Song Shixiong [宋世雄], a sports commentator) 77

The four virtues are mentioned in the proper conduct of women in traditional Chinese culture — The
Three Obedience(s) Four Virtues (三从四德). This guide of proper conduct is often read as a proof of
Chinese women’s subordination and low social status. Yet, some researchers like Dorothy Ko (1994) criticize
the oversimplified view about the Three Obedience(s) Four Virtues (Teng, 1996: 121).
75 Yang was often shown socializing with other celebrities or famous people in Shanghai in the 1930s.
76 Fan met Yang during the national swimming competitions in Chongqing (重庆) in 1937.
77 This quote is taken from the fourth episode “Smile * 1988” of Olympiad.
74
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Mao Zedong was the first to realize the importance of sports in both domestic and
international politics in China (Close, Askew, and Xu, 2007). As Dong and Mangan writes,
“from the moment of the birth of the ‘New China’, sport has been . . . a means of internal
and external projection illustrating the capacity of the system and people to more than hold
their own with those of other nations. In short, sport has been the ‘stage’ on which the
Chinese perform in pursuit of world recognition, respect and esteem” (quoted in Mangan
2008: 751). The excellent performance of the Soviet Union and the Eastern European
socialist nations in the 1952 Helsinki Games marked these countries’ ascent in the
international political arena. This experience had long-term effects on China’s national
sports system. China was driven to achieve better sports results to demonstrate that the
country had leaped forward and was doing well in all aspects. Thus, China has been
investing a lot on training its athletes.
Nian Weisi (年维泗), former chairman of China’s National Football Association,
said, “Later on, we learned that it took ten thousand farmers’ yearly income to send one
football player to Hungary to learn how to play better football. When the country was so
poor, this determining gesture was a big boost to us . . . we took this opportunity and
wanted to play better to bring glory to our country” (Episode 2, Olympiad). During the Cold
War, China cut its connections with most of the international sports organizations. It had
not sent a delegation to the Olympics for three decades. When Deng Xiaoping came to
power, he made many policy changes to reconnect the PRC with the world. Sports again
played a crucial role. In 1984, China sent an official delegation again to the Los Angeles
Olympic Games, winning its first gold medals in history.
Li Ning and Lang Pang were among the athletes in the Chinese delegation to the
1984 Olympics. Both of them won gold medals. In the eyes of Chinese at that time, they
were the hero and heroines. Li Ning, a former gymnast, is widely known as the “Prince of
gymnastics” (体操王子). His outstanding performance in the Games — three gold medals,
two silver medals, and a bronze medal — turned him into a household name and a
celebrity in China. His Zhuang (壮族) ethnic background was rarely brought up and was
submerged into the large and encompassing family of the nation. Lang Pang, also known as
“Iron Hammer” (铁榔头) for her powerful spikes, was a member of the Chinese volleyball
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team.78 Many believed that it was her powerful spikes that had brought many
championships to the female volleyball team in the 1980s. Brownell recounts her popularity
then:

Over 100 groups and individuals sent them gifts, including Young Pioneer scarves,
Youth League pins, school badges, commemorative badges, valuable food items.
Embroidery, metalwork, and fresh flowers. Famous artists sent them a seal,
calligraphy, artwork, and statues created in their honor. More than 30,000 letters
were mailed to the team members; star spiker Lang Ping alone received over 3,000.
Thousands of letters were written to editors of newspapers and magazines and
sports departments of television and radio stations. Newspapers carried frontpage
headlines in red; magazines devoted entire sections to day-by-day accounts of the
victory and the diaries of the athletes. (2008: 102)

The burden of the nation falls on everyone, regardless of gender. Under the
national flag, there is no individual — only a collective identity as a Chinese person. In
interviews, athletes often highlighted how much they were driven to bring success and
glory to the nation. Luan Jujie (栾菊杰), the first Asian and Chinese who won the gold
medal in fencing,79 mentioned that she could endure the tremendous pain because she
remembered the filmic image of how the People’s Liberation Army went through great
pain and sacrificed for the motherland (Episode 3, Olympiad). The nation is above
everything, as Guo Jie said, “The most honorable event for an athlete is to participate in
the Olympics. We are Chinese, a Chinese should have a serious attitude.” A Chinese athlete
must train hard in order to represent China and bring glory to the nation (Episode 2,
Olympiad).
Female athletes often appeared to be as hard and tough as their male counterparts.
Lang Ping at that time (see figures 3.19–3.20) looked androgynous: She was tall, flatchested, and slender in built; her boyish short hair, her swift responses, her hammer-like
The Chinese female volleyball team was highly popular in the early 80s. Brownell writes that “the greatest
standouts were the national women’s volleyball team members, who became national heroes and a focal point
for the revival of Chinese patriotism when they won the world championship in 1981.” (2005: 1183)
79 In the 2008 Beijing Games, she represented Canada to compete in fencing.
78
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hard strikes, her determination, and her full attention in the competitions all displayed traits
that would usually be identified with manliness. Even in still portraits that were supposed
to show the best image of her, she looked ordinary, giving the impression that feminine
beauty was not important. Lang’s image paralleled that of the Iron Girls (铁姑娘) — “with
her steel shoulders and desexualized look” (Z. Zhang 2000: 98) and “who were said to rival
or exceed men in their capacity for heavy labor” (Hershatter 2007: 96). Unlike Yang
Xiuqiong, Lang Ping’s “beauty” was not derived from her physical feminine attractiveness,
but from her capability of bringing glory to China. This sexless image of the female athlete
is said to be a result of the sports system under Mao’s regime. According to Brownell:

In the 1980s, sportswomen were still the product of a sports system that subjected
boys and girls to the equalizing effects of a uniform military discipline, intentionally
erasing gender differences. Removed from their families and put into sports
boarding schools, they were trained into military-style discipline from a young age.
Sports team rules were especially draconian with respect to gender and sexuality.
(2008:110)

Rather than erasing gender differences, the sports system asked female athletes to
downplay their feminine side and to act and behave like their male counterparts, whereas
male athletes could retain their manliness. Gender equality actually concealed the fact that
women had to be like men, not vice versa. Think, for instance, of Li Ning who, because of
his exceptional performance in gymnastics, was called a prince — a term referring to a
desirable man; while Lang Ping got the nickname “iron hammer” — a tool. A prince and a
tool!
These athletes were trained to put sports and national glory ahead of everything
else. Lang recalled these tough trainings, “1984 was an important year, for me personally, I
found it extremely important, and my position as the prime striker, which gave me a lot of
stress. At that time, our everyday lives were ‘three points one line’ — canteen, dormitory
and the training venue. We didn’t have any interaction with the outside world” (Episode 3,
Olympiad). Lang operated her daily body movement like a machine: Her duty was to
perform and function well in competitions. The body ceased to belong to oneself as the
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nation came before everything else. Even when the female volleyball team won a
championship, they were not allowed to smile or show any signs of joyfulness. Lang said:

We were taught not to smile when we played volleyball, we needed to take it
seriously, when you smiled, you gave people the feeling that you did not take things
seriously. That’s why even when we had a lot of emotions or thoughts, we could
not show them on our face. (Episode 3, Olympiad)

Her daily bodily experience was one that required the self to manage, regulate, and
discipline. Her gender and sexuality were minimized and rendered invisible — yet, not
insignificant as a female athlete was still expected to hold up more than half the sky.
China’s historical burden required women to perform their role to appear strong and
modern. As mentioned above, China was strong when its women appeared strong, and this
need to be performed, re-enacted, re-experienced, and re-enhanced — through repeated
victory and triumphant moments made possible by these athletes. The ideal femininity here
was not so much about bodily beauty, attractive appearance, but about how a female
athlete brought glory to the nation. This would be what Marilyn Young called “socialist
androgyny,” paraphrased by Hershatter (2007), “with women portrayed as political
militants and military fighters alongside men, generally under their benevolent political
guidance” (95). Gender roles that were ascribed onto female athletes were inseparable from
the national duties assigned to them. The new woman, as Hershatter rephrases Dai (1995),
“became either a heroic woman warrior ready to sacrifice herself for the revolution or a
mother who embodied the suffering of the masses and their capacity for endurance.”
(2007: 97)
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Figures 3.19–3.21: Images of Lang Ping.

The smile, one of the most basic forms of affect, could be read as not taking things
seriously and therefore needed to be regulated. When Li Ning failed to live up to the
people’s expectations in the 1988 Seoul Olympics as he trapped and fell in still rings and
pommel horse competitions, his immediate reaction on site was to smile. This innocent and
somewhat embarrassed smile (figure 3.23) brought him severe criticism within China. Yang
Ming (杨明), a reporter from Xinhua news, said, “I found it especially hard to put up with,
or say I could not possibly understand, you have already made such a mess, you at least
should show remorse, how could you smile?” (Episode 4, Olympiad). It is not hard to
imagine that Li was using his smile to cover up his embarrassment and shame (以笑摭丑).
As the title “Prince of gymnastics” suggests, Li was seen as the man representing the
country — a legitimate heir of a nation. Coincidentally, he also appeared in white (just like
the prince on the white horse) in this Olympics. His body represented literally the body of
China, and this body became the laughing stock of others. The prince would not be
exempted from discipline and punishment when he brought embarrassment to the nation.
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Figure 3.22: Li Ning falling from pommel horse.
Figure 3.23: Li Ning smiled right after the fall.
Figure 3.24: Today’s Li Ning.

From his fall to his ascendancy as a well-acknowledged successful businessman, Li
Ning allegorically embodied the dream of the nation: from the “sick man of Asia” to
today’s status as a global economic engine. His life story parallels the discourse of coming
back, a discourse that is often gendered and assigned to men. A “real” man should not fear
failure, what matters is how he can endure hardship and stand up again to show the world
he is not a loser. He said in episode 4 of Olympiad, “I think having setbacks in life, if we
look at them from a different perspective, is actually wealth. If I didn’t fail in Seoul, it
might not have encouraged me to start anew, this passion to learn and pick up new things.”
Li performed that he had made autonomous social and economic choices on the
basis of his own interests. Men are expected to do great things, or at least to appear
successful. Phrases and idioms associated with this discourse, such as 苦尽甘来,80 出人头
地,81 卧薪尝胆82 appeared frequently in media reports related to Li. His story was told and

Happiness and good things come after long endurance of hardship.
A person becomes known and famous after hardship.
82 A person endures difficulties and hardship in order to achieve a goal.
80
81
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retold again and again in the media in the period leading up to the Olympics in 2008,83 for
example in Bazaar (時尚芭莎男士),84 a magazine that aims to sell tips and to guide men to
act like a “real man.” His company — Li Ning (Sportswear) Co. Ltd. — also tried to
capture and capitalize on this discourse of coming back and never giving up by presenting
the slogan “Anything is possible” (一切皆有可能)85 in its Olympic campaign.

Figures 3.25–3.26: Li Ning as the last torch bearer who lit the Olympic cauldron.

Compared to the prince of the past, Li Ning in 2008 appeared to be a cautious,
knowledgeable, and sophisticated man. His corporeal style — grey hair with receding
hairline, wrinkled face, his stout body, serious, and polite but reserved manners —
reminded one of the image of a successful (business)man. His body was not only
“matured” but also materialized as a “real” man (see figure 3.24) — a real man did not

This could be partially related to his company’s Olympic sales campaign; that is to say, his popular
appearance does not only have cultural and political, but also economic meanings.
84 The magazine targets the middle to high-end male market; it usually includes feature stories on brand
names and reports on successful men, like actors, businessmen, etc. See “Li Ning: Beyond Our Century-old
Dreams [李宁: 跨越世纪的梦想 Beyond Our Century-old Dreams].” 2008. Style and Olympic: The
Development for China’s Olympic Sports Industry [奥运中国体育产业的梦想征途], Bazaar [時尚芭莎男
士] 276 (July): 88–99.
85 The slogan could be seen as a response to (or a copy of) the Adidas Olympic slogan “Impossible is
nothing.” Adidas was the official sponsor of the 2008 Games. It provided sportswear for all the Olympic
staff, including volunteers.
83
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need to be good-looking but he needed to present himself as a man with substance
(wisdom) and resilience. His manliness was reasserted by an official albeit physically
demanding act as he ran a lap of the stadium while being suspended in mid-air to officially
announce the opening of the 2008 Beijing Games by igniting the Olympic cauldron. Li
Ning was like an almighty superman flying in mid-air (see figures 3.25–3.26), an act that
claimed originality in Olympic history. The dream of a century was officially completed by
a “real” Chinese man. This seemingly extravagant act could be read as a rite of passage — a
ritual that signifies an individual’s progress to another social status — for Li Ning and for
China.
Li re-emerged as a high-profile come-back hero, whereas Lang Ping’s reappearance
in 2008 gave rise to a somewhat ambivalent situation. Women, as the primary child-care
providers, are often assigned the role as “transmitters of traditional culture” (Duara 1998;
Teng 1996: 122), and “the upholders and preservers of ‘our culture’” (A. Wilson, 1980: 39).
Lang’s huge popularity in the 1980s was not only related to the fact that the volleyball team
had brought pride and glory to the nation in the international sports arena, but also largely
related to the (gendered) expectations placed on her as an upholder and a transmitter of a
nation’s tradition and culture. As a woman, Lang fulfilled her gender expectations: She
demonstrated the strength of the nation and she guarded her country like she would do for
her family. In 2008, Lang became the coach of the U.S. female volleyball team, one of the
key opponents of the Chinese female volleyball team and also the opponent against whom
she and her teammates had competed in the 1984 Los Angeles Games. Coaching is
comparable to the maternal responsibility of teaching and guiding the offspring; her new
role as a coach for the U.S. team could be an unpatriotic act: Instead of coaching the
Chinese and helping them to win, she was helping the opponents. Her role as a U.S. coach
was read with mixed messages. Various internet forums had discussion threads on whether
Lang Pang was a traitor to the Chinese nation.86

Some examples are: “Vote: Did Lang Ping Commit Treason? Is Lang Ping a Subject of Free Will or a
Subject of the State? [投票：郎平是否叛国？郎平属于自己还是属于国家？]” 2008. The Community for
Managers [世界经理人社区 ], August 16. http://bbs.icxo.com/archiver/tid-216769.html (accessed on Aug
31, 2008); “Comments: You Said Lang Ping Committed ‘Treason’, I Laughed [评论: 你们说郎乎 “叛国”,我
笑了].”2008. The 2008 Olympic Report [网昜2008奥运报道], August 17.
http://2008.163.com/08/0817/16/4JIGSEC600742QDT.html (accessed on Aug 31, 2008); “The Lang Ping
Phenomenon Reveals the Horrifying Side of Elites’ Treachery Acts [从郎平现象看精英叛国的可怕性 —
86
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This sensitive topic was posed implicitly in the official television programs. One
could see Lang’s repetitive emphasis on her Chineseness in the Chinese media; this could
very well reflect what Latham calls “Olympic didacticism” as the official media guided how
media consumers should understand the Olympics-related events (2010: 806). News
reports showed how Lang explicitly expressed her wish that “China would win”; and
expressed that “China has this capability to win at their home Games,” etc. (Sports News,
CCTV5, August 6, 2008); and, in another occasion, she was shown saying:

To have Chinese to lead different teams, it means, you know, [our] volleyball level
is great in the world. Compared to the Italian coaches, they have five coaches to
coach five different nations; I think they are even better than us. I hope in the
future we can see more Chinese coaches leading different teams (CCTV9 Daily
News Report, August 4, 2008).

Chinese should take pride in leading their opponents — the Americans — not the
other way round. She tactically rehearsed her Chineseness by repetitively mentioning
“being a Chinese myself” and explicitly expressing her wish that China would win. The
message was that even as a Chinese coaching a U.S. team, she remained a Chinese at heart.
In comparison with Li Ning’s attention-grabbing come-back and popular media
appearance, Lang’s showing-up in 2008 seemed to be a low-profile reappearance. Her
previous record of bringing glory to the nation was marked as part of China’s sports
history. Unlike Li who ignited the Olympic cauldron, Lang was selected by the United
States Olympic Committee as torchbearer in San Francisco — not by the Chinese and not
on Chinese soil. This seems to suggest that she played little role in present-day China.

此情可待成追忆].” 2008.Sina Blog [新浪博客], November 10.
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_54e8f0c60100bcje.html (accessed on Aug 10, 2011).
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SPORTS AND MARKET — LIU XIANG (刘翔) AND GUO JINGJING (郭晶晶)

“Liu Xiang won [the competition]! Liu Xiang won [the competition]!
Liu Xiang has made history, a black-haired yellow-skinned Chinese
became the fastest sprinter in the world. Liu Xiang has made history.”
(Commentator of an old clip recording the moment Liu Xiang
won the 110-meter hurdles in the Athens Games.
Dream Weaver and The Road to Glory — Sprint)

Images showing how Liu Xiang won the 110-meter hurdles in the 2004 Athens
Games were the most frequently shown Olympic clips on Chinese television in the period
around the Beijing Games. Figures 3.27 and 3.28 are some examples. Liu Xiang was shown
wearing a red-yellow sleeveless sports shirt that bore the word “China” in the middle. The
Liu Xiang depicted here was young, confident and determined (figures 3.27 and 3.29, his
determined face reminds one of Bruce Lee), energetic and swift, expressive and passionate
(figure 3.28). The recurrence of these images turned Liu Xiang into a regularized body, a
body that was to signify a new hegemonic image of Chineseness — the rise of China that
spelled confidence, certainty, and fearlessness. The bodily experience and affect of the
athletes from the previous generations reflected China’s lack of confidence. Liu Xiang
signified a new emotion and affect that China wanted to acquire.
After thirty years of reforms, China has gained strength and a place in the global
arena. It eagerly looks for channels to express this acquired power and confidence that
dispels the humiliating “sick man” title. Liu Xiang’s victory in the 2004 Games presented
this desire of the nation to express a new kind of manliness, a masculinity that was assertive,
confident, lively, and unrestrained. In an interview, Liu expressed that:

[They] can’t run faster than me! Haha! . . . Only I myself can beat me, that is to say,
I am competing with myself. I was only thinking about the Chinese track sprint
competition, grab it [the championship], now I got it, I grab the national flag and
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run a lap of the stadium. Come! [I] will win more in the future, let them know what
Asian swiftness is. (Liu Xiang in a replay clip broadcast in Olympics Approaching.)

As Butler writes, “gender reality is created through sustained social performances”
(2004a: 115). Here, it was not only gender but also how the nation, like a man, needed to
perform so that this image would be ingrained into the minds of the people. In a word,
what these images did was to consolidate an alternative gender performance, in which the
Chinese body claimed victory over the hegemonic “Western” bodies.87

Figures 3.27–3.29: Images of Liu Xiang.

Liu symbolized this hope of the nation. He was a national model (hero) that the
government promoted, as the slogan “learn from Liu Xiang” (向刘翔学习), paralleling
that of “learn from Lei Feng” (向雷锋同志学习), revealed. Young athletes watched his
glorious moments so as to learn from him, as shown in Dream Weaver. What Liu symbolized
was strengthened, re-emphasized, and re-enacted through the many advertisements he

In studying Dutch-Chinese masculinities, Yiufai Chow points out the two interlocking dominating
discourses related to the perception of masculinities: “Only certain white male characteristics would be
considered masculine, and that certain Chinese male characteristics would be considered neutered or even
effeminate” (2008: 331)
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endorsed. In 2007 alone, he took up advertising endorsements for fourteen companies
including Visa, Nike, Yili, Lenovo, etc. In 2008, everywhere one went, one could find
images and news of Liu Xiang: He was the megastar of China. His symbolic significance
was revealed by the fact that he was given the privilege and the prestige of being the first
torchbearer in the 2008 Games. As shown in figure 3.29, he received the torch from
China’s president Hu Jintao: The torch was passed from the political icon to the symbolic
icon of China. Liu held the torch high with vigor and pride to declare his mission to
support and uphold the nation. In a humorous way, this posture reminds one of the Statue
of Liberty. The day that Liu Xiang was going to compete was scheduled on August 18,
2008 (2008–08–18) — with 8 being the auspicious number for Chinese, just like the
Opening ceremony (2008–08–08). He was expected to make it a historical day for the
Chinese.
When Liu withdrew from the Olympic Games, the whole nation was shocked. The
great expectations and the dream of seeing Liu create another historical moment were
shattered. A volunteer interviewee who was stationed in the Bird’s Nest witnessed the
moment and said it was the most unforgettable moment of his volunteering service:

When Liu Xiang withdrew, I was very angry. I felt like being cheated. All the
reports said that he had fully recovered, and for the last two years he had very good
results, I trusted him a lot . . . We all expected a lot from him. But, all of a sudden,
he had this severe injury, I found it all very strange, the spectators also found it
strange, nobody understood what ‘withdrawal’ meant, they asked us if it meant he
would move to the other heat, or if it was a change of competition date and time,
we said we also had no clue. Many spectators became very emotional; some swore
and scolded at people around. Some spectators refused to leave the venue, they just
sat there, even the police came to persuade them to go, an old man, really quite old,
he just sat there, and he refused to go, no matter how we persuaded him. When the
venue was empty, he finished the food he brought to the venue. After that, he left;
it gave a lonely and disappointed feeling.
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Again, the official media immediately took up the responsibility to guide viewers
how to react and understand the events. Commentators said “He [Liu] was under a lot of
stress placed on him by the nation; his body, his right ankle, at this very moment, I think he
just could not bear it anymore” (Live Report of the 110M Hurdle Competition, Liu Xiang
Withdrew [直播男子110米栏预赛，刘翔出场]. 2008). Another commentator highlighted
the fact that Liu knew the importance of this competition, if it was not a really impossible
circumstance, he would not have withdrawn: “Everyone knows what it means for Liu
Xiang to compete in the Beijing Olympics, what it means for an athlete, but at this
moment, his injuries, I think Liu Xiang has made his own decision, and this, I think, is a
logical choice” (ibid.). A press conference was held immediately after the match to explain
Liu’s withdrawal. It was the first time for CCTV to withdraw Olympic live reporting to
concentrate on a single athlete’s withdrawal. In brief, the impact of Liu’s withdrawal was
assigned great importance.88

Figures 3.30–3.31: Images of Liu Xiang when he withdrew.

After Liu’s withdrawal, two sets of images were shown constantly. The first set was
when Liu Xiang turned around, one could only see his back (see figure 3.30); and in the
There were differences between the official and non-official media responses as Latham (2010) has
demonstrated.
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second set Liu was almost naked — topless, with only a pair of short pants and the Nike
tailor-made running shoes (figure 3.31). In both sets of images, his back-facing posture and
his semi-nakedness stood in painful contrast with the images of him before the withdrawal,
which were front-facing, looking confident, and assertive. These images exposed him and
revealed a painful fact: He was just an ordinary man, not more muscular nor masculine
than any ordinary man. In fact, if one compares him with other athletes, Liu’s physique was
slender, with lean muscles, small waist, and seemingly soft skin; his avoidance of eye
contact with his head down made him look shy and mysterious — in a word, effeminate.
The manliness once associated with him was stripped away. The body that was exposed
was a vulnerable body, as Dyer writes,

This is so in the most fundamental sense — the bare body has no protection from
the elements — but also in a social sense. Clothes are bearers of prestige, notably of
wealth, status and class: to be without them is to lose prestige. Nakedness may also
reveal the inadequacies of the body by comparison with social ideals. (1997: 146)

The sign for “China” attached to his competition shirt was not visible; what one
saw was a disappointed ordinary man. He was reduced to an average body; he ceded to
bear the dream of the nation as he no longer bore the label “Chineseness.”
One could observe that there was a stronger emphasis in the media on male
athletes, especially Liu Xiang and Yao Ming (姚明),89 than on female athletes. The
appearances of Liu and Yao outnumbered all the other athletes, male and female. The most
“visible” female athlete would be Guo Jingjing. See, for example, figure 3.34, a promotion
clip for the Chinese diving team. The center, the most attention-catching position, was
occupied by male divers — Wang Feng (王峰) and Qin Kai (秦凱). Guo Jingjing was the
only recognizable female athlete; given her fame, she was placed on the right hand side
next to the male divers. One could see other female divers (because of their swimming
Yao Ming, the renowned basketball player, was the first Chinese who played in the National Basketball
Association (NBA). He was ranked the top in Forbes’ Chinese celebrities for six consecutive years between
2004 and 2009. See, for instance, Flannery, Russell and Chloe Chen. 2010. “Jackie Chan: China’s Top
Celebrity.” Forbes.com, December 5. http://www.forbes.com/2010/05/12/jackie-chan-yao-ming-celebritybusiness-entertainment-china.html (accessed on Jan 18, 2011).
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suits), yet they were placed in a marginal position and one could hardly tell who they were.
The same applied to some advertisements, such as Adidas’ most frequently broadcast
advertisements, where one could see a mix of male and female athletes; and yet when the
moment came to stand on the podium — the no. 1 position — it was a male athlete. A
plausible answer for this strong emphasis on male athletes would be that it tried to correct
the image of impotent men who were supposed to lead and guide their women and yet they
were lagging behind them. In the field of sports, female athletes often out-performed their
male counterparts. The saying “the yin [female] waxes and the yang [male] wanes”
(Brownell, 2005: 1183; Dong and Mangan, 2001: 92) bears on this phenomenon. Men as
the patriarchs were intimidated by women, thus there have been attempts to regain and
prove men’s masculinity.

Figure 3.32: Guo Jingjing.
Figure 3.33: Guo Jingjing in a McDonald’s advertisement.
Figure 3.34: An advertisement of the Chinese National Diving Team.

Male athletes need not be handsome to be popular. This is, however, not the case
for female athletes. Nowadays, for a female athlete to be popular, her appeal lies largely in
her youth and beauty. There were many successful female athletes who had won Olympic
gold medals and brought glory to the country, but not many of them were as popular and
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well-liked by commercial enterprises as “the princess of diving” (跳水公主), Guo Jingjing.
The emphasis now is not on the toughness of a woman and her compatibility to a man;
rather, it lies in feminine beauty, youth, and sexuality next to the athlete’s athletic skills. The
latter has become more like a decorative and promotional item that helps to sell better.
This renewed interest in femininity through a strong emphasis on gender difference
corresponds to the social changes led by thirty years of economic reform (Evans 2008).
Lisa Rofel (1999) argues that this resurging emphasis on gender difference is “a critique of
a failed Maoism and an assertion that ‘natural’ gender roles had to be recognized in order
for China to reach modernity” (rephrased by Hershatter 2007: 46); as consumption and
commodification of these bodily images and pleasure are to signify the modern like the
West. In Harriet Evans’ words, the consumption of this beautiful and fashionable young
female “blur clear distinctions between the ‘Chinese’ and the ‘West’” (2008: 373). This
change of trend makes one think: If Lang Ping would be active in today’s China, how
would she look? And would she be as popular as in the eighties?
Guo won six Olympic gold medals in her diving career, outnumbering the former
diving queen Fu Mingxia (伏明霞). Guo was not only acclaimed for her athletic
achievements but also for her physical beauty. Media images of her often focused on her
youth, innocence, pureness, vitality, and bodily beauty with slender figure, long hair, fair
skin tone, and her smile (for example, figures 3.32–3.33). Her beauty conformed to the
hegemonic ideal of feminine beauty circulating in modern China: fair skin, slender body,
and young. Moreover, her not-yet-married status allowed her to be the object of fantasy: as
a potentially eligible and chaste girlfriend or wife. This might explain why she was called
“the princess” of diving. As a princess, she was the object of desire and the object of gaze
for the public. And yet, she was not that “mature” to be a queen in this regard, as “queen”
would suggest power, adulthood, and an old-fashioned motherly figure. Guo as the
princess of diving still retained her appeal of being an attractive, tamable girl who could be
indulged and pampered by men. Forbes China compiled a celebrity and income list in 2008
in which Guo ranked number four.90 It was said that she earned over RMB 10 million in a
year, and she had numerous endorsement contracts with international and Chinese
The first was Yao Ming, followed by Zhang Ziyi (章子怡), and the third was Yi Jianlian (易建联).
Flannery, Russell. 2009. “Forbes China Celebrity List.” Forbes.com, March 18.
http://www.forbes.com/2009/03/18/chinese-celebrities-beijing-olympics-yao-ming-business-media-chinastop-celebrities.html (accessed on Jan 12, 2011).
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corporations such as Coca Cola, McDonald’s, Red Earth, Yili, Avon, etc. Her popularity in
the commercial sector had earned her the title “the queen of advertisements” (广告天后).91
This title, unlike her title of princess, signified power and control in the advertising
industry; however, it could be read as a mixed message — with admiration but also fear,
fear of her growing strength and wealth, and therefore, she needed to be disciplined and
tamed. Her relationship with Kenneth Fok (霍啓剛),92 the son of a Hong Kong tycoon,
had added extra glamour to her as a media celebrity in both mainland China and Hong
Kong. Guo exemplifies a modern feminine model, a subject equipped with the skill to
serve the nation but also a beauty that could be turned into wealth and abundance. Serving
the nation and pursuing wealth can go in tandem.
This romantic relationship has drawn a lot of media attention. There were
numerous rumors about her marriage to the Fok family and therefore retiring from the
national diving team. Like a fairytale, it ends when the princess meets the prince, and that
they would live happily ever after. The rumor about her retirement prompted her to
respond with the following: “Many people asked me why I trained so hard, but I think, it
seems like they are thinking, if I have an Olympic gold medal, then I won’t need to dive
anymore, I should go on to do something else. I actually don’t think this way, that’s why I
want people to focus on my performance in diving again” (Appointments with Famous Athletes

[名将之约], shown on CCTV 4, August 28, 2008). Guo could be a very good diver but
ultimately what society wanted to see is if she could marry well, become the wealthy wife of
a tycoon and lead a life of abundance. The normalized “value” for a girl lies in how well she
marries, not how much and how well she achieves.
As “the queen of advertisements,” Guo reached a celebrity status comparable to
the stars and actresses in the entertainment industry. The fame and the wealth she derived
from endorsements could turn Guo into a threat that challenged the male ego — her
wealth made her independent, her fame made her unreachable to the layman. Her
achievement has turned her, at the same time, into a subject of criticism in the media. For
“Guo Jingjing: The Fatigue-looking Advertising Queen [郭晶晶: 审美疲劳的广告天后 Aesthetic
Fatigue].” 2008. Special Report: The Secrets of Olympic Stars’ Wealth [奥运明星的财富密码], Executive [经
营者], 15–16 (August 15): 61.
92 Henry Fok Ying-tung (霍英東), the head of the Fok family, was seen as the most powerful HongKonger
who had political connections with the PRC. The Fok family is not only politically influential, but also very
wealthy. Kenneth Fok is the grandson of Henry Fok.
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instance in Executive, she was criticized for being stiff and rigid in media interviews. Given
her popularity, she was however placed only in the tenth place in a special report on
Olympic stars. The title of the report, with both English and Chinese language, was called
“Aesthetic fatigue” and “审美疲劳的广告天后” (the fatigue-looking advertising queen),93
suggesting that the media consumers were fed up with her. It wrote at great length about
Guo’s problems, for example, complaining that Guo had the same rigid unnatural smile in
all advertisements, even going so far as to say that “some people even think that the more
you look at Guo Jingjing, the uglier she becomes.”94 Today’s China requires not only a
female athlete to bring glory to the country, but also how she needs to present herself to
the media and the population. When it comes to the latter, it usually forces the female
athlete to perform the expected femininity assigned to her: being pretty, pleasing, diplomatic,
and media savvy. When she fails to meet these expectations, she is punished and criticized
as bored, self-conceited, arrogant, ignorant, etc.95 It is a paradoxical development: She is
liked for her beauty, but her beauty has also turned her into a threat. The princess will
become a queen some day, and the latter is not always welcome.

CONCLUSION
Rey Chow, writing in response to the 1989 demonstrations in China, raises the
following questions related to gender as an analytical category: “The problem is not how
we should read what is going on in China in terms of gender, but rather: what do the
events in China tell us about gender as a category, especially as it relates to the so-called
Third World? What are gender’s limits, where does it work, and where does it not work?”
(Quoted in Hershatter 2007: 116)96 The Olympic Games are such events that urge one to
engage with the question on what the Olympic Games told us about gender as a category in
China. Much has been written on the role of women and China’s nation-building project,
but not so much has been written on the role of men in it. Thus, I find it necessary to look
into how Chinese men — in events like the Olympics — took their share. Instead of seeing
Chinese women as the perpetual victims of inequality and oppression, my analysis shows
“Guo Jingjing: The Fatigue-looking Advertising Queen.” 2008: 61.
Ibid.
95 Ibid.
96 Harriet Evans (2008) also addresses the limits of gender as a single analytical category; and argues for the
need to bring in the historical context and the domestic, familial, marital, and sexual aspects in studying
gender.
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that men and women both carry their share of national burden. Through Butler’s concept
of performativity (1999 [1990]) and my analysis of media materials, I show how gender
ideals assigned to athletes have been products of discourse and power relations. It is
through the media — ritualized repetition of images like clothing and corporeal
expressions, and reporting on ideal manliness and ideal femaleness — that ideals are
structured, produced, and regulated as natural and unquestionable facts. Iterability and
repetition entail temporality, the concept also helps explain how gender ideals are not a set
of static norms but something that would be subject to transformation and change
according to the needs of a particular historical moment. Through the three time frames
and the three sets of athletes, I have shown how these gender ideals as analytical categories
are only useful if one brings the other factors — in this case, history and politics — into
consideration.
The repeated articulation of the insulting title “the sick man of Asia” and the
recurring images of the sickly and frail bodies in China’s narration of its humiliating past
served as a perpetual reminder of how Chinese needed to transform themselves — both
physically and mentally — in order to strengthen the nation. By contrasting images of
fragile Chinese male bodies with images of strong and confident male Caucasian bodies,
the manliness embodied by the Western Other was not only made explicit but also clear
that those were the types of bodily style that should be embraced. The Western bodies were
bodies that regulated and were being regularized as the ideal masculine bodies. Chinese
men underwent self-transformation to acquire this aura of manliness. Liu Changchun,
discursively described as the first Chinese Olympic athlete, exemplifies this transformation.
The images of him, both in archival and filmic representations, articulated a manliness
(short hair, no pigtails, looking neat and tidy, muscular body, and stern corporeal
expression) similar to that of the Western bodies. Although Chinese women have long
been associated with the struggle between tradition and modernity, they were hardly shown
in these Olympic media materials. This does not mean that they were free from the
struggle. Rather, one could see that the strength of the nation was still largely linked to the
men. Yang Xiuqiong, the first female Olympic athlete, was portrayed as a beautiful modern
woman of her times. Unlike the traditional woman with bound feet, Yang was active and
confident. Her modern-ness was to contrast with the traditional roles bore by woman in
the domestic sphere. Yang came to represent China’s pursuit for modernization. And, yet,
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despite this emphasis on her unconventional characters, her doomed fate — forced to be
the concubine of a warlord — seems to suggest that her modern-ness was praised but not
encouraged.
The 1980s was a time when China tried to re-insert itself in the global arena. Sports
achievements in the Olympics were of particular significance. Athletes were tools that
brought glory to the nation. Their bodies were trained like machines, their corporeal
expressions were regulated to look serious and smiles were prohibited. Li Ning and Lang
Pang, because of their achievements, became hero and heroine of their time. The
significance of the nation seemed to surpass all differences, including gender. The discourse
of gender equality — a product of the communist China’s modernization project —
disguised the fact that female athletes had to look and act like their male counterparts, not
vice versa. Lang Pang looked androgynous, and she was hard and tough like a man. The
feminine ideal embodied by Lang was not her physical beauty but her capacity of bringing
pride and glory to her country. Li Ning, for his outstanding performance in the 1984
Olympics, was praised as a charming prince — a legitimate heir of a nation. Nevertheless,
when “the prince” failed to live up to the nation’s expectations (as he failed in the 1988
Games), he was dispelled and severely disciplined. The ideal manliness in the 1980s
demanded man to function as a capable body of the nation. Li Ning’s recent appearance in
the 2008 Games as a successful businessman coincided with the larger and timely discourse
of China’s great rejuvenation: He was presented as an ideal Chinese man who could
overcome all hardship and difficulties; and became prosperous, well-acknowledged, and
respected.
The twenty-first century is a time when China fervently wants to display its strength
and confidence, as the West’s equivalent Other. And this needs to be achieved through the
male body. Female athletes might have outperformed their male counterparts in many
sport fields; their achievements might have been acknowledged; and yet, they were still not
taken symbolically significant as “the sick man of Asia” still haunted the nation. Liu Xiang’s
unprecedented achievement in the 110-meter hurdles in the 2004 Games and his
confidence and bright spirit were widely appraised as a new kind of manliness reflecting the
rising China. However, when he failed to represent the country and subsequently failed the
dream of the nation, the confidence and pride once associated with him were stripped away
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immediately. His fragility and vulnerable body once again reminded one that China was the
effeminate and vulnerable Other of the West.
The twenty-first century is also a time when the market intersects with the nation.
For a male athlete to be popular, he need not be good-looking; yet, for a female athlete to
be popular, her feminine beauty is of great value. There is renewing interest in highlighting
gender differences and in emphasizing feminine beauty. Sports achievement becomes an
accessory item for promoting a female athlete. Guo Jingjing exemplifies this. In her one
sees a resurgent emphasis on female’s physical beauty — pretty face, slender figure, shy and
sweet like the girl next door, a desirable object that appeals to the larger market. This
emphasis of physical beauty, on the one hand, is a response to the failed Maoism that
promoted gender equality by making women act like men. On the other hand, it is a
phenomenon echoing with the larger trend of consumption and commodification of bodily
images as a way to signify that China would be as modern as the West.
To conclude, my analysis has shown that different sets of gender ideals have been
constructed to respond to China’s century-long pursuit of modernity and its zeal to catch
up and be acknowledged as the West’s equivalent Other. “The sick man of Asia” has been
a discursive tool produced to remind the population of China’s endless struggle between
the past and the modern and promising future. With the emphasis on “man” in “the sick
man of Asia,” the nation needed “strong Chinese men” to showcase a strong China to the
world. Though women occupied a significant role in this modernity project, their
significance was overshadowed by the nation’s zeal to cleanse its past humiliation — a
more prominent role played by the men in terms of inter-national relationship. When the
male athletes failed to live up to the expectations, they were subjected to more severe
punishment. The three female athletes analyzed here have demonstrated the ways in which
feminine ideals — from being freed from the slave-like condition to erasing gender
differences to the resurgent emphasis on feminine beauty — have changed throughout the
last century. These changes seem to be more salient, if one compares them to the
masculine ideals. Yet, if one looks more carefully, the feminine ideals placed on women are
in response to the seemingly eternal struggle with tradition and modernity. Women are
required to perform their modern-ness by taking up roles outside the domestic realm while
keeping their traditional roles intact, as they are expected to be pleasing, obedient, diligent,
and patriotic. Gender is not only about men and women, but about how gender as a
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category intersects with the nation, the imagined Western Other, and more recently, the
gaining importance of the market. Lastly, Butler’s performativity presents the possibility of
resistance, a resistance that breaks the discursive norms and ideals. This in turn probes one
to question: How do we locate the moments of resistance? And, in what ways is resistance
possible to break these assigned gender ideals?

IV
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“We have to have a good Olympics, otherwise not only will our
generation lose face, but also our ancestors.”
(Wang Qishan [王岐山], mayor of Beijing) 98

To have a good Olympics, as Wang suggested, was the collective responsibility for
all people of Chinese descent. Wang’s words also shed light on the significance assigned to
the Beijing Olympic Games — not to “lose face”: to avoid failure, shame, public disgrace,
ridicule, and criticisms collectively. The importance of not losing face, he reminded us, was
not only for the present generation, but was also our responsibility to our ancestors — the
past. His emphasis on “a good Olympics” and “losing face” prompts us to ask the
following questions: What is the meaning of face and how is it incorporated into governing
strategies to help achieve desired goals? And, why was losing face perceived as such a
devastating happening that Chinese would have to avoid at all cost?
The modern Olympic Games is a global media spectacle (Debord 1994 [1967];
Tomlinson 1996). The 2008 Olympics presented the biggest advertising opportunity for the
state to showcase itself. Academic researchers working on the Beijing Olympics share the
view that the Games served as an important marker for China’s ascendency to the global
political arena (G. Xu 2008a; R. Ong 2004; Close, Askew, and Xu 2007; Brownell 2008;
Broudehoux 2007; X. Xu 2006; Tomlinson 2008; Price and Dayan 2008; Price 2008;
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Haugen 2003, 2005; J. Dong 2005; Black and Bezanson 2004; Dong and Mangan 2008a;
Caffrey 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c).99 This China ascendency discourse, promoted as
China’s great rejuvenation by the authorities, as I mentioned in chapter 1, is intimately
related to the discourse of national humiliation.
In Chinese, national humiliation (国耻) is not only humiliation — insulted,
disrespected in public100 — per se; the character 耻 also refers to shame. However, this
shame aspect is generally neglected in the English translation and in academic discussion.
The discourse of national humiliation usually gives prominence to humiliation101 — how
the Chinese have been assuming a victim role in the hands of the Western imperialism —
and ignores by and large the emotion of shame. Shame is a social emotion, triggered by
how others think about us and how we see ourselves (H. Fung, 1999: 182; Probyn, 2005:
45). A glimpse of this sense of shame is revealed by the frequent usage of the degrading
title “the sick man of Asia,” as chapter 3 has shown. The ways in which Wang Qishan
associated the Olympics to the devastating consequences of losing our and our ancestors’
face also direct us to look at this shamefulness. The discourse of national humiliation in
Chinese, which combines both a sense of humiliation and shame, reveals how Chinese
perceive their relations with their allegedly more developed Western counterparts. To use
Foucaultian language, the discourse is a governing strategy that calls forth the selective past
to shape the subjects’ self-perception and their relations with their Western counterparts.
How the Beijing Games were received by the world was read as the fate of the
country, as Wang’s words remind us once again. “A good Olympics” would help China
gain face — recognition — from the world. This desire for face parallels the fear of losing
face, which would be equivalent to shame. The concept of face, understood in the most
general sense, refers to the desire for prestige and recognition in order to secure one’s
status (Hu 1944). Suffice to say, this desire for prestige and recognition exists in all human
society. It is not something exclusively Chinese; yet, I argue, the desire for face and the fear
of losing face (i.e. being shamed) have been mobilized by the state in specific ways. The
See also Farrer, James. 2008. “One Bed, Different Dreams: The Beijing Olympics as Seen in Tokyo.” Policy
Innovations, August 30. http://www.policyinnovations.org/ideas/commentary/data/000079 (accessed on Sep
22, 2008).
100 Humiliation happens when one is disrespected and ridiculed; it is inflicted and can be corrected, often
through retaliation.
101 Humiliation, according to Collins Cobuild English Dictionary (1997), is the embarrassment and shame one
feels when someone makes one appear stupid, or when one makes a mistake in public.
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concept of face, as a social behavior that affects, controls, and disciplines individuals’ social
behavior, has been studied by sociologist Erving Goffman (1955, 1967) in the Western
context, and by Hu (1944) and Ho (1976) in the Chinese contexts.102 Yet, so far, none has
applied this concept to study how it is mobilized as a governing technique in politics and in
international relations. In a similar vein, the concept of shame hardly receives any attention
in journalistic and academic discourse in the field of China studies.
This fear of being shamed was not that visible or tangible during the Beijing
Games. Rather, what one witnessed was a predominately positive image — happiness,
joyfulness, harmony-seeking, hospitality, and the like — that the Chinese authorities sought
to present to the world. Promotional materials for the volunteer program were indicative in
this instance: Smile, the most recognizable positive emotion, was the central theme of all
the BOCOG promotional materials and campaigns. This positive image was to be acted
out by all the citizens in China in general and the Olympic volunteers in particular. The
Volunteers Manual 103 explicitly stated that the volunteer program was directed at all Beijing
citizens: “All the citizens of Beijing to smile to express their compassions, to spread
civilization, to build a society of harmony and to promote the concepts of ‘People’s
Olympics’ and ‘socialist harmonious society’” (99, emphasis added); yet, as I will reveal
later, it asked the volunteers specifically to act out this positive image of China.
In most countries, volunteering is usually initiated by non-profit and charity
organizations. The relatively recent growing prominence of voluntary services in China is,
however, a top-down initiative of the state. Based on the Volunteer Association of China’s
definition, volunteers are “people who are willing to provide services or assistance to
society or to others, not for material gain, but from a sense of conscience, faith and
responsibility” (Volunteers Manual : 4). Sun Baoli (孙葆丽), division chief of the volunteers
section of the BOCOG, emphasized to me in an interview that modern volunteer services
were new in the sense that they had incorporated the western way of organization and

Other scholars have used “face” in their writings, for instance, Susan Brownell (1995), yet without much
explanation and their focus is not on the concept itself.
103 Most of the materials from the Volunteers Manual. I cite and use for my analysis are in English unless I
specifically point out that the materials are taken from the Chinese version of the Volunteers Manual. The
contents of both Chinese and English Volunteers Manual are similar; I quote the English version directly to
avoid confusion caused by translation.
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professionalism in organizing the voluntary works.104 Yet, the idea of voluntary service was
not entirely new. In fact, it was built upon the model citizenry spirit — “serve the people” (
为人民服务) — embodied by Lei Feng, as discussed in chapter 1 and 3. Landsberger has
also reminded us that the CCP has been promoting the moral education of the people
through promoting model citizens who represent correct behavior and correct ideas (2001:
541). The practice of volunteering thus strikes a chord with the model citizens the CCP has
sought to promote since its establishment.
Informed by Foucault’s notion of governmentality, this chapter sets out to examine
how a model citizenry was produced, not so much by force and law but by a multifaceted
set of strategies, tactics, and discourses that regulated, managed, and guided the minds and
bodies of citizens to behave as desired by the ruling authority in its quest to host an
impeccable Games (Foucault 1991: 95). The government might have introduced the
practices of voluntary services to the population, but it did not do so by imposing ideas on
the people or by forcing them to become volunteers. Rather, one sees — as demonstrated
through my case study — how the government succeeded in arranging things in such ways
that molded, guided, and directed its citizens/volunteers to internalize the values and act
toward its objectives.105 The government had thus demonstrated an art of governance that
exemplified the generative aspect of power. Model citizens, personified by the volunteers,
were produced as the ideals promoted by the state and were inscribed on its citizens.
Despite volunteers’ overwhelming appearance, it is surprising to note that
volunteerism and its close relationship with the production of model citizens is an
understudied area in the field of Chinese studies. Only two articles on Beijing Olympics
have been written about the volunteers: with one tracing volunteerism in Chinese culture
back to several thousand years ago (Zhuang 2010) and the other one on the media
representation of volunteers (Bladen 2010). Even in general Olympic studies, scant
attention has been given to the subject of volunteerism, with a rare exception in human
resources and business management (Kemp 2002).
Sun Baoli also mentioned this on other occasions: “Interview with Sun Baoli: Applicants Symbolize the
Spirit of Voluntary Services [孙葆丽 : 每个报名的都是志原精神的一个火种].” 2008. The Official Website of
the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games [奥运官方网站]. http://www.beijing2008.cn/87/95/article214009587.shtml
(accessed on Oct 2, 2008).
105 My in-depth interviews with volunteers revealed that the volunteers had internalized the values promoted
by the state, many expressing that the Olympics were very crucial for China to showcase itself to the world
and that they, as Chinese, need to help present the best “face” of the country to the world.
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Drawing on an analysis of the Volunteers Manual, posters, and volunteers’ training
materials found on the official website of the BOCOG, I trace three intertwining
discourses: dream and glory, hosting a great Olympics, and not to lose face. Alongside
dream and glory, volunteers had to realize the “national” significance of hosting the Games
— a moment for the nation to gain face, and they had to learn to behave in a civilized
manner so that the nation would not lose face (e.g. not being impolite to visitors, or not
criticizing China). I suggest that these three discourses drew their power from the relatively
intangible aspects of national humiliation, the desire for face, and the fear of losing face
respectively. Their relative invisibility may well explain their disciplinary power. I will show
how the Chinese nation-state mobilized Foucaultian strategies and tactics of
governmentality in this volunteer program. The promotional strategies and training
materials can be read as governing strategies — invoking and producing specific power
relationships through which the state governed its citizens. These strategies shaped citizens’
daily lives by regulating their behavior and turning them into disciplined, happy, dedicated,
and selfless volunteers who embraced the Games whole-heartedly. The research aim here is
to analyze the production of volunteers as the ideal citizenry, to study the underpinning
power relationships, and to question the cultural implications (Foucault 1991: 94–104,
1995).
The following section is a brief discussion of Foucault’s work on governmentality
and its relevance to the Beijing Olympic volunteer program (hereafter the Olympic
Volunteer program). This is followed by a detailed discussion of the three discourses
mentioned above. I will demonstrate how these discourses showcase a new image of China.
In the conclusion, I will give a brief discussion of the Shanghai Expo volunteer program to
show how the idea of volunteerism was not a one-time phenomenon for the Olympics. As
this case study raises more questions than it can answer, I end this chapter by posing
questions for further research in the field.
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ON THE ART OF GOVERNMENT — GUIDING CONDUCT AT A
DISTANCE
The Olympic Volunteer program demonstrates the “art of government” in guiding
people to govern the self and the others that shape the possible actions (Foucault 1991).
The promotion strategies and the training materials concerning the volunteer program
deployed a wide array of strategies and tactics involving many kinds of people and many
forms of government to achieve the desired ends (ibid.: 95). The volunteer program was
not oppressive in nature; instead, it helped produce an allegedly new citizenry that
embraced the positive image the organizers sought to show to the world.

Figure 4.1: Poster in subway, taken on November 22, 2007.

Smile — the most recognizable positive image — was the main theme for the
Olympic Volunteer program (see, for example, figures 4.1 and 4.2.) Figure 4.1 is a poster
calling for active participation in the Beijing Olympics. As the slogan proclaims, “I
participate, I contribute and I enjoy (我參与, 我奉献, 我快乐).”106 Central in this poster
was the number “2008” that was comprised of small photos of smiling faces from all walks
of life. The poster delivered the following message: participate in the volunteer program;
Another translation could be “I participate, I contribute. I am happy.” The Chinese version could be
found in many posters and promotion materials; the English version was not as common as the Chinese one
and sometimes one could find different English translations of this slogan.
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together we make a happy year of 2008. Figure 4.2 shows three promotional posters,
representing three different types of volunteers, often accompanied by the following
slogans: “Volunteers’ smiles are Beijing’s calling card (志愿者的微笑是北京最好的名片
),” “Smiling Beijing campaign (微笑北京),” “Smile campaign(微笑行动),” and “Wearing
the smile wristband campaign (微笑圈).” All the promotional images of the volunteer
program, accompanied by slogans, projected positive emotions such as broad smiles and
words depicting positive emotions such as “smile (微笑),” “splendid (精彩),” “enjoy” (快
乐),” and the like.

Figure 4.2: Three posters found in the new subway line 10, taken on July 21, 2008.

These positive emotions were not only confined to pictorial images; they also
constituted something that needed to be embraced and acted out by citizens. Promotional
materials depicting these positive images were found everywhere: on the streets, billboards,
TV screens inside public transportation, and so forth. Discussion and promotional
campaigns concerning the volunteer program took place on a daily basis. Media (be it
traditional media or new media), coupled with new technologies, helped strengthen the
program’s maximum visibility.
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To ensure citizens’ active participation in the Games as a regularized reality, a broad
spectrum of organizations was involved in organizing and planning the promotional
campaigns: the BOCOG, which had a department specializing in volunteer service;107 and
other government organizations such as the Central Committee of the Communist Youth
League (中国共青团),Beijing Olympic Games Volunteer Work Coordination Group (北
京奥运会志愿者工作协调小组), as well as all kinds of district-level and community-level
organizations. The broad involvement of social and official organizations ensured that the
volunteer campaigns enveloped different levels of society, from working units to schools to
housing communities. These organizations actively ran a series of campaigns; to name a
few examples, “Chinese volunteers, People’s Olympics,”108 “Smiling Beijing” with six
working projects (“Towards the Olympics” Voluntary Service Project, the BOCOG PreGames Volunteer Project, the Games-time Volunteer Project, the City Volunteer Project,
the Social Volunteer Project, and the Olympic Volunteer Work Legacy Transformation
Project), recruitment campaigns, volunteer training, different kinds of promotional
campaigns in communities (e.g. public discussions and forum, banners and posters
encouraging active participation), etc.
Foucault argues that visibility — be it real or imagined — is crucial in disciplining
individuals (Foucault 1995). The omnipresence of the promotional strategies worked as a
disciplinary scheme that helped the governing body promote the message: embrace the
Games. As a normalized reality, the volunteering skills/messages — to participate, to
contribute, to enjoy the Games — were proper ideals that citizens should internalize.
Power, to recall Foucault again, is of a productive nature: Power is something that
is acted out and performed by individuals (Foucault 1980a). Each individual constitutes a
part of power relations within his/her society — power is power relations. The
effectiveness of a governing body should be evaluated through how well it manages power
It was responsible for “determining the necessity, recruitment, training, management, logistics support,
and rewarding of the preliminary-phase volunteers, ‘Good Luck Beijing’ competition volunteers, as well as
Olympic and Paralympic Games-time volunteers; participating in organizing the advertising for and education
of volunteers, planning and organizing the ‘Good Luck Beijing’ competition volunteer services as well as
Olympic and Paralympic Games spectator services.” “Functional Areas.” 2008. The Official Website of the Beijing
2008 Olympic Games. http://en.beijing2008.cn/bocog/organization/n214071835.shtml#zy (accessed on Oct
11, 2008).
108 These were called the volunteer spirit by the BOCOG. “Volunteer Recruitment for Beijing 2008 Opens to
Chinese Provinces and Cities.” 2007. The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, January 19.
http://en.beijing2008.cn/78/00/article214010078.shtml (accessed on Oct 2, 2008).
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relations, by deploying “men and things” (Foucault 1991) and not by force and coercion.
The volunteer program exemplifies this point. The program was, on the one hand,
designed to reach all citizens; while, on the other hand, it systematically classified citizens
into different categories, and coordinated these categories to ensure that they presented a
positive image of China. The six categories were: (1) “Towards Olympics” volunteers, (2)
Games volunteers, (3) Paralympic Games volunteers, (4) BOCOG Pre-Games volunteers,
(5) city volunteers, and (6) society volunteers (Volunteers Manual: 127).
Each category had its set of recruitment criteria, training, and responsibilities.
Hierarchy and prestige were strategically arranged in such ways that individuals knew their
roles and responsibilities. In the Volunteers Manual, it was stated that “volunteers for the
Olympic and Paralympic Games will be mainly recruited in the Beijing area with college
students as the main resource . . . preferred volunteers are those who are well-educated, of
high-spirit and with excellent professional skills” (113) and “Olympic volunteers not only
need to possess high moral standards, but they should also have solid knowledge and
flexible troubleshooting skills” (119). Games volunteers, followed by Paralympic Games
volunteers,109 were the most prestigious. Students outside Beijing would also be selected if
they had outstanding academic achievements or special skills.110 Many university students
applied and the selection processes were demanding. The organizers, as stated in the
Volunteers Manual, chose only “the best” for the task.111 The best candidates would be
assigned to the most important Olympic venues: For instance, students from Peking
University were assigned to the National Stadium, and students from Tsinghua University
were dispatched to the National Aquatics Center. In this light, being selected as Games and
Paralympic Games volunteers was highly prized, something the volunteers’ families would
Most of the volunteers, serving during the Olympics, would become Paralympic Games volunteers.
However, new volunteers would still be recruited as some Olympic volunteers withdrew from serving the
Paralympics.
110 The official website said that the volunteers would be recruited from all over China. “Volunteer
Recruitment for Beijing 2008.” 2007. http://en.beijing2008.cn/78/00/article214010078.shtml. Yet, the
majority of the Games-time volunteers were recruited from the universities in Beijing. Universities in Beijing
are known to be the best in the PRC; students outside of the Beijing area had to have very good results in
order to be accepted, as mentioned in the Volunteers Manual: 176. My interview with a volunteer also
mentioned this, “In the Bird’s Nest, there were some volunteers from other regions; their selection processes
were more demanding than ours. In Hebei (河北) province, thirty thousand people applied and only one
hundred were selected. They had to go through layers and layers of selection process, including talent
performances, with judges giving marks and grades; it was like the Super-girl selection.”
111 This was emphasized by my interviewees; some told me that only one-third of the applicants would be
selected for the tasks. Some of the interviewees were not chosen in the first-round, but were selected later as
Paralympic Games-time volunteers to replace those who had resigned.
109
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often take pride in.112 City volunteers (stationed throughout the city) were mostly recruited
from the Communist Youth League and high schools in Beijing; whereas society volunteers
(stationed in the neighborhoods) were often retired or unemployed citizens living in the
same neighborhoods where they also acted as volunteers.113 In all these cases, the word
“volunteer” actually concealed the fact that becoming a volunteer was never something
entirely “voluntary,” but something that often came with different kinds of pressure.
Uniforms for volunteers also differed according to the category of volunteers.
Games and Paralympic Games volunteers, the most prestigious categories, had a whole
uniform set sponsored by the German sportswear company Adidas;114 city volunteers had
only a blue t-shirt sponsored by a Chinese telecom company, China Mobile; and society
volunteers had a t-shirt sponsored by a Beijing brewery company, Yanjing Beer (燕京啤
酒). Hierarchy and prestige went hand in hand with duties. The most prestigious volunteers
were assigned with Olympic post-specific responsibilities115 and accordingly given more
formal training to acquire “professional knowledge and skills necessary for the posts.”116
This classification was crucial: It strengthened the disciplinary of the self by the self. It
helped produce a self that was committed to be or become a volunteer, an identity that
promised happiness, bodily manners, knowledge, and social recognition, which — in the
meantime — induced them to serve their country and help others.
The volunteer program displayed the art of government: The organizers and the
state organizations invoked not one strategy but a set of multifaceted tactics that helped
organize “men and things” in a proper way to achieve their desired ends. Visibility is the
first step to subject one to the power of control; yet, to have citizens be or become the
ideal volunteers, less visible and invisible governing techniques were deployed. The
My interviewees told me that their parents asked them to bring along their uniforms on their home-visits
in order to show off to their relations and acquaintances.
113 Some of these society volunteers might not be “real” volunteers per se — committed to unpaid charitable
practices — but unemployed and retired citizens fulfilling neighborhood duties required by the communities.
They might get official certificates or small presents for their duties.
114 A uniform set included two t-shirts, two pairs of pants, a pair of shoes, a cap, a waist bag, and a waterbottle, all sponsored by Adidas.
115 The Olympic post-specific positions were positions that would have direct contacts with the IOC
representatives, guests of the IOC, international media, and foreign visitors (Volunteers Manual: 128).
116 “Volunteer Application Guide to the Beijing Olympic and Paralympic Games in Hong Kong, Macao,
Taiwan and Overseas Areas.” 2007. The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, March 28.
http://en.beijing2008.cn/55/89/article214028955.shtml (accessed Oct 19, 2008).
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emphasis on “smile” — to showcase a positive image — presented only the images the
BOCOG and the state officials wanted us to see, and this was the most visible disciplinary
technology. Yet, other not-so-visible but intertwined discourses were also present. A
volunteer’s complete training included a wide array of topics ranging from the basics of
decorum to knowledge of the Olympic host city and co-host cities. One important part of
these strategies aimed to teach volunteers to be proud of their Chinese heritage, by
repeatedly emphasizing China’s five thousand years of civilization, family values and
wisdoms, and so on.

DREAM AND GLORY — (IN)VISIBILITY OF A CENTURY OF NATIONAL
HUMILIATION
The emphasis on “China’s Olympic dream being realized” presented a moment of
pride and glory, a moment that was finally getting closer after a century of national
humiliation. Interestingly, like the all-pervading smiles, the discourse of national
humiliation gave way to a more positive discourse — a 100-year dream coming true — a
moment of glory. Almost all the Chinese people whom I talked to in Beijing in 2008 had
high hopes, which were however mixed with a sense of anxiety because of the global media
contestations arising after the Tibet demonstrations and followed by the Olympic Torch
Relay. They saw the Beijing Games as an invaluable opportunity for China to display the
country’s economic strength and accelerating development to the world. In doing so, China
could cleanse the past national humiliation. As Callahan argues correctly, “the national
humiliation shows how China’s insecurities are not just material, a matter of catching up to
the West militarily and economically, but symbolic. Indeed, one of the goals of Chinese
foreign policy has been to ‘cleanse national humiliation’” (2004: 202). The discourse of
national humiliation went hand in hand with the discourse of national salvation. To
“cleanse” this national humiliation China needed a stage, a stage where the country could
perform and display a strong nation to the world and be “recognized” by the international
community for its achievements in recent years.
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Figure 4.3: Seize the opportunity of a century to realize the dream of the century, taken on
September 2, 2008.

The desire for world recognition had been presented as “a dream,” a dream that
China had longed to realize for more than a century (see Figure 4.3). The slogan, “China’s
Hundred-Year Olympic Dream Finally Comes True” (百年奥运 中华圆梦)117 was
frequently brought up in the media and the official materials in the run-up to the Games.
The Beijing Olympic Slogan — “One World, One Dream” — placed emphasis on the
“dream.” The word “dream” appeared frequently in many promotion materials and media,
reminding Chinese people of the significance of the Games as an unfulfilled desire of the
past that was soon to be realized.
Similar to the emphasis on smiles, the explicit discourse on dream and glory
eclipses the discourse on national humiliation. In chapter 3 of the Volunteers Manual, a
section entitled “Glory and Dream” was devoted to describe positive moments such as
achievements and triumph over rocky moments. The opening sentence reads:

Modern China, a product of 5,000 years of civilization and history, with her spirit of
hard work and perseverance, finally shook hands with the Olympic Games on this

117

Volunteers Manual: 69 and 73.
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day [the day China won the right to host the Olympic Games, July 13, 2001],
fulfilling the great dream of the Chinese people. (Volunteers Manual: 69)

The humiliation and weakness of the past mentioned in the discourse on national
humiliation were downplayed and described as follows: “the development of friendship
between China and the Olympics has been rocky . . . It has been a long road for China, but
the day is coming soon when this dream will be fully realized.” (ibid.). The hardship and
suffering referred to in the national humiliation discourse were articulated in the following
way: “[It] has been rocky” and “it has been a long road for China”; through affirmation
such as “[we] worked hard to know more,” the dream was given its narrative place. For
instance, all three titles in the first part of this chapter contained the word dream — “Start
of the Dream — First Contact with the Olympics,” “Dreams Keep Rising — The Olympic
Road of New China,” and “Dream Comes True — Beijing & the Olympics” (ibid.: 69–73).
In this chapter alone, the word dream appeared twenty-six times.
To have a dream was not enough. Readers were reminded of past glories —
“unforgettable memories” (ibid.: 75) when Chinese athletes had won gold medals in
previous Olympic Games. Photos of moments of triumph and glory were shown in the
Volunteers Manual (ibid.: 76–77). The authors presented three charts showing how Chinese
athletes had continually improved their performances in consecutive Olympic Games.
The past became almost “humiliation-free.” The only mention in the Volunteers
Manual about the past humiliation concerned the foreign invasion in the nineteenth century
and the destruction of Yuanmingyuan (圆明园) in the tourism section of chapter 7,
“Olympic Cities.” The Ruins of Yuanmingyuan (圆明园遗址), Callahan writes, are “the
iconic image of the official history of the century of national humiliation” (2004: 208).
However, this iconic image of the past humiliation was only mentioned in passing:

It inherited the outstanding traditional architectural highlights of 3,000 years ago . . .
It embodies different architectural styles which present an aesthetics and
harmonious layout. Unfortunately, when the Anglo-French forces invaded Beijing
in 1860, the whole grounds were set on fire, leaving a tragedy in the architecture
and history of China. (Volunteers Manual: 180–81)
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In introducing other host cities such as Qingdao (青岛), the history of that city as a
semi-colony of Germany was not directly mentioned, but the description states:

History left a rich architectural heritage to Qingdao. Buildings of different styles of
more than 20 countries present a picture of European continental features . . . The
many cultural relics reveal Qingdao’s century old history and the abundance of a
combination of [E]astern and [W]estern cultures. (Volunteers Manual: 190)

In the brief description of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, the
colonial past of Hong Kong and how it was ceded to the British was not mentioned. To
quote Callahan, “Hong Kong is written into Chinese national history as a sign of
humiliation” (2004: 212). The Volunteers Manual only mentioned this history of Hong Kong
briefly: “It [Hong Kong] is a city that blends Chinese and Western features, inheriting the
traditions of China as well as deeply impacted by Great Britain. Attractions in Hong Kong
include Ocean Park, Victoria Peak and Disneyland” (Volunteers Manual: 192–93). The longheld humiliation symbolized by Hong Kong was left unmentioned.
The recurrent emphasis on dream and glory and the absence of national
humiliation in the promotional and training materials of the volunteer program, I suggest,
were strategies that, on the one hand, guided citizens and volunteers to embrace the
Games with all positive emotions (the discourse of national humiliation needed to be
managed carefully; if citizens were emotionally burdened with China’s past humiliation,
they might express anger — negative emotions — toward “the [imperial] West”). On the
other hand, these materials presented to the citizens the capable image of the ruling
authority that led China to the road of national salvation and glory.
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HOSTING A GREAT OLYMPICS — THE DESIRE FOR “FACE”
The ruling authority sought to convey and promote a positive face of China to the
world. But, what is this face? The Chinese intellectual and writer, Lu Xun (鲁迅)118 once
wrote, “But what is this thing called face? It is very well if you don’t stop to think, but the
more you think the more confused you grow” (Lu Xun, quoted in Ho 1976: 867).
Anthropologist Hu (1944), in her article “The Chinese Concepts of ‘Face’,” discusses the
concepts of face (lian [脸] and mianzi [面子]). Both lian and mianzi are translated as face in
English; however, the two are in fact quite different. According to Hu, lian stands for “the
confidence of society in [the] moral character of ego” (61); whereas, mianzi refers to “wellearned popularity which is called mingyu (名誉) — ‘reputation’ in its best sense . . . it [also]
implies a desire for self-aggrandizement” (1944: 61). In this section, I will discuss how
hosting a Great Olympics was driven by a desire to gain face. The concept of face
involving the idea of mianzi — a desire for recognition and reputation — is the most
relevant here; whereas the concept of face involving the idea of lian — judged by one’s
proper behavior — is discussed in the next section, where I focus on the discourse of not
to lose face — (un)doing shame.
The concept of mianzi is applicable to politics. Status is graded within a society; the
same applies to the political arena. Within China and the larger Chinese communities
globally, the party-state always presents itself as the patriarchal figure of the big family, as
prescribed in Confucian and Mencian theories. To be the respectable leader of this family,
the ruling party needs mianzi — authority, status, honor, and prestige — in front of the
people. In this sense, mianzi is translated in legitimacy and high morals, which enable elites
to rule, according to the Chinese definition of power. The desire for mianzi is the ruling
authority’s strategy of maintaining its legitimacy to govern China and the people. This
desire of face could be analyzed in three types of mianzi: wanting face (要面子),
considering face (顾面子), and deserving face (给面子).

Lu Xun is one of the major Chinese writers of the twentieth century. He is renowned for critiquing social
problems in China and “Chinese national characteristics.”
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Wanting Face (要面子)119
China’s desire for international recognition could be described as yao mianzi (要面
子), meaning wanting face. Because this desire for face is of high value to a person, that
person will do his/her utmost to show off, to project an image that is more than what a
person actually is. This desire for face is particularly salient if a person is burdened with an
inferiority complex: Once this person of lower social standing achieves a certain economic
or social standing, s/he will try psychologically to compensate for the previous lack in
social recognition. The discourse on national humiliation reminds us of this inferiority
complex: After thirty years of reform, the economy of today’s China has improved
tremendously. Yao mianzi motivated China to promise to host an Olympics that would be
of “high quality and distinction” (有特色高水平).120 The Volunteers Manual (Chinese
version) opened with “世界给我一个机遇, 我还世界一个精彩 (the world gives me an
opportunity, and I will give back the world a miracle).”121 The world gave China this
opportunity, and China and its people declared confidently that they would organize a
“miracle-like” Olympics, not just an Olympics. China dressed up Beijing in its most elegant
clothes, and provided all visitors with meticulous and caring services. Claims were made in
terms of superlatives; for example, the highest number of volunteers in Olympic history,
and the highest level of support from the population.122
The population’s support was crucial as it posed a counter-image of how the West
often perceived the government as an oppressive regime. As such, support from the people
was essential to gain face in the international arena, which would then directly affect the
people’s perception of the CCP and China. This support was attained through managing
the people’s sentiments — pride — toward China. China’s recent achievement was

According to Hu (1944), it is the closest to saving face in English. She further elaborates that “the
tendency of human beings lacking in education or talent to insist all the more on social recognition, once they
have a certain social position, is well known” (58).
120 “High quality and distinction” is the goal of the Beijing Games. According to the Volunteers Manual,
distinction refers to “Chinese style, cultural splendor, contemporary spirit and mass participation” (79).
121 This translation is from the official materials I came across in the “One World One Dream” — Theme
Exhibition on Beijing Olympic Games, held in the China Millennium Monument, which I visited on August
29, 2008.
122 “National Participation: Encourage people from all walks of life to share the opportunities brought by the
Olympics; attract and inspire 1.3 billion Chinese nationals and millions of overseas Chinese to support
Olympic organization” (Volunteers Manual: 82).
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repeatedly told; for example, in the official English learning materials “Olympics in
China,”123 it said:

1) China’s successful bid for the 2008 Olympics has given the country the
international prestige it has been seeking in recent years.
2) The dynamic growth of Beijing reflects that of China as a whole.
3) By 2008, the environmental quality in Beijing will be comparable to that of
major cities in developed countries.

Another section, entitled “About the 2008 Olympics”,124 included a few mock dialogues:

1) Q: What do you think about Beijing hosting the BOG?
A: I think it’s a great chance for the world to know more about China.
2) Q: Do you think the Olympics will be successful in Beijing?
A: I’m sure the Games will be a great success.
3) Q: What do people in your country think about the Olympic Games being held
in China?
A: They think it was a good decision by the International Olympic Committee.
They are very curious about China.
4) Q: What do you think of the slogan “New Beijing, Great Olympics”?
A: I think that Beijing really is a new city. It combines modern technology with
ancient history. It’s a world-class city for sure.
“Olympics in China — Chapter 4: China and Olympics [第四节中国奥运].” 2008. The Official Website of
the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games [奥运官方网站].
http://www.beijing2008.cn/volunteers/training/material/others/n214067484.shtml (accessed on Sep 22,
2008).
124 “About the 2008 Olympics — Chapter 6: About the 2008 Olympics [第六节关于2008年奥运会].” 2008.
The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games [奥运官方网站].
http://www.beijing2008.cn/volunteers/training/material/others/n214067477.shtml (accessed on Sep 22,
2008).
123
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Considering Face (顾面子)
Hosting a great Olympics was an act of gumianzi (顾面子), that is, to consider face, to
give priority to one’s social standing and take into consideration of what is appropriate for
a person’s social standing; for example, the patriarch of a big family would throw a big
banquet for his birthday. It is an act that helps maintain status or even to advance prestige
(Hu, 1944: 55). Since face is given high priority, the host will do his/her very best to avoid
any depreciation of face. A banquet in itself is not enough — the setting, the food served,
and the servants who serve — are all important elements that the organizer has to think
about, to secure favorable comments in the end.
As the manpower needed to hold a big Olympic party could escalate the cost of
operation, the seniors of this family came up with the idea of having their family members
work for the banquet, cutting the costs and presenting a picture of a unified and
harmonious family. The promotional campaigns opened volunteering services to all
citizens, implying that everybody could qualify.125 Yet, when it came to the actual
recruitment, it boiled down to selection for specific positions: Preference was given to
young, healthy, law-abiding, and educated citizens who mastered at least one foreign
language.126 Only a small fraction of the population would qualify. When it came to
positions such as those of the ceremonial girls, the criteria called for “beautiful girls,”
young women endowed with a good figure who represented the feminine beauty of this
ancient civilization. Here we see how the disciplinary techniques were inscribed onto the
body — only some bodies were allowed to give the nation face, whereas others were
excluded. These strategies exemplify Foucault’s art of government — to guide conduct at a
distance — “what the government has to do with is not territory but rather a sort of
complex composed of men and things” (Foucault 1991: 93).

Deserving Face (给面子)
Through the politics of recruitment, the organizers succeeded in making the
selected few believe that they were the “better” citizens, the model citizens that carried this

In the recruiting principles, it says “trying to attract people as much as possible to participate” (Volunteers
Manual: 113).
126 “Volunteer Application Guide.” 2007. http://en.beijing2008.cn/55/89/article214028955.shtml.
125
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national duty to present the best image of China to the world. This national duty required
them to embody a sense of pride for their motherland. The phrase geimianzi (给面子), to
acknowledge one’s status in front of others (Hu 1944: 56), could best describe this desire.
An example taken from the Volunteers Manual states:

From the [sic] Olympia to the Great Wall, the century-old glory of the Olympic
Movement blends with the splendor of Chinese civilization. In 2008, China, the
ancient country with 5,000 years of history, will present her particular appearance
and accept different cultures with an open heart. Through this event, the Chinese
civilization and the Olympic Movement will add radiance and beauty to each other
and create a unique and harmonious heritage for the whole world. (101)

The training materials, such as the Volunteers Manual and materials for learning
English, referred to China’s long history and cultural background, instilling a sense of
national and cultural pride in the volunteers. For example, in a section called “About China,
Chinese Culture, and the Chinese”,127 the authors set a few topics that they thought their
imagined Other — the Westerners — would talk about. These were in dialogue format:
The Chinese, signified by C, would ask questions; whereas the Westerners, signified by W1
and W2 would express their opinions about China. The following presents some examples:

1) C: What do you think of China?
W1: China is a fascinating country. It has a lot to offer the world.
W2: I don’t know a lot about China yet, but I’m eager to learn.
2) C: What do you think of the Chinese?
W1: Chinese are very hospitable and kind-hearted.
W2: Chinese value family and education more than Americans.
“About China, Chinese Culture, and the Chinese — Chapter 3: About China, Chinese Culture and the
Chinese [第三节关于中国，中国文化和中国人].” 2008. The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games
[奥运官方网站]. http://www.beijing2008.cn/volunteers/training/material/others/n214067474.shtml
(accessed on Oct 2, 2008)
127
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3) C: What are your feelings about life in China?
W1: Life in China is so different from life in my country.
W2: Life here seems more stable than life in my country.
4) C: What do you think of the Forbidden City?
W1: I feel like I am walking through history.
W2: It’s really proof of [the] China’s greatness and wisdom.

What were being played out here were self-orientalizing stereotypes about China’s
assumed characteristics (emphasizing family values, rich cultures, and wisdoms, etc.) vis-àvis an imagined Other (often reduced to the United States). These constructions had
subsequently strengthened the assumed cultural differences. They helped discipline
volunteers into subject positions that were constructed as intrinsically Chinese and
essentially different from the Western Other.
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Figure 4.4: Beijing welcomes the world with a smile, the world returns Beijing with a smile
(北京用微笑迎接世界 世界用微笑回报北京), taken in Beijing on July 21, 2008.

The ruling authority, having committed so much to host a “great Olympics,”
convinced the population that the world would acknowledge its efforts by giving face —
geimianzi — a reciprocal act. Figure 4.4 shows a poster with the caption explicitly stating
“Beijing welcomes the world with a smile, the world returns Beijing with a smile” (北京用
微笑迎接世界 世界用微笑回报北京). This message was reinforced by the smiles of
children of different races — signifying the hope that reciprocity would be long term, as
remembered by children who would carry this good impression of China into the future.
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NOT TO LOSE “FACE” — (UN)DOING SHAME
The desire for mianzi goes hand in hand with the fear of losing face. In this section,
I argue that the fear of losing face led the organizer to deploy the strategy of shame to
discipline the volunteers, turning them into model citizens. Losing face has several
meanings. First, it can be understood as depreciation of face — meiyou mianzi (沒有面子)
— by not doing something properly in keeping with someone’s social standing or say,
failing to do it well to impress others. The consequence is that a person will receive critique
or unfavorable comments from the people around him/her, so that his/her authority will
be challenged.
Second, losing face can be understood as diaolian (掉脸) — causing a sense of
shame. Lian is regarded as an important moral characteristic, which can be gained or lost
through acceptable or unacceptable conduct. Lian is not a standardized moral code; it is
determined by an individual’s role in the family and society. For example, a father loses lian
if his son does not behave properly in school, or when teachers complain about the child in
school, because it is seen as the father’s responsibility to educate his child well and how the
child behaves reflects the parental guidance and the suzhi of the parents. This could also
apply to international politics; a country loses lian if his nationals do not behave well or if it
fails to live up to its promises to other countries (Ho 1976). Diaolian — losing face —
refers to “a serious infraction of the moral code of society . . . [It] is a blemish on the
character of the individual and excites a great deal of comment” (Hu 1944: 46). Losing lian
is led by public judgment, not necessarily by law or jurisdiction (ibid.: 47). This blemish on
an individual’s character triggers the feeling of shame. The feeling of shame affects the
whole self (Teroni and Deonna 2008), it is an emotion and affect.128 The psychological
reaction to shame is associated with fear, the fear of being ridiculed, laughed at, and
humiliated (Probyn 2005: 47; Ho 1976: 876). In terms of behavioral characteristics, shame
makes one want to hide, disappear, or escape (Lickel et al. 2005). The feeling of shame
usually lasts longer than humiliation and it demands a “global [re]-evaluation of the self”
(Lewis, quoted in Probyn 2005: 45; similar idea is also mentioned in H. Fung 1999: 182).
Shame is often cast in a negative light. However, as many have argued, shame is not an
entirely negative emotion. To quote Callahan, “to have shame is both a virtue and a
Following Probyn, emotion is a cultural and social expression while affects are biological and physiological
responses to emotion/cognitive stimulation (see, Probyn 2005: 11).

128
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problem along the lines of the tension between having humility and humiliation” (2004:
201–2). Furthermore, losing lian has collective consequences. An individual belongs to a
wider community, in which behavior are connected to the glory and shame of this
community. Public disgrace caused by individuals’ misconduct is deemed to have an impact
on the larger community the individual belongs to, leading to losing lian in a collective
sense.
In brief, mianzi is gained and is seen as “the reward for success” (Hu 1944: 63). To
obtain this reward one would need to avoid making mistakes or situations that could lead
to failure. Mianzi is gained through demonstrating the positive side; losing face is then
understood as a failure to do well, both for the individual and the collective. In the run-up
to the Games, different strategies were formulated to avoid losing face. These strategies
deployed shame — inducing a sense of shame — as a way to guide citizens, particularly
those who would be in the front line interacting with the visitors, to follow a set of
“correct” and “must-avoid” behavior codes.
The volunteer program worked through the participation of individuals. The
uniform assigned to the volunteers was not only a status marker indicating their
qualifications and social positions; this uniform also placed them in a field of public
visibility where they bore both the roles to govern and be governed (see, for example,
figure 4.5). The better the uniform one wore (for example, those of the Games volunteers),
the more responsibility one bore. Citizens wearing a uniform became the bearers of power:
They needed to act out the volunteering ideals, and they took up the role of
policing/surveying and regulating others.
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Figure 4.5: Volunteers in uniforms among passengers in subway line, taken on July 10,
2008.

Shaming was used as a governing tool: a means to discipline volunteers so as to
present a modern and civilized nation internally and externally. Often seen as something
negative, shame — seemingly invisible but omnipresent — was mobilized differently as
compared to the other two discourses — the discourse of dream and glory, and the
discourse of hosting a great Olympics.

Governing Tool — (Un)doing Shame
The Volunteers Manual, by defining the characteristics of volunteers, required
volunteers to be model citizens. The first chapter was devoted to volunteers and
volunteering, and it detailed what was expected of volunteers — that they should be loving,
dedicated, helpful, selfless, hardworking, eager to learn, socially responsible, and without
expecting any material returns (Volunteers Manual: 3–11). As model citizens, these
volunteers learned the significance of conforming to the proper behavioral codes and
mannerisms pre-scripted by the organizers.
Volunteers learned about instances that would cause shame and about the
concomitant consequences. The opening paragraph of Volunteering Skills in the Volunteers
Manual states:
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Good manners and politeness is [are] like an influential recommendation letter.
Manners are a reflection of a person’s education and character, enhancing all
human relationship[s]. To provide excellent services for the 2008 Olympic Games,
volunteers have to maintain good appearance and etiquette as well as possess
specific knowledge of decorum so as to practice good manners (Volunteers Manual :
147).

This extract explicitly stated the importance for volunteers to make the Beijing
Games look good. “Cultural Differences and Impacts,” the online training material found
on the BOCOG website,129 reveals how cultural differences have real “impacts.” Here are
some examples:130

1) Chewing with Your Mouth Open
This is the opposite of [W]estern culture. The Chinese appreciate that you make
noise while eating. Westerners feel that this is disgusting and shows a complete
lack of manners. Chew with your mouth shut!

The example began with the different perceptions regarding this behavior. Yet, it
gave more weight to how “the Westerners” felt about it: “disgusting” and “a complete lack
of manners,” which pointed out how disgraceful “you” could look. Then, it ended with an
exclamation mark, as in an imperative order, asking the readers to stop doing it even
though “[t]he Chinese appreciate[d] it.”

“Cultural Differences and Impacts — Chapter 8: Cultural Differences and Conflicts [第八节文化差异与
冲突].” 2008. The Official Website of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games [奥运官方网站].
http://www.beijing2008.cn/volunteers/training/material/others/n214067479.shtml (accessed on Oct 2,
2008).
130 Examples 1 to 3 were also mentioned by Sun Yatsen, the father of the new China in the late-nineteenth
century as specific causes why China was weak and not taken seriously by Western countries. Sun Yatsen
seems to suggest that good manners reflect national strength, this would be strikingly similar to “Good
Manners, Olympic Victories” — also a book title by Shi Yongqi (石咏琦), Win Manners Win Games [sic] [奥运
礼仪 ] (Shi 2006).
129
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2) Speaking with Your Mouth Full
This is considered quite rude when at the dinner table. Western children are
taught from a very early age never to do this.

Readers were assumed to be adults, and a sense of shame was imposed on the
readers by pointing out — to “you” as a grown-up — that “Western children” learned not
to talk with mouth full “from a very early age.” The “You” here was assumed to be older
and more sophisticated, and therefore should not do so.

3) Passing Gas/Belching/Burping
This is considered rude in any situation. If you do need to pass gas, excuse
yourself and go to the bathroom. Of course sometimes this is out of your
control. If you accidentally pass gas loudly in front of others, you need to say,
“excuse me” and quickly start talking about something to distract the people
around you. DO NOT discuss any details about your gas, or any bodily
function at the table!

This point started with a strong statement, stating that such behavior was highly
unacceptable in any culture and situation. Interestingly the I-You form of dialogue was
used in this passage; “you” did not have basic knowledge about these biological
phenomena. It therefore advised — “go to the bathroom.” It even went so far as to give an
exit strategy — to say “excuse me” and “distract the people around you.” The author of
this text assumed the role of an expert: s/he seemed to consider “the worst-case scenario”
by issuing another imperative statement with an exclamation mark, and double emphasis in
capital letters “DO NOT.” In brief, the message about the unpleasantness of this behavior
is very clear: It is not only embarrassing but also shameful.
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4) Cleaning Ears with Fingernails
This is not done in public. It shouldn’t be done in private either! It’s dangerous.
Use a cotton swab!

This example, unlike the other three mentioned earlier, was not concerned with
“cultural differences.” Instead, it stressed public/private behavior and health risks. Like a
mother instructing a child, it ended with an imperative suggestion. The state assumed the
role of a parent, offering guidance for the self to control the self. This also reminded us of
Foucault’s (1991a) definition of government — the conduct of conduct and as guidance for
self-government.
These examples were presented in a strong disciplining tone, and they were strongly
worded: for example, “rude” and “do not.” The imagined responses from the invisible yet
omnipresent “Westerners” operated as disciplinary tools: Westerners were the civilized
Other in front of whom the Chinese volunteers needed to act out their civilized selves. A
sense of shame was implicitly induced. It is important to note that this sense of shame —
diaolian — was defined by what “Westerners” found unhygienic about Chinese behavior; in
other words, shame was used as a means to ensure conformity to Western hegemonic
standard regarding hygiene and proper public behavior.
The organizers gave much prominence to what they considered “proper manners”
in their training materials, even going so far as to identify these as “volunteering skills.” In
the Volunteers Manual, a whole chapter was dedicated to manners. It had altogether “eight
basic rules of decorum” to help Olympic volunteers “provide good service and effectively
manage different situations” (147). This was followed by another section on “graceful
posture,” which provided detailed descriptions of “good postures” and “postures-to-beavoided.” On the “avoid” list, a description of wrong postures was followed by strong
negative associations; for instance, “low-class and boorish,” “rough,” “cocky and impolite,”
“underbred,” “too easy-going,” “careless,” “offensive,” “frivolous,” “stiff,” “strained,” and
the like. These negative connotations strengthened the level of disgrace on “must-avoid”
items. They also acted as a disciplinary tool that implied losing face through misconduct.
To establish and validate its own regime of truth, the Volunteers Manual borrowed
sentiments, and statements and sayings from the Chinese intellectual and philosophical
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tradition; for instance, “If there is no learning of rules of propriety, no character is
established” (Confucius, Analects, mentioned in Volunteers Manual: 151) and “Ask about
taboos when entering another territory, ask about customs when going to another country,
ask about unmentionables when visiting a family” (Confucius, The Classic of Rites,
mentioned in Volunteers Manual: 153). In order to claim universal applicability, the Volunteers
Manual also included quotes from Western philosophers, such as Francis Bacon: “Deeds
are clothes of the heart” (Volunteers Manual: 149). These quotes were presented as golden
idioms that help produce and strengthen the discourse on good manners. It was a
governing strategy that achieved governing goals at a distance.

CONCLUSION
“These were truly exceptional Games,” commented IOC president Jacques Rogge
in his speech at the Closing ceremony of the Beijing Games. CCTV translated “truly
exceptional Games” into wuyu lunbi (无与论比), meaning “incomparable.” In the days that
followed, Chinese media and Chinese citizens in Beijing had these words on their lips, for
Rogge’s comments were being read as a “victory.” Many felt that much of the efforts spent
on the Beijing Games had finally paid off. In fact, the English words, “truly exceptional
Games,” are not quite the same as wuyu lunbi. Rogge did not deliberately compare the
Beijing Games to others, but the Chinese translation indicated that no Games could
compare to the Beijing Games. Is it lost in translation? To me, the translation wuyu lunbi
revealed how the Chinese would like the Beijing Olympic Games to be evaluated and
remembered: as “the best-ever” Olympic Games in history.
By analyzing the Olympic Volunteer program, this chapter has made an attempt to
show how the government used various governing strategies, tactics, and discourses to
mold volunteers into model citizens. The omnipresent images of smiles and happiness
made the Olympic spectacle highly visible and positive. Yet, these smiles presented only the
visible part of the promotional strategies. Underneath these omnipresent positive images
were the less visible and, possibly more powerful, disciplinary discourses. In an attempt to
spread the significance of the Games to Chinese citizens, the state mobilized the discourse
on dream and glory, as opposed to the long-held discourse on national humiliation. This
discourse on dream and glory was presented as a collective dream and a collective
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responsibility for all participants: Volunteers were required to manifest the significance of
the Olympics to all Chinese for it presented a moment of salvation and pride, a moment
for the nation to gain face in the global political arena. This discourse encouraged the
volunteers to be proud of their own nation, their civilization, and their wisdom. The
discourses had made the citizens believe that the Games was a crucial opportunity to
showcase a grand China, so important that citizens were taught to avoid causing the
country a loss of face. The discourse on not to lose face required volunteers — the model
citizens — to discipline the self to behave properly. Shame, as a governing tool, was
mobilized to teach volunteers what not to do.
As Foucault says, power is not something imposed from top-down but a relational
process. I argue that the volunteers were not passive individuals upon whom power was
imposed. Quite the opposite, each volunteer acted as a vehicle of power, through which
power was being performed in a web of social relations. The practices of power had
transformed them, not necessarily in negative terms. To quote Foucault, “it [power] is a
productive network that runs through the whole social body, much more than a negative
instance whose function is to repress” (1984c: 61). The promotional and training materials
might involve a lot of self-discipline and internalization of the discourses; yet, these
volunteering experiences also offered new windows and new opportunities for volunteers
to transform themselves and to connect with the outside world. In my interviews with the
Games volunteers, they were always eager to share their experiences and memories. Here
are some examples:

Quote 1: I was very surprised. But, ok, it’s not that black and white, but sometimes
when they [foreign journalists] asked some questions related to China, I found they
knew very little about us. I quite enjoyed communicating with foreigners. During
our conversations I found that they were not used to living in China, even when
they were here, they did not like getting information from Chinese media, they still
preferred their own countries’ media such as BBC and the other similar online news
agencies.
Quote 2: A foreign journalist asked me “can you speak English?” I thought it was
quite a ridiculous question, of course I can, didn’t you just ask me?
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Quote 3: . . . foreigners’ characters, for instance, I was a security guard at the front
gate of the Main Press Center, sometimes, foreigners would greet you, then you feel
very happy, really very happy, I would greet them back and sometimes I could even
chat with them . . . when we saw foreigners, everyone would be very happy, “hi,” if
it’s Chinese, they would look at you and then walked by, that’s it.

They were not always happy encounters, but we cannot deny the productive aspects
of these volunteering experiences: Many of these young people learned more about the
world beyond their “ordinary” daily lives. Through their interactions with the visitors,
many of them would start asking questions like, why do foreigners know so little about
China? Why does it seem that we are more eager to learn from them and not vice versa?
Why would they think so little of us, Chinese? Why are foreigners so much friendlier and
more equal to us volunteers than, say, our compatriots?
Similarly, the discourse of not to lose face is not necessarily negative; as Probyn
proposes, shame is productive and it reveals a moment of interests; to have shame is to
have the desire to connect with other people (Probyn 2004: 329; 2005). In relation to these
governing strategies and tactics, this raises the question of the extent to which such a stateorchestrated media spectacle — in which volunteers were trained to become and to
embody the new and proud face of the nation — could be used and appropriated by the
volunteers to explore new technologies of the self, to invent new modes of being. As
Foucault reminds us, “where there is power, there is resistance, and yet, or rather
consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in relation to power”
(1980b: 95), which gives rise to the question: What are potential moments of resistance
within the volunteer program? Since this study is based chiefly on the Volunteers Manual and
official materials, a follow-up study to examine the (long-term) effects of volunteering
experiences on the volunteers will be fruitful.
In relation to the production of model citizens, this research raises the question of
how the volunteer program is different from earlier campaigns. Furthermore, the Chinese
state has previously been analyzed in Foucaultian terms (Dutton 1992; Dikotter 1992;
Bakken 2000), how different are the disciplinary techniques employed during the
Olympics?
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Based on my fieldwork in the World Exposition 2010 in Shanghai, I saw many
striking similarities (e.g. categorization of volunteers, recruitment criteria, uniforms,
contents of slogans) between the Expo volunteer program and the Olympic one. The
volunteer program in Shanghai was open to the whole population; yet, when it came to
actual practice, volunteers were classified into different categories: Expo site volunteers,
city volunteers serving at different stations across the city,131 urban civilization volunteers (
城市文明志愿者), and Shanghai Ping’an volunteers (上海平安志愿者).132 Each category
had its own uniform, marking respective status and responsibilities. The first two types of
volunteers were recruited largely from universities. In order to be selected, the applicants
had to meet the official criteria,133 submit an application, and attend interviews. Some of
the volunteers I talked to mentioned that only half of the total number of applicants were
accepted. Like the Olympic volunteers, serving at the Expo was considered prestigious.
After selection, volunteers were required to undergo formal training related to the Expo
(e.g. knowledge of the World Exposition, manners, and English-language training). The
other two categories of volunteers were meant to serve the wider population.134 To my
understanding, their selection criteria were less stringent, and serving stations, uniforms,
and so on carried less prestige. The volunteer program’s main slogan was “At your service
at the Expo” (世界在你眼前, 我们在你身边) with three sub-slogans: “My will, my help,
my pleasure” (志在，愿在，我在), “2010, we’re together as one” (2010，心在一起), and
“Our city, your joy” (城市有我更可爱). In terms of promotion, the Expo volunteer
program also emphasized active participation — “at your service,” “my will,” and “we’re
one” — and visible positive attributes — helpfulness, pleasure, and joy — to serve the

Expo Site volunteers and city volunteers were under the direct supervision of the Bureau of Shanghai
World Expo Coordination.“FAQ for Voluntary Work of the World Exposition 2010 Shanghai China.” 2010.
Expo 2010 Shanghai China, March 16. http://en.expo2010.cn/a/20100316/000001.htm (accessed Aug 20,
2010).
132 The last two types of volunteers were under the supervision of the Shanghai Volunteers Association.
133 These criteria were (1) be willing to participate in voluntary services of the Expo 2010; (2) be born before
April 30, 1992 for the Expo Site volunteers and before April 30, 1994 for the city volunteers; (3) be a lawabiding citizen; (4) be able to participate in training and relevant activities before the opening of the Expo
2010; (5) possess necessary knowledge and skills required by the post; (6) be in good health to meet the
corresponding duties. See “FAQ for Voluntary Work of the World Exposition 2010.” 2010.
http://en.expo2010.cn/a/20100316/000001.htm.
134 The Website of Shanghai Volunteers [上海志愿者网].
http://www.volunteer.sh.cn/website/News/Item_List.aspx (accessed Aug 20, 2010).
131
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public.135 The Expo volunteer program, paralleling the Olympic Volunteer program in
many ways, showed that the development of volunteering services and its close connection
to the production of model citizens was not exclusive but one that symbolized how the
Chinese state had adopted the idea of volunteerism in its governing strategies in the
production of model citizens.
Volunteerism, through the government’s active promotion and the gradual
development of non-governmental organizations, has become a part of social life in today’s
China. The 5/12 Sichuan Earthquakes have demonstrated how the public — sometimes,
without the government’s immediate instruction — have imbibed the spirit of
volunteering: Many rushed to the affected area to become volunteers to give a helping
hand to those in need. This development urges us to examine the future development of
voluntary services in China. Will volunteering service in non-mega-events command more
social significance? In what ways, and what are their implications? And, what will be the
role of voluntary services in China’s future development?

Given the limited space, I cannot talk at length about the Expo volunteer program, and the discourses that
help to discipline and guide the volunteers-citizens. In fact, the Shanghai Expo volunteer program deserves a
case study on its own.

135

V

DRIVING (IN) THE CITY
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CHAPTER 5 DRIVING (IN) THE CITY: TAXI DRIVERS AS THE
MODERN FLÂNEUR — CAUGHT IN THE WAVES OF OLYMPIC
TRANSFORMATION136

Xiao Jun: Too fast. Beijing has changed a lot in the past five years, streets have all
been renovated, many property developers popped up, many high-rises are built.
I：Do you like these changes in Beijing?
Xiao Jun: Really changes too fast. [I] look around everyday; everyday you can tell
something is different, like seeing your own children, growing up near you, keep
growing up everyday. If you don’t see them for a few years, the differences you see
are drastic.

Xiao Jun was a taxi driver in his forties whom I met on a summer day in 2008. He
spoke a heavily accented mandarin — known as “er hua” (“er” 兒話) — a linguistic style
that is said to be common among the working strata of the population in Beijing. In
Beijing, an eligible taxi driver has to hold a Beijing hukou (户口), that is, an urban
household registration.137 In this light, all taxi drivers in Beijing are considered Beijingers.138
136 The “modern” in the modern flâneur in this chapter refers to the flâneur of the present time who uses the
mode of driving in his act of seeing while in motion.
137 The hukou system is, according to Chan and Buckingham, “a state institution that regulates and restricts
population mobility. . . . Today, it is one of the most important mechanisms determining entitlement to
public welfare, urban services and, more broadly, full citizenship” (2008: 587). Beijing hukou is given to people
whose registration is within the municipality of Beijing. Many taxi drivers from the suburbs of Beijing like
Tongzhou (通州), Pinggu (平谷), Miyun (密云), Shunyi (顺义), etc., are considered Beijingers.
138 In cities like Guangzhou, there is no such requirement. In fact, my informants told me that taxi drivers in
Guangzhou are often migrants from other regions. The Beijing hukou is the most desirable for citizens but
also very difficult to come by. The Olympic volunteers I talked to told me that when they looked for jobs,
they would choose one that paid less but would guarantee a Beijing hukou.
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Before driving a taxi, Xiao Jun had been a driver for the state-owned Capital Steel (首钢)
for more than ten years. Five years ago, he traded in the job security and stability for a
better income and individual freedom. He told me that to be a taxi driver was to be his
own boss — he could decide when and where he worked. Taking taxi-driving as a
profession, Xiao Jun was always on the move and his relationship with passengers was an
impersonal one: Passengers come and go; they rarely have contacts after a ride.139
Nevertheless, this impersonal relationship can also be an engaging one when the drivers
develop conversation with passengers.
In this chapter, I want to explore the ways in which taxi drivers like Xiao Jun,
through their daily practices of driving, experienced and narrated their everyday lives in the
Olympic city, Beijing. Often overshadowed by their class position, taxi drivers’ narration
and their everyday experiences were often rendered insignificant and neglected. I want to
reclaim these “neglected” voices and I argue that through their everyday practice of driving
in the city, Beijing taxi drivers were comparable to Walter Benjamin’s flâneur.140 The flâneur
is an urban ethnographer who observes, experiences, and narrates the city and the people
in-and-of the city through his act of strolling in the city (Benjamin 2005: 262; see also,
Benjamin 2008). Taxi drivers’ everyday practice of driving in the city also allowed me to
look at the procedural aspects of daily life that seemed to be natural, common, and
therefore taken-for-granted to most of us. This everyday aspect often commanded little
media attention, unlike other more eye-catching Olympic media news, such as the
demonstrations in Tibet, the demonstrations in the rest of the world afterward, and the
related large-scale Olympic spectacles like the opening and closing ceremonies, and so on.
Moreover, as mentioned earlier in the Introduction, whenever there were reports about
Beijing, attention was drawn to citizens’ discontent or censorship placed upon them as it
fitted into the tilted interests in portraying an authoritarian and oppressive Chinese
government. Much of the narratives about urban changes in Beijing and the Olympic
Games did not take Beijing-dwellers’ everyday lives into account, though many claimed to

139 There are however exceptions. Some people have their “private taxi,” they call the same taxi driver
whenever they need taxi services. In this case, it is a rather “long-term” economic relationship.
140 Benjamin first wrote about the flâneur in Die Wiederkehr des Flâneur (1972 [1929]). Later on in The Arcades
Project (1999 [1935]) and his studies on Charles Baudelaire’s literary works, he revisited the idea-cum-figure of
“the flâneur” and developed it into a concept in connection with the nineteenth-century Paris. See, for
example, Benjamin, Spencer, and Harrington 1985; Benjamin 1969. To make it easier to read, I use male
(possessive) pronoun to refer to both male and female flâneur throughout the chapter.
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speak for the oppressed citizens. Even less has been written on how the very people living
in the Olympic city witnessed and experienced their daily lives.

BEIJING TAXI DRIVERS AS THE MODERN FLÂNEUR
The flâneur in Benjamin’s writings is represented as an urban ideal (E. Wilson 1992;
Featherstone 1998); this urban ideal does not refer exclusively to the educated and well-off
class. It is said that Benjamin’s flâneur has a multiplicity of personas including prostitutes
and collectors of out-of-date items (Gluck 2003; Buck-Morss 1986). A few studies have
stretched the flâneur figure to see him as a well-off male figure who dominates the city
(Wolff 1985), a detective-like urban dweller (McDonough 2002), an urban commuter
(Toiskallio 2002), and a social scientist (Bairner 2006). Featherstone, in light of new
internet technology, argues that the flâneur is no longer confined to the streetscapes, but
also exists in the virtual public space (Featherstone 1998). Caught in the waves of
industrialism, commodity capitalism, and social alienation, the flâneur is a marginal figure
that draws Benjamin’s attention (Benjamin 1969: 170; Benjamin in Buck-Morss, 1986: 101).
Beijing taxi drivers, like the flâneur, are products of their time: Their ways of navigating,
driving, seeing, experiencing, and narrating the city are inseparable from the very time and
space they dwell in.
The taxi drivers in my study were marginal figures of the city. As some taxi drivers
would tell me, they were often seen to belong to the working strata of the society with little
culture and education (沒有文化, 素质低). 141 Their views were rarely taken seriously and
their behavior considered “unrefined.” Because of rapid urbanization and demographical
changes, many taxi drivers were from the rural areas of Beijing. City-dwellers in urban
Beijing would generally be better-educated, with better resources that opened up more
career choices. They would find taxi-driving a physically demanding job (between twelve to
sixteen hours of driving per day) with low salary (average income was around RMB 3,000
per month in 2008). Driving a taxi, however, offered a better income than farming. Male
rural-dwellers were drawn to taxi-driving to supplement their farming income. To avoid
“Wenhua” (文化) is a word borrowed from Meiji Japanese scholars in the nineteenth century (Erbaugh
2008). The word “wenhua” is sometimes translated as “civilization,” “enlightened,” or “civil.” When “meiyou
wenhua (沒有文化)” is used to describe someone, it often implies a lack of education and therefore results in
a lack of culture, to be precise, a lack of knowledge of “high culture” as supposedly possessed by the educated
class. In a word, “wenhua” here is linked to a “class” discourse.
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traveling time and expenses, these rural taxi drivers usually rented a sleeping place,
approximately RMB 200 per month, outside the city center but still closer than their rural
homes. Maintaining personal hygiene would often have to give way to making a better
living.
All Chinese citizens bore the weight of presenting a modern and civilized image of
China; and taxi drivers, because of their presupposed frequent and direct interactions with
potential visitors-in-town, were assigned the role of “cultural ambassador” in the sacred
mission of displaying a positive image of China. Their behavior, personal hygiene, and the
taxi conditions had become sources of concern for the Olympic organizers and officials.
This was revealed by an official’s paternal comment. Yao Kuo (姚阔), vice-director of the
municipal transport management bureau, said: “A person’s hairstyle and the accessories
they wear are their personal business, but cab drivers must remember that their industry is
a window for China’s capital, and they contribute powerfully to the city’s image.”142
Dismayed by the thought that these drivers might leave potential visitors bad impressions
about Beijing, China, and the Chinese, the authorities put forward guidelines for civilized
behavior to instruct taxi drivers how to behave well and to look good. In the period leading
up to the Olympics, Beijing taxi drivers were subjected to a series of re-educations to finetune their unrefined-ness so that they would transcend from driving a car to driving the city
to the league of presentable global cities, and thus driving China to its great rejuvenation.
Taxi drivers’ working class position and the disciplinary measures placed upon them have
rendered them marginal figures. Yet this does not mean that they were oppressed or
passive: To recall Foucault again, power is dispersive and it operates in numerous microsites in which individuals actively engage in these power-relations. What I show here is that
even the marginalized could engage with the surroundings in multifaceted and sometimes
tactical ways.
The makeovers that the taxi drivers had to undergo, accompanied by their
presumed familiarity with the fast-changing urban landscape, had turned them into a theme
of numerous media productions. These productions use Beijing taxi drivers to unfold the
transformations taking place in the city in the period around the Olympics. Some examples
are Beijing Taxi (2009), Taxi (2008), Mad about English (2008), and RTHK’s program on the
“Bright Red Hair, Chunky Earrings Banned for Cab Drivers.” 2007. China Daily, April 18.
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/2008/2007-04/18/content_853543.htm (accessed on April 18, 2009).
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Beijing Olympic Games. Curiously, there is hardly any academic research focusing on taxi
drivers, except economic and management studies on the operation system of the taxi
industry, and a quantitative social psychology research on the subjective well-being of
Beijing taxi drivers (Nielsen, Paritski, and Smyth 2010). When taxi drivers are mentioned in
academic articles, they are mentioned in passing as a decorative point without much
academic value (see, for example, Ha and Caffrey 2009; Lovell 2008).
I will first present some background information of how Beijing taxi drivers have
been disciplined to carry the burden of being “cultural ambassadors” of Beijing and China.
This is followed by a discourse analysis on how taxi drivers experienced and narrated their
everyday lives in the Beijing caught in the waves of Olympic transformation. The themes
that appear most prominently in my corpus pertain to two areas: (1) accelerating urban
changes, and (2) China hosting the Olympic Games. In terms of urban changes, the
discourses of positive Olympics-led changes and progress were met by the dystopian
discourses of deteriorating urban conditions and of a vanishing old Beijing; whereas in
themes related to the Beijing Games, the discourses were of gaining international
recognition and of raising suzhi. These two discourses were met by conflicting themes of
demanding taxi-training and strict security control.

CAUGHT IN THE WAVES OF OLYMPIC TRANSFORMATION
The flâneur in Benjamin’s writings is widely acclaimed for being an “individual
sovereign of the order of things” around him (Tester, 1994: 6). Our flâneur-driver, even
though he treated the surrounding with a sense of detachment, could not stand outside the
changes taking place in the very city he drove in. The taxi industry in general and the taxi
drivers in particular were literally “the windows”143 to showcase China’s hospitality to the
world and the country’s grand accomplishment for the last thirty years. This was explicitly
spelt out in the Guidebook:

Taxis constitute an important part of a city’s public transportation. To visitors
within China, Beijing taxi drivers represent the capital; to foreign visitors, they
The service industry has been called “窗口行业” (literal translation: the window industry). A special
guidebook on the requirements and attitudes of the service industry was entitled The Beijing Olympic Games
Guidebook for People in the Service Sector (北京奥运会窗口行業員工读本) (2006).
143
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represent China. Because of their frequent and direct contacts with foreign visitors,
taxi drivers are particularly important for the service industry in Beijing. All Beijing
taxi drivers should acquire professional skills to showcase a good professional
image. They should exhibit driving civility and all-round services to all passengers;
this is the holy task assigned by the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games to all taxi drivers.
(61)

To have China’s Olympic dream materialized was no easy task. It not only required
the supervision of mega-projects like the construction of Olympic venues but also
meticulous attention to details. Specific Olympic responsibilities were assigned to specific
professions and specific service sites. The volunteers in chapter 4 have demonstrated the
ways in which the young and educated segment of the population were trained and guided
to act out their potential as the model citizens of the Chinese nation. Like the volunteers,
the taxi drivers were also subjected to various disciplinary tactics so as to help showcase the
best image of China; yet, the goals behind these specific tactics and strategies differed: to
bring out the best potential of the volunteers but to contain the potential damage of the
taxi drivers. This can be partially elucidated by the ways how these driving civility
campaigns addressed small details that would often be seen as trivial, routine, and
mundane; and partially made explicit by the ways of implementation involving the taxi
companies, traffic polices, and juridical practices.
Many of the taxi drivers’ daily practices were considered “ills” that required drastic
makeovers. The taxi drivers were asked to attend classes to learn (1) English language, (2)
road directions, (3) driving etiquette, (4) operational knowledge like driving techniques,144
and (5) knowledge of road safety and security measures such as how to deal with a robber
or a terrorist in the taxi (all mentioned in Operational Safety). These would be followed by
examinations to ensure that the fine details were well-rehearsed and learned. Taxi drivers
had to pass all the examinations in order to keep their job.
An ordinance, entitled Operational and Service Guidelines for Taxi Industry (出租
车营运服务规范), was put forward in 2007 to regulate taxi-driving practices. It instructed

They were required to drive for fifteen minutes, which would be evaluated by an examiner to see if they
were fit to drive as proper taxi drivers.
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taxi drivers to look tidy and neat, and to keep their car clean. It spelt out the gender
expectations for male and female drivers: Male drivers should not wear sleeveless shirts,
show no tattoos, and have no moustache or beard; they were required to keep their hair
short but not bald; female drivers should not wear heavy make-up, mini-skirts (Guidebook:
34), or slippers while on duty (Palm Book: 217). Perhaps due to a lack of confidence in the
actual implementation, the government required all taxi drivers to wear a set of unisex
uniforms from August to October 2008.145 This uniform eliminated individual and
gendered characteristics, turning the drivers into a collective being and paralleling school
uniforms. This uniform served to regulate and normalize the looks and acts of taxi drivers.
The exterior of a taxi constitutes an important part of the city image, just like the
yellow cabs always remind one of New York. Since 2004, older taxis in Beijing were being
replaced by new taxis that were given a set of standardized colors: green, burgundy, or dark
blue with yellow (see figure 5.1). Taxi drivers were asked to keep the inside of their cars
clean: “six cleans, three nos (六净, 三无).” The “six cleans” were: clean car body, clean
interior, clean seats, clean windows, clean tires, and clean car plates. The “three nos” were:
no dust, no dirt, and no foul smell (mentioned in both Guidebook: 34 and Palm Book: 208–
16). Excessive decorations inside the car were prohibited. Exceptions were the stickers
exhibiting the taxi drivers’ professionalism, such as the license, the certificate of annual
transport test, stickers indicating that the taxi offered services in eight different languages
(see figure 5.2), and stickers showing taxi drivers’ dedication to follow all driving civility
requirements. Taxis were to provide comfort to passengers, thus car seats had to be wellmaintained without damage, and with clean seat-covers. To ensure tidiness, all taxis had to
be sterilized regularly (Guidebook: 34). All these requirements were implemented at the
drivers’ own expenses.

The uniform was yellow in color, with a short-sleeve shirt, a tie, and a pair of dark brown trousers. Taxi
drivers told me that they were given two short-sleeve shirts for summer, two long-sleeve shirts for colder
days, a tie, and two pairs of dark brown trousers.
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Figure 5.1: Beijing taxis in new style since 2004.

These guidelines on driving civility also aimed at changing the lifestyles of the taxi
drivers. Taxi drivers were asked to keep a better personal hygiene (shower and clean their
bodies regularly, brush their teeth regularly, change their clothes regularly as suggested in
Palm Book: 218; Taxi 2008 (June): 50), as well as to change the ways they speak, behave, and
act. For example, they were advised not to smoke and consume garlic, ginger, spring
onions, or any kind of food that would leave a strong smell before and during their duty
(Palm Book: 218; Taxi 2008 (June): 50). Spitting and littering cigarette buds, especially inside
the taxi, were not allowed (Guidebook: 34; Palm Book: 214–16). Having physical contact with
passengers was impermissible. Yet, it was highly recommended that taxi drivers gave an
extra hand to people in need such as the elderly, the injured, the sick, the disabled, and
pregnant women; and they were obliged to help passengers place their luggage in the car
trunk (Palm Book: 184–85, 199–200; Taxi, 2008 [June]: 53, 2008 [September]: 73–75).
An important part of this Olympics-led education centered around learning the
English language and taking the English examination. According to my observations and
interviews, this was by far the most disturbing aspect and caused quite a commotion in
many taxi drivers’ daily lives. To prepare for the English exams, some taxi drivers would
listen to English-learning cassettes tapes or CDs while driving. For a while, they had to give
up their radio-listening habits for a rather disciplined habit of “learning.” To make sure that
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the message of hospitality was delivered to passengers, a welcoming sentence saying
“Welcome to Beijing . . .” in English was installed in the taxi meter. Whenever drivers
started the meter, this sentence would play automatically.

Figure 5.2: Sticker inside the taxi indicating that it offered interpretation in eight different
languages.

Courtesy speech was another important element in this education campaign. Palm
Book emphasized the importance of courteous words. It urged the drivers to remember the
“ten-character courteous phrases” (10字礼貌用语): Hello (您好), Thanks (谢谢), Please
(请), Sorry (对不起), Byebye (再见) (221). Drivers were asked (1) to speak decently and
politely; (2) not to gossip about other people, or complain about his seniors or spread
rumours; (3) not to ask passengers for personal information; (4) not to cut in passengers’
conversations; (5) not to behave with an exaggerated sense of self-importance, not to boost
oneself, and not to denigrate others. Many more suggestions aiming to shape taxi drivers’
behavior could be found in Palm Book (222–24) and in Guidebook (34). For safety reasons,
they, like all other drivers, were not allowed to use mobile phones while driving.
These driving civility campaigns and those disciplinary tactics pertaining to the
training of the Olympic volunteers mentioned in chapter 4 struck a chord with previous
campaigns on civilized behavior like “personal hygiene,” “manners,” and “personal
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grooming” (Brady 2003).146 According to Mary S. Erbaugh, the courtesy and “verbal
hygiene” campaign, has been part of many ongoing “civilization and courtesy” (文明礼貌)
campaigns since the 1980s (2008: 642). Other requirements also bore similarities to earlier
civilized behavior campaigns. Yet, never were they so specifically spelt out in such a multisensory way and targeted at those whose daily practices were just driving in the city.147

READING THE OLYMPIC CITY
To forge the links between taxi drivers and the flâneur is to let taxi drivers’
observations and their narration of the everydayness of urban life in Beijing take centre
stage. The flâneur is acclaimed for his exceptional observational skill connected to the
activity of strolling. The term “flânerie”148 is coined to mark the flâneur’s particular activity of
strolling and reading the city (Tester 1994). This ability of reading the city strikes some as a
“magical yet unexplained gift” (McDonough 2002: 104). In the case of taxi drivers, I argue
that this extraordinary ability is an acquired ability resulting from their everyday practice of
driving in the city.
Although the concept of the flâneur was conceived a century ago on the European
continent, its applicability is not limited to time or locality. The key, I argue, lies in changes
in urban conditions. The concept of the flâneur was developed in nineteenth-century Paris,
which was, in Ferguson’s words, “the post-revolutionary Paris” (1994: 39) for the city was
undergoing socio-, politico-, and economic transformation. The flâneur was a social figure
associated with public space, exteriority, and public life (Benjamin, 1999; Gluck, 2003: 55).
He was found strolling in the arcades149 (“the forerunners of the department stores”
[Benjamin 1969: 165]) — the products of capitalism and symbol of modernity (ibid.: 165–
According to Brady, these could be traced back to as early as Sun Yat-sen’s foundational speech in 1924.
When I presented this case study at a conference, a participant commented that “this (the proper public
behavior) is precisely what the taxis in New York are not.” This anecdote interestingly shows that much of
this idea about bringing China up to par with the West says more about what China imagines how the West is
than it actually is and, how this imagination of the West is mobilized as governing strategy.
148 Other authors like Featherstone, define flânerie as “a method of reading texts, for reading the traces of the
city.” (1998) The question on “how” the act of reading has been carried out is a topic for many scholarly
works (see, for example, Tester 1994; Ferguson 1994; Mazlish 1994, etc.). Tester also points out that because
of the elusiveness associated with Benjamin’s use of the flâneur and today’s conditions of modernity and postmodernity, “the precise meaning and significance of flânerie remain more than a little elusive” (1). Tester
illustrates this point through Baudelaire’s idea of the flâneur and flânerie: “He [the flâneur] cannot be defined in
himself as very much more than a tautology (the flâneur is the man who indulges in flânerie; flânerie is the
activity of the flâneur)” (7). I apply “flânerie” as reading the city while in motion.
149 The modernist architectural structure of the arcades turned them into symbols of modernity.
146
147
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68). It was the accelerating changes and the juxtaposition of the then-new arcades and the
old urban landscapes that attracted the gaze of the flâneur. Contemporary scholarly works
applying the concept of the flâneur always relate it to the changes happening in a particular
city (Bairner, 2006: 124). Alan Bairner gives us a few cases in point: “post-revolutionary
Paris, fin de siècle Vienna; interwar Berlin; post-socialist, fin de millénaire Budapest,” and his
case study of post-Troubles Belfast (ibid.: 125). Taxi drivers as the flâneur give us firstperson accounts of how they experienced changes in fast-growing Beijing.
Another key element central to the question of contemporary significance is how
speed has changed our everyday live. The popular imagination of the flâneur in the
nineteenth century was one that was independent of “the clock” and “time” — the flâneur
was said to take a turtle for walks (Tester, 1994: 15). At the time of Benjamin’s writings, the
fear and anxiety of losing public space and the accelerating speed accompanied by modern
life had led to the crisis; some even say the death, of the flâneur. The increase in the number
of automobiles and traffic was said to have taken away the “gentleness” and “tranquility”
of humanity (Benjamin quoted in Buck-Morss 1986: 102). This act of reading the city while
in motion is supposedly a non-hastily and pleasurable one; speed matters in the sense that
the flâneur may not be able to observe because he is pacing too fast. It is said that if the
flâneur cannot stroll at a peaceful pace, this pleasurable act of walking and the relevant act of
reading the city are taken away from him. This brings me to the question of whether
driving, instead of walking, is a possible way of approaching urban life. Does driving, or
being in an automobile, take away the ability to read the city? Featherstone mentions these
concerns and raises the following questions:

Could not these new forms of urban locomotion [new transport systems like the
train, tram, bus and car that come to dominate the urban landscape] be said to offer
new ways of experiencing urban landscapes? How does looking at the world
through the window of a passing train differ from perceptions of the strolling
flâneur? What differences does speed make? Is flânerie possible as one sits enclosed in
a moving vehicle with varying degrees of sensory deprivation? Can cruising in a car,
or being stuck in a traffic jam in Los Angeles or Sao Paulo, in any sense be regarded
as a form of flânerie? (1998: 911)
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Featherstone calls our attention to several key issues. The first one is on speed:
Could we evaluate the quality of reading the city according to high and low speed?150
Second, how do these new forms of locomotion like automobiles shape our reading of
urban landscapes? Third, does being in an automobile take away our sensory experiences?
And, fourth, does locality matter? Does the act of reading city differ in one city from
another (Think, for instance, of the differences between Beijing and Amsterdam)?
The question on speed prompts me to address the danger of “the hegemony of
sight” (Jay 1994: 389). Implicit in the argument — speed hastens pace and lessens the
ability to observe — is an overemphasis of “the power of eyes” in the concept of the
strolling flâneur. The flâneur not only sees, but also observes through other senses (Tester
1994), for example, in the case of taxi drivers, through conversing with passengers,
listening to the radio, smelling the city while having the windows open on a hot summer
day, and so on. Also, the measures that aim to shape taxi drivers point toward the multidimensionality of urban experiences (Kang and Traganou 2011); our driver flâneur not only
sees but also experiences the city in multi-sensory ways.
Moreover, given the technological advancement, our perception of speed has
become somewhat different from the previous centuries. What was fast in the nineteenth
century would be perceived as slow in the twenty-first century. Speed therefore needs to be
understood and contextualized in our time. The automobile151 is a key factor in shaping our
understanding of speed (mobility) and space today. The flânerie should not be limited to
strolling; other modes of flânerie should also be considered.
The act of reading a city varies from city to city. The sheer scale of Beijing, along
with the growing wealth of the population, has made automobiles an indispensable part of
everyday life. This would be considerably different from, for example, Amsterdam, where
cycling offers a better way of navigating the city. According to statistical data provided by
the Beijing Traffic Management Bureau, Beijing alone had 3.13 million automobiles with

150 Does a driving flâneur, advancing at a faster pace than a strolling one, experience less and therefore lose the
ability to sense the world around him? Another hypothetical question is: Will a shorter person walk slower
and therefore see more than a person with longer legs?
151 According to Featherstone, “‘auto’ in the term automobile initially referred to a self-propelled vehicle (a
carriage without a horse). The autonomy was not just through the motor, but the capacity for independent
motorized self-steering movement freed from the confines of a rail track.” (2004: 1)
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4.55 million drivers in 2007.152 The accelerated increase in the number of automobiles has
led to traffic jams and deteriorating air quality.153 Traffic congestion was one of the urgent
matters that the authorities had to deal with in the run-up to the Games. Locality matters:
Specific local contexts shape the ways in which one experiences the city.

Beijing: A Fast-changing City
Beijing has undergone drastic changes since the Open Door Policy in 1979 and at
an accelerating speed since the successful bid for the Olympic Games in 2001. The modern
Olympic Games are acknowledged as an important mega-event that accelerates urban
development and place-marketing (C. Hall 2006; Hiller 2000; Owen 2002; Roche 1994;
Waitt 1999; Harvey 1989a, 1989b; Kearns and Philo 1993; A. Smith 2005; C. Hall 1987;
Bhada, Backman, and Ciahan 1993; Chalkley and Essex 1999; Essex and Chalkley 1998;
Garcia 2004; H. Hughes 1993; R. Ong 2004; Pyo, Cook, and Howell 1988; Ren 2009).
Architecture plays a crucial symbolic role in the place-branding of a city (see, for example,
Bunnell 1999; Charney 2007; Crilley 1993; Gold and Gold 2005; Yeoh 2005). It was
especially salient in Olympics-related place marketing (Ren 2008). Beijing would not be the
first city to dress up for the Olympics. Previous host cities that had undergone similar
urban changes were, to name a few examples, Berlin, Tokyo, Montreal, Los Angeles,
Barcelona, and Sydney (C. Hall 2006; Hiller 2006; Roche 1994; Chalkley and Essex 1999;
Liao and Pitts 2006; Essex and Chalkley 1998).
Despite the strong link between the Olympics and urban changes, China had
received severe criticism in relation to its Olympics-led urban transformation. These
critiques, raised by human rights organizations,154 the media,155 and Western academics,156
revolved around the following issues: extravagance, wasteful use of resources, potential
“Beijing Transport.” Beijing Traffic Management Bureau. 2010.
http://www.bjjtgl.gov.cn/publish/portal1/tab168/ (accessed on Aug 3, 2009).
153 The Beijing authority therefore proposed the policy of restricting car travel by using an odd/even license
plate rule during the Games. The accompanying purpose of this odd/even number policy was to improve the
air quality. This was first put forward and tested in 2007, and officially implemented from July 20 to October
20, 2008. When the date ended in an odd number, only car plates ending with an odd number were allowed
to drive on that day, vice versa.
154 “What Human Rights Legacy for the Beijing Olympics?” 2008. Amnesty International, April 1.
http://www.amnesty.org/en/news-and-updates/report/what-human-rights-legacy-beijing-olympics20080401 (accessed on Aug 8, 2009).
155 See, for example, “Little Building Defies Beijing’s Olympic Ambitions.” 2007. The New York Times, August
9. http://www.nytimes.com/2007/08/09/world/asia/09china.html (accessed on Aug 8, 2009).
156 See, for example, Broudehoux 2007; Marvin 2008.
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safety problems, forceful removals without adequate compensation, exploiting the weak
and the poor, destroying local communities, human rights infringement, and the like. In
these criticisms, one can observe what Rey Chow (1998a) calls “the King Kong syndrome”:
The Chinese government would usually be portrayed as a despotic ruler who used “brutal
development tactics” to oppress its citizens and citizens were in turn portrayed as helpless
individuals who could not have a voice and needed to be rescued by the morally justified
Western Other. The media workers and the Western academics often assume the
responsibility of speaking for the oppressed “locals”; but, interestingly, they seem to
address their concerns selectively, downplaying the relatively neutral or positive views while
magnifying the negative ones. The central question on how the very people who dwelled in
the city saw the urban transformation and the Olympics-led changes remains largely
overlooked. This case study is born out of research interests in Olympics-led changes;
however, one should be warned against over-emphasizing the role of the Olympic Games
in urban changes. The Olympics might have fastened the pace of urban change, but
changes did not happen only for the Olympics. A taxi driver said, “Demolishing the old
relics and houses is not something happening only today, the communist party did the
same before!” This echoes with Geremie R. Barmé’s analysis on Beijing’s changing
landscape (2008). The taxi driver spoke of it in such a commonsensical way that it
prompted many of us to question our readings of urban changes pertaining to the Olympics
in general and the Beijing Games in particular.
My interviews with taxi drivers show a rather complex reading with seemingly
conflicting discourses: The majority of these interviewees saw urban transformation as a
sign of progress and Olympics-led development as something positive; yet, at the same
time, many of them also expressed disappointment toward deteriorating urban conditions
and a vanishing “old” Beijing.

Changes symbolize “progress”
“A lot of changes, Beijing today can be said to be a modernized city,” a taxi driver
told me proudly. One of the most recurrent themes in relation to urban changes in Beijing
in general and to the Olympics-led urban development in particular was how taxi drivers
saw urban changes bring progress and development to the city. This repeated emphasis on
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progress was often expressed in connection to various aspects. The most salient one was
positive Olympics-led development. Other aspects included how progress was portrayed in
connection to the iconic architecture built around the Beijing Games and the ever-growing
number of high-rise buildings found in the city.
The Beijing taxi drivers I interviewed were particularly conscious of changes taking
place in the built environment. A predominant theme in my interviews was how taxi
drivers narrated the Olympic Games as a catalyst for urban development. They said, “a 10year plan [in urban development] is achieved in 5 years’ time.” Hosting the Games was
seen as a valuable opportunity to speed up urban development and to improve urban living
condition: “Roads, infrastructure; the government has grabbed the opportunity to work on
these areas, also public hygiene, attracting foreign investment. Property developers are
willing to invest in Beijing. The symbolic value of hosting the Olympics is materialized.”
Many taxi drivers highlighted that there was a remarkable improvement in terms of urban
living conditions; for instance, trees were planted, air quality was better, cars discharged less
exhaustive pollutant, the whole city was cleaner, and the like. Because of the odd-even
number traffic policy, the traffic conditions had significantly improved. All of these were
read as signs of progress that brought Beijing closer to the standard of the developed
world. The amount of money spent on Olympics-related urban development was
considered worthwhile and its benefits were foreseen to be long-lasting: “Many roads are
built in Beijing, venues are built, [all of these] can be used for many many [sic] years to
come.” In their eyes, the Olympics had made Beijing a more pleasant place to live.
A key element of making the Olympics a “great Olympics”157 was to decorate
Beijing with new architecture and new Olympic venues. The most frequently mentioned
architecture in my interviews were the Beijing National Stadium (Bird’s Nest), the Beijing
National Aquatics Center (Water Cube), and the new China Central Television
headquarters building. Taxi drivers often expressed a strong sense of pride and fondness
whenever they talked about the Bird’s Nest and the Water Cube. One taxi driver said:

Conceptually speaking, the design is quite new. “Nest” is a family, Bird’s Nest,
which means a family. Second, its design is quite firm, using a lot of advanced
“New Beijing, Great Olympics” was the slogan for the Olympic city-in-the-making; see de Kloet, Chong,
and Liu (2008).
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technology. The Water Cube swimming venue, inside the venue [it] is all advanced
technology. [I] once had a passenger, [who was] the designer, he told me that the
interior [of the Bird’s Nest] was very very [sic] advanced and very good. After the
Olympics, [it] can be used for all kinds of big performances.

These Olympic venues were not only new but also technologically advanced. Like
many other taxi drivers I talked to, this driver had never visited the venues but the image of
these venues appealed to him as something innovative and modern. Many also projected
their hope and expectation for what the Olympics could bring to China by assigning
meanings to the Bird’s Nest. This driver expressed his fondness by linking the Bird’s Nest
to the idea of family, which was often equated with the discourse of unity and harmony,
and of course, how Chinese valued family and nature. Another taxi driver associated it with
a boat-shaped sycee (大元宝) that was translated into a symbol of prosperity and wealth.
The new CCTV building, because of its ultra-modern design and central location in
the central business district (CBD), was the other frequently mentioned architecture. Unlike
the Bird’s Nest and the Water Cube, taxi drivers expressed a mixture of likes and dislikes.
Many liked it for its “unconventional” and “refreshing” design, a taxi driver said, “[I] like
[the new CCTV building] . . . it has some special characters . . . because it is the only one in
the world, [it is] new, refreshing.” However, many also said that they did not like the
design, saying that it resembled a toilet seat and the tilting shape looked like it would
collapse (i.e. read as an inauspicious sign). That mentioned, even for those who disliked the
design personally, the new CCTV building was translated as a sign of China’s progressive
thoughts, openness, and adventurous attitude toward ultra-modern design:

Because this design, in the U.S. or other countries, [they] don’t dare to build [it],
[but] China dares to build [it]. Because no matter from which angle you see it there
is something not right, isn’t it? If you look at it from below, or if you look from
here it seems a bit better, but if you look from the other angle it’s very much
hanging, a bit like it is going to collapse.
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This taxi driver did not like the design; however, he also articulated a sense of pride
by saying that other advanced countries like the U.S. would not even make this bold
attempt of building something like this. On other occasions, taxi drivers equated the
national background of the architects with “advanced thoughts”: “After all, [it is designed
by] foreigners, whose economy and many other things are more advanced and more
developed than China, take the U.S. for example, even China is developing at an
accelerating speed, the U.S. is still more powerful than China. How to put it, this
conceptual design, they [the foreigners] are still far more advanced [than us].”
Apart from these iconic architecture, the other feature widely associated with
progress and development in urban landscape was the symbol of high-rise buildings (高楼
大厦). Xiao Jun’s words at the beginning of this chapter made an explicit link between
urban changes and the appearance of high-rise buildings. High-rise buildings were used as
points of reference whenever urban development was mentioned. Another taxi driver said:

I personally find the changes are particularly drastic for the past few years . . . there
are a few sayings about the old Beijing, one of them said that the urban design of
the old Beijing is a bit chaotic, now everything is new and fresh, from here to there
we see only high-rise buildings, this is a very good signature. (indeed, so you like highrise buildings?) I am particularly fond of this prosperous feature, this particular look.

High-rise buildings were seen as signs of prosperity that brought order and
development to the urban landscapes, or what Wang calls “the new life” that encompasses
“an enviable life of wealth and elegance” (2010: 28). Many taxi drivers related ideal urban
living conditions to high-rise buildings: “Who doesn’t like to live in high-rise these days?”
Others, when questioned whether they preferred to live in the hutongs (alleys formed by
traditional courtyard houses), expressed assertively: “Of course high-rise building,
Beijingers today prefer to live in high-rise.” However, apartments in high-rise buildings
were usually very expensive, only affordable to the better-offs. In this light, being able to
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live in high-rise buildings was seen as a symbol of personal wealth and personal
achievement that was linked to the discourse of benshi (本事, literally translated as ability).158
This sign of progress was, however, also a sign of unequal development. An
observant and opinionated taxi driver made a strong comment about unequal development
in urban landscape: “It is said that the whole country should enjoy prosperity and equal
development, then how come only Beijing has all these high-rise buildings?” High-rise
buildings served as indicators of the level of development. The Chongwen District (崇文区
) and the Xuanwu District (宣武区), with fewer high-rise buildings, have been known to be
the less developed districts.
Elements related to positive urban changes are often intertwined with the less
celebratory elements. High-rise buildings symbolize progress, on the one hand; and, on the
other hand, they also stand for deteriorating urban living conditions, such as poor air
quality and expensive living condition. A taxi driver said: “[Beijing] changes a lot, how to
put it, that is to say the air quality has worsened seriously, everything else has changed for
better, who doesn’t like high-rise buildings, but air pollution is just too unbearable.” In
another pattern of speech, a taxi driver connected high-rise buildings, traffic congestion,
and air pollution together: “Like these constructions, the higher the buildings are, the
worse the pollution. If there were no high-rise, there would not be that many cars and that
many people. Today there is an ever increasing amount of cars, and an ever-growing
population. Pollution and traffic congestion are expected outcomes.” Discourses on urban
changes are often not clear-cut — good versus bad — but mixed with conflicting
discourses.

Changes mean deteriorating urban conditions and a vanishing old Beijing
Despite the repeated emphasis on progress and positive Olympics-led
development, the taxi drivers also narrated less celebratory elements of urban changes. I

I have heard so often how people measure success in terms of what one possesses and how wealthy one is.
Benshi is a discourse that links one’s ability to wealth and achievement. It evaluates an individual’s ability from
what he manages to achieve — the end-result. It is not how he acquires this achievement or wealth that
matters but the materialized results. It is a discourse that de-emphasizes the role of structural factors and
places emphasis on the individual’s capacity to achieve wealth and success. Benshi is a biopower that
normalizes the value of achievement over structural factors. It motivates one toward success.

158
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have categorized these elements into two areas: first, on deteriorating urban conditions
(demolition, expensive housing, an increase in the number of internal migrants, traffic
congestion, poor air quality, and expensive living condition); and, second, on the idea of a
vanishing old Beijing.
Media workers and experts of China studies have written extensively, often
enmeshed with severe criticism, about rapid housing demolition in Beijing, especially in the
lead-up to the Olympics. Take for example, Broudehoux who writes, “This loss of homes
and communities is compounded by the distress at being powerless and disenfranchised. …
In recent years, several individuals have committed suicide in the city’s public spaces, often
through spectacular self-immolation.” (2007: 389). Similar criticisms are also found in
Acharya (2005), Lai and Lee (2006), Marvin (2008), and Donald (2010). Taking away
people’s homes to make room for the Olympics deserves scrutiny; but equating demolition
with total destruction and desperation seems to be another form of extreme. So far, the
demolition of hutongs caught the most attention as hutongs have been widely associated with
the fabrics of traditional Beijing. A taxi driver who lived with his father in a hutong told me:

Yes, fear of demolishing the hutong, (why?) the compensation is very little, only RMB
600,000–800,000 [approximately EUR 59,739 to 79,692],159 housing today is very
expensive, [with this amount] we would not be able to buy any apartment.160 (How
long have you been living in a hutong?) I and my father live in this hutong, near
Tiananmen, it is now part of a cultural relic protection zone, for forty years now . . .
Ai! [a heavy sigh] but the living conditions in a hutong are very poor, only 10
something square meters big, toilets and washroom you have to share with the
others, very filthy! We are poor, nothing we can do about it!

His view indicated a rather complicated feeling toward demolition: He was worried,
on the one hand, about the amount of compensation that was too little to buy a new place
in the market; but on the other hand, he highlighted the far-from-ideal living conditions in

Calculated at the exchange rate of EUR 1 to RMB 10.038, on September 18, 2009.
Depending on the area, a one-bedroom apartment in the inner city like Chaoyang district, for instance,
would cost RMB 1 million.
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the hutong, which he described as unhygienic and filthy. The latter was hardly mentioned in
the media or in any academic writing.
Most residents of demolished housing would complain about the insufficient
amount of compensation. A taxi driver explained to me why the compensation would
never be adequate:

If your place is demolished, they give you this amount, you could only buy a place
far away from the center, you won’t be able to afford the new apartments in the
center. . . . the government gives you around RMB 20,000 to 30,000 [approximately
EUR 1,993 to 2,989] per square meter, and a place like this (hutong) is about 10something square meter, you do the calculation. Also, [the government] has to pay
this compensation fee for every family, that’s not a small sum. . . . but, with this
RMB 400,000-something [approximately EUR 39,858], is it enough to buy a new
apartment? An apartment in one of these high-rise buildings [in Chaoyang (朝阳区)
district] costs at least RMB 2.3 million . . .

Demolition and property development are the direct results of economic
development in a city. Because of the economic opportunities that Beijing offered, there
had been an increase in the number of internal migration to the city. This internal
migration had led to an increase in property price. Taxi drivers often said that there were
not many real Beijingers in Beijing. They said that one might come across one or two old
Beijingers wandering in the allies of Nanluoguxiang (南锣鼓巷); but most of the Beijingers
had long been pushed to move to Chongwen District (崇文区) and Xuanwu District (宣武
区), or even to the countryside of Beijing such as Yanjiao (燕郊). They explained that the
real Beijingers were usually not well-off; they could not afford cars or apartments in
downtown areas. Once, when a taxi drove by some high-rise buildings in Chaoyang district,
the driver said, “Like these apartments in high-rise, 70 to 80 percent of the buyers are nonBeijingers.” On another occasion, a taxi driver pointed out that “the real Beijingers can’t
afford any of these [apartments], these are all bought by businessmen coming from outside
Beijing, they bought these apartments.” Sometimes, they portrayed this phenomenon with
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a mixture of envy and resentment: “Houses in Beijing, put it simply, are not cheap . . . on
average it costs RMB 20,000 [approximately EUR 1,993] per square meter . . . that is not
difficult, if you have benshi, then you earn more; for those without benshi, you’ve got to
accept [those with benshi] eat meat and you [without benshi] could only have a bit of soup.”
The income of taxi drivers depended on the presence of the better-off outsiders; they often
said that most of their passengers were non-Beijingers who visited Beijing for work and for
leisure. Without them, their income would be a lot less; however, when it came to urban
living conditions, they grumbled about the presence of these outsiders.
An increase in population was often viewed as a contributing factor to all kinds of
unpleasant urban conditions. Deteriorating traffic condition, poor air quality, and expensive
living conditions were often mentioned together. Traffic congestion had been a headache
to most people residing in Beijing, and it was underscored as a negative aspect of urban
development. A driver once told me about the nickname of Beijing: 首堵 (shoudu), the
number 1 city of congestion (it is a homophone of 首都 (shoudu), the capital).161 In the runup to the Olympic Games, Beijing’s traffic conditions was a headache for the organizers,
prompting them to implement the odd-even number scheme to ease traffic conditions.
Taxi drivers, whose income was directly related to time and speed, often complained about
the traffic jams and their moods could get foul. A taxi driver said:

Too many migrants in Beijing, Beijingers get particularly confused and [the city of]
Beijing becomes very chaotic. I am not against migrants, being a Beijinger, I
shouldn’t say how migrants in Beijing being this and that, I don’t mean that. Today
there are too many people in Beijing, why traffic jams every day? [It is] not only
because of the number of cars, the central issue is that there are simply too many
people. Without so many people, how could there be so many cars?!

Beijing has been a city of constant changes; hardly any resident could tell me when the traffic congestions
got so bad, except taxi drivers. Many mentioned that it started around the outbreak of SARS (Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome) in 2003. One said, “堵车感觉是从非典之后 (I have the feeling traffic jams started
after SARS).” Because local people were afraid of the crowds and public transportation, many bought
automobiles to avoid using public transportation. The others mentioned that it was since the new millennium.
161
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Taxi drivers read the arrival of internal migrants as the contributing factor for
deteriorating traffic conditions, as can be seen in this driver; even though he emphasized
that he was not being discriminatory.
Many taxi drivers, although they dwelled and drove in the city, were originally from
the countryside. Whenever they complained about the unpleasant living conditions in the
city, they would mention their “home” in the countryside — why they chose driving a taxi
and why they preferred the countryside more. They often said the air quality was better at
“home,” the landscape was beautiful; whereas in the city, it was seen as “too overcrowded,
too chaotic, too complicated.” The following is how a taxi driver compared the urban
living quality to that of the countryside:

In the countryside I have land, but what do I have in the city? Isn’t it true, [in the
countryside] I have land to grow things [for myself]; I can only buy in the city. [We
all] need to pay property management fees and this and that, right? In the
countryside [I have a house] with five rooms, at least [I] don’t need to pay anything
for my place; at least it is different from the city centre, pay property management
fee per every square meter. Don’t you agree?

Living in the center of Beijing was translated into a less desirable living quality: less
living space and costly. A taxi driver once pointed out, “I spend less, unlike in the city, like
living in this high-rise apartment, I can’t even pay the rent, not to mention living a decent
life.” Paradoxically, it was the rapidly developing and costly urban environment that
sustained their livelihood and made their “home” more pleasurable.
This dystopian vision of urban life was often presented with a sense of nostalgia —
about an “old” Beijing disappearing. Some drivers described how uncomfortable they felt
about the new Beijing:

The Beijing we see on the road every day, so many shopping malls, I see these with
a sense of discomfort, if you go to the old parks, you see how people in the past
thought, [you] feel particularly good, if you go to the Forbidden City, the Temple of
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Heaven, to different parks, [you see] flowers and greens, [you feel] particularly
good. If you walk around the shopping malls, [you] don’t feel that blissful.

Taxi drivers often made comparison between the old and the new. The old would
always be represented by the cultural relics or parks and the new would always be shopping
malls or places with bars and restaurants like Sanlitun (三里屯), a place sometimes
described as “filthy, dirty, and polluted.” The old represented by the past and having leisure
time in the park was depicted as a “good life”; this good life referred to moments of, for
instance, “sitting in the park, in the pavilion, drinking beers, having some BBQ-meat, in a
cool summer breeze, having a good life.” The new was portrayed as something that took
away the old characters of Beijing: “The old architecture here are all gone . . . only in
Nanluoguxiang there is a bit of old Beijing, the rest is gone . . . everywhere you find highrise buildings, high-rise buildings could be built anywhere.” The new Beijing stripped the
particularities of the ancient city many of them took great pride in.
This old-and-new division runs the danger of assuming a past that one can refer to.
Another taxi driver said to me, “How does the old Beijing look? I really can’t recall.” His
words saliently pointed out the fluidity and instability of this idea of old Beijing: Which
point of history are we referring to? How do we measure the old and the new? Yesterday is
today’s past. The past exists only if we call it into the present.
So far, I have shown how the discourses of positive Olympics-led development
and of progress in urban changes were met by the less celebratory discourses of
deteriorating urban living conditions and a vanishing old Beijing. A taxi driver said, “Each
[new and old] has its own value. I still prefer the old Beijing, [things that need to be]
modernized must be modernized, [Beijing] can’t remain the same.” Urban changes might
not be the most desirable option but it was an inevitable step if the city was to be
modernized.

Narrating the Olympic Experiences
An impersonal attitude is said to be a key attitude in dealing with metropolitan life
and to keep one’s individuality and autonomy (Simmel 1950 [1903]). To Benjamin (1969),
this impersonal attitude and yet empathic relation is a key character of the flâneur so that he
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has the capacity to identify or understand things and people of different positions. This
impersonal attitude does not exclude him from feeling the crisis emerging around him. The
taxi driver flâneur, like everyone else, has multiple identities: He is a driver by profession, he
is a resident of Beijing, and he is also a national of a country. This means that he shares
empathic relations with the collective memory and experience of his surroundings. In what
follows, I am going to discuss the ways in which taxi drivers narrated their views on the
importance of hosting the Beijing Olympic Games and the related trainings placed upon
them. Like the discourses mentioned in urban changes, discourses of gaining international
recognition and of raising suzhi were met by discourses of demanding training on taxi
drivers and of tight security control.

Gaining international recognition, importance of raising suzhi
The majority of the taxi drivers I interviewed took great pride in China hosting the
Olympic Games. They often described that having this opportunity to host the Games was
not an easy thing, and it was something highly prestigious in the international arena. Many
saw it as a valuable advertising opportunity for China to promote itself to the world:

These Olympic Games are China’s biggest advertising opportunity, loss or gain, [we
can’t] look purely from this economic perspective, how many foreigners, foreign
media will be here in China to see China with their own eyes.

The significance of the Olympics to China justified the money spent on the Games;
my interviewees often described this as a “necessary” investment. Taxi drivers expressed
the significance of the Games in many ways. One used the allegory of decorating one’s
house to welcome the guests, “If a person gets rich, he’d like to have his house decorated
nicely. Don’t you think so? After all, Beijing is the capital of China.” Another compared it
to people’s consuming behavior, “like people’s consuming behavior, some spend more,
some spend less, if we want to show our development, then there is this need.” A shared
idea was that China had gained much political and economic power, and it should seize the
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Olympic Games to showcase it, to show the world how China had grown so much in such
a short period of time. Here is an example how a taxi driver narrated this pride:

Since the Asian Games in the 1990s, in only a decade or more China can already
host the Olympic Games, this development is a lot faster than India. India has
hosted the Asian Games a long time ago, but even today they still don’t have this
ability. . . . I think give the Chinese economy ten more years to develop, [China] not
only can outshine Germany, but also Japan.

This said, it does not mean that the potential economic gains of the Games were
insignificant. Rather, the economic gains were enmeshed in the national significance of
hosting the Games. Taxi drivers would easily narrate some potential economic gains of the
Games: speeding up economic development, raising living standard, as well as improving
urban infrastructure and transportation.
The recurrent emphasis on the importance of showcasing China gave me the
opportunity to ask them to elaborate more. One frequent response, usually said in a matterof-fact way, was that China used to be so weak and backward. They would often refer to
the phrase “the sick man of Asia” when they described China’s past humiliation. This
discourse of national humiliation did not lose its discursive significance as China grew
stronger. Quite the contrary, this phantom of the past had become highly integrated into
people’s everyday lives. Hosting the Games was narrated as pride, a pride derived from
international approval:

Quote 1: Hosting the Olympic Games symbolizes the relatively fast development of
a country, I think if it were ten or twenty years back, China would never have been
able to host the Games, isn’t it? Even it bid for ten times it would not be possible
to get the bid, today if the international community recognizes you [China],
appreciates China, China has gained much strength, with this strength [China] can
host a good Olympic Games, that is the reason why the International Olympic
Committee assigned China to host the Games, the International Olympic
Committee is an international organization, isn’t it?
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Quote 2: We Chinese value this Olympics significantly. (Yes, why? Why that
important?) The Olympics is an important turning point. If the Games are held
successfully in China, that means China has ascended, a powerful country, also
economically speaking. (Why relying on the Olympics Games?) That is a matter of a
nation’s power, isn’t it? If it’s held successfully, that means this country, not only in
terms of economy, but also in terms of political power, is comparable to countries
like the U.S. and those in Europe. Foreign countries will no longer look down upon
you. You saw the events [contestations during the Torch Relay] right before the
Olympics in Europe, France, Britain? Won’t you get really mad seeing that? Did
you watch television?

China’s recent development would only be seen as achievement if it was recognized
by the other countries. China’s first Olympics on its soil had to be impeccable. When this
expectation was severely challenged by the worldwide media contestations in the months
right before the Games, most people viewed it with much anxiety and concern.
I remember that taxi drivers were particularly cautious about whom they talked to
and what they talked about. One driver recalled his encounter with a British passenger
whom he later found out to be a journalist. This passenger hired him for a day and asked
him to drive around the city to find Chinese people who broke traffic rules or laws. The
driver said that there were so many things happening in Beijing and in China, but that
British journalist and other Western media only wanted to report negative things. Others
expressed similar views: “The Western media have so many negative reports [about China];
moreover, many Western countries do not like to see China become a developed country,
from the bottom of their hearts, they don’t want to see China become a strong nation.”
Many taxi drivers argued that the West and some developed countries were jealous of
China’s ascending political and economic power; and to “tame” China, they had to find
China’s wrongdoings. One could probably recognize this cautiousness recommended by
the official “driving civility” guidelines (Palm Book: 223; Guide Book: 34). This behavioral
guideline became a learned daily practice as China engaged fiercely in a media battle with
the West.
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Sharing the importance of the Olympics for China and sensing the country in crisis,
some drivers expressed the importance of raising the quality of the population (tigao renmin
suzhi 提高人民素质) so as to present a good image of China. The word suzhi appeared
habitually in my conversations with taxi drivers. Suzhi is generally understood as (human)
quality (Anagnost 2004; Kipnis 2007) and is often used together with renmin. Renmin suzhi is
the population’s quality. Despite its common usage in people’s daily lives, the word suzhi by
itself does not say much, as Kipnis (2001) writes, “the term ‘quality’ [suzhi] is vague enough
to allow considerable divergence of interpretation”(10). Most of the taxi drivers would
often hesitate and then they would describe suzhi as civilized behavior and good manners.
Both Anagnost (2004) and Kipnis (2007) propose that the term should be
understood as a discourse. To Kipnis, suzhi discourse “refers to the myriad ways in which
this notion of human quality is used in processes of governing contemporary China” (384).
Anagnost (2004) traces the genealogical usage of the term. She mentions that suzhi gained
much discursive power after the economic reforms and in the 1980s; but it was in the early
1990s that suzhi gained an ascending political discursive power. By then, according to
Anagnost, “population quality had become a key term in the party-state’s policy statements
and directives to cadres, even as it began to circulate more broadly as a general explanation
for everything that held the Chinese nation back from achieving its rightful place in the
world” (2004: 190).
Many drivers believed that the quality of Chinese people — in terms of politeness,
manners, cultural knowledge, and behavior — was not up to par with the West: “Why
foreigners look down upon us, China, is because of our low suzhi (素质低), because of this.
You don’t have high suzhi (高素质). Then host an Olympics helps raise most Beijingers’
suzhi”. Many were therefore convinced that the Games offered a good opportunity to raise
the suzhi of Chinese people. This discourse on raising people’s quality was seen as
something particularly important for the Chinese who worked in the service sector — the
“window” industry, a taxi driver said:

Demanding [requirement], [it] has its advantages. (Why?) Because hosting the
Olympics, a person’s suzhi has to be better . . . [suzhi] must be raised, taxi-driving
belongs to the “window” industry, [suzhi] must be raised, force you [to do so].
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(Raising [suzhi] for foreign visitors during the Olympics? Or, overall for China?) I think both.
For China it shows a good image of China, for foreigners taxi-driving is a window
industry, let foreigners see, right?

Many interviewees believed that taxi-training was a good way to raise their
industry’s overall suzhi. Some even mentioned it in a “matter-of-fact” way: “It’s Olympics
— how can one not learn?” This training aiming to raise suzhi was not new; but it gained
much urgency as the Games approached: “[Training] has been there for some time, [it]
wasn’t taken that serious. Now hosting the Games I feel that it’s taken quite seriously.”
The same applied to the English-learning requirement of Beijing taxi drivers.
Drivers had to learn some basic English if they wished to become taxi drivers. However, it
became much more serious and special materials were tailor-made for the Olympic Games,
with a specific target audience in mind. The contents included therefore a series of topics
ranging from welcoming dialogues to examples of the best Chinese cuisine. Taxi drivers
often saw English-learning as an important element of raising suzhi: “In general, people’s
suzhi has improved. Take us [taxi drivers] for example, many of us are learning English for
the Olympics”.

Training too demanding, security too tight
The majority of taxi drivers would agree that raising suzhi was important for China
to accomplish an impeccable Olympic Games; but when it came to practicalities and
implementation, the campaigns to raise their suzhi could be dauntingly difficult, rigid, and
demanding for the taxi drivers. A taxi driver said, “I think it does not need to take it so
seriously, take public transportation for instance, it’s only a matter of traffic management,
you ask people to queue, some have low suzhi, they won’t queue, the bus arrives, they push
through the crowd. What could you do, you can’t scold at them, if you do, there would be
fights.” The regular emphasis on gaining international recognition and raising suzhi were
articulated in parallel with the discourse of demanding training and the discourse of tight
security.
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There was a mixed feeling toward the taxi-training. Some found certain aspects
easier to manage than the others. For instance, many saw it as relatively easy to meet the
regulations of keeping the taxis clean and tidy, and of wearing a uniform. Others
complained about the other demanding requirements placed on them:

They use examinations to make sure that we learn, we are familiar with [road]
directions, that’s ok, for taxi drivers it’s not so much a problem to find the good
directions, the main issue is your personal appearance, service attitude and the like.
(Do you find these demanding? You also need to learn English?) Demanding, very
demanding . . . how to say it. We need to listen to everything the passengers say.
We can’t say much. Being in the service industry is like this, isn’t it? [But] being too
impolite is not acceptable. Impossible demands we are definitely not going to
accept. In normal circumstances we normally accept, impossible demands then we
won’t agree.

To be familiar with road direction was their job nature but the other requirements
like the way of carrying themselves and their service attitude could be challenging. The
Beijing Traffic Management Bureau had six to seven checking teams to go around the city
to check if taxi drivers met the official requirements. Taxi companies, especially the
established ones,162 took the regulations very strictly. In order to have the regulations
implemented, punishment and fines were enforced, and some found these too harsh: “If
drivers were caught being untidy, breaking traffic regulations, having passengers
complaints, illegal parking, etc. . . . apart from paying fine, sometimes, taxi drivers would
have to spend three days in the taxi company and learn how to ‘correct’ their inappropriate
behaviors.” Appeals would not be possible, there was no union for taxi drivers, and even if
there were, a driver said, “Labor union, no use, labor union is also part of the communist
party.” A taxi driver exclaimed that taxi drivers were the powerless people in the society,
their voices would never be heard and no-one cared about their existence. In complaining
about his powerless position, this taxi driver was articulating his discontent and resisted the
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civility campaigns, which asked them to “speak decently” and “not to gossip about other
people, or complain about his seniors or spread rumors.”
The requirement of learning English was a recurrent theme mentioned by the taxi
drivers. They responded to this requirement in diverse ways: Some took it lightly with
humor — “We memorized [the answers] for the exam . . . I am not afraid [to speak
English], I am only afraid that he will not understand [laughs], I am not afraid.” Many
expressed how difficult and demanding it was:

Especially difficult. To us we don’t have time to read, then we really spend extra
effort, we play cassette tapes [while driving], listen and learn, quite difficult. . . . how
to put it, this time we study for a month. . . . every lesson lasts for 45 mins., 50
mins., two lessons per day. . . . we learned English before, but not much. This time
the requirement is broader, that means more troublesome. I still don’t dare [to
speak English], because most foreigners in China today speak Mandarin, also they
have an address card, let us read, that is ok enough. Foreigners are often quite
humorous.

Learning a foreign language took time. This was particularly challenging and
demanding for taxi drivers. To them, time meant income. This was also the reason why
they disliked traffic jams so much. The majority of them worked more than ten hours per
day, some sixteen hours. Without the opportunities to practice, learning English was
“especially difficult.” Quite a few mentioned that it was almost an impossible task for
someone of their age and of their working class background:

I studied but [learning] this English thing is a bit . . . [hesitation], not that you have
some culture then you can speak English, isn’t it? Not possible for those who have
only primary education, suddenly you ask them to learn English, [when one
reaches] fifty he can’t really learn. That is why, those like us who don’t have much
education, we who work in this industry are lower-class people, lower-class people,
means that our education level is particularly low.
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Many stated that, even if they passed the English examination, they still could not
use the language to chat with passengers: “What we learn [in the Olympic English
materials] is not enough, it’s hardly possible to communicate.” With all the effort spent on
learning English and sitting for the examination, many said that they could only say things
like “thank you,” “ok,” “bye-bye,” or “welcome to China.”
A driver told me that the stringent examinations in the early period of
implementation had a very high failure rate: 50 percent failed. Those who failed could not
work till they passed the English exam. It became a headache for the taxi companies and
the municipal transport management bureau. After a while, the taxi companies and the
authority responsible for the English examination made sure that those who sat for the
examination for the second time would pass. But how? The driver’s reply was “Put it this
way, [we] managed.” He implied that taxi drivers, along with taxi companies and the
teachers, cheated in the examination. This revealed one of the taxi drivers’ tactical ways of
circumventing the disciplinary power placed upon their bodies and actions.
The Games’ assigned significance to China, coupled with the media contestations
since early 2008, had made the BOCOG and the government engage in “the risk
discourse” (Yu, Klauser, and Chan 2009) that emphasized the importance of a safe
Olympics (平安奥运). To ensure that the Games would be smoothly held without any
unexpected complication, the government put forward a number of policies; for example,
restricting incoming visitors from other parts of China163 and tightening the visa application
procedure. Some taxi drivers had initially expected better income during the Games.
However, the tight security control had dashed their hope: “[More] business? Couldn’t tell.
You said that there would be more people, but in fact not many. Most people from outside
Beijing are not allowed to enter Beijing, many exchanges and trading have to stop, people
are gone.” Most taxi drivers would complain about this, but in the end, they would also say,
“but there is no other better way.” Some taxi drivers were quite happy that the Games were
successfully held and life in Beijing could return to its original state: “[During the
Olympics] the city was indeed a bit empty, but now it gets better. Because it was also the
time when students had holidays, many business people from other parts of China were
Migrant workers without residence permit in Beijing were also sent back to their hometown. Only those
who had permits and who were hired to maintain the cleanliness of the city could stay.
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not allowed to come, they were gone, now they are all back in town. No control anymore,
all came back, the city gets more lively again. You see now most passengers are students,
because schools start again, more lively, and a big part of our business these days is from
students.”
Taxi drivers, like the flâneur, were situated within a particular context: place — the
Olympic city, and time — the eventful Olympic year. In times of perceived national
importance and national crisis, they would also articulate the importance they saw in the
event, the tension they experienced in the process, and the urgency they felt of improving
“suzhi.” One prevailing discourse in the West insists that ordinary Chinese people are the
passive audience of the government’s propaganda machine and that they are either
controlled or brainwashed by the authoritarian party-state. As my analysis has shown, it is
more intricate than this top-down approach suggests.

DRIVING IN THE CITY: NEGOTIATING THE PRACTICES OF EVERYDAY
LIFE
Popular media and academics, despite their interests in examining urban changes in
Chinese cities, often overlook the subtle and procedural aspects of fast-changing cities and
the views from the very people who dwell in these cities. The various state-initiated
measures that aimed at shaping taxi drivers’ way of being show that the drivers embodied a
significant component of a city: The taxi drivers were not only driving in the city but were
also helping to drive Beijing to the league of global cities. Seeing the Beijing taxi drivers as
Benjamin’s flâneur is to subvert their marginality and to attach importance to their
observations, experiences, and narrations of the everyday lives in the capital. By giving
center stage to taxi drivers’ oral narration is not to claim that they were telling the truth and
therefore offering “authentic” opinions. In fact, the flâneur persona is not famous for his
“truth”-telling skills; rather, he is known for his “fictional type,” in Buck-Morss’ words,
“(s)he is a type who writes fiction” (1986: 111). What the taxi drivers said could be what
Yurchak posits as “performative utterances” (2006: 19), which are not about true or false
but statements that suit the appropriate circumstances. What lies central in taxi drivers’ oral
narrations are: Firstly, one should be warned against simplistic readings of urban changes;
and second, how the marginalized urbanites could engage with the surrounding in
multifaceted and tactical ways.
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Taxi drivers’ readings of the Olympics-related urban transformation reveal a less
clear-cut and a rather complex picture. The discourses of positive Olympics-led
development and of progress in urban changes go in tandem with the dystopian discourses
about deteriorating urban living conditions and a vanishing old Beijing. The Olympics
might have fastened the pace of urban change, but changes did not happen only for the
Olympics. After nearly three years, I visited Beijing again in the spring of 2011, the taxi
drivers I talked to often referred to the 2008 Beijing Olympics as a distant memory. One of
their responses is worth quoting here: “Olympics? Olympics was a thing of the past! How
many years it has been? Beijing has undergone enormous changes. We don’t talk about the
Olympics anymore; Beijing is changing everyday and there are other things that concern
us.” Complaints about fast changes in Beijing lingered on in everyday lives, one taxi driver
said: “Isn’t Beijing the heart of China? With the explosion of incoming migrants and the
increasing number of cars, this heart will soon or later have a fatal heart attack.”
Urban changes are the norms rather than the exceptions. Beijing, like most of the
cities in Asia, is constantly changing and evolving; and these changes are much more
complicated than simplistic readings that see them as exploitative power imposed on the
people. During my visits in some of the hutongs near the Qianmen area in Beijing in 2011,
some of the very people who resided there (I will give a detailed discussion of Qianmen in
chapter 6) expressed their hope that they wished the government would go on with the
demolition plan and that they could receive compensation so as to move out and live in a
better environment. Having gone into detail in quoting these rather neutral stories does not
mean that I turn a blind eye on the destructive aspects led by urban change; rather, to
reiterate, once again, urban changes are complicated processes and one should avoid
reading them as simple logics, seeing the people as the powerless mass versus the powerful
state or capitalists. The reality is much messier than what one could imagine.
This leads to my discussion about the positions of the taxi drivers — marginalized
but not necessarily passive or oppressed. Taxi drivers as subjects interacted with the
governing strategies, tactics, and the surrounding discourses in multifaceted ways, and these
interactions were more dynamic than “the state versus the people (taxi drivers).” The
process was intertwined and intersected with various factors such as nationalistic
sentiments, international politics, identity politics that involved regional, ethnic and gender
identities, and so on. When China was severely criticized by the outside world, this worked
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to strengthen the discourse that China hosting a great Olympics was essential for the
country to acquire international recognition and that all Chinese needed to work together
toward this goal. A sense of urgency was induced; taxi drivers saw the importance of
improving the population’s suzhi to present a better image of China to the world. What we
witness here is how external circumstances added strength to the discourse of suzhi. This
speaks also for the dynamics of discursive formation: The strength of a discourse does not
derive from a single origin or a single entity, but one that involves a field of, often opposite,
themes and actors (Foucault 1989 [1969]). The emphasis on the importance of the
Olympics to China and the importance of raising suzhi went jointly with other discourses as
taxi drivers also grumbled about the demanding taxi-training and tight security control.
As Alexei Yurchak writes on late socialism, “discourse and forms of knowledge that
circulated in everyday Soviet life not as divided into spheres or codes that are fixed and
bounded, but as processes that are never completely known in advance and that are actively
produced and reinterpreted” (2006: 18). Referring again to the articulation of suzhi’s
importance to China, the questions involved should not be whether the drivers actually
believed in the practices revolving around the discourse. Instead they articulated what
seemed felicitous to say at that point. This performative way of dealing with their everyday
lives could also be applied to the ways they complied to the official requirements. For
instance, they performed the acts of wearing uniforms as it was required and seemed
appropriate for China’s Olympic image; yet they need not believe in the very idea of
uniform, as many of them would roll the pants up to the knees when it was hot and it
could not be easily seen by traffic controls or passengers. They performed the good image
for China yet not without subversion. The drivers did not have to believe in the disciplinary
and governmental tactics but what we witnessed were the dynamic ways of negotiating
their everyday lives, and the various governing strategies and tactics that aimed to
transform them. Everyday life involves a lot of dynamics and is never predetermined. It is
constantly and “actively produced and reinterpreted,” as Yurchak suggests (ibid.: 18).
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A new Beijing greets visitors to the 2008 Summer Olympic Games,
a Beijing invigorated and transformed since it was awarded the Games
seven years ago. The city has recovered its great cosmopolitan heritage as a
meeting point for peoples, trade, and ideas. Bold new structures have risen
into the skyline. In the streets and behind closed doors, Beijing seethes with
an economic and cultural ferment that makes this one of the most exciting
cities on earth.
(Foreword of Olympic City)

The Olympics have made Beijing even more magnificent,
so magnificent that I could not recognize it.
(“Beijing under the Influence of the Olympics.” Hong Kong Connection)

The city of Beijing featured significantly in the promotion materials of the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games. A prime example is the Beijing Olympics emblem “Chinese Seal,
Dancing Beijing.” Its wide circulation during the Olympics had marked its imprint on
people’s minds: Whenever one saw the symbol, one was reminded of the Olympic city,
Beijing. Beijing was a symbol assigned with national significance. The Beijing that was
This chapter will be published in Jeroen de Kloet and Lena Maria Scheen. Eds. Spectacle and the City —
Urbanity in Popular Culture and Art in East Asia. (Chong 2012, forthcoming).
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connected to the Olympic moment would be a city that was supposed to conjure up
positive memories for local residents, citizens as well as the diasporas and the world at
large. The ways in which the taxi drivers — mentioned in chapter 5 — were instructed to
drive and behave properly was one exemplary illustration of this zeal of producing positive
association of the Games to the city and to China.
A key Olympic slogan 新北京 新奧运 — literally “New Beijing, New Olympics”
— indicates how the state envisioned the role of Beijing: a new Beijing bringing a new
Olympics that would mark a new Chinese era. Beijing needed to dress up, with new clothes,
to present a new and fresh look to welcome the world to China. This slogan’s English
version, “New Beijing, Great Olympics,” differs from the Chinese version, probably
because it would be considered too immodest to claim to produce a new Olympics in
English. Suffice to say, by emphasizing the word new in its Chinese slogan, thus addressing
predominantly the Chinese people, the official material drew the discursive power from a
prevailing discourse in China that celebrated the idea of new and progress (de Kloet,
Chong, and Liu 2008; Z. Zhang 2000; R. Chow 1991). The idea of new in “New Beijing,
New Olympics,” however, urges us to ask the following questions: What was really “new”
about New Beijing? Why was a New Beijing essential for bringing a New Olympics? What
did a New Beijing mean for the state, the citizen, and the world? What defined “new” (and
“old”) about Beijing? And, most significantly, how was this New Beijing represented and
performed?
“New Beijing” was not simply an official catchphrase, but a key moment of
collective memory and identity formation. Memory formation in place-representation —
comparable to an act of storytelling — is crucial in shaping identity. This displays a
governmental power, a conscious attempt that influences the ways people understand their
identities, and has influences on the ways the people interact with the world. Representing
a city is a performative act, involving strategies and tactics of “selective remembering” and
“selective forgetting” (Chang 2005). What is to be remembered is rendered visible — to be
“on the map”; what is to be forgotten is forsaken and therefore rendered invisible — to be
“off the map.” Memory formation is not an innocent act that simply conserves the past;
rather, it involves a series of selection strategies that call the past into the present to cater
for the contemporary needs and, intrinsically, shape the ways one anticipates the future.
Thinking along this line, one needs to ask: Whose memories and what kinds of memories
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were selected to be significant and therefore deserved to be remembered? Similarly, whose
and what memories were being denied and therefore forgotten? And, for what purposes
did they serve? “New Beijing” was not only about making a new Beijing but also about
how the “old” Beijing was being reimagined, remade, and represented.
Parallel to chapter 5, this chapter focuses on Olympics-led urban changes but with
a specific focus on the ways in which official promotion strategies and tactics —
exemplified through place-representation of the Olympic city Beijing — shaped a collective
memory, that is, the memory of the population. How did the state seize the Olympic
moment to imagine and represent a Beijing that shaped people’s views about the city,
China, and Chineseness? It is important to note that urban transformation related to megaevents has been extensively studied (see, for example, Essex and Chalkley 1998; C. Hall
1987; Roche 1994; Van Den Berg, Braun, and Otgaar 2000). The selective process of
memory and representation involved in place-making has also been addressed (see, for
example, Davis 2005; Gold and Ward 1994; Gruffudd 1995; Zukin 1995; Chang 2005;
Chang and Huang 2005). My aim here is not to repeat what has been studied but to
demonstrate the ways in which these were done through a case study of Beijing during the
2008 Games.
Concepts of disappearance, reappearance, and appearance are central in discussing
the city as a material and visual site of memory and identity formation. Driven by the
emergence of the real estate market, the rapid urban development in Beijing since the
1990s has generated a lot of discussion about the disappearance of the once familiar
landscape and the adverse impacts the urban development have brought about (see, for
example, Acharya 2005; Fang and Zhang 2003; Lai and Lee 2006; Visser 2004; Wu 2000).
This discussion reached its height during the period around the Olympics, centering
predominantly on the destructive aspects of this project of China’s reappearance in the
global arena (see, for example, Broudehoux 2007; Marvin 2008; Donald 2010). Theoretical
insights from Abbas’ analysis of (post)colonial Hong Kong (1997) and Shanghai (2000) in
the 1990s offer a way of rethinking the notions of disappearance and reappearance in the
politics of memory production.
Ackbar Abbas (1997), writing against the backdrop of the imminent return of Hong
Kong to China, examines the politics of cultural space of (post)colonial Hong Kong
through an analysis of architecture, films, photography, and literature. Central to his
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argument is the politics of disappearance that require us to take the local contexts into
consideration. In the case of Hong Kong, he asserts that the notion of disappearance is a
multifaceted and dynamic one. To Abbas, disappearance is not simply about
“nonappearance, absence, or lack of presence” (1997: 7). Drawing on Freud’s idea of
“negative hallucination,” Abbas elaborates that disappearance should be understood as
misrecognition: “not seeing what is there” as well as “recognizing a thing as something
else” (ibid.: 6–7). Disappearance is intimately related to representation. It is in
representation that one sees how disappearance is manifested, “many instances of this
[disappearance] in cinema, architecture, and writing, where disappearance is not a matter of
effacement but of replacement and substitution, where the perceived danger is recontained
through representations that are familiar and plausible” (ibid.: 8). One of the examples he
gives is on the preservation of Flagstaff House in the form of a Chinese teaware museum.
The historical building was preserved, but the associated colonial history was emptied out
and substituted by something else, in this case, it was the appearance of Chinese culture —
tea culture.
Abbas sees disappearance as something ambivalent and double-edged. For instance,
disappearance associated with the politics of preservation presents a problematic side when
preservation erases cultural memories of the past (ibid.: 80). However, he also
demonstrates that disappearance is not simply a threat; it is also a productive force. It was
the imminent disappearing of Hong Kong that gave birth to a booming interest in the
discussion of Hong Kong culture and the identity of Hong Kong people (ibid.: 14). In this
light, disappearance offers the opportunity of potential change, as “not all identities are
worth preserving” (ibid.). When one form of identity disappears, it is the moment for a
new form of identity to be invented. This generative aspect of the notion of disappearance
strikes a chord with Foucault’s notion of power — power generates actions instead of
taking away things. In a word, Abbas argues that what seems to be new in Hong Kong is
always intimately linked to the conditions of disappearance. He writes, Hong Kong culture
is “a culture of disappearance” (2000: 777).
In contrast to Hong Kong, Abbas argues, the case of Shanghai exemplifies a culture
of reappearance, “a reappearance coinciding with China’s reinscription, after decades of
closure, into global economy” (ibid.: 779). Paralleling the construction of a new Shanghai
— building new skyscrapers and new infrastructure — was Shanghai’s booming interest in
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preservation since the 1990s. This keen interest in preservation was, Abbas believes, not
about preserving “cultural heritage.” Rather, it was driven by a strategic vision about
Shanghai’s future, in his words, “the past allows the present to pursue the future” (ibid.:
780). Shanghai’s reappearance was a reappearance that tried to capture its legendary past to
boost its attractiveness. These preservation projects were crucial for the city’s development
in three ways: The first was the potential economic appeal — an attractive historical past
drew tourists’ money and increased the city’s image for foreign competitiveness; the second
was how preservation helped revitalize and gentrify decaying urban areas; and, the third,
which seems to be most important in Abbas’ opinion, was how the state, through
intervening in the municipal’s urban policy, asserted its ruling authority by guiding the city’s
future development, and, in the meantime, found an opportunity to meet private sectors’
demand for economic interests. Shanghai, through the preservation of the past, became a
“City of Culture” (ibid.: 781). Preservation has assisted Shanghai to reappear on the global
stage.
While Abbas’ analysis is based upon a specific context in Hong Kong (1997) and in
Shanghai (2000), I will explore his politics of cultural space and memory production in a
different context — the Beijing that was caught in the wind of the Olympics. Beijing, as the
cultural and political center of today’s China, is in many ways different from Hong Kong
— a (post)colonial city struggling with the disappearance of its culture and identity, and
from Shanghai — a re-emerging Chinese city attempting to recapture its past glamour after
forty years of disappearance.
My analysis is structured according to three temporalities: The first section focuses
on remembering the city, showing how the past appeared, and reappeared — through the
preservation project of Qianmen (前门)— in the making of a New Beijing. The second
section, re-inventing the city, shows how the Olympic city was built on the notion of
disappearance, namely how the representation of the Olympic present was built upon a
replacement or substitution of history. The Olympic Green is the focus of this analysis.
The third section looks at how the future of Beijing is imagined.
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RE-MEMBERING THE CITY (THE PAST)
Walking in the city of Beijing, one could easily spot passers-by carrying a single-lens
reflex (SLR) camera taking pictures of the city that was in the midst of great
transformation. Some of them — including myself — wanted to capture the moment before
the changes substituted and replaced what the site seemed to represent. Memory takes
many forms; the most discernible two are individual memory and collective memory. In its
most general sense, collective memory is about shared, sometimes imagined, experiences.
The construction of a national and cultural identity needs collective memories. It is a way
to bind people to an imagined community (B. Anderson 1983; Kong 1999; Bardenstein
1999). The act of constructing collective memory involves processes of “selective
remembering” and “selective forgetting”: Members of a community assemble and interpret
the memory of the community’s own past and present, which helps strengthen the
community’s own uniqueness vis-à-vis its alterity (Bardenstein 1999; Chang 2005). The act
itself is a dynamic, negotiable, and contested process: It can be performed as an act of
resistance, like Palestinians’ use of cultural symbols to counter their displacement
(Bardenstein 1999), or like the invention of a Hong Kong identity in the face of Hong
Kong’s imminent return to China (Abbas 1997; or see for example, A. Fung 2001); or, it
can be an act initiated by officials or diverse interests groups to shape an identity to achieve
their political and economic goals (see, for example, Bunnell 1999; Chang and Huang
2005). An officially sanctioned memory does not always work toward the will of the
initiators, which makes the act of memory production a highly contested arena. Memory
need not be about the past per se; similarly, nostalgia does not always need memory
(Appadurai 1996). Imagination is all that memory needs. This is what Huyssen calls
“imagined memories” (2000: 27). The past and the future, together with the present, are
called to exist in the imagination of memories.
The making of “New Beijing” did not imply that everything in Beijing was built
from scratch. Rather, this project was one that utilized the past — capitalizing on the
historical capital — in conjunction with the new and (ultra)modern. Through the case of
Qianmen (前门),165 the area south of Tiananmen where hutongs were demolished to make
place for a shopping district with Chinese characteristics, I examine the role of preservation
In some of the representation tools, Qianmen-Dashilan (前门 - 大栅栏) is used to refer to the Qianmen
area. Dashilan is located right next to Qianmen street.
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in the construction of New Beijing. I will show how the past appeared, or reappeared, to
form a map of places with a bountiful of history and facts that represented a “New
Beijing.”
Preservation, in its general sense, is to protect something from falling apart or
decaying. It is usually thought of as something constructive, as it helps conserve a past that
is otherwise destroyed and will be forgotten. It seemingly saves the memory of a people
from being forgotten. However, on closer inspection, projects of preservation pertaining to
urban development are not that innocent (see, for example, Chang 2005; Chang and Huang
2005; Peleggi 2005). As Abbas writes, “preservation is selective and tends to exclude the
dirt and pain” (1997: 66).

Figure 6.1: Qianmen under construction was surrounded by paper walls with imaginary of a
Qianmen-to-be, taken on June 4, 2008.
The preservation of Qianmen was not an arbitrary choice. Quite the contrary, this
preservation project, because of Qianmen’s historical connection and geographical
proximity to the Forbidden City, played a key role in the imaginary of a “New Beijing.”
This project was implemented in the name of preservation, a preservation that claimed to
insist on “renovation without demolition” (宁修不拆) and to restore its original look (古
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风貌),166 with a combination of traditional and modern elements. In the actual context, the
whole project involved a broad scale of demolition of old hutongs, followed by a rebuilding,
re-creation, and installation of cultural symbols. Figure 6.1 is an image of the newly
renovated Qianmen. With the pailou/paifang (牌坊) in the beginning of the street, the street
resembled the generic image of Chinatown — a Chinatown in China! Preservation in this
case was more like preserving the surface, rather than its materiality. It was like an old box
without its original content. The preservation project officially started in 2006. After two
years of construction, it was open to the public two days before the grand opening of the
Beijing Olympic Games — August 8, 2008. The area around Qianmen has always been
discursively portrayed as a place representing old Beijing (老北京). The demolition and the
remaking of this old Beijing have drawn much media attention.167
Situated at the south side of the Forbidden City, Qianmen — which literally means
the front door/gate — is the gate toward the imperial city, the Forbidden City. It is a few
steps from the very heart of the capital: Tiananmen Square and the Forbidden City (see
figure 6.2, a map of the center). Tiananmen Square is the power center of new China,
symbolically marked by the moment when Mao declared the establishment of a new China
in 1949 (L. Dong 1988; Wu 1991; King and Kusno 2000). Until today, most official
ceremonies are held in the square. The Forbidden City is the imaginary that represents the
cultural and imperial history of this ancient city. It is seen as the most suitable point to tell
the historical development of Beijing: The Beijing Planning Exhibition Hall identifies it as
the central object in telling the story of Beijing and China.168 The symbolic significance of
these two sites can be clearly seen when we look at the map of Beijing. These two sites are
marked as the center location in any city map of Beijing. Image can also function as
statement in a discourse, as cultural critics Hubert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow argue: “Maps
can be statements if they are used as representations of a geographical area, and even a
picture of the layout of a typewriter keyboard can be a statement if it appears in a manual
Wang Shiren (王世仁), a cultural relics expert participating in the renovation project, speaking at a press
conference (“The Golden Era of Qianmen [前门最好的時光].” 2008. Return of Beijing [北京归来], Time
Out, Beijing [北京消费导刊]. Jun 12–25 [8].)
167 The “Western” media tended to focus on the demolition of this area whereas the Chinese media focused
largely on the remaking of this old Beijing.
168 See, for example, The City of Eternity [不朽之城]. n.d. DVD. Beijing Planning Exhibition Hall [北京规划
展览馆] and Chinese Science and Cultural Audiovisual Publishing House [中国科学文化音像出版社].
166
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as a representation of the way the letters of a keyboard are standardly arranged” (1982: 45).
Geographer Doreen Massey also points out that maps are means of representation that
“embodies a particular way of understanding, a particular interpretation of the place it is
depicting” (1995: 20). Looking at the map, one can easily identify this area as the central
point where the story of Beijing unfolds and, where the significance of other places is
measured.

Figure 6.2: The center of Beijing in Map of Beijing: Beijing Welcomes You.
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Figure 6.3: View of Qianmen — peeping through the paper walls, taken on June 4, 2008.

Preservation projects like this were not conflicting with or contradicting the larger
discourse of “New Beijing.” Similar to Shanghai, the zeal to preserve the old Beijing was
the state’s plan to capitalize on the city’s “celebrated” old days and the city’s assumed rich
historical past for its contemporary use and future development. Preservation in Beijing —
as part of the mega Olympic project — marked the reappearance of Beijing and China in
the global arena, after a century of national humiliation (Brownell 2008; Callahan 2004;
Callahan 2006; Close, Askew, and Xu 2007; R. Ong 2004; G. Xu 2008a). Just like history is
never solely about the past, it is also always about the present and the future. The past
captured in the present helped further the developmental plan of this “New Beijing”
project.
Historical information, understood as selected “facts” such as narratives of origin,
past patrons, legends of the past, and images, is crucial to authenticate the site’s “place in
history” (Peleggi, 2005: 262). Built in the Ming Dynasty, Qianmen is “the first and the
oldest commercial street in Beijing,” which is mentioned in almost all the representation
tools. The use of these superlatives certifies its special place in history and its significance in
the population’s memories. Classified under the section of shopping in the map and in the
official guide, Qianmen is well-remembered for its connection with some of the wellknown shops, laozihao (老字号), translated as “time-honored brand” businesses. It presents
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itself as the birth-place of many legendary Chinese shops and the legendary stories related
to these shops. The Qianmen area has been a prosperous place, where ordinary Beijingers
would eat (for example, at Yuechenzhai 月盛斋),169 shop (for example, at Qianxiangyi 谦祥益
and Ruifuxiang 瑞蚨祥),170 seek medical health advice (e.g. Tongrentang 同仁堂),171 and find
their entertainment (for example, Guanghe Theatre广和剧场).172 These narratives call forth
a sense of nostalgia linked to these shops, each of them has its own legendary past and
stories. For example, Emperor Kangxi (康熙) visited Duoyichu (都一处)173 and gave it the
name it has now, Empress Dowager Cixi (慈禧太后) demanded the food from Yuechenzhai,
and the famous Peking opera artist Mei Lanfang (梅兰芳) performed at Guanghe Theatre.
Added together, these narratives — despite their selectiveness — are powerful discursive
tools that enhance the place’s historical heritage.
Qianmen-Dashilan (前门–大栅栏) is said to “have reflected the city’s sometimes
turbulent history” (Beijing Official Guide: 97); this turbulent history is nonetheless not visible:
It disappears in its representation. The history of this place is condensed into a few old
photos installed on some buildings in the street. All these representations of the past are
highly selective: a bit of Ming dynasty, a bit of Qing dynasty, and a bit of the early
republican time (1911–1948/49) in the 1910s. The non-presence of the period from the
early twentieth century to contemporary China is an act of selective forgetting that breeds a
collective amnesia. This collective amnesia/forgetting, to draw on Abbas’ argument, is not
about not remembering, but should be understood it as “remembering as something else,
i.e. forgetting is additive not subtractive.” (Abbas 2012, forthcoming).

Yuechenzhai is a shop selling (halal) meat products. The shop has been in existence since the Qing Qianlong
era (清朝乾隆年間) in 1775.
170 Qianxiangyi andRuifuxiang specialize in silk fabrics and silk garments, the former originated in 1840 and the
latter in 1862.
171Tongrentang specializes in Chinese medicine; it was founded in 1669 during the Qing Kangxi era (清朝康熙
年間).
172 Guanghe Theatre was the most famous theatre in Beijing during the Qing dynasty.
173 Duoyichu is a restaurant, dating back to 1742 in the Qing Qianlong era.
169
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Figure 6.4: Old photos of the past were installed on the building to exhibit its history, taken
on September 13, 2008, a month after Qianmen’s opening.

To stage an atmosphere of “Chineseness,” cultural symbols and items such as the
pailou/paifang, lampposts and flowerpots with “Chinese characteristics” (see, for example,
figure 6.3 and 6.5), and sculptures of historical people have been installed on the street. The
past is reduced to be a decoration of the “the centuries-old shopping street” (Beijing Official
Guide: 97). The same applies to the use of the term laozihao in its promotion: Laozihao
becomes only a decorative term void of the original meaning of laozihao. The social
relations associated with laozihao — loyalties and trust from the customers and a close
clientele relation — disappear in the preservation project. Some of the laozihao reopened
after the renovation project only have the name of the original laozihao. They have been
sold and now are either owned by the state or other companies. Yuechenzhai is a case in
point, the one in Qianmen now is “Yuechenzhai at Zhengyangmen” (正阳门月盛斋) and is
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state-owned, while the “real” laozihao — renamed as “The Ma Family’s Yuechenzhai at
Hubujie”(户部街马记月盛斋) — was reopened after the economic reforms in Houhai (后
海).174

Figure 6.5: Street decorations with “traditional Chinese” characteristics.

The new Qianmen could be called a “mnemonic site” (Nora 1989), a site
designated by the state to sell nostalgia as a commodity that is void of any shared social
memory of any groups (Chang 2005: 250; Peleggi 2005:263). It is a constructed Chinatown
deprived of the diasporic meanings of a Chinatown. Generic symbols of Chineseness such
as the dragons, lanterns, and drums that have circulated in popular media productions such
as Hollywood films have been placed on site. It is, to use King and Kusno’s phrase, like an
act of “cut and paste”: copying an urban architectural style to paste it in a different social
and cultural context, with some editing here and there to construct the “new” (2000: 47).
Today, the image of a Chinatown is comparable to Abbas’ description of “placeless”
buildings that can be found in many cities. These neighborhoods make use of similar
generic Chineseness symbols like the pailou/paifang, “Chinese” symbols and items, and
Chinese street names to attract visitors (see, for example, K. Anderson, 1987; Chang, 1999;

174

Houhai is an area known for its nightlife, with many popular restaurants and bars.
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Christiansen, 2003; Collins, 2007).175 It can be argued that the newly restored Qianmen
looks more like a film set, a simulacrum of the once-lived area (Baudrillard 1994). It is like a
Disneyland, a theme park with a “Chinese” theme that has been actively promoted as the
new trendy shopping street with its past glamour. The rent has skyrocketed, old shops can
hardly return to their original sites; rather, the place has attracted many international brands
such as Starbucks, Uniqlo, H&M, ZARA, shops that one can find in any main shopping
streets/malls around the world.

Figure 6.6: Paper wall built to hide the less appealing scenes behind the Qianmen area.

The image of Chinatown with the pailou/paifang appeals to people’s imaginary of Chinatown. The image
circulates so much that self-proclaimed Chinatowns around the world are joining in the zeal to build one.
This includes Amsterdam where Chinese entrepreneurs and the city government have been discussing for
years to build a pailou/paifang to attract visitors.

175
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The preservation project in Qianmen captured the larger global urban trend of
heritage industry — commodification of the bygones (Chang 1997, 1999; Peleggi 2005;
Hewison 1987) — to enhance the city’s historical image in the making of a “New Beijing.”
The past, accompanied by the imagined memories of it, sells better than the future. The
past does not exist until one claims its present: “present pasts” (Huyssen 2000 ). Yet, this
performance of a legendary past has been rather partial and superficial: This area is
surrounded by a decaying local residential-cum-commercial area that has undergone (neverending) demolition. To make the less pleasant surroundings “disappear,” walls — either
paper or concrete — were built to hide them (see figure 6.6).

RE-INVENTING THE CITY (THE PRESENT)
In the Opening ceremony of the Beijing Olympics, twenty-nine giant firework
footprints figuratively walked from Tiananmen Square, along the Central Axis, to the
National Stadium (the Bird’s Nest) in the Olympic Green. This performance symbolically
marked a visible trail of China’s development: from the center of Chinese civilization of the
past to the center of global attention at the present. This performance resonated with the
narrative sequences of Beijing in many official materials: The narration often started with
the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square, then moved along the Central Axis, reaching
the modern and joyous Bird’s Nest in the Olympic Green (see, for example, 2008 Beijing
Olympics, Today’s Beijing, New Beijing).
The Central Axis is not a historical site like the Forbidden City or the Temple of
Heaven; and yet, because of its recent connection with the Olympic site, it is promoted as a
landmark, a historical achievement with seven hundred years of history. The descriptions in
English often say that the Olympic Green is “located on the north end of the Central Axis
of the Beijing City” (2008 Beijing Olympics; Beijing Official Guide: 5); or, alternatively, the
Central Axis is “stretching all the way to the Olympic Green” (Olympic City: 36).
Interestingly, the description in Chinese says that the Central Axis ends at the Drum and
Bell Tower176 — not the Olympic Green. It seems logical: If the Central Axis has a 700year history, it is quite unlikely that it ends at today’s Olympic Green. The difference
It does not say when exactly the Drum and Bell Tower was built, but according to the description and the
emphasis on the connection between the Central Axis and the Drum and Bell Tower, the latter should have
been built around seven hundred years ago.

176
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between the Chinese and English materials could very well be a different point of emphasis
to cater for different audiences — the Chinese version emphasized the historical past while
the English version selected (or, maybe more precise to say, summarized) what the
producers believed would be important and enough for the English readers to know.
Suffice to say, the Central Axis was invoked to connect the past and the present.
The present is the time period between the past and the future, it is “the location,
both source and product, of cultural memory” (Bal and Vanderburgh 1999: 3). The present
represented here was a reinvention: It was a present that was built on disappearance and
this disappearance, following Abbas’ arguments, should be understood as a form of
misrecognition, not simply absence or lack of presence (1997:7). The Central Axis is one
such example demonstrating the ways in which the meaning of a site is alternated,
selectively (mis-)presented to mark its connection with other sites — the historical and
cultural “past” of the Forbidden City and the modern “present” of the Olympic Green.
The story of the Central Axis ends at its connecting point with the Olympic Green, what
lies beyond is rendered not important, therefore not represented — a vacuous space.
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Figure 6.7: Map of Beijing (a three-dimensional map).

The Olympic Green is an emblematic site/sight of how a “New Beijing” was
reinvented. Its importance was projected on the map (figure 6.7). This 3-dimensional map
directed the gaze toward three areas of significance: the political and cultural center (the
heart of Beijing), the financial and economic center (the Chaoyang District), and the new
political and cultural center (the Olympic Green in the north). The Olympic Green is the
site of China’s Olympic memory. Given its political significance, the area was designed to
embody the actively promoted image of a “New Beijing,” an image of the present
representing progress, modernness, and open-mindedness that set an example for a
promising future. The Olympic Green has an area of 1,159 hectares. It was the home of
most of the Olympic venues, including the Bird’s Nest, the Water Cube, the Olympic
Village, Main Press Center, and the Olympic Forest Park. When I visited Beijing in 2011
(three and half years after the Olympics), the charm of this Olympic legend did not fade. It
still seemed to draw visitors from different corners of China and the world.
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Unlike the preservation projects of historical sites, the Olympic Green has been
presented as something built from scratch, like a drawing on a blank sheet. What was never
told in the official promotion materials were the stories about the site: What was it before
the Olympic Green was built? Questions related to urban removal and demolition were
selectively downplayed and replaced by continuous positive reporting of stories related to
the construction of Olympic venues.

Figure 6.8: The Olympic Green, taken on August 23, 2008.

The Olympic Green, given its spacious spatial design that housed most of the
attention-drawing venues, drew together a population of diverse groups during the Games.
The area was comparable to a cosmopolitan space, a space in which individuals knew how
to respect otherness (Abbas 2000; Appiah 2006). The joyous carnival-like atmosphere
seemed to live up to the cosmopolitan ideal promoted by the slogan “One World, One
Dream.” The global China-bashing after the Tibet demonstrations and the subsequent
tensions followed by the global contestations, for some curious reason, seemed to
disappear; what was left was a sense of harmonious coexistence of differences. I argue that
this cosmopolitan image associated with the Olympic Green was made possible by, first of
all, selectively forgetting the efforts of migrant workers who built the venues and managed
to finish the projects on time. News about accidents related to the construction was largely
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unheard. Also, the presumably “unpleasant” looks of the workers were believed to
contradict the “pleasant” looks of the city. They were persuaded to return home or to
move to another job in another city before the Games started. Second, it was also made
possible by selectively downplaying the news about strict visa requirements that deterred
any potential demonstrators from entering the country. Third, the area was meticulously
guarded by countless security check points and security police; its cosmopolitan image was
made possible by carefully securing its boundaries and stringent overall surveillance —
practices that to some extent were rendered invisible to the general public (Chong, de
Kloet, and Zeng 2012 forthcoming).

Figure 6.9: Migrant workers taking lunch break, about five minutes away from the Olympic
Green, taken on June 5, 2008.

Architecture, because of its strong association with a place, is wedded to a city’s
assumed identity. The BOCOG and the Beijing Municipal Planning Commission had
seized the global place-marketing trend by using architecture as advertising tools. Two
prominent examples are the Bird’s Nest, designed by Swiss architects Jacques Herzog and
Pierre de Meuron, with the help of Beijing artist and cultural entrepreneur Ai Weiwei; and
the Water Cube, co-designed by PTW Architects (an Australian architecture firm) and
CCDI (China Construction Design International). Yet, this “going-global” ambition was
not without contestations, some criticized that China had become “the laboratory for
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foreign architects” and was losing its “authentic character” (mentioned in, for example,
Ren 2008).

Figure 6.10: Cultural symbols signifying “Chineseness” were installed inside the subway
station, taken on August 23, 2008.

Interestingly, in highlighting the design features of the Bird’s Nest and the Water
Cube, the “foreign” presence was replaced by an emphasis on Chinese tradition:

[The] designs have adopted the traditional Chinese philosophy: the sky is round and
the earth is a square (天圆地方). The two stadiums, one is round symbolizing the
sky and the masculine, the other is square symbolizing the femininity which
perfectly caters to the Chinese spirit of the unity of the universe and the humans
(天人合人). (2008 Beijing Olympics)

This selective forgetting of foreign architects was also found in media productions
and official promotion materials, such as a documentary on the Bird’s Nest, The Bird’s Nest
— Where a Dream Begins, and Olympic City. The focuses were placed on how amazing the
buildings were and how the construction projects were carried out; the architects’ names
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were never brought up. Cultural symbols representing “tradition” and Chineseness were
installed around the Olympic Green, as if to tell the public that in pursuing modernity,
tradition would not be forgotten and both could coexist harmoniously. This was made clear
in Today’s Beijing, the film asserts that “alongside the new development, the historical
features of ancient Beijing will also be carefully preserved, and its cultural characteristics
will be inherited to coordinate the past, the present and the future.” The accompanying
image showed a few senior Chinese and a young boy practicing tai-chi (or, tai-ji in
Mandarin) in the park, from the park it zoomed in on the Bird’s Nest and the Water Cube.

MAPPING BEIJING’S FUTURE (THE FUTURE)
The future is a time unknown yet made foreseeable by plans and expectations. It is
not yet a memory but an imagined memory in the making. In the film clip New Beijing, it
was made very clear that the image of “New Beijing” was based upon Beijing’s recent
development. The image sequence went as follows: the Forbidden City, a carnival-like
Tiananmen Square (with colorful air balloons flying above it), the National Theatre,
Beijing’s Central Axis, the Olympic Green, the Bird’s Nest, the Water Cube, Petrochina
Plaza, Kaichen Plaza, Huarun Plaza, West area of Zhongguancun, New Capital Airport,
Xizhimen Transportation Centre, the Financial Street, Xidan Bookstore, CBD, CCTV, and
a panoramic night view of the city.
The “New Beijing” represented here was a clean, tidy, efficient, technologicallyadvanced city, and a somewhat mechanical one that did not have much human presence. It
was strikingly similar to teasers promoting sales of real estate. It is also important to note
that the film clip was not made up of “real” photographic images but graphic
constructions. It (con)fused the present with the future, on the one hand; and, on the other
hand, it seemed to convince us that a promising future was proceeding apace as one could
recognize the existing buildings. Time and speed matter: The faster the development is, the
brighter the future will look. This sense of speed is in tune with the general discourse of
pursuing newness. Progress and change were wrapped in the larger discourse of “new” in
China. This discourse could be dated back as early as the nineteenth century, when China
fell prey to Western imperialism. Over the course of a century and half, China had been
caught up in this pursuit of speeding up the pace of modernization in order to be on a par
with the West. To quote Z. Zhang (2000), “time has become a space in the global arena
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waiting to be filled or conquered” (100). The future of Beijing, and China, had to be one
that succeeded in making a great leap forward — conquering time and making progress. In
anticipation of a promising future, the present was represented to be progressing toward a
well-planned future. Just as Debord mentions in The Society of the Spectacle (1995 [1968]),
contemporary social life can be understood, in his words, as “the decline of being into
having, and having into merely appearing” (17). The spectacle of the future presented here
shows that what the future appears to be is more important than what it actually is.
To map out Beijing’s future is to carve out a space to make certain Beijing’s and
China’s reappearance on the world stage. Vision and planning, the focus of this section, are
central in mapping Beijing’s future. Having a good vision and planning for the future of
Beijing, and subsequently, its projected (symbolic) significance for China, are important for
the state to claim ruling legitimacy. China needs to demonstrate its competence to bring
progress and prosperity, and to maintain stability and social order (Shue 2004). Being able
to put visions onto a map of plans demonstrates a set of productive power — “biopolitics”
— a systemic way of managing life and its reproduction (Foucault 1980b, 2003a).
The vision for Beijing’s future was to become “a national capital,” “an international
metropolis,” “a cultural city,” and “a livable city” (Today’s Beijing, Olympic City, Beijing
Investment Guide 2008–2009). Beijing Investment Guide 2008–2009 had a clear elaboration on
how these four visions would be achieved, so had Today’s Beijing. The vision of “a national
capital” had a bird’s-eye view of Tiananmen Square. It was a status that needed to be
maintained, rather than achieved. Its articulation served as a reminder of its status, not a
vision per se. The vision of “an international metropolis” had an image of skyscrapers with
greens in the forefront, an image resembling New York City (skyscrapers and Central
Park). The idea of catching up with the (economic) developed others was the most
prominent here. It was a vision to place Beijing in the league of world cities. Skyscrapers
symbolize modernity and development. The green park represents an eco-friendly, relaxing,
and leisurely space. The message was that urban development did not take away quality of
life. The vision of “a cultural city” showed an image of the Forbidden City. Just like the
preservation projects and the installation of Chinese symbols mentioned earlier, it reassured
that in pursuing modernity, tradition was not forsaken. “A livable city” had an image of
green and nature. It was as if making a promise of not sacrificing the environment in its
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pace of development. These visions together made up an imaginary of the future Beijing —
a selective way of remembering the future.
An advanced transportation system and infrastructure featured significantly in these
four visions and in Beijing’s overall development plan. A well-developed transportation
system symbolizes mobility that stands for modernity, progress, and technology. It is a key
aspect for an international metropolis. When talking about Olympics-led urban
transformation, infrastructure was one of the first items to be mentioned: “from wider
roads and fresh taxi fleets to new parks and entertainment districts” (Olympic City: 5). The
past was often drawn in to make Beijing’s progress today and its foreseeable future salient.
In Olympic City, it says:

Twenty years ago, bicycles ruled the roads in Beijing and private cars were virtually
unknown. Economic development and the rise of an affluent middles class have
transformed the urban environment. There are now more than three million cars in
the city and the road network has expanded accordingly. (120)

The presence of bicycles suggested a less modern past; today, their disappearance is
substituted by a positive discourse of economic development and, subsequently, a positive
discourse of urban development. The appearance of “three million cars” strengthened the
image of a mobile future in sight. This was, however, in conflict with the environmental
concerns mentioned in “the Green Olympics” or the vision of “a livable city,” and,
needless to say, the endless complaints of traffic congestion in the city.
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Figure 6.11: Beijing Subway plan by 2015.

In the planned development of public transport, the expansion project of the
Beijing Subway occupied a key place. Subway line 10, tailor-made to cater for the Olympics,
was opened on July 19, 2008. Its significance was revealed by its place in Beijing maps: All
the maps published in the period around the Olympics had a Beijing Subway map (see, for
example, figure 6.2 and 6.7). In some maps (figure 6.2), “subway line in construction” was
also marked, with clear indication on the map’s legend. The construction projects of the
Beijing Subway were often mapped onto the city’s plans: “By 2010, the length of the
Beijing subway will be extended to more than 300 km; by 2020, there will be 19 subway
and light-rail lines in Beijing, with a total length of about 660 km” (Olympic City: 121). In
foreseeing the future development, images like figure 6.11 were used to help one visualize
plans; in Abbas’ words, “the more abstract and ungraspable space becomes, the greater the
importance of the image” (1997: 69). The graphic image illustrating the expansion plan of
the subway demonstrated a ceaseless determination, technological advancement, wellthought-out plan, and above all, progress.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter shows how the state government seized the Olympic moment to
imagine and to represent a Beijing that shaped a collective memory of the city, China, and
Chineseness. The making of “New Beijing” displayed both the politics of reappearance and
the politics of disappearance. Comparable to Abbas’ analysis of Shanghai (2000), the
construction of a “New Beijing” showed a culture of reappearance, a reappearance that was
driven by China’s ambition to make its presence in the global arena. This reappearance
echoed the popular discourse of China’s great rejuvenation, which was circulated widely in
the period around the Games. As I have argued earlier, the slogan “New Beijing, New
Olympics” reflected China’s long-term pursuit to make progress and to be in the same
league as the West which was presumably more developed. The reappearance of a “New
Beijing” in the global arena required the remaking and the imagination of the past, the
present, and the future. The past, in the example of Qianmen, reappeared to fill up people’s
imagination of the good old days. Its reappearance was made possible by the disappearance
of the old social fabric (hutongs and the social lives that revolved around the area).
Disappearance is usually perceived as a threat; however, Abbas’ concept of disappearance
(1997) illuminates a new way of looking at disappearance — it has a productive aspect.
Paralleling the booming interest in discussing cultural identity in (post-)colonial Hong
Kong, the disappearance of the old hutongs in Qianmen has generated a thriving interest in
the discussion of urban transformation, demolition, and preservation in Beijing. Examples
include Ou Ning’s (欧宁) documentary Meishi Street, academic studies on urban changes,
countless reports on demolition in journalism, and the many who carried their SLR
cameras to capture the Beijing in disappearing. Theirs were attempts to write on the wouldbe-forgotten, and yet, precisely because of their actions, the disappearing reappeared in
another social space. Another way of looking at the politics of disappearance, yet with
much contestation, is that this preservation also made the creation of a new image, a new
identity possible — in this case of an officially initiated project of place-making. It was a
modern yet traditional Chinese identity that tried to shake off the outdated and shabby
image of the past.
Likewise, the cosmopolitan image presented by the Bird’s Nest appeared to
displace the negative and contested image of China revolving around the 2008 Games. This
positive image — through the image of openness and happiness associated with the
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Olympic Green — was made possible by the displacement of relatively less celebratory
“facts” of, for example, migrant workers and the stringent security measures. In following
Abbas’ argument on disappearance and forgetting, these less pleasant facts were not quite
forgotten but people “remembered something as something else” (2012, forthcoming). In
this light, the government deployed this tactic of disappearance in a very timely manner.
After the Olympics, images of the migrant workers were installed inside the Bird’s Nest to
honor their contribution in this Olympic project. Again, it showed that the migrant workers
did not quite “disappear” but they were made invisible to make room for a pleasant
cosmopolitan image of the present. The same can also be applied to the future plan of the
city of Beijing — what mattered was not about what it would become but what it appeared
to become. A promising future was visualized through misrecognition — a displacement of
narratives.
Two years after the 2008 Games, another mega-event — the Shanghai Exposition
2010 (Expo) — took place in Beijing’s rival city, Shanghai. Both displayed China’s ambition
to showcase its recent economic achievement to the world. Like the Beijing Games, the
preparation for the Expo involved a massive scale of urban transformation, which involved
demolition and relocation of local residents and industries in the chosen site. An area of
5.28 square km around the Huangpu River was dedicated to this 6-month event; numerous
infrastructures (e.g. subway lines) were put in place. With a gathering of almost two
hundred different countries and fifty corporate organizations,177 the Expo site displayed a
strikingly similar cosmopolitan image as presented by the Olympic Green. This
cosmopolitanism would be an image the government would like to present to its citizens
and the world about today’s China. With the theme slogan — “Better City Better Life” — the
Expo spelled out the national vision of “the future.” It would be a future made possible by
technology and meticulous planning and it would easily be translated into modernity and
progress, also demonstrated by the Beijing case.
Despite these similarities, the two mega-events and the two cities were not quite the
same. In terms of global appeal, the Olympics seemed to draw more international attention
than the Expo. The majority who visited the Expo were Chinese from China; of relevance,
the Expo hardly received any global contestations. In terms of the city’s status, Shanghai is
perceived as the financial center whereas Beijing is the cultural and political center. As a
177

Expo 2010 Shanghai China. http://en.expo2010.cn/pavilions/index.htm (accessed on Jan 19, 2011).
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result, the roles assigned to them were different. In terms of city development, preservation
projects in Shanghai (e.g. Yuyuan [豫园]) had taken place long before the Expo. Besides, a
remarkable difference appeared in the way how the two cities dealt with the issue of
demolition. During the Olympics, the Beijing government chose to make it disappear; yet,
the Shanghai government made deliberate efforts that the demolished neighborhoods
reappeared. For instance, a theater show performed by three hundred former residents,
called “Homeland, Impression Shangsteel” (家园·印象上钢),178 was staged in the Expo
and efforts were made to show how preservation projects were carried out (e.g. how old
factories were restored for exhibitions). Viewed in this light, the Shanghai government
seemed to have learned from Beijing’s mistake of avoiding turning demolition into a public
issue. Research about urban transformation in Shanghai precedes Beijing (Abbas 2000;
Olds 1997). The Expo undoubtedly furthered Shanghai’s ongoing plan of reappearance, yet
in what ways it helped further the city’s ambition deserves a detailed analysis on its own.
Two mega-events in two major cities in China — one cannot help but ask: How do other
cities in China (e.g. Shenzhen) rival with these leading cities?179 This topic itself merits a
wider and deeper study.

I thank Lena Scheen for suggesting this example. “Homeland, Impression Shangsteel” was a theater play
performed during the Shanghai Expo, in July 2010 at Shanghai East Community Theater (东视剧场). The
Shangsteel community was located in Pudong New Area (浦东新区), the name was derived from the steel
factory located there before. Because of the Expo, six thousand residents were relocated. This play narrated
the development stories of this place, from the nineteenth-century fishing village, to the proletarian
community during the communist period, to today’s relocation for the Expo. The play was said to have
captured the development of Shanghai and to live up to the Expo theme slogan “Better City, Better Life.”
179 The development of Chinese cities have become topics of interests; for instance, an independent and
multidisciplinary think tank in the Netherlands have conducted a research called “Go West Project” to study
the development of these emerging Chinese cities.
178
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Hong Kong people are Chinese, this is an objective fact, a fact
that we all need to acknowledge without question, this means that
it is not about identifying or not. Such a redundant demand of
adding the idea of “identification” gives a wrong impression or
fantasy to some that they can choose, this then leads to some
ridiculous hypothetical terms like “Chinese,” “Hong Kong
people,” “Hong Kong Chinese,” “Chinese Hong Kong,” which
many go all the way to discuss.
(Lau 2008; original in Chinese)180

Any discussion of cultural studies and China would be inadequate
without some attempt to address — not the well-worn theme of
China’s relation to the West, but — the scarcely touched issue of
China’s relation to those whom it deems politically and culturally
subordinate. I am referring, specifically, to Tibet, Taiwan and Hong
Kong, cultures which, despite their own histories, are simply
denied identity and validity in the eyes of the People's Republic.
(R. Chow [1997: 151], emphasis in the original)

180 “Lau

Nai-keung: National Education is a Justified Fact (Originally Published on March 18, 2008) [劉迺強:
國民教育是理直氣壯的事(原刊於 2008/3/18 信報)].” 2008. Hong Kong Independent Media [独立媒体],
March 26. http://www.inmediahk.net/node/312642 (accessed on Mar 9, 2009).
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Just like on the moments when China won gold medals in the Olympics, Hong
Kong people were happy — albeit briefly — when China won the bid to host the
Olympics on July 13, 2001. The popular discourse in Hong Kong claimed that this should
be read as yet another materialized example of “a rising China.” Unlike the discourse of
China’s great rejuvenation in mainland China mentioned in chapter 1, this discourse
functioned both as an opportunity and a threat in Hong Kong: Opportunity because Hong
Kong is culturally and nationally affiliated to China and this would allow Hong Kong to tap
into China’s growth; threat because Hong Kong — the newly reunited “son” after 150
years of colonial rule — is not quite culturally and psychologically close to China and China’s
growing influence will shape much of the Hong Kong-China relationship. This complexity
was revealed at the moments when China fared well in international competitions or when
China was hit by natural disasters. The saying “blood is thicker than water” is often used to
describe this bonding. Nonetheless, many in Hong Kong would also distance themselves
from China upon controversial issues such as human rights infringement, corruption, the
tainted milk scandals, and the like.
In Writing Diaspora, Rey Chow succinctly captures this peculiarity of a Hong Kong
subjectivity:

The history of Hong Kong predisposes one to a kind of “border” or “para-site”
practice — an identification with “Chinese culture” but a distantiation from the
Chinese Communist regime; a resistance against colonialism but an unwillingness to
see the community’s prosperity disrupted. (1993b: 22)

This historical context has rendered Hong Kong in an in-between space perpetually
caught between “a non-defined Western-ness and Chineseness” (de Kloet 2007: 148).
R. Chow argues in Ethics after Idealism that Hong Kong is marked and defined by “a double
impossibility” (1998c: 151) — its in-betweenness and its awareness of impure origins could
not be rectified simply by searching the roots (the quest for the national/native Chinese
culture) or by opting for the path of hybrids (the overly celebrated postmodern hybridite
discourse that downplays past injustices) (1998c: 163).
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In the Introduction, I have discussed that today’s Chinese government gains its
legitimacy through operating along a set of evolving, yet centuries-old, logics of
governance, resembling Max Weber’s argument on how different systems of domination
require different logics of legitimacy:

Every . . . system [of domination] attempts to establish and to cultivate the belief in
its legitimacy. But according to the kind of legitimacy which is claimed, the type of
obedience, the kind of administrative staff developed to guarantee it, and the mode
of exercising authority, will all differ fundamentally. (Quoted in Shue 2010: 44)

Hong Kong is an odd case here: It is situated at a transitory moment that is caught
between two rulers — the former colonial government and today’s Chinese government —
with different logics of governance and legitimation; yet, it cannot choose to follow either
one of these dominant powers. What is characteristic of Hong Kong — a place without
“territorial propriety or cultural centrality” (R. Chow 1993b: 25) — is then its tactical ways
of dealing with and functioning in between these two dominant powers, trying to negotiate
and “carv[e] out a space where it is neither simply the puppet of British colonialism nor of
Chinese authoritarianism” (R. Chow 1998: 157). These struggles and negotiations between
two dominant powers have given birth to this discursive Hong Kong subjectivity.
Hong Kong people’s conditional identification with China poses challenges to
optimal governance in Hong Kong. Since Hong Kong’s retrocession in 1997, the HKSAR
government, the academia, and the media in Hong Kong have been obsessed with
questions about Hong Kong’s national and cultural identification, as well as attitudes
toward mainland China. Much of this is empirical-based, often quantitative-driven.181

For example, a regular survey studying “people’s ethnic identity,” by the Public Opinion program (POP)
of the University of Hong Kong, available online: http://hkupop.hku.hk; the survey conducted by the
Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies at the Chinese University of Hong Kong: “Earthquake Boosts Patriotic
Sentiment in H.K., Survey Says.” 2008. Asian Economic News, May 26.
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0WDP/is_2008_May_26/ai_n27895226/ (accessed on Oct 16,
2009); the survey conducted by Michael DeGolyer (2008), Director of the Hong Kong Transition Project and
Professor of Government and International Studies at Hong Kong Baptist University, “The Business City
Revolts Against Business.” Hong Kong Journal, Winter. http://www.hkjournal.org/archive/2008_winter/1.htm
(accessed on Oct 16, 2009); an opinion poll conducted by the University of Hong Kong on the self-image
and identity of Hong Kong residents, “Hong Kong Citizens Say They Are Chinese.” 2008. Asian Pacific Post,
July 9.
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Questions like what kinds of Chineseness we are talking about, in what ways they are being
mobilized, and most important of all, how they are mediated in the media remain
understudied. Previous research indicates that Hong Kong citizens find the media an
important channel to acquire political information (Lau and Kuan 1995); radio talk shows
are seen as valuable channels to express public opinion (Lee 2002) and many believe that
the media are better representatives of their interests than the other political institutions
(Lau 1998). While discussions and reports about Hong Kong media’s self-censorship182
have been growing more intense, no research has been conducted to examine “the politics
of media” in this resinification process and none studies its relation to the Olympics.
This chapter examines the role of media in this resinification process, with a special
focus on Hong Kong’s only public service broadcaster RTHK. Taking governmentality as
the core concept of analysis, I want to study, first, how RTHK programs helped garner the
public’s support for the Olympics and China; second, what kinds of negotiation strategies
and tactics these RTHK programs used; and last, how they problematized or contributed to
the governing practices.
Inspired by Stauff’s arguments about the governmentality of media, I look at media
as both the “end and instrument of government” (Foucault quoted in Stauff 2010: 265).
This is to say, the media not only provide ways to identify and regulate the production of
knowledge of a related subject area (for instance, Hong Kong population’s cultural and
national identification) but also the media themselves constitute a specific subject area to
which specific regularities and rationalities are ascribed. Stauff posits that the ways in which
media could function as techniques that guide behavior have placed them in interwoven
relationships with other social practices and institutions, and these in turn have made media
a problematized subject area that needs to be discussed and regulated. It is through these
problematizations that media acquire their self-technologies — the kinds of knowledge and
rationalities that define the media as subject (ibid.: 266). Stauff’s “Governmentality of
http://img.asianpacificpost.com/portal2/c1ee8c441b089f71011b08f2c5310065_Hong_Kong_citizens_say_t
hey_are_Chinese.do.html (accessed on Oct 16, 2009); a quantitative study conducted by Fairbrother (2008) to
see whether there was change in Hong Kong students’ attitudes toward mainland China after Hong Kong’s
retrocession.
182 It is said that more and more media institutions have become more cautious in reporting negative news or
bringing out critical views about mainland China. See Zhang Tao. 2006. “Media Control and Self-Censorship
in Hong Kong.” EastSouthWestNorth, November. http://www.zonaeuropa.com/20061125_1.htm (accessed
on Jul 26, 2010); “Survey on Press Freedom in Hong Kong.” 2007. Hong Kong Journalists Association.
http://www.hkja.org.hk/site/Host/hkja/UserFiles/File/survey/PressFreedomSurvey2007_eng.pdf
(accessed on Nov 18, 2009).
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Media” (ibid.) draws our attention to the dynamics and interplay between governmental
technologies and media. This approach also helps illustrate my argument in this chapter:
The state does not possess a “metapower” that simply imposes its will on the population
and render the media into merely the mouthpiece serving its interests. The interwoven
relationship of media with social practices and discourses has not only helped shape the
ways media operate and function but also, in the context of Hong Kong, this Hong Kong
subjectivity. How these two intersect with each other and shape the effectiveness of media
as the “instrument of government” is something my analysis aims to unfold.
In what follows I will incorporate the discussion of governmental power in
presenting background information about Hong Kong and the media institution RTHK.
My analysis is divided into two sections: I first look at how RTHK’s Olympic programs
mediated the governing tactics and discourses. I divide my analysis into two parts. The first
centers on cultivating Chineseness, in which various governmental practices are traced.
These are (1) linguistic bonding that normalized the Hong Kong-China relationship, (2)
features that helped shape the perception of Beijing among the Hong Kong people, and (3)
the rehearsing of a set of generic governmental discourses, like a rich historical and cultural
China, national humiliation, Chinese character traits, and a promising China. The second
part of the first section illustrates tactics of negotiation that served to enlist the public’s
interests in the Olympics. The tactics employed here, however, produced ambivalent
results: They could be read as resistance tactics to the governing practices but also
“effective” tactics to disseminate the governmental discourses. The second section
examines how RTHK current affairs programs mediated reports related to the Olympics. I
trace various mediation tactics to show how one of the RTHK programs Hong Kong
Connection tried to live up to its media responsibilities and yet, in doing so, strengthened a
Hong Kong subjectivity against the encroachment of the state. My case study demonstrates
that the state does not possess this superseding power that simply controls everything. The
self-technologies that have guided and directed the ways that RTHK programs operated
and mediated were produced and sustained by this discursive Hong Kong subjectivity. In
practicing these mediation tactics, the media have also extended the effects of this
HongKongness. Finally, some recent political developments in Hong Kong and a set of
questions for future studies will be discussed.
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GOVERNMENTAL POWER AND HONG KONG
Hong Kong, a special administrative region of the PRC, has limited and partial
democracy. It has witnessed the deployment of administrative measures as well as the use
of juridical practices and coercion in the form of police intervention in shaping Hong
Kong’s Chineseness and in resolving various controversial political disagreements between
the territory and China. This could easily lead one to look at the Chinese authorities as the
powerful dominator making endless attempts to assert its control over the city and
rendering Hong Kong as a passive victim of the state. Various scholars, when discussing
the national education reforms in post-colonial Hong Kong have used the Gramscian
notion of hegemony to explain this state-people dynamic (see, for example, Fairbrother
2008; Tse 2007). I find Foucault’s governmentality more useful in offering better
explanatory power in unfolding the complexity involved. The state’s use of the negative
forms of power would indeed misguide our perception into seeing the almighty,
dominating role played by the state.183 The state is crucial but one should not overestimate
its power as Foucault himself says:

I don’t want to say that the state isn’t important; what I want to say is that relations
of power and hence the analysis that must be made of them, necessarily extend
beyond the limits of the state. In two senses: first of all because the state, for all the
omnipotence of its apparatuses, is far from being able to occupy the whole field of
actual power relations, and further because the state can only operate on the basis
of other, already existing power relations . . . [the state] can only take hold and
secure its footing where it is rooted in a whole series of multiple and indefinite
power relations that supply the necessary basis for the great negative forms of
power. (1984c: 64)

The state plays an influential role in the resinification project; yet, one should avoid
(con)fusing domination with a one-way power-relation that is simply enforced from above.

I use “the state” in general to refer to the governing entity of PRC in order to highlight its sovereign
authority over Hong Kong and the HKSAR government; I use “the Chinese government” or “the Chinese
authorities” to highlight China’s governing body as a separate governing entity from Hong Kong, for
example, when it gives political instructions to Hong Kong or to the HKSAR government.
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Power should never be reduced to a simple understanding of something possessed solely
by the state. Relations of power are played out in a multiplicity of micro-centers. As
reflected in the first quote cited in the beginning of this chapter, they are not articulated by
the state but through a diverse set of individuals who act as autonomous subjects to voice
their concerns. Besides, the statistics concerning Hong Kong people’s political and cultural
identification mentioned earlier would be examples of the state’s interests “at the level of
the consciousness of each individual who goes to make up the population” (Foucault 1991:
100) so as to regulate and change the conditions of the population. The recourse to the
negative forms of power should be understood as instruments, tactics, and strategies of
governance, not the sole basis of power-relations (Lemke 2000; Nealon 2008; Sigley 2004).
Other theorists of governmentality suggest that sovereign power such as authoritarian
measures does not contradict the generative power of governmentality; rather, the two go
as a pair (Sigley 2007; Dean 2002; Hindess 2001). According to Foucault, diverse strategies
and tactics are deployed in order to govern and manage the population; even laws could be
deployed as tactics to achieve the desired ends (Foucault 1991: 95).
Foucault reminds us that “having the ability to retain one’s principality is not at all
the same thing as possessing the art of governing” (ibid.: 90) and “what government has to
do with is not territory but rather a sort of complex composed of men and things” (ibid.:
93). Although the Joint Declaration in 1984 has promised the PRC the return of Hong
Kong to its sovereignty, the Chinese state realized that this did not necessarily guarantee
optimal governance. Besides, considering the population’s fear of the communist regime
then, the government under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping formulated the governing
strategies of “One Country, Two Systems” (一國兩制) and “50 years without change” (五
十年不變), granting Hong Kong the status of a Special Administrative Region (SAR) with
its independent governing body and ensuring that the Hong Kong way of living would
remain the same for at least fifty years. Instead of ruling Hong Kong directly, the Chinese
state promises that Hong Kong people can rule Hong Kong with a high degree of
autonomy (港人治港). The HKSAR government becomes a subsidiary body — an
instrument — that helps Chinese government manage a household called Hong Kong.
This shows that the state does take Hong Kong’s special context into consideration. What
concerns it is not merely the question of sovereignty, but more importantly, how to govern
the territory in the best possible ways so as to achieve the best ends.
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The Chinese government also believes that Hong Kong’s conditional identification
with China and fear of China could be dealt with by cultivating the population’s
Chineseness as it relates Hong Kong’s peculiarity to a lack of Chinese themes in the
territory’s colonial citizenship education (Lee and Bray 1995).184 Since 1984, the Chinese
government has made ceaseless efforts to insert national themes in the education system.
And after the handover, numerous education reforms have been put forward by the
HKSAR government (Fairbrother 2008; Law 2004; Lee and Bray 1995; Luk 1991; Morris
1997; Fairbrother 2005).185
Despite these governmental measures, the state has not quite succeeded in
dissolving the differences between Hong Kong and China. Tensions persist in moments of
political and economic crises. Examples include the proposal to establish an antisubversion law article 23, the right to elect the city’s own chief executive, and the outbreak
of SARS (Severe acute respiratory syndrome). The state has, to a certain extent, managed to
deal with these political quarrels by bringing in the economic and mobilizing tactics that
suit the subject’s interests and needs. For instance, while the central government and the
HKSAR government keep deferring — not denying — the population’s political requests
such as in electing the HKSAR chief executive, they put forward series of economic
reforms to divert the people’s attention to economic interests and economic growth. The
laissez-faire capitalist approach practiced in the territory may guarantee a low tax rate, but it
gives little social protection and therefore requires the population to be responsible for
themselves financially. Stability promised by economic prosperity is of great importance.
These economic packages not only offer economic stability; most importantly, they
compel Hong Kong citizens to recognize the importance of China in their everyday lives
and subsequently make them become the responsible and autonomous subjects who
govern their own conduct, for instance, by developing interests in learning more about
China and speaking good Mandarin. Only some ten years back, speaking Mandarin in
Hong Kong was socially stigmatized; but, today it is a sign of affluence. Shopkeepers are
more interested in serving Mandarin-speakers than Cantonese-speakers. The luxury retailer
Luk (1991) and Vickers et al. (2003) illustrate that curricular content related to China in the mid-1980s was
limited to Chinese language and Chinese dynastic and pre-revolutionary history.
185 In the first policy address of the HKSAR, Tung Chee-Hwa, the first chief executive, emphasized the
importance of teaching Chinese history and culture to strengthen Hong Kong people’s feeling of national
belonging. In a report published by the Curriculum Development Council (2002), national identity is listed as
one of the five priority values for the school curriculum (Fairbrother 2008).
184
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Dolce & Gabbana in Hong Kong was recently accused of discriminating Hong Kong
residents and favoring mainland customers.186 This change is astonishing and powerful.
Nonetheless, the more economic policies the government initiates or the more the
government intervenes (even in a “positive” way), the more the Hong Kong people feel
intimated and threatened. The subjects’ self-consciousness in acquiring knowledge of
Chineseness does not mean that they surrender their Hong Kong subjectivity to become
Chinese subjects. The cynical Cantonese term “阿爺” (literally grandpa) is used to refer to
the Chinese government as a powerful patriarchal figure. Foucault is right to pinpoint this
interwoven relationship between power and resistance.

RADIO TELEVISION HONG KONG
RTHK is a public service broadcasting organization,187 the only one funded by the
HKSAR government and is supervised by the Broadcasting Authority. The public service
broadcaster provides a wide range of media services in Hong Kong, including radio,
television, internet broadcasting, and web pages. It has seven radio channels providing
services in Cantonese, Mandarin, and English. Besides, it produces around 570 hours of
television programs, including educational television programs (ETV) for primary and
secondary students, public affairs television programs, and TV dramas which are shown by
Hong Kong’s commercial television channels (TVB, ATV), Cable TV, webcast on RTHK
(www.rthk.org.hk), and other media channels.188 It serves as an important education
channel from the government to the public.189 It has been producing educational television
programs related to Chinese (Mandarin) language learning, Chinese culture and history, as
A Hong Kong resident was stopped by a D & G security guard from taking pictures of the shop while the
other mainland customers in the shop were allowed to take pictures freely. For more information, read
Higgens, Andrew. 2012. “China Denounces ‘Hong Konger’ Trend.” The Washington Post, January 11.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/china-denounces-hong-kongertrend/2012/01/10/gIQAmivNqP_story.html (accessed on Feb 7, 2012); or “Protesters Demand Apology for
Discrimination.” 2012. Huffingtonpost, January 15. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/15/hong-kongdolce-and-gabbana_n_1207447.html (accessed on Feb 7, 2012).
187 In government publications like the consultation papers, RTHK is addressed as a public service
broadcaster to emphasize its role as a government-funded organization that provides public service. RTHK
addresses itself as a public broadcaster; see “Radio Television Hong Kong: Performance Pledge 2010”. 2010.
RTHK. http://rthk.hk/about/pledge/performance_pledge_10_e.pdf (accessed on Jul 22. 2010).
188 “Radio Television Hong Kong: Performance Pledge 2010”. 2010.
http://rthk.hk/about/pledge/performance_pledge_10_e.pdf.
189 In its performance pledge, RTHK makes it one of its missions to produce programs “on national
education and Mainland related features.” (“Radio Television Hong Kong: Performance Pledge 2010”. 2010
http://rthk.hk/about/pledge/performance_pledge_10_e.pdf).
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well as contemporary Chinese subjects for Hong Kong schools.190 According to a survey,
“Public Evaluation on Media Credibility,” conducted by the Center for Communication
Research of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, RTHK is perceived by the Hong Kong
public as the most credible electronic media institution since 1997,191 and ranks within the
top three when print media are also included.192
As a public service broadcaster, RTHK’s editorial choice and independence has
often been the topic of “political concerns.” On several occasions, Chinese officials and
pro-China actors have criticized RTHK for not being “pro-China” enough as its programs
often criticize the governments. The saying “biting the hand that feeds you” — not being
obedient and loyal to the funding institution — reproaches RTHK’s failure to live up to its
expected role.193 Rumors about government intervention in RTHK’s editorial choice appear
every now and then.194 The proposal to privatize RTHK was a way to safeguard its editorial
independence .195 Program producers and journalists of RTHK told me that the majority of
them wanted RTHK to operate like the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) — income
secured partially by license fee (guaranteed by law) and partially from its commercial
operations. During the public consultation in 2006 and 2007, the misconduct of RTHK’s

eTVonline.tv. RTHK. http://www.etvonline.tv/etv_new/ (accessed on Aug 2, 2010).
For more information, see “Public Evaluation on Media Credibility [市民對傳媒公信力的評分調查結
果].” 2008. Center for Communication Research, Chinese University of Hong Kong [香港中文大學傳播研究中心].
http://www.com.cuhk.edu.hk/cuccr/b5/results_1.htm (Chinese) (accessed on Oct 16, 2009). (New website:
“Tracking Result: Public Evaluation on Media Credibility [追踪研究: 市民對傳媒公信力的評分調查結
果].” 2010. http://www.com.cuhk.edu.hk/cuccr/b5/research/Credibility_Survey%20Results_2010_CHI.pdf
[accessed on Mar 10, 2012]); and “Public Evaluation on Media Credibility.” 2008. Center for Communication
Research, Chinese University of Hong Kong. http://www.com.cuhk.edu.hk/cuccr/en/results_1.htm (English)
(accessed on Oct 16, 2009). (New website: “Tracking Result: Public Evaluation on Media Credibility.” 2010.
http://www.com.cuhk.edu.hk/cuccr/en/research/Credibility_Survey%20Results_2010_ENG.pdf [accessed
on Mar 10, 2012]).
192 So, Clement Y. K. [蘇鑰機]. 2009. “What is RT? Where Does HK Go? [甚麼是RT？HK何處去?].”
RTHK MediaDigest. http://www.rthk.org.hk/mediadigest/20090817_76_122335.html (accessed on Jul 22,
2010).
193 To name one example, when the broadcaster hired the outspoken and controversial pro-democracy talk
show host Raymond Wong Yuk-man in March, 2006, it immediately drew criticism from the pro-Beijing
camps. Kwoh, Leslie. 2006. “RTHK Fate On Line as Model Sought.” The Standard, March 20.
http://www.thestandard.com.hk/news_detail.asp?pp_cat=11&art_id=14561&sid=7056772&con_type=1
(accessed on Jul 26, 2010).
194 Leung, Lai-kuen [梁麗娟]. 2007. “Local Media Seek Expansion, Some Succeeded but Some Encountered
Difficulties in Merging Deals [本地傳媒積極向外擴張收購合作有成功有阻滯].” RTHK MediaDigest.
http://www.rthk.org.hk/mediadigest/md1201/07.html (accessed on Jul 20, 2010).
195 The idea of corporatizing RTHK was mentioned for the first time in 1985.
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personnel196 and its mismanagement (fraud charges and corruption)197 were widely
reported. These scandals damaged the image of the media organization to the extent that
public attention was shifted from editorial independence to issues of mismanagement and
bureaucracy.198

Figure 7.1: In the July-1 demonstration in 2008, RTHK employees initiated a campaign
called “Save RTHK.” It asked the public to support RTHK to become a public
broadcasting company independent of government influence.

The government consultation paper in 2009 decided to keep RTHK a government
department, thereby subjecting it to monitoring and governance.199 It avoided the question
of editorial independence and instead, it emphasized the role of RTHK as a “public

For example, its broadcasting director Chu Pui-hing (朱培慶)was caught soliciting a prostitute in 2007; its
assistant broadcasting director Cheung Man-Sun (張文新) was arrested for drunk driving in 2008; and disc
jockey Roland Leung Yik-lun (梁奕倫, also known as Leung Ka-fai [梁家輝]) was accused of fraud charges.
197 In 2006, four RTHK employees were charged with committing fraud from 1995 to 2001. In 2007, DJ
Leung Ka-fai and his sister were charged with fraud in which they pocketed HKD 10,600.
198 My informants in RTHK told me that these scandals were political tactics to discredit the institution so as
to keep RTHK under government control.
199 Both RTHK and its staff union were disappointed by this decision and responded by emphasizing editorial
independence and its role of monitoring the government, and they should not be subjected to government
“supervision.”
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service” broadcaster that would be held accountable to the community.200 The use of public
consultation (as a performance of openness and democratic practices), the dissemination of
rumors and scandals, and the placing of emphasis on RTHK’s role as a “public service”
broadcaster exemplify how the state uses various instruments and tactics to achieve its
goals. Some of these tactics, such as performing the act of public consultation, demonstrate
that the state operates in and along a whole network of existing discourses and powerrelations. All these by no means reduce media workers in RTHK to victims of governing
tactics, nor force the media institution to become the puppet of the government. RTHK’s
media workers have also struck back by means such as using their programs to speak out
their positions and their struggles with the government, and have seized the annual July-1
demonstration201 to seek the public support (see figure 7.1).
RTHK’s credibility and positive public image, its struggle to maintain impartiality,
the debates about its “public” responsibility as a government-sponsored media institution,
and the proposal of privatization illustrate Stauff’s (2010) argument that these processes of
problematization have turned RTHK/media into a subject area with its specific rationalities
and regularities. The struggles RTHK encounters exemplify the larger struggle between the
encroachment of China and the maintenance of a Hong Kong subjectivity. The choice of
my corpus in this research is motivated along this line of struggle. The four Olympic
programs of RTHK that I have chosen for analysis represent the resinification efforts;
whereas the 34-year old program Hong Kong Connection is chosen because it represents
RTHK’s efforts of declaring its impartiality to serve the public’s interests.202 To include two
different genres in the corpus is to demonstrate the complexities involved in analyzing
media. It also helps make obvious how various discourses intersect with the governmental
tactics and can in turn significantly challenge the governing practices.

“Public Consultation Paper on The New Radio Television Hong Kong: Fulfilling Its Mission as a Public
Service Broadcaster.” 2009. Commerce and Economic Development Bureau, October.
http://www.cedb.gov.hk/ctb/eng/psb/consult.pdf (accessed on Jul 22, 2010).
201 July-1 demonstration is an annual protest in Hong Kong that started since the territory’s handover to
China. On July 1, 2003, over 500,000 Hong Kong residents took to the streets to protest against the proposal
to establish the anti-subversion law. Since then, the July-1 demonstration has become a yearly event for
residents to demand for full democracy and to voice out their political and social concerns.
202 Details of these programs have been elaborated in chapter 2.
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BOOSTING THE OLYMPIC SPIRIT?
In July 2005, Hong Kong was picked as one of the co-host cities of the Beijing
Olympic Games. This decision was reported as a “win-win solution” for China and Hong
Kong. It would save Beijing an estimated RMB 1.1 billion; meanwhile, it allowed Hong
Kong to share some Olympic glory and add pride to the nation.203 The latter was frequently
mentioned by the HKSAR government officials and pro-China actors204 in media
interviews.205 These repetitive emphases on China bestowing Hong Kong with Olympic
glory could be read as performances of pro-mainlandness that aimed to be seen and
reported. Unlike the sovereign power that is possessed by the powerful ruling bloc and
only functions to prohibit, what one sees here are the generative forms of power that is
mobile, local, and relational. Motivated by their self-interests in having better political and
economic career prospects and better business prospects, these individuals took on the
responsibility to promote the interests of the state to the public. The state apparently had
succeeded in soliciting individuals to govern themselves as well as the others by repetitive
and ritualized performance of this Hong Kong-China relationship (Gordon 1991: 2).
Individuals who worked for the HKSAR government, such as program producers
of RTHK’s Olympic and educational programs, were civic/public servants of this
household. It was their responsibility to get their jobs done: producing national education
programs that disseminated knowledge of Chineseness and helped the population
understand China. Numerous Olympic promotion campaigns were put in place in Hong
Kong.206 As part of these campaigns, RTHK collaborated with different HKSAR
Chong, Dennis, Gavin Bowring and Zach Coleman. 2005. “HK to host Olympic Equestrian Events.” The
Standard, July 9. http://www.thestandard.com.hk/stdn/std/Front_Page/GG09Aa01.html (accessed on Jan
29, 2010).
204 This included a broad spectrum of people and organizations such as politicians from The Democratic
Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong (民建聯), the Liberal Party (自由黨), and the
Federation of Trade Unions (香港工會聯合會); media companies such as Wenweipo (文匯報); religious
organizations such as The Society for Truth and Light (明光社); and businessmen who had economic ties
with China.
205 For example, in an interview with the South China Morning Post, the HKSAR Chief Executive Donald Tsang
emphasized that Hong Kong would host successful equestrian events to bring “pride” and “credit” to the
nation. In “Hong Kong Chosen to Host Equestrian Events of the 2008 Beijing Olympics.” 2005. Hong Kong
Trade Development Council, July 1. http://www.hktdc.com/info/mi/a/fs/en/1X00D9WD/1/FeatureStories/Hong-Kong-Chosen-To-Host-Equestrian-Events-Of-The-2008-Beijing-Olympics.htm (accessed on
Jan 29, 2010).
206 These included decorating the city with Olympics-related posters and slogans; dressing up the city with
Olympic themes, such as having Christmas decorations with Olympic themes; celebrating the 300-day, 200day countdown, and the Torch Relay (the 100-day countdown celebration); holding exhibitions related to
Olympic themes; and the like. Much of the Olympic promotion was integrated into the larger civic education
203
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government departments and produced four programs: Olympic Highlights (a 2-epsiode
program on Olympic memory) and three series of Glamour of Sports. In what follows, the
governing discourses and tactics as well as the negotiation tactics of these Olympic
programs are traced.

1. Cultivating Chineseness
For a long time, Hong Kong people would distance themselves from mainland
China as China would often be perceived as backward, uncivilized, and politically
corrupted. These negative images have resulted in socio-cultural prejudice toward China
and mainland Chinese (see, for example, E. Chan 1999; Flowerdew, Li, and Tran 2002; So
2003; Lou and Chan 2003). A corollary of this is that it engenders an “us” and “them”
divide that could hinder governance.

Zuguo (祖国) and guojia (国家)
One of the tactics to bridge this divide in these Olympic programs is to create a
primordial bonding between Hong Kong and China. Utterances like Zuguo and guojia —
referring to “our ancestor’s home country” and “our motherland” respectively — were
repeatedly performed at the beginning of the programs and emphasized time and again
throughout the programs. Here are some examples:

Quote 1: The Olympics will be held in our capital Beijing (Jason, host of episode 1,
Glamour of Sports — Events Capital).
Quote 2: To compete here [in Qingdao (青島)], it feels very warm, because [I am]
competing in my own guojia [motherland] China, it’s very well-organized here . . .
(Chan Wai-kei [陳慧琪], member of Hong Kong sailing team, episode 3, Glamour of
Sports — Events Capital).
programs, with the younger generation being the specific target. All primary and secondary schools received
HKD 5,000 from the government to promote the Olympics. Two teachers I interviewed told me about this
policy. One of them mentioned that it was HKD 2,000 but was not entirely sure; another interviewee
(without recording) mentioned HKD 5,000. Taking into consideration the cost and scale of school
promotion, I believe HKD 5,000 to be the more accurate amount. Extra funding was available upon schools’
requests.
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Quote 3: [the Olympic and the Paralympic Equestrian Games] were mega-events
coorganized by Hong Kong and zuguo since Hong Kong’s retrocession, the most
successful examples (Donald Tsang [曾蔭權], chief executive of the HKSAR in
“Olympic Highlights — Sharing the Honor.”).

These utterances were hardly used to refer to Hong Kong-China relationship
before the retrocession. Their insertions in these programs and frequent articulations were
attempts to normalize the Hong Kong-China relationship in everyday life. These ritual-like
performances remind one of Butler’s notion of performativity (1993) mentioned in chapter
3 that norms are created through repetitive utterances and discourses.

Beijing
The linguistic bonding mentioned above was accompanied by another tactic of
normalization: Beijing as the place-to-be. This, I believe, was done in the hope of shaping
Beijing’s place in the population’s perception. Images of Beijing appeared frequently. Their
recurrent appearance accentuated Beijing’s centrality in the proper historical, cultural, and
political Chineseness. The Great Wall, the Forbidden City, and the Temple of Heaven were
often put side by side with images of a new, ultramodern Beijing represented by the new
CCTV building, GuoMao (国贸),207 the high-rises, etc. Tiananmen Square (the political
symbol of today’s China) appeared whenever positive socio-political changes were
mentioned; for example, how China successfully held the Olympics and reports about
China’s successful economic reform. To turn Beijing into something familiar, these
programs brought in the locals — Hong Kong people who lived in Beijing — to share their
Beijing stories:

Sometimes, I feel it is even better than in Hong Kong. Beijingers are polite, for
example, while taking public transport, or in their cultural lives, I believe [Beijing] is

Guomao is the abbreviation of the Chinese name of the China World Trade Center (中国国际贸易中心);
it is used to refer to Beijing’s central business district.
207
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better than many other places (Jin Meisha [金美沙], hostess of “Olympic
Highlights — The Glamour of the People.”).
I came here in 1992 to invest in the cultural industry, we all know that the cultural
center is Beijing . . . if China is going to have its boom like in the Tang dynasty, it
will definitely take place in Beijing, the only place that shows confidence, that can
accept the existence of artists and cultural workers (image of the art district 798), these
artists and cultural workers have a strong ‘stomach,’ they can swallow and digest
many things, I believe that what comes out from their works would be something
great and unpredictable that includes a wide array of cultures (Chan Koon-chung [
陳冠中], the founder of City Magazine and a renowned cultural critic).208

These features helped draw an interesting comparison to Hong Kong’s outmigration to the West before 1997: Instead of fleeing to the West, many Hongkongers
opted for the opportunities and experiences offered by Beijing. Besides, these Beijing
stories were always told in the familiar dialect/language — Cantonese — and were always
unfolded by bringing in the familiar “home,” Hong Kong, to compare with Beijing. This
seemed to be a useful mediation tactic to draw Hongkongers’ attention and curiosity about
Beijing and China. However, the majority of these experiences unfolded by recalling a
shared Hongkongness, for instance, using Hong Kong as the reference point to compare
their Beijing experiences, as well as the linguistic and cultural expression of experiences.
Accounts of disappointment were rare but not absent, even though these were placed after
the positive experiences with relatively less air-time:

Beijing is really a great place, I am very happy that I can perform here. Beijing really
gave me this impression of the capital of a powerful country. I really looked
forward to performing here, I thought Beijing was central in representing culture,
Chinese culture. But, after being here, I realized I was wrong, not the contemporary
Chinese culture, Beijing’s centrality lies only in the traditional Chinese culture, but
He was also interviewed in Ming Pao, a Hong Kong newspaper, where he said, “The success of Beijing is
built upon its tolerance of outsiders.” “Like Hong Kong Everywhere is Opportunity [像香港到處都是機
會].” 2008. Olympic approaching: New Beijing New Beijinger [奥運來了新北京新北京人 ]. Ming Pao [明
報], July 2 (Wednesday): A21.
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the connection between the traditional culture and contemporary culture, I am
indeed a bit disappointed. I think that was a choice made at that time, the problem
about picking a wrong path, we make a wrong choice, can’t help, we looked
retrospectively, of course, to find a good path, [it] will take a hundred years.
Disappointed? It’s a matter of choice, a matter of choice (Kenneth Tsang [曾江], a
renowned Hong Kong actor; “Olympic Highlights — The Glamour of the
People”).

Another example showed Jin Meisha screaming and arguing with a security guard
who shouted at a senior. A while later, she said:

I think this time [Olympics] did Beijing well, China was indeed far more open. After
this door is open, [China] it needs to connect with the world, if one does not have
any basic etiquette, no matter how rich China is, it will only give people the
impression of the nouveau riche, I think that’s not what China wants, Chinese people
are proud of China, because China has become much more open and developed
than before; when economy improves, then it’s also time to improve one’s behavior
and be kind to the others (“Olympic Highlights — The Glamour of the People”).

Although these narrations were “buried” in the middle of the second of the twoepisode Olympic Highlights, the choice of including them indicates the nuances involved in
negotiating with the governing discourses. They might remind one of the
distance/differences between Hong Kong and China, on the one hand; and, on the other
hand, they might help accentuate the overall credibility of the positive Beijing stories.
In addition, a set of generic governing tactics and discourses was mobilized to
encourage the population to identify positively with China. The reason I call them generic is
that these themes of “Chineseness,” discourses, and tactics share striking similarities with
those I mentioned earlier in the Introduction and other case studies. This indicates that the
Chinese state operates in and along a similar set of governing ideals and logic of
legitimation. This set of generic governing practices is comparable to a standard set menu:
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borrowed, cut and paste, and broadcast in Hong Kong. The mobilization of these
discourses and tactics suggests that the state believes that through cultivating Hong Kong
people’s Chineseness, the Hong Kong subjectivity can be dissolved and the population will
gradually take on a Chinese subjectivity.

A rich historical and cultural China
The widely circulated discourse of “China’s five thousand years of civilization” was
repeatedly mentioned with pride: “I think we [Chinese] are all very proud of our 5000-year
of civilization, through hosting the Olympics, [we] show it [5000-year of civilization] to the
world, just to think of this idea is already making one very happy,” says Jin Meisha. Chinese
culture was not only discursively described to be different but for a long time more
advanced than the West. This was made obvious by bringing in examples like football (cu-ju
[蹴鞠]), a Chinese invention of more than two thousand years ago), flying kites, archery,
wrestling, polo (ma-qiu [马球]), and golf (chui-wan [捶丸]).

Chinese character traits
Endurance, resilience, and being ambitious were discursively highlighted as
something distinctive of Chinese. The discourse of national humiliation was brought to the
fore to show how China lifted itself from weakness to strength, from humiliation to pride.
As shown in other case studies, national humiliation was a powerful discourse mobilized by
the state to inculcate a mixture of shame and humiliation in the people, and to drive them
toward a common goal — help build a strong China that would no longer be bullied by the
Western powers. This sentiment was made clear in one of the athletes’ words: “I can tell
the whole world, native-born Chinese can also do it, and we can do it as well as you [the
West]” (mentioned twice in episode 4, Glamour of Sports — Chinese Heritage).

A promising China
Another tactic was to highlight China’s spectacular development in the past thirty
years. In doing so, it rehearsed once again the larger discourse of China’s great rejuvenation
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that would bring a promising future to all Chinese. This promising future was made explicit
by juxtaposing the past with the present; for instance, the past title “the sick man of Asia”
was brought up to contrast with the current title “the sports-giant of the East” (Episode 2,
Glamour of Sports — Chinese Heritage); and statistical figures like the life expectancy of
Chinese were presented (risen from 39 years in 1949 to 72 years in Beijing in 2002;
mentioned in episode 2, Glamour of Sports — Chinese Heritage). The discourse of pride and
glory was rehearsed by accentuating the fact that China could host the Olympics: “I believe
that if a country dares to bid for hosting the Olympics, it is already a sign of confidence, I
believe [country] that applies and succeeds in hosting the Games, this country [China]
deserves to be praised as a ‘wealthy and strong country’ (國富民強)” (Jin Meisha,
“Olympic Highlights — The Glamour of the People.”) This progress would further need
to be represented in a tangible and humanized way by bringing in the ordinary people —
family and the children — for easier identification. The stories of middle-class families
(xiaokang 小康)209 and children in Beijing were brought in in the narration. All these feature
stories took place in settings such as spacious luxurious apartments, dance studios, grand
stage for ballet performances, and ski resorts; and these young children practiced middleclass extra-curricular activities like skiing, ballet-dancing, and horse-riding (Episode 1,
Glamour of Sports — Events Capital; episode 4, Glamour of Sports — Chinese Heritage).
Presenting how well mainlanders were doing was one tactic to rectify Hong Kong people’s
long-held stereotypes (arrogance and self-indulgent superiority): Chinese from the mainland
were not only wealthy but also cultured, not as uncivilized and backward as Hong Kong
people believed.

2. Enlisting Public’s Support
Juridical and propagandistic ways of injecting national sentiments like the daily
broadcast of the national anthem on Chinese-language television and inserting national
themes in the education system have met with severe skepticism, cynicism, and criticism
(Fairbrother, 2005; Tse, 2007). Gregory P. Fairbrother (2005) argues that Hong Kong’s
“characteristic fear of indoctrination” has made the government become aware of and stay
cautious of the pace and the ways it promotes national themes to the public. This, along
The concept of middle-class is not officially recognized in China; another term to refer to these families is
xiaokang families.
209
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with other examples mentioned earlier, shows that the state does pay attention to what the
people think and want when formulating governing tactics and strategies. These RTHK
programs, bearing their duties to promote the Olympics as well as to live up to their image
of public broadcaster to the population, would need, on the one hand, to deal with these
tasks tactically to dissolve the public’s suspicion of indoctrination; and on the other hand,
to draw the public’s interests to the Games. To stimulate the public’s interests, two major
mediation tactics could be traced. The first was related to thematic programming; and, the
second stressed on the positive benefits associated with sports.

Thematic programming
One tactic to draw the public’s interests was to use the familiar (for example, stories
about Hong Kong, or stories and experiences told by the locals I mentioned above) to bring
in the “Chinese” themes so that the themes and messages would be more convincing and
have more impact. Themes of “Chineseness” were gradually introduced and accentuated as
the Games drew closer. The first series of Glamour of Sports, shown between 2006 and 2007,
centered chiefly on the positive benefits brought by sports. Themes promoting knowledge
about China and “Chineseness” were rarely mentioned. The second series, broadcast in
early 2008, had major storylines relating to China in the first three episodes; yet the
remaining seven episodes focused entirely on Hong Kong and the benefits brought by
hosting mega sport events. The last series, broadcast right before the Beijing Games, was
devoted entirely to “Chinese” themes as the title “Chinese heritage” reveals.210 In order to
make these Chinese themes more eye-catching, cheerful, and recognizable for the younger
generation, the hosts and hostesses of this series were mostly celebrities from the Hong
Kong entertainment industry, such as Elanne Kong (江若琳), Stephanie Cheng (鄭融),
and Jill Vidal (衞詩).
This late introduction of “Chinese” themes echoed with the response of Carrie Yau
(尤曾家麗, the former permanent secretary for the Home Affairs Bureau [民政事務局],
the HKSAR government department responsible for the Olympic promotion in Hong
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Details about these series can be found in chapter 2 Methodology.
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Kong) on reports about whether the government had done enough to promote the
Olympics.211 Her response was added to episode 3 of the Glamour of Sports — Events Capital:

Citizens of different cities have different expectations and habits, [we] make plans
according to the people’s level of acceptance . . . Hong Kong is truly an
international city, so many things take place here, if [we] promote it too soon, [the
atmosphere] will cool down very soon. We don’t want that, we have a well-thought
out plan, [we] plan to boost the atmosphere gradually. In January, [we] have the
200-day countdown celebration. In the 100-day count-down, the Olympic torch will
arrive in Hong Kong, I believe by then there will be a strong Olympic atmosphere.

Yau spoke as a civil servant of the HKSAR government who tried to do her job;
what she said could very well reflect the position of the RTHK media workers. Through
mediating her words here, these programs drew viewers’ attention to the
“specificities”/“difficulties” involved in taking up this promotion task. Moreover, even
though Yau tactfully avoided the touchy subject of Hong Kong people not showing
interest in this national project, her response about Hong Kong being a different city with
different cultural practices (habits) did — unintentionally — remind one that Hong Kong
was different from the mainland and one should not expect the population to act with the
same level of enthusiasm as those in the mainland.
The tactic of using the familiar to introduce the Chinese elements can also be
traced in Olympic Highlights. The program started with Jackie Chan (成龍, a renowned Hong
Kong celebrity) singing “Open the Sky” (打開天空), immediately followed by various
quotes praising how well Hong Kong had achieved in organizing these impeccable
Equestrian Games (in chronological order):

211 See, for example Chong, Winnie. 2007. “Boost to Get SAR into Olympic Spirit.” The Standard, October 13.
http://www.thestandard.com.hk/news_detail.asp?pp_cat=11&art_id=55078&sid=15791287&con_type=1
(accessed on Jan 29, 2010).
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Quote 1: Almost all the audience would support the local equestrian athletes; for
athletes, this was a big support (Cheng Man Kit, Kenneth [鄭文傑], Hong Kong
Equestrian athlete).
Quote 2: Hong Kong can host such a mega-event, not only international
conferences, but also is capable of mega sport event (Henry Tang [唐英年],
President of Equestrian Committee).
Quote 3: In the past thirty years, I have never seen how one could manage so many
tasks with such a limited amount of resources (Lam Woon Kwong [林煥光],
Chief Executive Officer of Equestrian Events [HK] of the Games of the XXIX
Olympiad Company Limited).
Quote 4: These doubts have been totally dispelled, the choice of Hong Kong is a
right choice (Jacques Rogge, President of the IOC)
(“Olympic Highlights — Sharing the Honor”).

This affirmation to Hongkongness was often put side by side with the discourse
that Hong Kong was tapping into China’s spectacular growth to emphasize that it was a
shared effort made possible by having the help of China — guojia:

Example 1: We fly high together, unity brings not only power, but also more
dreams, to be shared, in movement we search life’s touching sides, spread the red
wings, the more challenges we face, the stronger we become (我們在一起飛翔 結
不只是力量還有更多夢想 可以分享 動感中尋找 生命的感動 揮着紅色翅膀
面對越多挑戰 越堅强) (Jackie Chan’s “Open the Sky”).
Example 2: If it was not with the help of our guojia, Hong Kong by itself would not
be able to be an Olympic city (John Chan [陳祖澤], chairman of the Hong Kong
Jockey Club; “Olympic Highlights — Sharing the Honor”).
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The emphasis that Hong Kong derived this joy and glory through China rehearsed
the popular discourse about Hong Kong thriving upon a rising China. The same could be
traced in the larger promotion campaign pertaining to the Equestrian Games. The slogan
for the “Good Luck Beijing — HKSAR 10th Anniversary Cup”212 rehearsal game said:
“Hong Kong is leaping with Joy!” Another slogan “Hong Kong Riding High, Beijing 2008
Olympic Games” shared the message in a similar way. All these used similar visual images:
an athlete riding on a horse leaping forward, against the Hong Kong’s signature harbor
view with the spectacular skyscrapers at the back (see figure 7.2 as an example). These
images suggested that after the transfer of sovereignty, Hong Kong had been doing better
and better, figuratively leaping joyfully forward.

Figure 7.2: “Good Luck Beijing – HKSAR 10th Anniversary Cup,” photo taken in January
2008 at the Hong Kong Airport.
Stressing positive benefits
To solicit the population’s support of the Games, one tactic was to speak in the
language of those governed as well as to appeal to interests of immediate relevance: The
Olympics would bring positive benefits also to Hong Kong. The “Olympic” element in
Good Luck Beijing was a series of pre-Games competition events to test the facilities and all the related
operational issues that could occur during the Games. In Hong Kong, this Good Luck Beijing event was
linked to the celebration of HKSAR’s tenth anniversary of return to the PRC.
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these programs was presented as a mega (national) sport festival-like event that was positive,
happy, and healthy. This positive-ness was mediated by bringing in multiple benefits
associated with sports and potential economic gains.
As mentioned, the whole first series of Glamour of Sports discussed the multiple
benefits brought by sports. For instance, how young children and students — by dancing,
participating in sports, and being a volunteer in a sport event — learned to build selfconfidence, improve their interpersonal and communication skills, take things seriously,
learn to be obedient and endure hardship, and the like. For the community, sports were
crucial for community building that strengthened social cohesion. For the commercial
sector, sports sponsorship helped build a better image and branding. For the sports
organizations, these sports events gave them valuable experiences in events management
and organization. For the athletes, the events allowed them to have more international
exposure and to gain more competition experiences. Political and sensitive issues were
absent. It did succeed in circumventing indoctrination but these detailed discussion about
sport-related benefits rendered the whole program mundane and dull, just like the RTHK’s
ETV programs for school children. Personally, I doubt if they succeeded in drawing the
public’s interest in the Olympics.
Potential economic benefits brought by the Games were presented as lucrative and
of immediate concern to everyone in Hong Kong, not China only. Figures, expertise
experiences, Olympic sponsors’ and suppliers’ own narration (Yanjing Beer [燕京啤酒]
and Royal Furniture [皇朝傢俬]), and previous Olympic experiences were presented:
“According to the official estimation, it could bring approximately RMB 2,000 billion to
5,000 billion to China” (Ji Ning [纪寧], Beijing Olympic Economy Research Association
Executive Committee Director in episode 2, Glamour of Sports — Events Capital). The tactic
of bringing in the familiar was rehearsed once again: The CEO of the Hong Kong-owned
Royal Furniture presented a personal account of the company’s experience and the benefits
generated from an Olympic supplier in Cantonese.
Tourism and city-branding are telling examples of potential economic benefits and
they were presented as something beneficial to everybody in the territory. The Olympics
were presented as an important step for Hong Kong to achieve the status of “Asia’s world
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city.”213 Previous experiences — for instance, Hong Kong Sevens (Rugby), FIVB World
Grand Pix (women’s volleyball competition), the Standard Chartered Hong Kong
Marathon — were called in to illustrate how they helped promote Hong Kong overseas
and generate rewarding sources of income:

As a matter of fact, Hong Kong has hosted many mega sports events, which is wellknown all around the world, the Hong Kong Sevens, it has approximately 40,000
spectators, more than half of them come from outside Hong Kong, this group of
visitors belongs to the high-consumption group: the average visitors spend around
HKD 5,000 per visit, these high consumption visitors usually spend more than
HKD 10,000 per visit (Anthony Lau [劉鎮漢], executive director of the Hong
Kong Tourism Board [HKTB] in episode 5, Glamour of Sports — Events Capital).

To convince the viewers of the importance and relevance of the Olympics, these
experts would instill a sense of crisis specifically related to Hong Kong. Anthony Lau
continued, “Tourism competition among Asian cities has become very intense, we [Hong
Kong people] have to grab every opportunity to host these international sports-events to
promote Hong Kong tourism” (ibid.). City-branding needed media promotion, the
program quoted a Hong Kong architect who gave a tour to the visiting media workers:

The function of journalists is to tell the world about Hong Kong’s interesting
aspects and those things people haven’t heard of, this is why I take this
opportunity, not only to mention Hong Kong’s financial and commercial strength,
but also Hong Kong’s own culture and history, I believe they [the media workers]
will find these aspects of Hong Kong interesting and worthwhile to know
(“Olympic Highlights — Sharing the Honor”).

Feature reports and stories about Hong Kong produced by visiting media
organizations were important promotion for Hong Kong. Thus, the Olympic programs
213

“Asia’s World City.” http://www.info.gov.hk/info/sar5/easia.htm (accessed on Mar 30, 2010).
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also brought in James Tien (田北俊), chairman of the HKTB, to present the figures
relating to foreign media: During the Torch Relay, there were 7 television stations, with 500
crews, 130 film cameras; and during the Games, there were 60 TV stations in town to
report the equestrian Games. These experts’ opinions presented the Olympics as
something personal and urgent-sounding. The Olympics were not only something related
to the national and political levels but also something that mattered to Hong Kong people’s
everyday economic life.

MEDIATING DIFFERENCES?
What the RTHK Olympic programs demonstrate are the mediatized governing
tactics and how programs were maneuvered around a set of governmental practices. To
supplement this analysis, this section brings in a 34-year-old (as of 2012) weekly
documentary and current affairs program Hong Kong Connection (HKC) to show how
governing tactics intersect with a set of existing practices and discourses that define a Hong
Kong subjectivity.
In its struggles with the government and in defining its position to the public,
RTHK stresses repeatedly the discourses of impartiality, editorial independence, respect for
freedom of expression, and responsibility to the (Hong Kong) public. These, I argue, are
what Stauff (2010) calls the self-technologies that define and guide its ways of operation,
and which would affect the effectiveness of media as technologies of government. HKC is
representative in this regard. It defines itself, as mentioned in its Chinese webpage, as “a
program [that] belongs to the viewers” and that it seeks to speak “the truth.”214 In an
episode on March 30, 2008, “Hong Kong Connection 30 years: China Stories,” HKC stated
its stance explicitly via documentary filmmakers. It began with a quote from Ai Xiao-ming
(艾晓明), a documentary filmmaker, renowned activist, and professor at Sun Yat-Sen
University, “Documentary records history, and those precious things in humanity,” it
continued later on at greater length, “documentary is in fact to pass on a message of value,
of human integrity, human rights, and to show when these human rights are being violated,

“Programme Info: Hong Kong Connections [節目介紹: 鏗鏘集].” RTHK.
http://programme.rthk.hk/rthk/tv/programme.php?name=tv/hkcc&p=858 (accessed on Feb 20, 2010).
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how people strive hard to get back their integrity, and their rights.” Adding to this were the
words of one of HKC’s documentary filmmakers, Cheung Kwok Leung (張國良):

If a documentary has no standpoints, it’s only a record, a documentary is to use
images to express a standpoint, and its views of an object and event, [for example,
to film how] the basic rights of ordinary citizen are being violated, this is a clear
standpoint.

HKC sees itself bearing this moral responsibility to speak the “truth” and to be
critical of any kind of inequality, violence, and human rights infringement. This media
responsibility is a discursive idea shared by most media institutions around the world. The
historical context of Hong Kong, coupled with RTHK’s struggles and China’s growing
influence, has shaped this discursive media responsibility to one that often claims to defend
the weak, the marginal, and the interests of Hong Kong against the dominating state. This
media responsibility, referred earlier as the self-technologies, is a regime of truth produced
and sustained by a set of existing power-relations in the context of Hong Kong. In short,
RHTK’s claim of taking on this media responsibility is not value-free, nor is it free from
power-relations. The critiques posed by HKC can act both as instrument for political
intervention (a form of resistance) as well as instrument of domination.
In what follows I look at how this set of self-technologies intersected with the local
practices and discourses, and how these as such unfolded the ways HKC mediated reports
related to the Olympics; and, what kinds of discourses were generated in this process.

Discourse of Living Up to its Media Responsibility
Discussions about self-censorship of the mainstream media have intensified since
Hong Kong’s retrocession. Mainstream media like TVB and ATV have been mocked as
“CCTVB” and “CCATV” as their reporting styles are said to be more akin to the CCTV:
report good news about China and Hong Kong, and downplay sensitive and negative
issues. These media institutions autonomously screen the ways they operate without the
state’s direct pressure. This practice of self-censorship exemplifies the workings of the
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governmental power. Meanwhile, these discussions have also generated the public’s
growing concerns about losing freedom of expression, one of the discursive elements
defining this Hong Kong subjectivity. Many read censorship and self-censorship as a sign
of the encroachment of China. The discourse of harmony — a political and cultural
discourse of smoothing differences — is challenged and mocked. The discourse of “antievil river crab” (反河蟹) — a homophone to harmony in Mandarin — is used to contest
the harmony discourse that silences oppositional viewpoints.
The 2008 Olympics complicated this discussion about freedom of expression.
Whether the Olympics could be successfully held reflected the strength of China. The
Olympics ceased to be just any state project but one that mattered to the survival and
development of the nation. The worldwide media contestations had helped strengthen this
equation to a normalized belief that related a Chinese subject’s love and loyalty to China to
hosting the impeccable Beijing Games. This normalized belief succeeded in garnering
people’s patriotic sentiments, and in guiding their self-government and how they governed
the others:

‘One World One Dream’ is a peaceful idea. We all saw what happened when the
torch went to London, Paris, how free-Tibet protesters seized the torch violently. I
think the act of sabotaging the torch relay is a disrespect of Olympism, an insult to
China’s dignity, an insult to all Chinese around the world, seeing this I am very
angry. Being a Chinese, I have this responsibility, passion, to express my love to
zuguo, my respect to Olympism (Yang Ke [杨可], a male mainland student in Hong
Kong, in “One World”).

Not only protests and demonstrations during the Olympics were read as attempts
to jeopardize the Chinese nation; many Chinese were extremely sensitive about media
representations of China that might be considered damaging. For instance, when filming
Chinese queuing up outside the Bird’s Nest, the HKC film crew and journalists were asked
by the onlookers not to film them:
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A woman muttered discontentedly: “No need to film us, right?! . . . This shows our
passion toward our zuguo (motherland) hosting the Olympics, filming us in this
packed condition is not good . . .”
Another man joined in: “yes, it’s true, in our own country . . . ain’t we not as strong
as the other country, this kind of queuing up scene, they [the other countries] don’t
even have a chance to see.”
(extracted from the opening sequence of “Olympic Beijing”)
It was not the police or the government but ordinary citizens who took up the
responsibility to defend the image of China, and subsequently made attempts to stop the
filming. Despite Hong Kong’s ambiguities toward the China “proper,” how China was
severely contested in the global media re-ignited and instigated the national and cultural
bonding between Hong Kong and China. Lam Oi-Wan (林藹雲), an activist and the editor
of inmeiahk.net explained why her group decided to stay “low” during the Olympic torch
relay in Hong Kong:

In the past when we planned for a protest action, usually we will [would] call the
press. But this time the pressure actually came from two ways. One is from the
government. Another pressure is from the public. When you voice different
opinions during the Olympics, then you will be criticized as a kind of running dog
or anti-China (“The Pulse: Freedom of Speech and the Olympic Torch Relay,”
original English text).215

Lam’s words show how this belief linking the Olympics to the Chinese nation had
seized many people; even she, an outspoken activist, had censored her own actions. This is
one instance showing how Foucaultian power had successfully disseminated in society,
how “the public” had taken on the normalized patriotic values to defend China. This
“The Pulse: Freedom of Speech and the Olympic Torch Relay. Interview – Mia Farrow on Sudan and the
Olympic [奧運火炬傳送與言論自由].” 2008. The Pulse [脈搏]. RTHK. The Pulse is a weekly English news
program about current affairs in Hong Kong. It was shown every Friday evening on ATV World at around
19.00 and on TVB Pearl at 1.00 a.m. This episode won the 13th Annual Human Rights Press Awards (Merit)
in 2008.
215
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development has generated intense discussions about censorship and freedom of
expression in Hong Kong.

Including diverse opinions
In the episode “One World” about the arrival of the Torch Relay in Hong Kong, it
discussed the contestations around the nationalistic sentiment and the freedom of
expression. The shrinking freedom of expression in front of this national project was
criticized. The episode included various clips in which journalists, activists, and cultural
critics repeatedly emphasized the importance of freedom of expression and expressed
critiques on governmental intervention. Yet, instead of denouncing the pro-torch and proChina crowds and giving a definite black and white conclusion, HKC tried to live up to this
discursive idea of moral media responsibility by including diverse opinions; for example,
“One World” included opinions from mainland students, protesters and activists, officials,
local enthusiasts, mainland visitors, Hong Kong students, teachers, journalists, and cultural
critics.
“Olympic Beijing,” another episode, was broadcast on August 10, 2008 during the
Olympics. The central thread was to see how young people of the post-80 generation216
who lived in Beijing thought about the Olympics. It included seven interviewees: two
Olympic volunteers, a Beijing rock’n roll musician, a white-collar from Jiangsu working in
Beijing, and three female students studying at the Beijing Film Academy. Their diverse
opinions, often mixed with critical and cynical remarks, informed the viewers that not all
mainland Chinese were fanatic nationalists and above all, not everyone supported the
Games unquestionably. To give two examples:

So many migrant workers participated in the construction projects for the
Olympics, but they cannot see the Games, many of these Olympic venues may not
be used after the Games, this is quite a waste of resources, many issues revolving

The term post-80 generation (referring to those born in the 1980s) was initially used to refer to the
generation born immediately after the Open Door policy and the one-child policy in mainland China. The
term has been borrowed to refer to the young people who have been actively engaged in social issues in
Hong Kong.
216
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around the Olympics, I think many of them are valid concerns. (Chen Liping [陈丽
萍], a student studying at the Beijing Film Academy)
We are now opening our door, welcoming people to come in and have a look, this
is a mixed feeling. If we are criticized, we need to acknowledge the fact that we are
indeed not doing well enough, our country’s economic development has only
begun for a few decades, what can we do? If we are praised, we are of course very
happy, we open our door to welcome friends, of course, we would love to have
compliments, but we cannot avoid criticism . . . . (Wang Jue [王珏], a Guangzhou
student studying at the Beijing Film Academy)

Their critical and reflexive comments introduced a counter-narrative to the often
stereotypical media image about mainlanders: “They” were also made up of individuals
who had different views and opinions. The broadcast time of “Olympic Beijing” and its
focus on Beijing coincided with the emphasis on Chinese themes in the other RTHK
Olympic programs. This “coincidence” may very well be explained by China’s growing
influence, making China and China-related issues interesting themes for the territory. This
episode adds on to the corpus that serves to shape Hong Kong people’s perception of
Beijing and China mentioned earlier. Nonetheless, the same episode also included two
small episodes that called one’s attention to the subject of (self)-censorship. One was
mentioned earlier regarding queuing up and the other showed how the filming process was
intervened by policemen.

Personal angle
Another mediation technique is to use the personal angle. Both “One World” and
“Olympic Beijing” chose to follow the protagonists closely around their daily routine, such
as taking the subway, going to work, relaxing at home, or at the dorms, etc. Through
showing their private and mundane everyday life, this narration technique brought the
protagonists closer to the audience and showed that these people — no matter where they
were, what language they spoke — were just like you and me. This tactic and the one
mentioned above are reminiscent of the governing tactic that serves to erase the us/them
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divide. Yet, the ways they unfolded and the purposes they served diverge. The latter took
Beijing/China as the point of interest, the center that attracted and pulled Hong Kong
people. Here, the attempt to erase the us/them divide was not the end result but a tool to
introduce the larger themes of freedom of expression and negotiating differences. The
point of interest centered around the Hong Kong public, “we” as the subjects.
“One World” followed closely the mainland students who organized pro-torch
activities to the train station, where they just got their pro-torch materials from mainland
China, to the Torch Relay route, and to the university campus where they organized their
pro-torch activities. This narration technique introduced these students as organized,
passionate, and genuine about their pro-torch activities. This helped pave way for more
understanding when presenting opinions that might not be to the liking of the Hong Kong
viewers. For example, a mainland student’s response to what motivated him for this protorch action was:

To show Hong Kong people what patriotism is, because they don’t know, but we,
from high school onward, we learn that guojia is very important. Hong Kong people
know relatively less about the meaning of patriotism than we (Yang Lei [杨磊], a
male student).

His words, however, recalled once again the tension/divide between Hong Kong
and China: Hong Kong people’s lack of “proper” Chineseness. This tactic of following
closely and bringing in the “personal” might help soothe tension. However, in narrating
private and personal so closely, it also magnified the differences between us and them, for
instance, the larger group of passionate, organized, and patriotic mainland students versus
the mostly cool and not-so-interested Hong Kong students or the small group of activiststudents.
While following these mainland students, the filming crew caught an
unpremeditated confrontation between these students and some other students from Hong
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Kong (Christina Hau Man Chan [陳巧文]217 and her university friends), who were
preparing for their demonstration the next day, on the University campus. They quarreled
over their protests and the meaning of patriotism:

Mainland student 1 (shout in Mandarin): Idiot!
Journalist: Are you going to talk to her?
Mainland students: No!
Mainland student 2: We are here, because we don’t want to discuss politics, No
politics!
Mainland student 3: United!
Mainland student 4 (holding a small Chinese flag): One China! One China! One
China!
Mainland student 4 (talks with his mates): Speaking loud does not mean that I am
irrational!
Laughter . . .
Mainland student 5: Calm down, calm down, calm down . . .
Chan and other protesters were holding a Tibetan flag; another mainland student
tried to cover it with a Chinese national flag.
Mainland student 1: If you are Chinese, you should stand up and do something
[implying all Chinese around them, not just Christina Chan]
Chan (speaking in shaky Mandarin): I’m also Chinese, but . . . (mainland students
silenced her . . . )
Mainland student 1: June 4 is patriotic, Free Tibet is disintegrating zuguo

Christina Chan has since then been actively engaged in political activities in Hong Kong. She and many
others who have participated actively in social protests in Hong Kong are called the “post-80 generation” (八
零後). This term “post-80 generation” is borrowed from its popular usage in mainland China; yet, the term
itself refers to those young people who were born in an affluent Hong Kong and at a time when Hong
Kong’s political transition to China became imminent.
217
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Chan (speaking in shaky Mandarin): We also love our country, that’s why we are
against the Olympics.
Mainland student 1 (talking loudly in Mandarin): Against the Olympics is patriotic,
is it?
Chan (speaking in shaky Mandarin): Why can’t it be? Don’t you care about how
Chinese in China are doing?
Mainland student 2 (English): He doesn’t know much about Tibet . . .
RTHK journalist (English): He doesn’t or she doesn’t?
Mainland student 2 (English): She, sorry, doesn’t, so we don’t want to discuss with
her today . . .
Chan (speaking in fluent English): I mean, you just said I don’t know much about
Tibet, but you haven’t even talked to me, how do you know I don’t know about
Tibet?
Another Hong Kong student: Why can’t we wave a Tibetan flag?
Mainland Student 6: You think that the Tibetan flag is about Tibetan human rights,
but if you wave the flag, many people will have different interpretations
Chan (in Cantonese): What we are fighting for is not what Tibet should be . . . Even
though all Tibetans are happy, only one of them is feeling discontented, and he
wants Tibet to be independent, I think he has the rights to go into street and shout
“I want Tibet to be independent,” he has this right to do so, what we don’t have
now is this right.
(Except those mentioned were in English, the rest is translated by author; “One
World”)

In showing how the pro-torch mainland students acted by shouting, silencing, and
refusing to have a dialogue with the few Hong Kong student-activists on the university
campus, this encounter forced one to sympathize with Chan and the protesters as if they
represented the weak/marginalized who were being bullied by a mob. In representing this
clear group-divide, it recalled the uneven relationship between China and Hong Kong and
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it brought back the prevailing bias about mainlanders being unreasonable, violent, and
uncivilized. Yet, what is more important is that this small episode also challenged the overly
celebrated idea of the Olympics and made one rethink the Olympics-craze that categorized
all dissents as unpatriotic. In brief, it was posed as a counter-narrative to the governing
project that aimed to boost the Olympic spirit in the territory.
Juxtaposition
“One World” tried to maintain an even-handed representation by giving diverse
opinions approximately equal air-time, at least for the first half of the episode. The first half
unfolded in the following sequence: It started by showing a group of pro-torch young
mainland students preparing for the Torch Relay’s arrival in the early morning. A Hong
Kong policeman prepared them politely and softly by telling them what the police would
do if there were any kinds of conflicts between them and the potential protestors. The
camera then zoomed in on a poster fallen on the ground saying “To vindicate June Fourth”
(平反六四). A police patrol car drove past the venue where the celebration ceremony
would take place. A group of protesters wearing orange color shirts prepared for their
demonstration.218 A pro-torch supporter held a big Chinese national flag on her shoulders
looking excited and proud. The scene continued with a set of juxtaposing images — the
pro-torch supporters vis-à-vis the protesters or the advocates for freedom of expression.
The program mediated various parties’ opinions by juxtaposing them with each
other as if they were communicating to and corresponding with each other. For instance, a
famous political activist Szeto Wah (司徒華) spoke about his group’s reasons to
demonstrate and protest on that day, and this was followed by mainland students speaking
about what motivated them to prepare the pro-torch activities. Here they spoke about their
love for China and their wish to show the world how well China had been doing. This was
subsequently followed by scenes of protests and actions held by the Hong Kong Journalists
Association’s (HKJA).219 Mak Yin Ting (麥燕庭), Chairperson of the HKJA, and other

The protesters proposed to wear the color orange — derived from mixing red (China, despotism, and
authoritarianism) and yellow (human rights and freedom) — to contest the widely celebrated Olympic
project. Orange was suggested by the “color orange project,” initiated by the Danish sculptor Jens Galschiot
(2008). “Who is Behind the Idea of The Color Orange.” The Color Orange. Net Beijing 2008.
http://www.thecolororange.net/uk/page41 (accessed on Mar 30, 2010).
219 A letter was written to IOC to complain about the violation of freedom of expression. “Letter to
International Olympic Committee: No Movement Restriction Ahead of Olympic Games.” 2008. Hong Kong
218
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journalists were shown to cover their mouth with white cloth — a symbolic protest against
the state’s intervention in hushing contesting voices like banning activists220 entering Hong
Kong.
This tactic of juxtaposition was also used to unfold the discursive struggle over the
meaning of patriotism. It first showed what Cheng Xiang (程翔), a dissident, said at the
World Press Freedom Conference:

Being patriotic is not just waving the flag and shouting [how much you love the
country], it’s not only about the country’s rights, but the most important of all is
that the country needs to have justice that is also patriotism . . .

The camera then showed a celebrity torchbearer Eason Chan (陳奕迅) waving to
the spectators. A group of cheerful Cantonese-speaking pro-torch supporters was shown
saying, “We want to show the world that Chinese are not easily intimidated, not that you
demonstrate then you can disapprove it [China hosting the Games], this triggers our
national sentiments.” Cheng Xiang continued: “We need to use the people’s voices, the
people’s action, to reinterpret the meaning of patriotism.” The pro-torch crowds were
shown again, with Eason Chan doing funny faces to his fans and his fans screaming back.
This was followed by an overwhelming crowd shouting “Support the Olympics, Love our
Chinese nation” in Mandarin. It went back to Cheng: “Pay attention to the mistakes made
by guojia, with frank assessment, frank assessment [spoken in English and then in
Cantonese once again], it needs to evaluate honestly all the mistakes and crimes it has
committed, and show repentance.” This was immediately followed by a pro-torch
Mandarin-speaking interviewee saying:

Journalists Association, April 30. http://www.hkja.org.hk/site/portal/Site.aspx?id=A1-700&lang=en-US
(accessed on Mar 31, 2010).
220 These included Jens Galschiot, the Danish human rights activist and creator of the sculpture “Pillar of
Shame,” Zhang Yu (张裕), Chinese intellectual and general secretary of the Independent China Pen Centre
— a writer’s association, and two Canadian activists campaigning for free Tibet.
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Being patriotic is to have an indescribable passion for the guojia where you were
born and brought up, that is, you see everything about it as good, very good, I think
I was born in this guojia, brought up in this guojia, I just love it (ibid.).

Her interpretation of patriotism as an unquestionable intrinsic love for China was
posed as stark contrast to Cheng’s solemn interpretation of patriotism. This also echoed
with various mainland students’ interpretation of patriotism quoted earlier in the episode.
HKC might have made a considerable effort to include diverse viewpoints; yet, when it
came to patriotism, those who held an absolute view were mainland Chinese, while those
who proposed a more inclusive interpretation were Hong Kong Chinese. This narration,
despite its efforts to maintain impartiality, reverted the viewers to the idea of us and them:
their irrational love for China versus “our” rational and sober attitude to China.
This tactic of juxtaposition created a rather clear-cut opposition between the large
amount of mostly Mandarin-speaking pro-torch supporters versus the relatively few and
scattered Cantonese-speaking activists and protestors. Although “One World” has included
Cantonese-speaking people in its pro-torch narration, they were comparably few in front of
the Mandarin-speaking mass. A set of oppositional images was placed side by side: the red
Chinese national flags versus the dotted pro-democracy orange; the noisy mass versus the
rather solitary and calm protestors; during the confrontation, the angry and dominant
crowd versus the weak and marginal protestors. This almost antagonistic juxtaposition of
images compels one to associate this contesting force between the dominating China and
the marginal Hong Kong. It reinforces once again the differences between Hong Kong and
China.
In doing so it did revert Hong Kong and the protesters to the position of
powerlessness, reminding us of Rey Chow’s ideas of how the representation of the self as
powerless is a form of dominance (1993b: 11). In this case, the position of Hong Kong
protestors as the marginal — albeit being the sober, rational, and intellectual few — could
be a tactic to subvert the dominant presence of China and to defend a Hong Kong
subjectivity. Yet this tactic also positioned the mainlanders as the negative other by
subjecting them to the position of a collective mass.
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Gradual introduction of its standpoints
It is unknown whether the tactics of including diverse views and fairly even-handed
representation mentioned earlier were tactics to deal with the popular nationalistic
sentiments during the Olympics or tactics to introduce the program’s viewpoints: Even if
our opinions differ; everyone deserves the right of free expression, as it is articulated
through a high-school teacher:

Even if the people do not accept their method, they use this method to express
their opinion or views, this may bring counter-effects; but the right to choose
should be given to the people who want to express their opinions, not the ruling
authority, to take away their right to express their opinion (“One World”).

By engaging with the diverse opinions and the differences existing between Hong
Kong and China about the Olympics, HKC made an effort to live up to the media
responsibility it defined itself and in doing so, it produced, sustained, and extended the
discursive Hong Kong subjectivity that valued openness and the rights of expression.
HKC’s critical standpoints on the subject of freedom of expression were
accentuated toward the second half of “One World.” It gave more room to critical
discussions on the practice of freedom of expression and the meaning of patriotism by
bringing in high-school classroom discussion, Hong Kong cultural critics such as Cheng
Xiang and Liang Wen-dao (梁文道), and clips about journalists’ protests of media
censorship and demand for freedom of expression.
It also expressed concerns about this Olympic wind. Many people had chosen to
act and perform the ideals of “proper” Chineseness; for example, schools would require
students to take a “clear” stand: either pro-torch (wear red) or neutral (wear uniform) but
not the critical one (orange). A high-school student shared this story in the program:

I wanted to wear an orange shirt [symbol of supporting human rights], but when
the school said that we could either wear a uniform or a red shirt, then I chose the
uniform. Rational people should be able to tell the symbolic meaning of the clothes
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one wears; wearing orange does not mean that I don’t love my country. When one
wants the Chinese government to improve its human rights, maybe that is a more
patriotic act (ibid.).

This concern or this sense of crisis was also expressed through the various shots —
despite scattered and relatively few — about Cantonese-speaking onlookers denouncing
the protestors and the overwhelmingly cheerful crowd watching the celebrity torchbearers.
DISCUSSION
Through examining two sets of RTHK programs related to the Beijing Olympics,
this chapter traces, first, what kinds of “Chineseness” and governing tactics were being
mobilized in the Olympic promotion; second, the tactics of negotiation RTHK used in
mediating these governing practices; and third, how RTHK problematized or contributed
to these governing practices. Stauff’s argument in “The Governmentality of Media” (2010)
helps illustrate an important argument here: Whether media function as effective
governmental technologies largely depends on how they correspond with a set of selfrationalities and regularities that guide the operation of the media. RTHK’s intertwined
relationship with social practices means that the discursive Hong Kong subjectivity shapes
its media production, and vice versa. The decision to choose two different genres is
motivated along the governmental process of resinicizing the Hong Kong population and
an ongoing struggle of maintaining a Hong Kong subjectivity. My analysis adds to an
overlooked aspect in Stauff’s approach, namely how different television genres broadcast
by the same institution may mobilize different negotiation and mediation tactics that may
produce different power-relations.
RTHK’s Olympic programs were special feature programs with educational
purposes aiming to cultivate the population’s “Chineseness” and to garner their support for
the Olympics. These programs bore the public service duties of bringing knowledge and
information of China and the Olympics to the population. These duties also defined the
contents and styles of narration of the programs to be informative and objective. In
addition, being part of the Olympic promotion campaign required them to maintain a light,
positive, and cheerful tone. Controversial or negative stories that would make one question
the Olympics or China were either avoided or downplayed. In order to spark the public’s
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interests in the Olympics and China, and to avoid the public’s fear of indoctrination, the
programs mobilized tactics like (1) bringing in the locals, (2) using thematic programming
that brought in the familiar to introduce Chinese topics, and (3) presenting the pragmatic
aspects of Olympics-associated positive benefits. I argue that these tactics helped these
programs negotiate its position as a public servant who had to get its job done (disseminate
the governing tactics) and as a public service broadcaster with a discursive moral media
responsibility to the Hong Kong public. Nevertheless, these negotiation tactics did produce
ambivalent results: They could be tactics of resistance to the resinicizing projects (by reemphasizing Hongkongness) as well as tactics that helped disseminate the governmental
practices effectively (as they drew the subjects’ interests by bringing in what interested
them).
These Olympics-related programs were one-off programs; whereas, HKC is a threedecade long documentary program that reports and discusses current affairs. As a
documentary-current affairs program, HKC is dedicated to political and controversial
issues. It also positions itself as a program bearing a set of discursive moral media
responsibilities to the people: speaking the “truth,” being impartial, and defending the
freedom of expression. This self-positioning, with its years of broadcasting history and
good track records in Hong Kong, has empowered it to be recognized as a credible and
respectable program. This also means that the self-technologies that direct its operation
have also helped sustain and secure its place in the territory. The power effects it generates
are more substantial and long-lasting than those of the Olympic programs.
The HKC programs I have analyzed mobilized various narrative tactics as efforts to
show how they lived up to their discursive media responsibility. The tactic of including
diverse opinions helped present a less clear-cut way of approaching the subject matters and
therefore leaving room for viewers to critically engage with the discussions. The tactic of
bringing in a personal angle tried to bring understanding by showing that “we” might hold
different opinions but “they” were like “us” who led an ordinary life. Yet, this close-up
narrative style also magnified the differences between “us” and “them.” The tactic of
juxtaposition tried to create an even-handed reporting; yet, the stark and almost
antagonistic contrast also reinforced the divide between the irrational Mandarin-speaking
crowd and the under-represented and marginal Cantonese-speaking critical few. The tactic
of gradual introduction of standpoints tried to give room to think and engage with the
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subjects but it could also work to accentuate the program’s viewpoints. For instance, after
seeing many images of the pro-torch crowd and the patriotic views articulated by the
Mandarin-speaking pro-China supporters, the more reasonable ways of interpreting
patriotism were those articulated by the Hong Kong students and Hong Kong cultural
critics. The overall image of the relatively few sober critical views, mostly Cantonesespeaking, and the overwhelming large pro-torch crowd, mostly Mandarin-speaking, though
with a few Cantonese-speaking individuals, did enhance the former as the powerless and
the marginal. In mediating reports related to the Olympics, these programs had discursively
maintained differences between Hong Kong and China, and therefore the discursive idea
of a Hong Kong subjectivity.
These narrative tactics along with the media responsibility that HKC claims to
defend are not free of power-relations. These tactics can be tactics of intervention (to the
dominant position occupied by China “proper,” the sweeping notion of patriotism, and
above all, the state-orchestrated Olympics) as well as tactics of domination by claiming the
moral high ground and the position of powerless vis-à-vis the mainland counterparts. Like
the negotiation tactics used in the Olympic programs, these tactics also entail ambivalences,
which, I argue, can very well exemplify Foucault’s argument about the inseparable
relationship between power and resistance. Moments of resistance always produce powerrelations; these make power-relations less absolute and clear-cut as the top-down approach
that sees resistance as something that only helps get rid of power.
The concerns about China’s growing influence in Hong Kong and the frequently
discussed subjects of (self)-censorship may have given the impression that Hong Kong has
been subordinated and has become controlled by the dominating state. What my analysis
shows is that Hong Kong maybe subjected to a set of governing practices promoted by the
state but this by no means reduces Hong Kong to a powerless position nor should we
simply brush aside Chinese governing tactics as negative power. These RTHK programs
have helped illustrate that the media are not simply the mouthpiece of the government.
Even in programs that are intended to serve governmental purposes, one could trace
negotiation tactics that pose challenges to the state-sanctioned plans. Moreover, the
interwoven relationship between media practices and Hong Kong subjectivity also help
challenge the assumption that sees the state as a “metapower” possessing superseding
power (Foucault 1984c: 64).
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This case study leaves more questions open than it can answer. Given China’s
growing political and economic influence in Hong Kong, it will be of great importance to
examine and compare how other media institutions negotiate their media positions. Several
recent incidents and developments, like Kong Qingdong (孔庆东, a professor teaching at
Peking University) calling Hong Kong people “dogs of British imperialists”221 and the
controversies around mainland women going to Hong Kong to give birth leading to an
escalating increase in demands and cost of hospital expenses,222 have shown that after
fifteen years of reunification with China, the Hong Kong-China divide remains enormous.
In addition, the booming alternative media (for example Hong Kong People Reporter,
Citizen’s Radio, inmediahk.net, and the like) and the gaining popularity of social network
sites in recent years have commanded a decent scale of influence in Hong Kong. They have
succeeded in mobilizing a mass of people, many of them belonging to the “post-80
generation,” to engage in social actions and to join protests against government policies.
The growing influence of these new media has also motivated the HKSAR to use these
media to promote its recent political reform campaign, such as “Act Now,”223 which was
part of the promotion for the “Package of Proposals for the Methods for Selecting the
Chief Executive and for Forming the Legislative Council in 2012.” All these developments
make it urgent to look at how various media practices contribute to or problematize the
Hong Kong-China relations. It is also necessary to examine how alternative media evolve,
and whether and in what ways they constitute oppositional forces or governmental tactics
in Hong Kong.
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CHAPTER 8 EPILOGUE

Four years have gone by and the 2012 London Olympics are going to take place
this summer. The 2008 Beijing Games do feel like something that have happened not long
ago; yet, many would disagree with me. In fact, the significance of the 2008 Games has
diminished drastically — not only in China but across the globe — once the 17-day
summer Olympics drew the curtains. I first came to realize the time- and topic-sensitive
nature of this research project and the academic world when I submitted an article to an
academic journal by the fall of 2009. I was told that no scholars wanted to review the article
because the research topic was out of date topic and so many articles and books have been
written on the Beijing Games already. After nearly three years, I visited Beijing again in
April 2011. When I talked to the residents, I often got responses saying that the Olympic
was a thing of the past. “Time and tide wait for no man”; the global interests in a single
mega-event are equally cruel and short-lived.
This research might have started as an Olympic project but as it proceeded over the
last few years, the central questions that have come up on governing strategies, tactics, and
discourses; the formation of subjectivities; the processes of subjectification; and the
examination of power-relations are not confined to the Olympics per se. This is something
I argue throughout this dissertation. The 2008 Beijing Games provided a prism to study the
governmentalization of the nation-state: not the end-result of an exceptional event. The
research findings of this dissertation should not be reduced to something concerning
merely and only the Olympics and China studies. All the questions I have engaged with are
not limited to China but are relevant to other research studies on governance, nationbuilding, nationalism, the quest for modernity, the cultural politics of identity, the politics
of sex/gender/body, urbanity, and the role of media and technology in these investigation.
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This dissertation is a direct product of what appeared to be an (un)timely start of a
research. When it started, the Olympics were only a few months away. This time constraint
meant that I had little time to start my research with literature review. Instead of planning
ahead what I should do and therefore preoccupied with a set of ideas about my research
areas, I started this project with literally a piece of blank paper. Looking at it
retrospectively, the insecurity of taking on a PhD project, coupled with a sense of
nervousness in approaching the research subject with empty hands, has worked in my
favor. Insecurity and nervousness made me stay alert and attentive to everything about the
Olympics — including what seemed to be the most irrelevant. As mentioned in the
Introduction, this dissertation chooses to study the gravely overlooked and neglected
micro-aspects of the Olympic studies, that is, the everyday social life. These thematic
choices were direct products of what seemed to be an untimely start. Given this
unconventional beginning, it is important to note that the case studies were not written in
chronological order but developed and ordered in the course of writing up this dissertation.
Now, let me summarize the preceding chapters. In the Introduction, I have stated
my central arguments, research questions, and research focus. One of my aims is to write
against the commonly perceived idea that the Chinese government maintains its rule
through the deployment of negative power. I argue that the CCP rules primarily through
motivating, guiding, and directing its people to act as autonomous subjects so that they can
help achieve the state’s desired ends in the most economical and efficient ways. The state
not only sought to have the whole population’s support for the Olympics but, more
importantly, it sought to ensure that the Olympics could help secure the state’s governance.
I have demonstrated the various strategies, tactics, and discourses mobilized by the state to
achieve its desired ends. The discourse of China’s great rejuvenation is an encompassing
and tactical discourse that brings together the discourse of national humiliation and the
discourse of pride and glory. Through projecting this collective hope of a great
rejuvenation, the CCP presents itself as the legitimate and capable leader that brings the
people a promising China. The CCP also makes use of media and technology as
governmental technologies that help identify the population’s interests and guide its
population. Yet, how effectively they can function depends largely on how they correspond
to the self-technologies that govern and guide the operation of media practices. The
mobilization of Chinese history and culture, and the discursive construction of “proper”
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Chineseness assign a set of cultural norms and values to a subject that enables the state to
manage and arrange its population.
The case studies are structured around different segments of the population: the
athletes (gendered norms assigned and embodied by Chinese men and women), the
volunteers (the youth), Beijing taxi drivers (the urbanites), the Beijingers and Chinese (how
place-making shapes the population’s view toward the past, the present, and the future),
and lastly, the population in the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong. Each of
these cases helps demonstrate how specific governing procedures are formulated and
mobilized to organize the population in such ways that each individual bears his/her
specific responsibilities and acts as a self-governing subject, which enables optimal
governance. Yet, as I have also shown, inscribed in the grammar of these strategies of
governmentality are the possibilities or resistance, subversion, or dismissal.
Chapter 2 elaborates on the methodologies used in this dissertation and my attempt
to overcome the respective dangers of empiricism and theoreticism related to social
sciences and humanities. I emphasize that I did not conduct fieldwork with an aim to look
for the “truth”; rather, I conducted fieldwork because it is a helpful way to learn about the
research area through exposure and experience. On equal footing are theoretical texts,
which are being the important and indispensable tools that guide me to dissect the corpus
and explore what I encountered in the field. In concluding this chapter, I have provided a
reflexive enquiry upon my position as a researcher in the field, in the hope of shedding
light on the cultural politics and the identity practices involved in conducting this research.
The first case study, chapter 3, looks at how history and politics intersect with
gender. It seeks to explain why such significance has been assigned to sports in general and
the Olympics in particular. I have shown how the historicity of China’s traumatic past —
how it fell prey to the Western imperialists — has allowed the state to draw on the
biopolitical discourse that links its subjects’ physical, mental, and moral attributes to that of
the survival and revival of a Chinese nation (Sigley 2004). I have drawn on Judith Butler’s
(1993) concept of performativity to examine the gendered norms embodied by three sets of
male and female athletes of three Olympic moments. Through ritualized and repetitive
performance of the gendered and bodily images embodied by these athletes, sets of
gendered ideals were regulated and regularized as the ideal archetypes and gradually
normalized as the standards according to the need of the time they represented.
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Representing post-Qing revolutionary China, Liu Changchun and Yang Xiuqiong
embodied China’s pursuit of modernization and its determination to shake off the
traditions; the bodily image and the gendered norms they sought to represent were those
that followed the image of the West. In the post-opening up period, China sought to mark
its presence in the global arena; the ideal manliness and femaleness embodied by Li Ning
and Lang Ping were defined by the glory they brought to the nation. Gender differences
were downplayed, and their bodies and corporeal expressions were highly regulated. After
more than thirty years of reforms, contemporary China sought to showcase its confidence
and strength; the masculinity embodied by Liu Xiang was confident and bright whereas the
femininity embodied by Guo Jingjing was not only confident but also stressed feminine
physical beauty, signifying that China was as modern as the West. These athletes served as
the models for the Chinese men and women in the nation’s struggles of defining itself visà-vis the imagined and powerful Other. This case has demonstrated, first, how the state
operated in and along a set of existing discourses and practices as it capitalized and recycled
the long-standing national burden/trauma to its advantages. Second, it shows that what
entitled the state to rule were not so much its laws and regulations but rather its
management of the population through indirect and diverse means.
During the 2008 Games, I was struck by the omnipresent smiling faces and
emphasis on positive emotions shown by the Beijing Olympic volunteers. This experience
urged me to trace and study the governing tactics and discourses underpinning the
Olympic Volunteer program in chapter 4. Through examining the official volunteer
promotion materials, I argue that these positive images evoked their power from the less
visible governing tactics and discourses. Instead of emphasizing China’s traumatic past
explicitly, the governmental discourse turned around by stressing the “bright” aspects of
“dream” and “glory” to boost the subjects’ confidence and belief in modern China, and the
intimate association of this discourse to a well-organized Olympics. This discourse of
hosting a great Olympics was largely motivated by the national desire to gain face, to be
recognized by the world. To seek this international recognition, the discourse of not to lose
face that employed the tactics of shame was mobilized to discipline and guide the
volunteers to act presentably for the nation. Here, we see how China’s humiliating past is
such a resourceful discourse that the state can tap into in seemingly endless ways. The
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discursive ideals of volunteerism and the ways these volunteers were guided to act parallel
that of the model citizens the CCP has sought to promote since its establishment.
The Olympics are not only about history and politics but are also related to the
material setting — in this case, the city of Beijing. Chapter 5 and chapter 6 attend to two
aspects of the Olympic city: the urbanites and the representation of Beijing. In chapter 5, I
have drawn on Walter Benjamin’s concept of the flâneur (1969) to give center stage to the
urbanites, Beijing taxi drivers, to see how they narrated Olympics-led urban development
and China hosting the Olympics. Many studies have examined the rapid urban changes of
Beijing. These studies often neglect the local dwellers’ opinions. The Olympics have
subjected taxi drivers to a series of government-initiated civility campaigns. The drivers’
direct association with the image of the city was recognized but not acknowledged as their
opinions were hardly taken seriously in the society. This case study tries to redeem their
neglected voices and to show how these subjects intersected with governmental
technologies and diverse discourses that in turn formed and defined the ways they
experienced and narrated their everyday life. For instance, when many studies critique the
Olympics-led urban changes, claiming that they bring only undesirable effects to the people
and China, the taxi drivers’ stories reveal that they saw these changes as a sign of progress
and that China was a step closer to the developed West. Similarly, they might complain
about strict and demanding Olympics-related trainings, but the worldwide media
contestations helped instigate their nationalistic sentiments. They also claimed that raising
people’s suzhi was crucial to make China look good. This chapter shows how the state
mobilized diverse tactics to specific groups for their specific roles and responsibilities, and
how these technologies of government were negotiated in turn by the taxi drivers
themselves.
The Olympics offered a crucial moment of memory-making and this process
involved making use of the materiality of the city. In chapter 6 I have examined how
Beijing’s past, present, and future were re-designed and re-presented to shape people’s
views about the city, China, and Chineseness. Abbas’ concept of disappearance (1997) is
used to argue that the changes that had taken place were not so much about absence or
non-presence but were rather a matter of misrecognition. The remaking of Qianmen was
an attempt to re-create an imaginary of a cultural and historic China that was reminiscent of
the popular filmic images of Chinatown — exotic and eye-catching, yet devoid of any
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troubling historical references. The Olympic Green presented an ideal image of what the
present China wanted to be — a cosmopolitan China; yet, this cosmopolitan-ness was
made possible by selectively remembering the positive aspects and selectively forgetting the
controversial and negative aspects such as the tight security measures and the moving of
the migrant workers back home. The catchphrase of “New Beijing” projected the image of
what the future Beijing and China would look like: promising and filled with hope. Based
on future imaginations of the city in promotion films, the image that I have analyzed
projected a tidy and technologically advanced China. This case reveals that place-making
shapes the subject’s perception of the self and the other; place thus constitutes one
dimension of the process whereby an individual becomes a Chinese subject who bears the
duties and the visions of the nation.
While the preceding case studies focus on the China “proper,” the last case in
chapter 7 has presented, to some extent, an odd case. It is unusual in the sense that Hong
Kong is a newly acquired Special Administrative Region, a place and a people torn between
its Chineseness and its colonial past in its endless struggles of defining its subjectivity. In
keeping with my central inquiries, I examine, first, what kinds of governmental
technologies were put forward; second, how they intersected with the existing beliefs and
practices in the territory; and third, how subjectivity had been formed through media
practices. Here, I have examined two sets of RTHK programs: the government coproduced Olympic programs and a documentary-current affairs program. In negotiating its
position as a public servant of the HKSAR government and as a public broadcaster, RTHK
mobilized tactics that brought in the local, the familiar, and the positive benefits. Although
these RTHK programs managed to perform a sanitized and idealized version of
Chineseness, they have also injected specific and potentially troubling articulation of a
Hong Kong subjectivity in these negotiation tactics. The documentary-current affairs
program HKC tried to live up to the discursive ideals of impartiality and advocacy for
freedom of expression. Its narrative tactics, even though attempting to soothe the divide
and introduce the thematic idea of accepting differences, have reproduced and sustained
the us/them divide. The ways in which RTHK mediated the Olympics show that the state
does not possess an encompassing power, nor does it control Hong Kong through
negative power. On the contrary, the state recognizes the specificity and particularity of
Hong Kong, and capitalizes on this particularity when formulating governing strategies.
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The state operates in and along the existing discourses and practices that govern Hong
Kong. This also explains why the seemingly conflicting discourses — one that emphasizes
the importance of China to Hong Kong in contrast to one that emphasizes resisting the
encroachment of China — coexist in today’s Hong Kong.
In what follows, I want to address and discuss several questions I have raised
throughout this dissertation. I begin with a discussion on Foucault and China, namely the
cultural politics involved in doing this research. Here, I will also attend to the questions on
what Foucault does to China and what China does to Foucault. One question that lingers
on in China studies is the question of the state, and I will re-address this by posing
questions and challenges in the persistent emphases of the oppositional relationship
between the state and the people, and the use of coercion and ideology. After this is a short
summary of limitations and critiques on Foucault’s analytical approach, followed by a
detailed discussion addressing the critiques and the question of resistance. I conclude this
epilogue with a discussion of the role of the IOC. How China used the 2008 Olympics to
instigate national belongings is not an isolated and special case; I discuss how the IOC, and
its rules and regulations have given a hand in making the Olympics a stage for the state to
do so.

FOUCAULT AND CHINA

I would like my books to be a kind of tool-box which others can
rummage through to find a tool which they can use however they
wish in their own area. . . . I don’t write for an audience. I write for
users, not readers.
(Foucault 1994 [1974], quoted in Nealon, 2008: 112).

Over the course of this research, I have been confronted with several crucial
questions regarding the state and governance, the processes of subjectification and
subjectivity, and above all, questions related to power. Among the theoretical approaches I
have read, Foucault’s works have been helpful tools guiding me out of a labyrinth of
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questions. My intuitive response to the use of Foucaultian ideas lies in practicality and
availability. If I were able to find an analytical tool in Chinese literature, I would no doubt
have used it. Nonetheless, this pragmatism is not a simple matter of choice but one that
deserves elaboration and critical reflection. Why do I apply Foucault’s works to China? I
recall that I was asked whether Foucault, whose works are based on analyses drawn from
studying European histories, was a valid tool to explain things happening in a different
geohistorical and cultural setting. On other occasions, I was asked why I was using a
Western idea to understand China. Wouldn’t it be more appropriate and suitable to use
Chinese writings to understand China? In what follows, I will first foreground the cultural
politics involved in writing up this research and in responding to the above questions.
Then, I seize this discussion to follow on and reflect upon questions on what Foucault
does to China and what China does to Foucault.
A thread running through these questions is the insistence on the discursive
differences of China, in Rey Chow’s words, “that is geographically deterministic and hence
culturally essentialist” (1993b: 7). Even with discourses that advocate “care” and
“attentiveness,” like the rhetoric of multiculturalism, this benign emphasis of placing China
in context could not shrug off the problematic and reductive Orientalistic ideas as reflected
in Said’s works (1978; 2001); and shared by many cultural critics (read, for example,
Benhabib 2002; Ang 2001). “China is different” is a discourse held and practiced by various
actors — both the natives as well as their counterparts — with various interests at stake.
Sometimes, the discourse is articulated to resist the Orientalistic view; yet, regrettably, as
Shih Shu-mei points out, “an anti-Orientalist gesture can slip into a reconfirmation of
Orientalism” (2007: 82–83). This claim on difference would often lead one to demand a
special reading for a special context — Chinese theory for China! Doing otherwise would
generate questions like authenticity, betrayal, unfaithfulness, and, at times, would be
criticized for lacking “Chineseness,” selling-out, Westernized, and being an imperialized
subject siding with the imperial West (R. Chow 1993b). Often, this critique would reenforce the discourse that only “real” Chinese can understand what China is, who China is,
and therefore can speak for China (R. Chow 1998b). Think, for instance, of a Dutch
researcher studying governance in the Netherlands, s/he would not bear this ethnic
burden; rarely would s/he be confronted with questions like “Would a Dutch theory not be
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more useful to understand the Netherlands?” or be judged as selling out to the others, or
even upon his ethnic authenticity.
The cultural politics implicated in writing and representing China and Chineseness
involves great complexity. It demands one to question and reflect on “the nature and
extent of the self-interestedness involved” in our own research (1993b), on the one hand;
and on the other hand, it requires one to resist, what Rey Chow posits, “a violence which
works by the most deeply ingrained feelings of ‘bonding’” (1993b: 25). For the latter, R.
Chow proposes “writing diaspora” — “to unlearn that submission to one’s ethnicity such as
‘Chineseness’” (ibid.; emphasis in the original) — as tactics that challenge this cultural
politics of Chineseness. To this I would like to quote Ang Lee’s words with regard to
representing Chineseness:

With Crouching Tiger, for example, the subtext is very purely Chinese. But you have
to use Freudian or Western techniques to dissect what I think is hidden in a
repressed society — the sexual tension, the prohibited feelings. Otherwise you
don’t get that deep. Some people appreciate it; others don’t because it twists the
genre. It’s not ‘Chinese’. But to be more Chinese you have to be westernized, in a
sense. You’ve got to use that tool to dig in there and get at it.224

Regardless of what Lee means by “more Chinese” or “Westernized,” what I read
from his words is a tactic resonating with Rey Chow, that is, one needs to break out of the
limiting and confining ethnic- and nation-bonding of Chineseness so as to understand the
subject of investigation.
My second response to why I am not using a Chinese theory lies in the cultural
politics of the global knowledge-production. Informed by Foucault’s notion of power and
discursive analysis, Said’s Orientalism (1978) shows that the West’s domination of the Other
is not solely a matter of materiality but is also manifested in its ways of managing
knowledge production. This domination is laid bare in today’s geopolitical inequalities in
knowledge-production; for example, English is seen as the lingua franca in the academic
224
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world and proficiency in English is indispensable (Chow, de Kloet, and Leung 2010). Not
only is this domination in terms of language, knowledge produced in the West has set the
standard that structures, measures, and shapes today’s knowledge-production. As Dipesh
Chakrabarty writes about the representation of India’s histories:

‘Europe’ remains the sovereign, theoretical subject of all histories, including the
ones we call ‘India’, ‘Chinese’, ‘Kenyan’, and so on. There is a peculiar way in which
all these histories tend to become variations on a master narrative that could be
called ‘the history of Europe’. (1992: 490)

Knowledge produced elsewhere is often rendered as the auxiliary to Europe, or the
West. Europe/the West claims this center stage where knowledge is disseminated to the
other places — the others always learn from Europe/the West, not vice versa. The
knowledge produced by the non-West is treated as insignificant. This, however, does not
justify the insistence of using Chinese theory on China as means of “resistance” and
“counter-hegemony.” Rather, this could very well lead to a victim-cum-narcissistic
sinocentrism (R. Chow 1998b) that draws boundaries, blocks possibilities of
communication, and, worse of all and unfortunately, reinforces the essentialized great
divide.

What China Does to Foucault? What Foucault Does to China?
Why Foucault? What would be the limitations? In particular, what does Foucault do
to China? Perhaps, more interestingly, what does China do to Foucault? Before addressing
these questions, I would like to address some important points why Foucault would be
useful here. Foucault’s works are not about writing and revealing “the truth” or “the fact”
about a particular setting and therefore only useful for a particular geohistorical context.
Recurrent in his research projects are his critique and challenge of the claims on truth and
normalized fact that render alternative views marginal. He argues against theorizing the
notion of power and in doing so, assigning “power” a status equal to universality. This
explains why he calls it “analytics of power” (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982: 184). Foucault
indicates on various occasions that his interest lies in tracing “the general mode of thinking
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(episteme)” (Gutting 2005; emphasis in the original) and in understanding a “history of the
present” (1995: 31).
Despite Foucault’s critical efforts and his perceptiveness, his analyses do raise
questions, and I would like to address some of these immediate concerns to the subject of
Foucault and China. Foucault has been criticized for being Eurocentric (read, for instance, R.
Chow 2002; Stoler 1995; Young 1995; A. Ong 2005). Considering the weight that race and
colonialism played in European histories, it is intriguing and compelling for one to question
why and how Foucault could choose not to address colonialism or remain ambiguous
toward the subject of racism (read, for instance, R. Chow 2002; Stoler 1995; Young 1995).
To quote Rey Chow,

[Foucault’s] discussion of biopower and its institutional implementation could easily
have taken him beyond the confines of European territories into Europe’s
colonized lands overseas, where such implementation became a systematic effort to
subjugate and exploit local native populations, in the bulk of his work Foucault did
not exactly push beyond those limits. (2002: 8)

Much of Foucault’s discussion on the formation of subjectification, processes of
objectification, and his interrogation of power/knowledge could easily bring his analyses
beyond Europe; yet, he did not. Feminist Nancy Hartsock argues that Foucault is
comparable to “the colonizer who resists” (1990: 164). Despite his criticality, Foucault, in
Jan Teurlings’ words, “is too enmeshed in the power relationship he is critical of” (2004:
43).
In addition, Foucault’s understanding of the Other, despite his criticality in his
various works, seems to be so uncritically Eurocentric and Orientalistic. To give an
example, in an interview about Zen, Foucault talks about his impression of Japan:

For me, from the point of view of technology, a way of life, the appearance of
social structure, Japan is extremely close to the Western World. At the same time
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the inhabitants of this country seem in every way a lot more mysterious compared
with those of all other countries in the world. (Carrette 1999: 110–11)

Elsewhere, in discussing the Iranian Revolution, he sees it as “an absolutely
collective will” and contrasts it with European ones (Young 1995). As R. Chow suggests,
his critical efforts could easily have brought him to interrogate these Eurocentric and
Orientalistic perceptions of the others and looking beyond Europe could have contributed
a great deal to his works; and yet, he did not.
Some of his followers not only overlook this limitation of Foucault without critical
reflection; they would even assign Foucault’s analyses with a universality that Foucault
himself seems to argue against. Studies of governmentality, as Sigley (2007) and Kipnis
(2008) have pointed out, have largely failed to look at non-Western and non-liberal
contexts; also, these studies often seem to see “‘the West’ as the sole determining referent”
(Sigley 2007: 491). Take the discussion of Mitchell Dean on governmentality for example,
he writes:

How we think about governing others and ourselves in a wide variety of contexts.
In a more limited sense, the different ways governing is thought about in the
contemporary world and which can in large be traced to Western Europe from the
sixteenth century. Such forms of thought have been exported to large parts of the
globe owing to colonial expansion and the post-colonial set of international
arrangements of a system of sovereign states. (1996: 209–10)

Governmentality is a perceptive analytical tool; yet, in terms of the rationalities of
government, as I mentioned earlier in this dissertation, the three governing ideals — Glory,
Truth, and Benevolence — mentioned by Shue (2004 and 2010) and the Confucian way of
governance share striking similarities to Foucault’s governmentality. Governmentality
should not be seen as something originating in the West (Sigley 2007). Andrew B. Kipnis
(2008), in his discussion of neoliberal governmentality, has critically engaged with this lack
of comparative studies and Eurocentricism by pointing out how various cultures also
promote self-disciplined and self-acting subjects, like Confucius, Mao Zedong, and
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Mahatma Gandhi. It is important to note, by saying that Confucianism shares certain
rationalities of government is not the same as saying Confucianism equals to
governmentality. What I think comes close to governmentality in the Chinese context is
what Kipnis suggests, “In addition to being authoritarian and neoliberal, Chinese
governance is also Confucian, Legalist and Daoist, especially as one moves away from the
state and into the realms by which Chinese people govern themselves, their relationships,
and their families” (2007: 397). In other words, instead of one rationality, there are
multifarious rationalities involved in governing a population.
Yet, one should not throw the baby out with the water; these limitations should not
negate the perceptiveness offered by Foucault’s analyses. On the contrary, it is important to
acknowledge these blind spots so that future studies can supplement and modify Foucault’s
analyses. What China does to Foucault is to insist on a self-reflective inquiry on
Eurocentrism and to be aware of the asymmetric relations in knowledge-production, under
which “the ‘non-West’ has been relegated to a series of footnotes in the history of Western
political reasoning per se” (Sigley 2007: 490). That also means highlighting the importance of
comparative studies. What Foucault does to China, similarly, requires one to question a
Sinocentrism that overemphasizes its diverging difference from the world.

QUESTION OF THE STATE
The ways in which the state manages its population from within is one of the
central questions I have tried to tackle throughout this research. China as a case study, an
object, a field for my investigation is a politicized subject. The relentless interest in this
specifically “Chinese” state is not only fueled by today’s grand discourse of an allegedly
rising China (Sigley 2007) but also largely and inexorably related to the knowledge
production of the Other, as Said’s Orientalism (1978) and Rey Chow’s account of the
relationship between area studies as a discipline and the post-WWII foreign policy of the
U.S. remind us (1993a, 1993b). To recall Foucault’s formulation of power/knowledge once
again, “the exercise of power perpetually creates knowledge and, conversely, knowledge
constantly induces effects of power” (1980c: 52). Power and knowledge are inseparable.
China as the subject of my inquiry would often be bracketed and compartmentalized as “a
‘distinct’ territory with a distinct history” (R. Chow 1993b: 7) and is differentiated from any
inquiry related to the state and governance. As alluded to above, that also leads to studies
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of governmentality that bypass China in their analyses. This bias leads one to overlook the
mechanisms at work and clouds one’s judgments in examining questions related to China
and the Chinese state.

Problems Raised in the State Approach
One popular and dominating view, which is also advocated by many specialists in
China studies, sees the state as solely an authoritarian, totalitarian government that maintains
power through the use of force and ideologies (see, for example, Anne-Marie Brady 2003,
2006, 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2011; and Brady and Wang 2009). In terms of theoretical
approach, many resort to the Gramscian notion of hegemony (Gramsci 2007 [1971]) to
explain this state-people dynamic (see, for example, A. Chan 2010; Fairbrother 2008; Tse
2007; X. Zhang 2011a, 2011b). The problems of such an analytical approach are many, of
which I can only mention a few here. First, the dominating role occupied by the state and
the notion of class domination, as in Gramsci’s hegemony (2007 [1971]), have insisted that
power is possessed by the powerful few and is therefore lacking in the hands of the
vulnerable majority. It contends that power is negative and repressing as it features
violence, prohibition, control, and censorship. It overlooks the microphysics of power.
Through Foucault’s notion of power-relations and based on my analysis in my case studies,
I try to show that power is not “a relationship of violence acts upon a body or upon things;
it forces, it bends, it breaks on the wheel, it destroys, or it closes the door on all
possibilities. Its opposite pole can only be passivity, and if it comes up against any
resistance it has no other option but to try to minimize it” (Foucault 1982: 220). Power
produces and is disseminated throughout society, in a huge number of micro-centers; and is
exercised “at the level of daily life” (Foucault 1980d: 59). These mechanisms of powerrelations not only challenge class domination but also the assumption of clear-cut classdivision in society, and that one can clearly discern the unifying class interests of each class.
Second, the maintenance of the state relies not on gaining the subjects’
psychological consent or contractual/negotiated relationship between classes and groups,
as the Gramscian hegemony suggests (Bennett 1998: 69; Lemke 2007). Psychological
consent is not only an abstract and vague concept, it also fails to see the complex processes
of governing. Throughout this dissertation, I have argued again and again how the state is
not only aware of but also attends to the needs, interests, and concerns of the people when
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devising its strategies and tactics. As a matter of fact, people’s consent to the rule of the
state is best understood as the result of the state’s successful deployment of strategic and
tactical relations in managing the population from within in endless possible ways.
Third, the emphasis on ideology (to acquire consent) and seeing the state as ruling
with ideological rhetoric lack analytical power when the idea of ideology assumes that there
is a hidden truth waiting to be exposed and resisted. It also gives too much importance to
the subjects’ consciousness as if some are “gifted” to tell right from wrong and therefore
take actions to resist. The rest of the population would then be considered “fooled” or
“brainwashed” by the powerful ruling bloc. Foucault’s concept of discourse, which avoids
the idea of truth but also brings to light power-relations and how power and resistance are
inseparable, is a better analytical tool. Again, there is no single dominating ideology that
simply controls; instead, sets of intertwining discourses crisscross each other to make
people act the ways they do. Many criticize Olympics-led development and may see those
people who read urban development as a sign of progress as being brainwashed by the
state and capitalist ideology; but as I have demonstrated in chapter 5, one should be warned
against such clear-cut conclusion, and be aware how this discourse gains its discursive
power through the intersection of various historical and cultural discourses.
Fourth, in relation to the role of media, the Gramscian approach takes the media as
merely the “organs of public opinion” (Gramsci 2007 [1971]: 80) that are manipulated by
the dominant classes to win the active consent of the majority.225 This, again, assumes a
one-way top-down relation. It not only essentializes the role of media but also fails to look
at the complexity and dynamics played out by the media (Bennett 1998; S. Hall 2009
[1982]) and, to emphasize once again, the microphysics of power. In terms of
governmentality, the state’s use of media or mediation would be one of the means,
instruments, and tactics of governance mobilized by the state. The discourses and
governmental tactics mediated by the media do not have such “originality”; in fact, they
intersect with a wide array of existing discourses and practices. Consider, for example, the
mediatized message of volunteerism, it does not acquire its discursive power merely from
the media; similarly, the discourse of patriotism might be widely disseminated through the
media but the media alone do not produce this discourse. In a word, it runs a grave danger
In Gramsci’s words, “the attempt is always made to ensure that force will appear to be based on the
consent of the majority, expressed by the so-called organs of public opinion — newspapers and associations
— which, therefore, in certain situations, are artificially multiplied” (2007 [1971]: 80).
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to assign too much “power” to the media or, equally, to brush it off as the mouthpiece of
the state.

The State and Governmentality
The Chinese state, as a single-party state coming to power not by democratic
election, is a “non-liberal” state; yet, it is a fallacy to assume that since liberty and freedom,
the discursive cores of “liberal societies,” are denied and the subjects cannot be
autonomous, the ways the state exercises power must be authoritarian and must be through
the use of negative sovereign power. Based on this duality of “liberal” and “non-liberal,”
the state is erroneously bracketed-off. Similarly, Jeffery T. Nealon argues that Foucault
does not deny the exercise of the negative forms of power, but they are not the focus that
Foucault wants to attend to. Nealon writes:

It is not those “negative” functions of power that Foucault is particularly interested
in studying. This is the case not, I would argue, because he thinks that brute force
or sovereign power has been eradicated, or that directly contesting raw
deployments of power is ineffectual . . . (2008: 37)

The use of negative power such as authoritarian and sovereign measures is
practiced all along with the “liberal” rationalities of governance, as Barry Hindness (2001)
and Mitchell Dean (2002) point out. That is to say, negative power should never be seen as
something practiced only by the “non-liberal” state. In his book Governmentality: Power and
Rule in Modern Society, Dean writes about the similarities in the exercises of power
(biopolitics, pastoral power, and sovereign power) in both liberal and non-liberal forms of
governance; yet, he does not push the limits to include the non-Western contexts in his
studies (1999: 131–48). In recognizing these similarities between the liberal and the nonliberal, the West and the non-West, I argue that “the Chinese state” should not be
bracketed-off and therefore marked as different. What concerns the Chinese state and how
it operates applies equally to the other states. Similarly, inquiries about the power of the
Chinese state should not be treated differently from other states.
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Throughout this dissertation, I have demonstrated that the state does not possess
“the whole field of actual power relations” (Foucault 1984c: 64). Foucault’s analytics of
power, being both intentional and nonsubjective, shed light on this aspect. Power-relations
have aims and objectives, like the state targets to manage its population. As power is never
possessed by anyone or any institutions, it is nonsubjective. Power is relational, meaning
that individuals participate in it. These individuals may make conscious and calculated
decisions and yet, their actions would only constitute a node of a network of powerrelations in the larger social, political, or cultural system. In a word, how power functions is
beyond one’s control. From a Foucaultian point of view (1991a), the power of the state
never has this ability to supersede and control everything. The state itself needs to operate
in and along with the larger system of power-relations.
In light of the persistent emphasis on the power of the state, and seeing the state as
a stable and pre-given institutional structure, Foucault argues:

But the state, no more probably today than at any other time in its history, does not
have this unity, this individuality, this rigorous functionality, nor, to speak frankly,
this importance; maybe, after all, the state is no more than a composite reality and a
mythicized abstraction, whose importance is a lot more limited than many of us
think. Maybe what is really important for our modernity — that is, for our present
— is not so much the etatisation [stratification] of society, as the
‘governmentalization’ of the state. (Foucault 1991: 103; emphasis in the original)

The “governmentalization” of the state compels one to think and examine how the
state, with a multitude of institutions and ideas, comes to be understood as a political entity
overseeing and regulating the whole society and the population. The term
“governmentalization” suggests that the state is not a preconfigured entity. The state
cannot take its position for granted; it works toward its goal of managing the population in
an exponential limitless way. As such, the state should be conceived as a series of
contingent processes intertwining with a whole field of power-relations.
The example of how the CCP and its officials incorporate, adopt, and perform the
ideals of governance on benevolence, truth, and glory demonstrates two aspects of the
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state: First, it bears no pre-given totalizing power as it is required to re-work and reinvent
its governing practices; and second, the state’s seemingly structural consistency throughout
history should be understood “as an emergent and complex resultant of conflicting and
contradictory governmental practices” (Lemke 2007: 10) and “a lived and embodied
experience, a mode of existence” (ibid.: 7). The 150 years of colonial rule in Hong Kong
have created this “gap” of embodied experiences and a different mode of existence that has
compelled the state to learn and adjust its governing strategies and tactics. The contesting
discourses generated in the mediation of Olympic reports demonstrate the differences
existing between Hong Kong and China and also the limit of the state, at least in the year
of 2008. The case study of Hong Kong shows that the state does not possess this
“metapower” that allows it to simply “control” and insert its will on the people; and that, in
its desire to secure its place in the society and successfully manage the population, is itself
obliged to consider the desire and welfare of the population.
This mentioned, in showing the ways in which the state has successfully deployed
discourses, tactics, and strategies to achieve its governing objectives and maintain its rule,
this dissertation seems to point toward the direction that the state is very capable of
managing its population. The question that will come to mind is how one should
understand this seemingly paradoxical argument about the state — not being the
“metapower” and yet in many ways seems to suggest that it is very successful in mobilizing
the people — and, in following this line of inquiry, how one should understand “power”
beyond its generative aspect. In addition, how should one conceptualize “resistance”?
These questions require me to engage with some of the critiques on Foucault’s analyses in
connection with the notion of resistance.

CRITIQUE
Foucault’s works have drawn a lot of criticisms. I will mention below those I find
most relevant to my dissertation and discuss them in connection with the notion of
resistance. Foucault’s suspicion of any forms of “objective” knowledge, truth, and norms
have made him refrain from passing normative judgment — good or bad, oppressive or
progressive — on the ideas of freedom, justice, and human rights, etc. (McLaren 2002). In
addition, according to Foucault, power-relations are not good or bad (2002 [1983]) but are
chains of action that generate and direct actions. In that case, one could easily be led to
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read power as a neutral concept of “force” (Teurlings 2004: 40), or what Stuart Hall
describes as a “behaviorists” approach (quoted in Teurlings 2004: 40), or what Patton
criticizes as being a “descriptive analysis of power” (Patton 1998, quoted in Teurling 2004:
40). In addition, Hartstock (1990) claims that Foucault fails to account for unequal powerrelations. In brief, many criticize Foucault’s works for a lack of normative framework (read,
for example Habermas 1987; Dews 1987; Hartsock 1990) and question the potential of his
analyses in generating political or social changes.
Indeed, although Foucault’s works are largely about revealing the processes of
subjectification and objectification, he does not seem to offer concrete solutions for social
and political changes. Many also argue that resistance is under-theorized in his works
(McLaren 2002: 49). Even though Foucault writes that resistance is implicated in all powerrelations, that is, virtually everywhere, the notion of resistance remains abstract and he does
not write much about it, as Seyla Benhabib argues: “For Foucault every act of resistance is
but another manifestation of an omni-present discourse-power complex” (1992: 222).
Critics argue that Foucault does not seem to answer the questions of whether power
encompasses everything and is everywhere, or how resistance is possible, or, under what
circumstances a moment of mutation would take place.
In his oeuvre, Foucault has been critical of social institutions, officially sanctioned
knowledge (e.g. history, medical science, etc.), and norms; yet critics argue that Foucault
writes and understands the world from the angle of the dominator or even the colonizer
(Hartsock 1990; McLaren 2002; Teurlings 2004). Much of his analyses is based on these
sets of knowledge that he is critical of; and in analyzing them, he, at the same time,
regenerates these dominating perspectives. Though Hartsock refers more specifically to the
gendered norms and the feminist struggles, I think this critique also applies to the studies
of governmentality. In accounting for the rationalities of government, Foucault seems to
describe and explain how it works and as such seems to reproduce the dominator’s views.
Think, for instance, of how the Chinese government’s emphasis of soft power in national
image-making seems to show how the ruler has incorporated these governing rationalities
in maintaining its domination. In relation to governmentality, Foucault does not seem to
provide suggestions on how one may subvert domination and make changes. In general,
Foucault’s refusal to set an agenda for social and political changes has frustrated those like
Hartsock who advocate social actions. All these seem to lead one back to Patton’s
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argument that Foucault offers descriptive analyses and that his works leave little room for
“imagining alternative worlds” (Teurlings 2004: 44).

RESISTANCE
The critiques posed above are best discussed and elaborated in concert with the
notion of resistance. I begin this section by addressing the critique on Foucault’s lack of a
normative framework. Humanistic normative values are central in social and political
struggles; and the latter are often linked to the discussion of resistance. This is particularly
the case here. I recently attended a conference focusing on digital media in East Asia. All
the papers about China focused on digital activism and the discussion centered on whether
the new media could constitute a force to resist the authoritarian state. Resistance and the
Chinese state are like Siamese twins, inseparable and bonded by destiny.
Foucault is skeptical about the Enlightenment ideals that emphasize rationality,
progress, human rights and autonomy, and the claims that rationality, reason, and scientific
knowledge can produce a set of neutral, objective, and universal truth and knowledge that
are independent of power. In Madness and Civilization (Foucault 2001 [1967]), Foucault
shows how this Enlightenment ideal of rationality is formed on the basis of exclusion of
otherness, such as the madmen. In other words, these ideals are not neutral or simply
emancipatory per se, but are implicated in power-relations. To Foucault, there are no such
things as value-free, universal, and ahistorical; nor is there objective truth and knowledge,
that is, a transcendental knowledge. His concept of power-knowledge demonstrates how
knowledge and power imply one another (Foucault 1995: 27). It would be wrong to assume
that Foucault rejects all humanistic values such as anti-domination or anti-oppression. His
genealogical works and his life as a political activist could shed some light on this. In fact,
one should read Foucault’s approach as “re-working” and that he employs a “skeptical
method” that “allows him to strategically appeal to norms without necessarily endorsing
them” (McLaren 2002: 22; Teurlings 2004).
Instead of embracing universal humanistic values, Foucault’s formulation forces
one to question one’s situated interests and the power-relations implicated in social and
political movements. As I argue in, for example, chapter 4, the claims to speak for the
people who suffered from destructive consequences brought about by Olympics-led urban
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changes could not be sustained and justified when these claims do not take equivalent
interests in knowing what the very people who dwelled in the city thought and felt. What is
positioned as a just cause worth fighting for is not an innocent liberating mission. No
humanistic claims are objective or value-free. Foucault’s interrogation on truth and power
would indeed make social and political movements not a simple matter that is merely
guided by a set of universal normative values.
Identified as a non-liberal state, the Chinese state is perceived to be ruling against
the core humanistic values — freedom, justice, human rights, and the like — that are
embraced since the Enlightenment, discursively practiced in the liberal West, and
fundamental to worldwide social justice movements. As such, China is portrayed as a
despotic ruler who takes away the rights and freedom of its people. Normative values
endorsed in the liberatory politics are invoked to emancipate the Chinese people from the
state.
Resistance to the Chinese state is advocated to be a good thing and something that
should be encouraged. Reading as such, not only does it tempt one to fall back on the
reductive duality of the state and the people; but it also, as Foucault points out, gravely
mistakes resistance as something scarce and exercised by only a few brave individuals —
something highly advocated in emancipation discourses like those of orthodox Marxism.
Foucault argues against this simplistic notion of power as stemming from the state and as a
thing held by the powerful, and therefore is something “bad” and needs to be overthrown
as such. He argues that resistance not only does not stand outside of power; it in fact is
implicated in power-relations. Like power, resistance is everywhere. However, it would be
wrong to conclude that power is omnipresent and therefore there is no escape from it, as
critics like Benhabib (1992) read it. Foucault argues, “Should it be said that one is always
‘inside power’, there is no ‘escaping’ it, there is no absolute outside where it is concerned,
because one is always subject to the law in any case . . . This would be to misunderstand the
strictly relational character of power relationships” (1980b: 95). McLaren points out
succinctly that “the idea that one could go beyond resistance to seize or overthrow power
reinvokes the liberal notion of power as emanating from a state or as held by individuals”
(24). To Foucault, resistance is not only possible but it is necessary. Resistance makes
power-relations visible:
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I would like to suggest another way to go further toward a new economy of power
relations, a way that is more empirical, more directly related to our present
situation, and one that implies more relations between theory and practice. It
consists in taking the forms of resistance against different forms of power as a
starting point. To use another metaphor, it consists in using this resistance as a
chemical catalyst so as to bring to light power relations, locate their position, find
out their point of application and the methods used. Rather than analyzing power
from the point of view of its internal rationality, it consists of analyzing power
relations through the antagonism of strategies. (Foucault 2002b: 128)

Given the prominence of resistance in Foucault’s account, one would then question
why Foucault did not set out concrete agendas for social and political changes. To spell out
a concrete resistant plan would contradict Foucault’s critique on truth-like universal
solutions. In an interview addressing gay politics, Foucault said the following and I argue
this would reflect adequately his attitude toward resistance: “But I am not the only person
equipped to show these things, and I want to avoid suggesting that certain developments
were necessary or unavoidable. . . . Of course, there are useful things I can contribute, but
again, I want to avoid imposing my own scheme or plan” (1988: 302). What Foucault
advocates is not an abstract and universal notion of resistance but one that is local and
specific to the context.
Back to the Chinese context, I believe it is important to reiterate again that it is a
serious misconception to see resistance as a scarce thing possessed by a few social activists
or intellectuals; and to see the people as a collective mass sharing the same interests, same
goals and that they would be identified as such to stand against the state. I have mentioned
the concept of intersectionality (Crenshaw 1989, 1991, 1995; McCall 2005) earlier in
chapter 2, a concept developed by feminists to highlight the multidimensional character of
social relationships and subject formation. What intersectionality helps illustrate is the
complexity involved in understanding power-relations and resistance, the people are
composed of individuals with a multitude of identifications such as class, ethnicity, race,
gender, sexual oriental, work position, place-identity (city versus rural), nationality, so on
and so forth. Resistance is never simply a unilateral, one-dimensional relation toward the
state.
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Let me elaborate on Foucault’s formulation of power and resistance with a few
examples. With regard to resistance as a common thing, and an attempt to answer a
question I raised in chapter 4 about the potential moments of resistance within the
volunteer program, the first example is how the (potential) Games volunteers chose to
withdraw from the program. Not all volunteers were selfless individuals who were
committed to serving the others and the nation without expecting return; not to mention
being a volunteer during the Olympics was not an easy task — getting up early, going home
late, working without compensation, working in the heat, standing for the whole day, etc.
Some young qualified individuals held distant and indifferent attitudes and they simply did
not see the point to join. Some found the expectations and responsibility too timeconsuming and demanding; they resigned even before the Olympics started. For those who
already got a taste of the Olympic experience, they simply found it not necessary to spend
more time to serve the Paralympics and found excuses to resign and skip the expected
duty. With regard to the ideal of volunteerism (being selfless, devoted, diligent, and
helpful), my volunteer-interviewees told me that they would at times find excuses to skip
duties such as taking a break in the hidden area; or, when they were required to act politely
and helpful even to rude (foreign) visitors, they found various ways to deal with them
(gossiping about them, complaining about them among the volunteers, or deliberately
giving them wrong directions to the venue). These would be some forms of resistance to
the state-orchestrated promotion of model citizens and volunteer program.
The case study on taxi drivers shows the complexity implicated in the dynamics of
resistance and power-relations. When taxi drivers were asked to take English exams, they,
with the help of the taxi companies and their co-workers, found a way to cheat in the tests
and pass the exam. When they were asked to wear a uniform, they wore the shirts
unbuttoned and without the ties or wore the trousers rolled up as if working in the field.
All these actions subverted the official plans of making them look good for Beijing and
China.
As pointed out earlier, taxi drivers’ class position could place them in a marginal
position but they are by no means “powerless” victims of society; think, for instance, of
their relatively “superior” position vis-à-vis the migrant workers, of whom they complained
to have low suzhi and to cause Beijing’s deteriorating living conditions. Similarly, their
professional niche as people who know their way around Beijing means that they could
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easily drive a long way around and charge the passengers more. Their talkativeness (“很会
侃”) and being informative of the city and China would subvert the passenger-driver
dynamics and empower them to be seen as vocal voices of local life and as informants; and
at other times, this talkativeness, often implying bluffing and therefore not being taken
seriously, could exempt them from being judged politically even when they complained
about politics, gossip, or spread rumors about the politicians.
The last point directs us to look at how subversion of power is made possible by
using power against itself. The Olympic programs I analyzed in chapter 7 are such
examples. These programs bore the functions to promote the Beijing Games and to
resinicize the Hong Kong population. To accomplish these tasks, tactics of “the local” and
“the familiar” were brought in; yet, in bringing in these tactics, they also helped strengthen
a Hong Kong subjectivity and as such, challenge the original purpose of resinification.
What were originally acts of power were subverted by the acts themselves. One more
example related to this study is how Beijingers who were discontent with removal or
demolition would at times employ the (foreign) media or academics from the West as
leverage to make their voices heard, and in doing so, they hoped to increase their
bargaining power with the government. This is a tactic that, on the one hand, grows out of
the normalized view that the Chinese citizens are being bullied, treated unfairly by the
government and therefore appeal to the interest of the liberal West to speak for them and
to help them out. On the other hand, it appeals to the norms that the Chinese nation is a
big family and that the government as the patriarch (父母官) is responsible for taking care
of its family members and keeping them — the civilians — in their proper place. The latter
invokes the social and political norms that help the government sustain its rule and demand
it to look after its civilians (子民), as well as the norm that stresses keeping family quarrels
within the family (家丑不出外传).226 In his genealogical works, Foucault is very critical of
norms, the normalizing power, and domination. Yet, this example also shows that in
norms, like in every power-relation, lie the potential of resistance. Power and resistance are
so enmeshed with each other that it would not be entirely correct to conclude in broad
strokes that power is either good or bad.

226

An English equivalent of this idiom is not to wash your dirty linen in public.
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Indifference, deception, flight, gossiping, bluffing, using power to subvert power —
these are some of the examples out of inexhaustive forms of resistance. These, however,
do not explain why macro-scale structural changes, such as changing political regimes, class
positions, gendered norms, are infrequent. By extension, Foucault’s concept of power —
that power is not possessed, we all take part in it, and it runs through all social relations —
seems to suggest that power is equally exercised and evenly distributed. Then, again, how
does one account for the prevailing and persistent dominance, such as class, gender,
ethnicity, race, etc.? In fact, Foucault does acknowledge that power is not exercised equally
as shown, for example, by the psychiatrists vis-à-vis the mental patients relation in Madness
and Civilization (Foucault 2001 [1967]), the medical professionals vis-à-vis the patients in The
Birth of the Clinic (Foucault 2003b [1973]), and men vis-à-vis women (of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries) in “The Ethics of the Concern for Self as a Practice of Freedom”
(Foucault 1997).
In “The Subject and Power” (Foucault 1982) and “The Ethics of the Concern for
Self as a Practice of Freedom” (Foucault 1997), Foucault writes specifically on the
differentiation between power and domination, and three types of power relations —
strategic games between liberties, technologies of government, and states of domination. In
his words:

It seems to me that we must distinguish between power relations understood as
strategic games between liberties — in which some try to control the conduct of
others, who in turn try to avoid allowing their conduct to be controlled or try to
control the conducts of others — and the states of domination that people
ordinarily call “power.” And between the two, between games of power and states
of domination, you have technologies of government — understood, of course, in a
very broad sense that includes not only the way institutions are governed but also
the way one governs one’s wife and children. (Foucault 1997: 299)

Power as strategic games belongs to the generative aspect of power, which is
subject to reversal; whereas states of domination refer to the descending form of power,
that is, power over others. The latter exemplifies an asymmetrical power-relation, which is
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relatively static, not easily reversed, and can persist over a relatively longer period (Foucault
2002b; Lemke 2000; McLaren 2002). States of domination display the negative forms of
power that function to control and constrain, which is comparable to the practice of
sovereign power in Foucault’s juridical-discursive model of power (McLaren 2002). As
discussed earlier, the use of negative power related to domination goes in tandem with the
generative aspect of power, and this formulation makes explicit the workings of
governmentality. States of domination and the accompanying negative power, as Foucault
elucidates, do not form the basis of these asymmetrical power-relations. Rather, the
relations of domination are the effects of the technologies of government that regulate,
stabilize, and systematize power-relations (Lemke 2000; Hindess 1996; Patton 1998).
In states of domination, resistance is still possible, just as the examples I listed
earlier. Whereas to subvert macro-structural kinds of domination, such as gender
domination, heterosexual domination, racial domination (e.g. white people’s domination
over non-whites), ethnic domination (e.g. Han dominance over the fifty-five other ethnic
minorities in China), the Sino-centric way of defining Chineseness, the West’s domination
of knowledge-production, etc., it would require collective actions and the shifting of
power-relations (McLaren 2002; Foucault 2002b). The end of domination, as McLaren
points out, should never be read as “the end of power”; rather, what the end of domination
offers are expanded possibilities of choices, possibilities of reversing power-relations, and
resistance (2002: 41).
Foucault is not a fatalist or pessimist as some critics misread him. His lifetime
involvement in social activism, and his critical interrogation of transcendental knowledge
and the contemporary society demonstrate that he believes that social and political changes
are possible. On the whole, I find Foucault’s analyses and his notion of power extremely
insightful and perceptive. Yet, perhaps precisely because of this, to borrow McLaren’s
words, “chilling recognition that his analysis is correct,” I find myself struggling with the
critique that Foucault writes from the perspective of dominator and that his analyses
present little room to imagine alternative worlds. Just as in governmentality, the state’s
mobilization of various tactics, discourses, and strategies leads one to look at the ways in
which the state can so sophistically set things in motion, which in turn facilitate the
achievement of its desired goals. Could governmentality offer more than being a perceptive
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analytical tool? Even though I acknowledge that resistance is implicated in power-relations
and as such also omnipresent, I cannot help but ask what the alternatives would be.
Lastly, studies of governmentality focus exclusively on the nation-state as the point
of analysis. In view of this Olympic research and the role played by the IOC, and with the
development of international, transnational, and supranational organizations like the
European Union, the United Nation, International Monetary Fund (IMF), etc., there is an
urgent need to extend the analysis of governmentality to include global governance
organizations. This, however, does not suggest, nor do I want to engage with the debate,
that these global organizations are “above” the nation-states, and that they undermine the
latters’ sovereignty, or vice versa. It would be beyond this epilogue to engage with these
debates. Finally, I would like to conclude this dissertation with a discussion of the role of
the IOC.

THE ROLE OF THE IOC
Despite the large amount of Olympics-related research, there is a severe lack of
research on the role of the International Olympic Committee (IOC). When China, other
host nations, and their various actors are criticized of seizing the Olympics to promote
their own agenda, hardly were there attempts to look into the role of the IOC in facilitating
these possibilities. Few researchers engage with this enquiry on the role of IOC. Rarely are
there articles written on the IOC; and when they do, they retreat to a kind of management
advice (Milton-Smith 2002), challenges faced by the IOC (Digel 2010), or supplementary
information (Rowe, Gilmour, and Petzold 2010).
The IOC facilitates the instigation of nationalism through assigning the unit of
reference to the nation-state as the only legitimate unit in the Olympics. This, in turn, makes
it possible for the host countries to hijack the event to celebrate their political ideologies
and instigate nationalism (MacAloon 1984; Edgecomb 2011; A. Guttmann 2002). Julie
Guthman criticizes the Olympics as the culprit of nationalism: “Nationalism is dead. Long
live nationalism. The Olympics, it is patently clear, is first and foremost a celebration and
reinscription of nationalism, of the very simplest kind” (2008: 1799). All individual
participants have to participate in the Olympics as the representatives of their National
Olympic Committee (NOC). In competitions, it is always a national representative/team
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competing with the other national representatives/teams, not to mention that the numbers
of Olympic Gold medals and the overall medal numbers are grouped as the achievement of
the nation-states. Other aspects of the Games such as the Olympic rituals of the Torch
Relay, the opening and the closing ceremonies, and the awarding ceremonies (raising the
national flag and playing the national anthem of the gold medalist’s country) all help
normalize the belief that an individual should identify with and belong to “an imagined
community” (Anderson 1983). Allen Guttmann criticizes the Olympics fiercely and
compares them to a fanatic religion:

To witness the spectator’s emotions when their national representative mounts the
victor’s podium, when their flag is raised, when their national anthem is played, is to
wonder if nationalism — or sport — is not the true religion of the modern world.
(2002: 2)

China is by no means the only country seizing a mega sport event to promote
national cohesion and national identity. From where I write this dissertation, in almost all
major sports events, Dutch people often dress themselves in orange with orange
accessories to cheer for their national team. When their compatriots achieve outstanding
results, the whole country is flooded with joy and official celebrations are organized. A
recent example is the 2010 World Cup, in which the Dutch team entered the final and
ranked second.
The tight relationship between international sports competition and nationalism is
not a recent product. As early as 1945, George Orwell already criticized the “ills” of the
international sports competitions, stating their similarities to “mimic warfare” (quoted in
Close, Askew, and Xu, 2007: 51). The IOC, although its role in setting off nationalism
cannot be exempted, is not the initiator of nationalism. Its role in this regard is best
understood as strengthening the historically contingent significance of the nation-state as a
unit, and the norms of identifying with a people and a nation.
Globalization, advancements in media technology, intensifying place-competition,
and changes in politico-economic structure all have helped today’s Olympics become a
global media spectacle; and this, subsequently, has made the IOC an ever-growing
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influential international organization, as more and more cities are competing to host the
Games “at any price” (Milton-Smith 2002) while multinational companies are willing to pay
unimaginable amounts of sponsorship fees. With the discursive humanistic ideals promoted
by the idea of Olympism, the IOC and the Olympics have acquired this status as a
transnational form of governance that parallels the nation-state. This does not necessarily
mean that the IOC is above the nation-state but it does imply that the IOC represents a
mode of government that is set on a global scale and that can shape actions on a multitude
of levels worldwide and within a nation-state. The related questions on how it actually
functions and operates deserve a detailed study of its own.
The aforementioned critique warns one against essentializing (the power of) the state
and associating it as a “metapower” that supersedes everything else. The Chinese state, like
other modern states, acquires its place as the sovereign of a people through the concept of
modern state, and that enables the state to manage its populations, and become the
spokesperson to compete and negotiate with the others in the global arena. In addition, the
global discourses regarding the humanistic ideals associated with Olympism, the Olympics
as a prestigious global event, and the like, have lent their discursive power to the state and
allowed it to reformulate and adopt it as tactics of governance. Similarly, these Olympic
discourses and the Olympic spectacle are also platforms seized by social and political
activists to make their statements heard.
This dissertation is born out of a larger research on the Beijing Olympics. While I do
acknowledge that the year 2008 has gone by and China is indeed changing at an
accelerating pace, I insist that the questions related to subjectivity and modes of
governance remain relevant not only in China but also beyond the geopolitical setting of
China. Future research would require one to look into the developments of tactics of
governance in the capital and across the country, and perhaps to explore the evolvement of
these governing tactics with China’s increasing interconnectedness with global politics.
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SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY)

In de introductie van mijn dissertatie beschrijf ik de centrale argumenten,
onderzoeksvragen en de focus van mijn onderzoek. Een van mijn doelen is het idee te
ontkrachten dat de Chinese overheid haar macht behoudt en legitimeert via een negatieve
vorm van machtsuitoefening in de Foucaultiaanse zin. Ik beargumenteer namelijk dat de
CCP haar macht vooral uitoefent door mensen aan te moedigen een specifieke autonome
subjectpositie aan te nemen. Deze subjectpositie helpt de staat zijn doeleinden te bereiken
op een goedkope en efficiënte manier. Ik laat in mijn dissertatie zien dat de staat niet alleen
probeerde om de hele bevolking achter de Olympische Spelen te krijgen, maar belangrijker,
dat de staat ook probeerde om via Olympische Spelen zijn eigen machtspositie veilig te
stellen. In mijn onderzoek bespreek ik de verschillende strategieën, tactieken en vertogen
die gemobiliseerd werden door de staat in een poging deze doelen te bereiken. Een
belangrijk vertoog dat ik hier herken is het vertoog van China’s nieuwe gouden eeuw. Dit is
een veelomvattend en strategisch vertoog waarin het vertoog van nationale vernedering en
het vertoog van nationale trots en glorie samenkomen. Door het projecteren van een
collectieve hoop op China’s nieuwe gouden eeuw presenteert de CCP zichzelf als de
legitieme leider, een leider welke het volk een veelbelovend en succesvol China kan
brengen. In het vertoog van China’s nieuwe gouden eeuw wordt een specifieke versie van
de Chinese geschiedenis en cultuur gemobiliseerd terwijl er een juiste vorm van
‘Chineesheid’ wordt geconstrueerd. Op deze manier wordt er binnen en door dit vertoog
een specifieke set van culturele normen en waarden toegeschreven aan een subject. Dit
subject geeft de staat de mogelijkheid de bevolking te (be)sturen - in de zin van Michel
Foucaults theorie van governmentality. Mijn onderzoek laat hier ook zien hoe de CCP
media en technologie inzet als vormen van bestuur. De effectiviteit van deze vormen van
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bestuur blijkt echt voor een groot deel af te hangen van hoe ze samenhangen met
specifieke vormen van zelfbestuur welke op hun beurt weer een rol spelen in de manieren
waarop media functioneren.
De case studies van deze dissertatie richten zich op verschillende segmenten van de
bevolking en snijden verschillende thema’s aan. Zo kijk ik naar de atleten (de gender
normen die toegeschreven worden aan Chinese mannen en vrouwen), de vrijwilligers (de
jongeren), de taxichauffeurs in Peking (de stedelingen), de mensen uit China en Peking (hoe
wordt er een beeld gevormd van het verleden, het heden en de toekomst), en de mensen uit
Hong Kong. Samen brengen de case studies de verschillende gouvernementele tactieken in
kaart die gebruikt worden om de bevolking te besturen. De case studies laten zien hoe de
mensen uit iedere groep worden aangesproken op hun eigen verantwoordelijkheden, hoe ze
vervolgens tot zelfbesturende subjecten worden gevormd en hoe ze zo onderworpen zijn
aan een gouvernementele logica. Ik heb echter ook laten zien dat in deze logica verzet,
omdraaiing en verwerping mogelijk is.
Het tweede hoofdstuk gaat in op de methodes die ik heb gehanteerd in mijn
onderzoek. Het gaat daarnaast ook in op de manieren waarop ik heb geprobeerd de
valkuilen van empirisme en theoreticisme, welke gerelateerd zijn aan de sociale en
geesteswetenschappen, te mijden. Het doel van mijn veldwerk was niet om op zoek te gaan
naar ‘de waarheid’. In tegenstelling, ik verrichtte veldwerk omdat ik het als een goede en
vruchtbare manier zie mijn onderzoeksobject te ervaren en te bestuderen. De theoretische
teksten waren voor mij belangrijke instrumenten om mijn corpus te bestuderen en te
reflecteren op wat ik in het veld tegenkwam en ervoer. Ik sluit dit hoofdstuk af met een
reflectie op mijn eigen positie als onderzoeker om de culturele en identiteitspolitiek, welke
onvermijdelijk een rol spelen in dit onderzoek, te belichten.
In het derde hoofdstuk behandel ik de eerste case studie. Deze case studie bevindt
zich op het kruispunt van gender, geschiedenis en politiek. Ik probeer in dit hoofdstuk uit
te leggen waarom er op dit kruispunt en binnen dit kader zoveel waarde wordt
toegeschreven aan sport in het algemeen en aan de Olympische Spelen in het bijzonder.
Het hoofdstuk laat zien hoe de historiciteit van China’s traumatische verleden – hoe het
land ten prooi viel aan Westers imperialisme – ervoor heeft gezorgd dat de staat
voortborduurt op een biopolitiek vertoog welke fysieke, mentale en morele eigenschappen
van subjecten verbindt aan het voortbestaan en de renaissance van een Chinese natie
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(Sigley 2004). Ik maak in dit hoofdstuk gebruik van Judith Butlers (1993) concept van
performativity om te onderzoeken hoe drie verschillende groepen atleten op drie
verschillende Olympische momenten genderspecifieke normen belichamen. Ik
beargumenteer dat door het herhaaldelijk tonen van genderspecifieke beelden van deze
atleten bepaalde genderidealen genormaliseerd worden. Tegelijkertijd beargumenteer ik dat
de atleten kunnen worden gezien als representaties van specifieke tijdsperiodes in de
Chinese geschiedenis. Als representaties van post-Qing revolutionair China belichamen Liu
Changchun en Yang Xiuqiong China’s zoektocht naar het moderne en zijn vastberadenheid
om zich te ontdoen van traditie. De representaties van hun lichamen en gender
weerspiegelen beelden van het Westen. In de periode die volgde op de introductie van de
open deur politiek zocht China zijn plaats op het wereldtoneel. Ik beargumenteer dat de
ideale masculiniteit en femininiteit die Li Ning en Lang Ping belichamen nauw verbonden
is met de nationale glorie die zij China brachten. Hun lichamen en lichaamsuitingen blijken
gereguleerde terreinen te zijn waar verschillen in gender worden gebagatelliseerd. Na meer
dan dertig jaar van hervormingen spreidt het hedendaagse China zijn zelfvertrouwen en
kracht ten toon via de lichamen van Liu Xiang en Guo Jingjing. De masculiniteit van Liu
Xiang is geconstrueerd als een zelfverzekerde mannelijkheid. De femininiteit van Guo
Jingjing wordt niet alleen geconstrueerd is als een vrouwelijkheid die zelfvertrouwen
uitstraalt, maar ook als een vrouwelijkheid die gekenmerkt wordt door uiterlijke
schoonheid. Ik beargumenteer dat deze constructie het hedendaagse China toont als even
modern als het Westen. Op een moment waarop het land worstelt zichzelf te definiëren
vis-a-vis een verbeelde en machtige Ander dienen deze atleten als voorbeelden voor
Chinese mannen en vrouwen. De case studie heeft dan twee dingen laten zien. Ten eerste
demonstreert de case studie hoe de staat opereert binnen en via bestaande vertogen en
praktijken. Het nationale trauma wordt door de staat gemobiliseerd en gerecycled om eigen
doeleinden te bereiken. Ten tweede laat deze case studie zien dat het niet zozeer wetten en
regels zijn die het (voort)bestaan van de staat legitimeren en garanderen, maar dat het
vooral gaat om de manieren waarop de staat zijn bevolking op verschillende indirecte
manieren (be)stuurt.
Tijdens de Olympische Spelen vielen de immer glimlachende en positieve
vrijwilligers die werkten voor de Spelen me op. Deze observatie leidde ertoe dat ik de
gouvernementele tactieken en vertogen van het Olympische vrijwilligers programma ging
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bestuderen. Door officieel vrijwilligers promotiemateriaal te analyseren beargumenteer ik in
het vierde hoofdstuk dat deze zichtbare positieve beelden werden gestuurd door minder
zichtbare gouvernementele tactieken en vertogen. In plaats van China’s traumatische
verleden expliciet te beklemtonen, benadrukt het gouvernementele vertoog hier de meer
optimistische aspecten zoals ‘droom’ en ‘glorie’ om het vertrouwen en geloof van subjecten
in een modern China te stimuleren. Tegelijkertijd wordt dit vertoog gekoppeld aan het idee
van een goed georganiseerde Olympische Spelen. Het vertoog van een goed georganiseerde
Olympische Spelen was grotendeels gemotiveerd door het nationale verlangen om erkend
en gerespecteerd te worden door de wereld. Om deze internationale erkenning te
bewerkstelligen werd het vertoog van ‘geen gezichtsverlies’ – dat geconstrueerd werd door
tactieken van schaamte – gemobiliseerd om de vrijwilligers te disciplineren tot nette
subjecten die de natie goed konden vertegenwoordigen. We zien hier hoe China’s verleden
van vernedering dus een rijke discursieve bron blijkt te zijn waar de staat eindeloos uit lijkt
te kunnen putten. De discursieve idealen van het vrijwilliger zijn en de manieren waarop de
vrijwilligers werden aangemoedigd zich te gedragen vertoont veel overeenkomsten met de
model burgers die de CCP vanaf haar oprichting heeft gepromoot.
De Olympische Spelen gaan niet alleen over sport, geschiedenis en politiek, maar
vinden ook plaats in een specifieke materiele omgeving, namelijk in de stad Peking.
Hoofdstukken vijf en zes richten zich op twee aspecten van de Olympische stad: de
stedelingen en de representatie van Peking. In het vijfde hoofdstuk borduur ik voort op
Walter Benjamins concept van de flâneur (1969) om de focus te verschuiven naar de
stedelingen, in dit geval de taxichauffeurs van Peking. Ik kijk hier naar hoe zij vertellen over
China als organisator van de Olympische Spelen en over de stedelijke ontwikkelingen en
veranderingen die plaatsvonden omwille van de Olympische Spelen. Veel studies hebben
aandacht besteed aan de snelle ontwikkelingen die plaatsvonden in de stad Peking. Deze
studies negeren vaak de meningen en verhalen van de mensen zelf. De Olympische Spelen
onderwierpen taxi chauffeurs aan een tal van overheidscampagnes. De directe associatie
van de chauffeurs met het beeld en imago van de stad werd herkend maar niet erkend. Hun
meningen werden in de maatschappij vaak maar nauwelijks serieus genomen. Deze case
studie probeert enerzijds de taxi chauffeurs hun stem terug te geven en probeert anderzijds
te laten zien hoe deze taxichauffeurs ook als subjecten onderworpen zijn aan
gouvernementele technologieën en vertogen. Deze vertogen begrensden, vormden en
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definieerden de manieren waarop de chauffeurs spraken over hun dagelijkse leven. Terwijl
veel studies de stedelijke ontwikkelingen die plaatsvonden omwille van de Olympische
Spelen bekritiseren, zagen de taxichauffeurs deze veranderingen juist als een teken van
vooruitgang, als een teken dat China een stap dichterbij het ontwikkelde Westen komt. De
chauffeurs klaagden wel over de strenge Olympische trainingen, maar de wereldwijde
negatieve media aandacht stimuleerde aan de andere kant wel hun nationalistische
gevoelens. Daarnaast claimden ze ook dat het verhogen van suzhi cruciaal is voor het
construeren van een goed beeld van China. Het hoofdstuk heeft dan laten zien hoe de staat
verschillende strategieën inzet om de rollen en verantwoordelijkheden van verschillende
groepen te reguleren. Tegelijkertijd laat het hoofdstuk ook de onderhandelingen zien van
taxichauffeurs met deze gouvernementele tactieken.
De Olympische Spelen boden een cruciaal moment voor de constructie van een
herinnering. De materialiteit van de stad werd actief betrokken in de constructie van deze
herinnering. In het zesde hoofdstuk van deze dissertatie analyseer ik hoe Pekings verleden,
heden en toekomst werd geconstrueerd en gerepresenteerd om de ideeën van mensen over
de stad, China en Chineesheid te sturen. Ik gebruik hier Ackbar Abbas’ concept van
disappearance (1997) om te beargumenteren dat de veranderingen die plaatsvonden moeten
worden gezien als een kwestie van miskenning. Ik laat zien dat de herbouw van Qianmen
een poging was om een fantasie van een cultureel en historisch China te recreëren. Dit een
fantasie welke doet denken aan de beelden van Chinatowns uit films – opvallend en
exotisch, maar zonder problematische historische referenties of lading. Het Olympische
park was een ideaalbeeld van wat het hedendaagse China graag wil zijn, namelijk een
kosmopolitisch China. Echter, dit kosmopolitisme komt tot stand door een selectief proces
van herinnering. De positieve aspecten werden opgeslagen in het geheugen, terwijl de
negatieve en controversiële aspecten zoals de strenge veiligheidsmaatregelen en het naar
huis sturen van migrantarbeiders selectief werden vergeten. De slagzin van een ‘Nieuw
Peking’ projecteerde een beeld van hoe de toekomst van Peking en China eruit zou zien:
veelbelovend en vol hoop. In promotiefilms toont de stad van de toekomst vooral een net
en technologisch ontwikkeld China. Deze case studie heeft dan gedemonstreerd dat de
constructie van fysieke plaatsen een belangrijke rol speelt in de perceptie van een subject
van zichzelf en van anderen. Fysieke plaatsen zijn dus deel van het proces waarbij een
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individu tot een Chinees subject gevormd wordt. Dit is een subject welke de visies en
idealen van de natie (voort)draagt.
Terwijl de eerdere case studies zich hebben gericht op het vasteland van China,
richt de laatste case studie zich op de Speciale Bestuurlijke Regio van Hong Kong. Deze
regio is anders, omdat het een plaats en volk betreft welke zich in hun pogingen zichzelf te
definiëren altijd bewegen tussen de eigen Chineesheid en het koloniale verleden. In dit
hoofdstuk bestudeer ik eerst welke gouvernementele technologieën in Hong Kong worden
ingezet. Daarna analyseer ik hoe deze strategieën resoneren met de bestaande tradities en
praktijken in de regio. Ten slotte bestudeer ik hoe subjectiviteit wordt gevormd door media
praktijken. Hier bestudeer ik twee soorten RTHK programma’s: Olympische programma’s
die in samenwerking met de overheid tot stand zijn gekomen en een documentaireactualiteiten programma. Als een publieke zender die in dienst staat van de Speciale
Bestuurlijke Regio van Hong Kong benadrukte RTHK vooral de lokale aspecten en de
voordelen van de Olympische Spelen. Hoewel de RTHK programma’s een geïdealiseerde
versie van Chineesheid lieten zien, construeerden ze ook een mogelijk problematische
Hong Kong subjectiviteit. Het actualiteitenprogramma HKC probeerde de idealen van
onpartijdigheid en vrijheid van meningsuiting na te leven. Hoewel in de narratieve
strategieën werd geprobeerd gelijkheid tussen China en Hong Kong te creëren en
onderlinge verschillen te accepteren, bleef de veronderstelde tegenstelling tussen beiden
bestaan en werd deze gereproduceerd. De manieren waarop RTHK de Olympische Spelen
in beeld brachten laten zien dat de staat Hong Kong niet bestuurt via een negatieve macht
in de Foucaultiaanse zin. In tegenstelling, de staat erkent dat Hong Kong ‘anders’ is en
baseert zijn gouvernementele strategieën op dit verschil. De staat opereert binnen en via
bestaande vertogen die al verweven zijn met Hong Kong. Dit verklaart waarom de
ogenschijnlijk conflicterende vertogen – het vertoog welke het belang van China voor
Hong Kong benadrukt en het vertoog welke zich verzet tegen binnendringen van Hong
Kong door China - naast elkaar bestaan in Hong Kong.
In de epiloog bespreek ik een aantal belangrijke vragen en debatten die gerelateerd
zijn aan deze dissertatie. Ik bespreek eerst het gebruik van Foucault in dit onderzoek. Ik
reflecteer op de culturele politiek die het gebruik van Foucault in China studies met zich
meebrengt en probeer hier ook te reflecteren op de vraag wat China en Foucault voor
elkaar (kunnen) betekenen. Het tweede gedeelte van de epiloog gaat in op de vraag van de
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(macht van de) staat. Ik bespreek hier de kritiek op Foucaultiaanse benaderingen en breng
deze in verband met de vraag van (de mogelijkheden van) verzet. Het groeiende belang van
internationale of transnationale organisaties zoals het IOC laat zien dat we verder moeten
denken dan nationale grenzen. In het laatste deel van de epiloog bespreek ik de rol van het
IOC (haar regels) en de vertogen van Olympisme, Olympische idealen en het Olympische
spektakel. Ik bespreek hoe deze nationalisme hebben aangewakkerd en hoe ze de natiestaat
in staat hebben gesteld de Olympische Spelen te gebruiken voor eigen doeleinden.

